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Page 1.

The book is a textbook for students of the geologic and geophysical

specialties of VUZ Lnstitute of Higher Education] and

faculties. It can be used as a practical manual by geological

engineers and geophysicist-workers.

In the book a sufficiently complete and systematic illumination

of physico-geologic and mathematical aspect of complex problem of

interpretation of gravity anomalies is given. The rational methods of

localization of anomalies (their liberation/precipitation from the

common anomalous picture) are examined in detail. Described are all

methods of the interpretation of gravity anomalies which-found

successful application in practice; criticism is given insufficient

the substantiated methods. Are presented the ideas of some new

methods of the interpretation of 'the gravity anomalies, the prospects

for further development and industrial testing,of which are f3vorable.

The numerous practical examples to interpretation are given.
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Page 5.

PREFACE.

Intensive development of exploration geophysics in our country is

expressed not only in industrial indices, in increase in geologic

efficiency of geophysical methods, but also in constant refinement of

their theory and methods of geologic interpretation of geophysical

data.

In recent years the Leningrad division of publishing house

* Nedra" together with general/common courses according to geophysical

methods, releared on zeries/number of methods special

managements/manuals on geologic interpretation of geophysical data

(seismic survey, electrical prospecting, methods of trade geophysics),

in which this important question is stated very thoroughly; for

example, volume of management/nanual on interpretation of waves

(Puzyrev, 1959) reflected data of seis-. }c survey by method comprises

more than 40 publisher's sheets. The managements/manuals indicated

extensively are used both during the instruction of students and in

the practical work of engineer-geophysicists.

On interpretation of results of gravitational prospecting there

was up to now only monograph of 0. A. Swank and Ye. N. Lyustikh,

written even before patriotic war and published in 1947. This book,
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naturally, does not contain a presentation of the numerous methods of

interpretation, which obta.ned development during the subsequent

years. Furthermore, the book is written not in the plan of the manual

or textbook, but represents faster theoretical treatise with the

detailed derivation of different formulas, used with the

interpretation.

In this book authors attempted to give systematic and at

contemporary level presentation of all questions, connected with

geologic interpretation of results of gravitational prospecting, with

examination, as far as possible, all methods of interpretation, which

found practical application. During the writing of the book the

many-year pedagogical and industrial experience of the authors and

their comrades in work is taken into consideration.

Page 6.

Authors strove more thoroughly and correctly, than this was done

in previously released managements/manuals on gravitational

prospecting, to throw light very essence of problem of geologic

interpretation of gravity anomalies, special feature and possibility

of its resolution under different physico-geologic conditions, for

different anomalous elements of gravitational field, taking into

account possibility of examination of distribution of these ele'ents

not only on surface of observations, but also in space - as it is

above, so also it is lower than this surface. This approach is

justified now by the level of the development of the theory of
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calculation of spatial distribution of potential fields reached, by

the development of mine/shaft gravimetry, by the established/installed

at present prospects for the development of air gravimetric surveys

and by other achievements in theory and practice of gravitational

prospecting.

Some questions in book are presented in more detail than this is

possible to do within the framework of training course. These

questions, however, are very important for the workers in their

practical work; they can be used also in VUZ for the construction of

faculative additional courses, for the course and thesis planning,

etc.

Chapter IV and S 49 of Chapter VI are written by I. G. Klushin;

remaining sections are written by B. A. Andreyev.

Authors are very grateful to reviewers A. S. Semenov, V. S.

Mironov, R. M. Demenitskaya, and also to scientific editor N. N.

Mikhaylov for numerous valuable councils, which promoted improvement

in the quality of the book. The authors express large gratitude for

help in preparation of the manuscript of Ye. M. Andreyeva and L. Ye.

Shustova.

All observations according to book authors request to direct into

Leningrad divi ion of publishing house "Nedra" (Leningrad, Lomonosov

Street, 22).
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Page 7. 0
INTRODUCTION.

Gravimetry, i.e., the science about the measurement of

gravitational force, was conceived in the 17th century on the basis of

remarkable experiments and theoretical studies of Galileo, Newton,

Huygens and other scientists. Initially it was developed as a oranch

of geodesy - the science about the study of the form of the Earth.

The first gravimetric measurements, together with data of astronomy

and geodesy, made it possible to establish that the Earth with the

sufficiently high approximation/approach can be likened to spheroid,

i.e., to the ellipsoid of revolution with a small compression,

flattened along the rotational axis* further the same data made it

possible to determine the value of the compression of terrestrial

spheroid.

In the middle of the 18th century French mathematician Clairauts

created bases of the calculation of a normal gravitational field,

..e., gravitational field on the surface of a terrestrial spheroid,

which consists of uniform in density concentric layers. This made it

possible to introduce into the examination the concept about the

gravity anomaly, understood as a difference in the observed value of

gravitational force, normalized by the introduction of the

corresponding corrections to the surface of geoid, and its theoretical

normal value. The first interpretation of gravity anomalies as the 0
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values, which characterize the mutual arrangement of geoid and

.pheroid, gave English mathematician Stokes. In 1849 they proved the

theorem, which expresses the distance between the geoid and the

spheroid at the particular point in the function of the distribution

of the anomaly of gravitational force on the surface of geoid around

this point. Thereby there was established the beginning of geodetic

gravimetry - to interpretation of gravitational field from the point

of view of geodesy and to the utilization of given gravitational

photographings during the solution of different geodetic problems.

This direction of the utilization of gravimetry was subsequently very

developed, especially recently in connection with the works of Soviet

(F. N. Krasovskiy, M. S. Molodenskiy, I. D. Zhongolovich et al.)

and foreign (F. Vening-Meinesz, W. Heiskanen, etc.) scientists.

I
Page 8.

Emergent in middle of the 19th century the hypothesis of isostasy

had as its direct goal solution of a purely geodetic problem, namely,

the calculation of deviations ot vertical line under effect of the

masses which generate relief. During the solution of this problem it

seemed that besides the masses indicated during the calculations it is

necessary to allow also the effect/action of the deep masses, in a

certain measure the compensating action of relief. Other words, it

seemed that some geodetic problems can be solved only on the basis of

one or the other hypotheses about the deep structure of the earth's

crust and its effect on the gravitational field, i.e., the problem of

the geodetic interpretation of gravity anomalies in this case was
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connected with their geologic interpretation.

At the end of the 19th century during investigation of the Moscow

anomaly of gravitational force Russian geodesist and mathematician F.

A. Sludskiy (1341-1897) made an attempt, by combining gravimetric and

ast'ogeodetic data, to solve the question about the depth of bedding

of the masses which cau-e this anomaly. At the very beginning of the

20th century the Hungarian physicist R. Eotvos (Eotvos, 1848-1919),

the inventor of the torsion balance, or gravitational variometer,

performs with this instrument, and also from pendulums and magnetic

instruments field work in the Hungarian plain and makes an an attempt

at the geologic interpretation of the results of these works.

Immediately after the great October Socialist Revolution (since

1919) on the initiative of V. I. Lenin, the systematic study by

geophysical methods of region of the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA) in

connection with assumption about presence in this region of large

deposits of iron ores begins. Gravitational method in the form of the

variometric and pendulum photographings is used here since 1921 (P. M.

Nikifor, A. A. Mikhaylov). In 1923 drilling opened ferruginous

quartzite of thp KMA, while subsequently there was explained the

structure of iron-ore thickness, which gave basis for the geologic

interpretation of geophysical data of this region. Being based on

these data, 0. Yu. Schmidt in 1926 indicated the method of the

geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies, which obtained

subsequently development and wide practical application with the works
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* of P. M. Nikiforov et al. in the KMA, Krivoy Rog and other iron-ore

regions.

Thus, the first significant step/pitch in geologic interpretation

of gravity anomalies was done in our country in connection with

definite prospecting and exploratory geologic mission, which has hi-,h

national-economic value. In 1960 there entered into the system the

first stage of the Lebedinsk~y mine of the KMA - one of the objects of

the seven-year plan/layout of the development of the national economy

of the USSR, and several years ago was begun the industrial

mastery/adoption of Kremenchug iron-ore region in the Ukraine,

mo 'eover in prospecting of the ore regions indicated to gravitational

method belonged the most important role. One should note that the

* procedure of the interpretation of the results of detailed variometric

gravitation prospecting works on the sheet iron-ore deposits was

de-eloped and applied in the USSR, while on the analogous iron-ore

deposits of the foreign capitalist countries this effective

methodology, apparently, until this time it did not find use.

Page 9.

Another geologic problem, in solution of which gravitational

method with great suczess was applied both in USSR and abroad even in

the 1920's, consisted in searches for salt dome oil bearing

structures. The solution of this problem for this method proved to be

sufficiently simple, since in the majority of regions the salt dome

structures were noted by characteristic and intensive gravity
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anomalies. Thus, for example, in the territory of the Caspian basin,

where the salt domes have large dimensions and are almost deprived of

cap rocks (i.e. covers from the dense gypsum-anhydrite rocks), the

local minimum of gravitational force corresponds to each dome, and to

each such minimum - a salt dome. With the shallow bedding of

salt/hydrochloric dome on the outline of gravity anomaly directly are

defined the form and the sizes/dimensions of dome in the plan/layout,

i.e., this problem as the problem of the detection of

salt/hydrochloric dome, it is elementarily simple, not requiring any

special methods of the processing and interpretation of data of

gravitational prospecting.

Hundreds of salt dome st.'uctures in the USSR and a number of

foreign countries at the present time have been opened up by this 4
method. The problem of the investigation of the configuration of

steep/abrupt bort of salt domes proved to be much more difficult for

gravitational prospecting. For this the application of sometims

sufficiently comple -aceptions of processing/treatment and

interpretation of data was required, moreover satisfactory results

were obtained far from always and only under the condition of complex

application and analysis of the results of two methods - gravitational

prospecting and seismic survey.

Beginning of the development of petroleum gravitational

prospecting in the USSR was established with group of geophysicists of

geologic committee (now VSEGEI - Leningrad), which worked in the
I
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* period of 1924-1928 under Prof. B. V. Numerov's guidance. This group

consisted of E. E. Fotiadi, N. N. Mikhaylov, N. N. Samsonov, N. N.

Cherepanov et al.

Subsequently application of gravitational prospecting during

searches for oil and gas-bearing structures underwent considerable

development. In a number of regions (Caucasus, Central Asia,

Sakhalin, etc.) its application for this purpose was sufficient to

successful and effective. In other regions, in particular on the

Russian and Siberian platforms, the application of a method met the

difficulties of the two kinds: 1) by the insufficient study of the

density of the rocks in the section/cut of structures; 2) by the

insufficient accuracy of used while conducting of work equipment

* (gravimeters). Only most recently have there been noted specific ways

outlined for elimination or decrease of these difficuzlties (see

Chapter VIII).

Page 10.

During the solution of the prospecting problems indicated is necessary

to be limited greater partly only to qualitative interpretation the

character of gravitational field, i.e., by the approximate indication

of the location of the predicted structures, which subsequently is

checked and is made more precise by seismic survey.

Beginning of application of this method together with other

* geophysical methods with resolution of so-called problem of large
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Donbass (N. N. Samsonov since 1929) was an important stage in the

development of gravitational prospecting. For the resolution of this

problem, advanced by Acad./Academician noted for geologist. By P. I.

Stepanov, it proved to be necessary to investigate the deep geologic

structure of large/coarse region - Donets geosynclinal region, to

explain the position of its boundary with the Russian platform, to

study hypsometry of the surface of the productive carboniferous

thickness (average/mean Carboniferous period), closed on the periphary

of Donbass with the thickness of younger depositions.

Solution of these difficult problems requireJ complex application

and analysis of all given geophysical methods on the basis of a

detailed study of physical properties of rocks and laws governing

change in these properties in territory of Donbass and adjacent

regions. The deepened qualitative and quantitative interpretation of

the results of gravitational prospecting was required, thanks to which

this method proved to be one of the bases with the resolution of the

problem of large Donbass.

Works in Donbass were used as beginning of systematic utilization

of gravitational prospecting in complex with other geophysical methods

during regional geologic studies of different regions of our country,

which obtained special development in postwar period. These regional

investigations have a very high value and a development in connection

with the searches for oil and gas, since the arrangement of local oil

and gas-bearing structures in the majority of the cases is completely 0
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* distinctly controlled by the arrangement of regional structures. The

example of the Donbass and other carboniferous tanks snowed that the

same occurs also for the carbon deposits. Subsequently the

development of works in the regiun of metallogenic zoning showed that

also in this business the very high, frequently decisive importance

has a study of the history of development and deep structure of ore

regions. In connection with this the problem of the interpretaticn of

regional gravity anomalies under different geologic conditions in the

platform and geosynclinal regions arose. Key/wrench to the resolution

of this difficult problem proved to be in combined analysis of the

gravitational and seismic methods, utilized in structural geology, in

the detailed analysis of the special features of a historic-geologic

development of the regions being investigated and arrangement in their

O boundaries of structural-metallogenic zones.

Page 11.

First investigations in thia direction were carried out in prewar

years by A. D. Arkhangel'skiy, I. M. Gubkin, V. V. Fedynskiy.

In postwar period Yu. N. Godin, E. E. Fotiadi, S. I. Subbotin,

B. A. Andreyev and a number of other researchers continued these

investigations. In this direction much work still is in prospect, but

it is already now clear that the analysis of regional gravity

anomalies presents first-rate importance during the study of the deep

structure of the earth's crust and laws governing the

arrangement/position in it of useful minerals.
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Above we spoke about works on gravitational prospecting on

iron-ore deposits; subsequently this method was successfully applied

with searches and prospecting of chromites (A. A. Yun'kov, B. A.

Andreev), pyritic ores (M. I. Anchugov, A. Ya. Jaros, A. I.

Katskov), lead-zinc ores, etc. For this was required the study of the

density of the rocks and ores and further development of theory and

technology of the geologic interpretation ot gravity anomalies, for

example, during prospecting and calculating the reserves of ore

deposits, with the analysis of the results of gravitation prospecting

works in mine workings %Ye. A. Mudetsova et al.), etc. Special

problem presented the complex interpretation of the results of several

geophysical methods, including gravitational prospecting, the used

during the searches ore deposits.

At present gravitational prospecting successfully is used during

solution of wide circle of geologic problems under most different

physicogeographical conditions. In the majority of the cases

photographing with the gravimeters presents its technical basis,

variometers or gradiometers sometimes are used. The efficiency of the

application of gravitational prospecting during the solution of these

problems is conditioned on the combination of the following basic

conditions:

1) by the presence of high-accuracy and highly productive

equipment;

2) by the correct selection of objects and regions;
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40 3) by the application of a correct procedure of field works.

4) by the correct geologic interpretation of the results of

gravitational prospecting.

Problem of geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies is not

only very important, but also very difficult. The difficulty ;f

problem is connected with its following special features:

1. Problem has two sides - physico-geologic (account of real

physicogeographical and geologic conditions, density of rocks and laws

governing its change in the space, etc.) and mathematical

(calculations according to the gravity anomalies, connected with the

solution of the interesting geologic problem).

* Page 12.

An account of physico-geologic conditions makes it possible to

correctly pose the problem and select the correct initial data during

the subsequent mathematical analysis of gravity anomalies, which has

the geologic of bodies as a goal to establish the location and

character of those conditioning these anomalies. A one-sided approach

to the resolution of problem - both purely geologic taking into

account of some visual associations, primitive comparisons of

gravitational field with the geologic map/chart, etc. and

speculative-mathematical without the interrelationship initial data

and obtained results with the specific geologic conditions of the

region being investigated - is complctely insufficient and usually

does not give correct results.
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2. Results of gravitational prospecting can be, as a rule,

interpreted more reliably upon consideration of other given

geophysical methods, utilized in the complex during solution of one or

the other geologic problem. During the solution of different

structural problems the data of seismic survey usually have special

importance besides the data of gravitational prospecting, during the

searches for ore deposits - data of magnetic prospecting, electrical

prospecting, metallometric photographing.

3. Method of gravitational prospecting possesses very large

depth of penetration. Besides the local anomalies, which are of

direct interest during the solution of the majority of geologic

problems, on the gravitational maps/charts are developed, sometimes

very vividly, the regional anomalies, caused by the deep structure of

the earth's crust. It is necessary to use different methods of the

liberation/precipitation of local anomalies or localization of

anomalies. Of interest is sometimes inverse problem -

liberation/precipitation of regional anomalies in the presence of the

associated local anomalies.

4. Theory of interpretation of gravity anomalies is not simple.

For its mastery/adoption are necessary sufficiently solid mathematical

preparation, knowledge not only of the bases of analysis, but also

some of its special sections - integration of partial differential

equations (equation of Laplace and Poisson), principles of the theory

of analytic functions, some sections of mathematical statistics and

information theory, etc.

5. For correct geologic interpretation of gravity anomaiies is
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* required detailed study of density of rocks and ores and laws

governing its change witnin limits of region being investigated.

Sufficiently numerous errors and incorrect interpretations with

its resolution can serve as an index of difficulty of problem of

interpretation of gravity anomalies. Some erroneous views and

opinions, voiced in the geophysical literature and sometimes utilized

in the practice of the interpretation of the results of gravitation

prospecting works, are examined in this book.

Page 13.

Practice of contemporary utilization of gravitational prospecting

puts forth new requirements for more reliable geologic interpretation

* of given gravimetric photographings. Much more frequently than

earlier, the analysis of gravity anomalies is finished to the

quantitative estimations (depth of the bedding of crystalline

basement, the thickness of the Earth's crust, mass and the

sizes/dimensions of different geologic objects). Possibilities to

this gives an improvement in the quality of gravimetric equipment, an

improvement in the procedure of field works, and, finally, the

substantial development of the theory of gravitational prospecting.

We attempted to reflect this last moment in our book.
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Page 14.

Chapter 1.

BASES OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD THEORY.

S 1. Basic concepts and definitions, Gravitational force.

Basic concepts of gravitational-field theory are already known to

reader. Nevertheless, taking up the systematic study of the theory of

the interpretation of gravity anomalies, we must examine some

concepts, which lie at the basis of this theory. This must be done

because these concepts allow/assumne, as let us see below, somewhat

different interpretations and approaches from the positions of

geodetic and prospecting gravimetry, moreover this fact remains

insufficient to those made clear in the existing textbooks on the

course "4ravitational prospecting" and sometimes it leads to the

misunderstandings and even errors-with the practical work.

gravitational force is called force, which acts on any body,

which is located on earth's surface or near it, that conditions

trajectory of free fall in bodies and representing sum of two forces -

attraction of Earth and centrifugal force, which appears as a result

of rotation of Earth around axis. centrifugal force is small in the

value in comparison with force of gravity (it does not exceed 1/300

fractions/portions of the latter). From the Latin name the gravity -

gravitas - proceeds and the name of gravitational method.
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Gravitational field is characterized by vector of

intensity/strength of gravitational force, which presents the

gravitational force, which acts on the mass equal to one. The

3trength of the gravitational force is designated by letter g. For

brevity it is usually called gravitational force.

Page 15.

The gravitational force which acts on certain moving/driving

mass, according to second Newton's law is equal to the product rf this

mass for acceleration. In order to numerically obtain the strength of

field, we divide gravitational force into the mass. Consequently,
L

Igl = T2

i.e. the strength of gravitational field has the same dimensionality,

as acceleration, arkd it can be expressed in the same physical units.

Such a unit in the CGS system is the gal - acceleration in 1 cm/s2 ,

which obtained its name in honor of Galileo (G. Galileo, 1564-1642),

who for the first time investigated the la" of the incidence/drop in

the bodies under the effect/action of gravitational force. !n the

gravimetry usually is examined the thousandth of a gal (1.10-3 CGS),

named milligal (v>j,) 3.

FOOTNOTE'. Since 1961 in the USSR is predicated the international

system of the units (SI) of GOST 9867-61, in which the unit of mass 1

kg=101 g and the unit of length 1 m-101 cm. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Gravitational field is potential, i.e., there is always certain
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function of space coordinates W, named potential, which possesses the

property that its partial derivative in any direction s represents

component of vector go in this direction:
aw Mg o 9 )
8W*-T g, gcos g,s), (1,t)

s, in particular, can represent any of right angled coordinates x, y,

Z.

Surface, at each point of which is satisfied condition

W z y,z)= , (1,2)

where c - certain constant, carries name of equipotential surface, or

equipotential surface.

Let us assume in formula (I, 1) cos (g, s)-0, then we will have 0
awJ,... 0, WV -consL

Geometrically this indicates the fact that, moving perpendi:ular

to vector g, we prove to be in plane, tangent to equipotential

surface. Consequently, the gravitational force acts along the normal

to equipotential surface also in the direction of a positive increase

in the potential, i.e., it is directed along the internal normal to

the level surface, i.e.

e-- "' -,(1,3)

where n - direction of internal normal to the surface of level.

This direction is frequently called the direction of the plumb
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bob, since precisely on it, obviously, bob of any geodetic or

astronomical instrument is directed.

Page 16.

If we have two contiguous equipotential surfaces

W (z, y, z)
W (z, y,:)= C + AWV

arranged/located on certain small distance of An, counted along the

normal to one of surfaces indicated, then from formula (1, 3)

I (f,4)

Obviously, the undisturbed equilibrium surface of seas and oceans

is one of the equipotential surfaces. This surface is located

horizontal and perpendicular to gravitational force, which acts on the

vertical line. The wave perturbations of this surface, caused by the

effect/action of the wind, by lunisolar attraction, etc., are not

connected with the effect of the gravitational force. The undisturbed

surface of seas and oceans can be visualized continued also within the

limits of continents. Its this continuation is "sea level", from

which is conducted the calculation of heights on the rigid surface.

The level surface, which coincides with the undisturbed surface of

seas and oceans and with sea level within the limits of continents, is

called geoid. This surface in geodesy is accepted for the

characteristic of the actual form of the Earth.

A simple approximate analytical expression for gravitational
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force can be obtained, if we assume that Earth presents body of

spherical form, which consists of concentric layers uniform in

density, which rotates around polar axis with constant angular

velocity.

The force of gravity g on surface of Earth we define as vector

sum

g= F,+ C,

where F, - intensity/strength of attracting force of Earth;

C - centrifugal force, which acts on earth's surface to material

point with a mass equal to one.

Law of universal gravitation, brought out by Isaac Newton from

experimental data in 1687, can be formulated as follows. The force of

interaction of two masses m and m, at a distance of r is expressed by

the relationship/ratio

(1,5)

where f - the gravitzational constant, which presents the force

(expressed in the dynes) of the attraction of two mass points with a

mass of 1 g each, located at a distance 1 cm.

Page 17.

?I'umerical value of gravitational constant in system CGS

I= 66,7.10-' .2 0-
3

and dimensionality
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1/1= cA 3 .g- * sek-.

In given formulation the law is valid for mass points, and also

for bodies of spherical form of uniform density, or which consist of

concentric layers of uniform density, moreover in the latter case of r

in formula (I, 5) represent distance between centers of spherical

bodies, and m and m, - their total masses.

Let us designate total mass of Earth through M and its radius

through R. The strength of the gravitational field, i.e., the

attracting force, which acts on mass point m,=l, on the spherical

surface of the Earth is equal from the formula (I, 5)

F, - /M (1,6)

* this force acting alon; the radius of the Earth and directing toward

its center. Taking into account the relative smallness of centrifugal

force, it is possible in the first approximation, to consider that the

same direction has gravitational force on the spherical surface of the

Earth.

Centrifugal force is directed perpendicularly to rotational axis

of Earth. Its total value, as is known from the mechanics (Fig. 1),

C = w30 = WR cos,

while its projection on the sense of the vector F,

CR " R cos" T .

Hence we obtain the approximate value of the force of gravity

,I
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gW-+ 'Rcos' (1,7)

In theory of figure of Earth (see, for example, Mikhaylov, 1939)

is given considerably more accurate conclusion of expression of

gravitational force on the basis of assumption that Earth presents

spheroid i.e. ellipsoid of revolution (Fig. 2) with small compression

where a - semimajor (equatorial) axis of meridional ellipse;

c - semiminor (polar) axis of meridional ellipse.

In this case, as before it is assumed that Earth consists of

concentric ellipsoidal layers uniform in density.

Page 18.

Value of gravitational force on spheroid under conditions

indicated, named normal value of gravitational xirce, is expressed by

following formula

Ye -g9. + 0,sin* lp- Psin 2q). (1, 8)

where 7* - normal value of gravitational force on latitude o;

ga- value of gravitational force at equator;

p%# A - constant coefficients, whose value depends on

compression a.

Since coefficient 1, - low value in expression (I, 8) is

0
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* sometimes considered A,=O, A,3= and they accept it in the form of

following formula of Clairauts:

V = g,(I + Psin2 ,). (, 8a)

In the USSR formula (1, 8) is used with coefficients, determined

by F. Helmert in 1901-1909 for normal spheroid with compression

a=1/298.2. In the west since 1930 the formula of Kassinis for the

spheroid with the compression a=1/297.0 is used. In the USSR since

1946 in the carrying out of geodetic works is accepted the spheroid of

F. N. Krasovskiy with the compression a-1/298.3, for which the

coefficients g, and A, have values, a little different from those,

which are accepted in the formula of Kassinis (see Table 1).

Basic difference in formulas indicated consists in value r,. In

Helmert's formula this value on 0.019 l, i.e., on 19 mil, is less

than in other formulas of Kassinis and Krasovskiy.
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CC

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Determination of centrifugal force.

Fig. 2. Determination of gravitational force. a - semimajor axis of

meridional ellipse; c - semiminor axis of meridional ellipse.

Page 19.

S 2. The second derivatives of gravitational potential.

As has already been stated in S 1, the gravitational force is the

first derivative of gravitational potential taken on the internal

normal to level surface. In the gravimetry they are measured and are

examined also the second derivatives of the gravitational potential in

the direction of the coordinate axes. Let us examine the physical and

geometric sense of these values.

In gravimetry, in an examination of second derivatives of

potential following arrangement of system of right angled coordinates

is always accepted: origin of coordinates is located on equipotentialg
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* O surface, z axis coincides with internal normal to this surface, in

other words, with direction of bob, x and y axes are arbitrarily

located in tangential plane to equipotential surface (Fig. 3).

With arrangement of coordinate axes indicated, obviously, -e will

have

AV ((19)

Relative values g are determined by gravimeters.

With the help of gravitational variometer (or gradiometer) it is

possible to determine following values, named force gradients of

* gravity:
1,, = I1'V

', -<'ly , (1, 1t))

0
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Table 1. Values of coefficients in formula (1, 8) for the normal

value of the force of gravity (according to different authors).

ASTop ( roA t '. I P, I P.

lrexituept.........001-1909 978,030 0.005302 10.000007
-!acc a . . ....... 1930 978,049 0,0052884 0,0000059

('j;paco3CM ...... ..... . 1946 97&049 0,00530029 O.000059

Key: (l). Author. (2). Year. (2a). main. 3). Helmert. (4).

Kassinis. (5). Krasovskiy.

0

Fig. 3. Determination of second derivatives of gravitational

potential.

Page 20.

Furthermore, by the same instrument there are measured still

following values, conditionally named curvatures:

Iva M PW 0W
TV a --- ie

In order to explain physical and geometric sense of these values,

let us note following. At the arbitra:y point of space with

coordinates (x, y, z) the vector which represents the total amount of

gravitational force, is directed, generally speaking, not parallel to.
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* any of the coordinate axes, i.e., has along these axes nonzero

components X, Y, Z, determined by the following expressions, which

ensue from the formula (I, 1):

Z aw
8W 'Y=gcos(gz)= -- V l 2

aW
Z=gcos (g,z) --

Considering values X, Y, Z for continuous functions of

coordinates, it is possible by differentiation of left and right sides

(I, 12) to obtain values of nine derivatives

ax ax ax ay ay ay 6z az aZWeW--s'-a*W W 1 7"

These derivatives characterize changeability force component of

gravity along appropriate coordinate ales, i.e., it is numerical, in

system CGS, value oi change in that or another component on 1 cm of

distance along appropriate coordinate axis. The positive sign of the

corresponding derivative shows that the component is increased in the

value in the direction of this coordinate axis; minus sign shows that

in this direction the value of the component is reduced. As can be

seen from (I, 12), the derivatives indicated are expressed as the

second derivatives of gravitational potential, for example, the latter

from the equations (I, 12) give

BZ W

aZ a1W

az - 1 ew-
-8z " : -,
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Such relationships/ratios are valid and make sense for any point 0
of space, in particular, and for origin of coordinates. Taking into

account that at this point in accordance with the accepted by us above

arrangement of the coordinate axes Z-g, we will have finally

of MW
Ox dx Oz

dy o¥ o

- = 1,3

-2 - =

Page 21.

First two of formulas (I, 13) show physical sense of force

gradients of gravity. They characterize the changeability of

gravitational force on the level surface. This is evident from the

fact that the coordination plane xoy is tangent to the level surface.

Gradients W., and H', can be considered as components along x and

y axes of vector G - total horizontal gradient of force of- gravity

(Fig. 4), value and direction of which can be expressed by following

relationships/ratios:

G cosa = W",
G sin a - Wi

IGI -2 12 1 -w . (1,14)I l l wX, + ,V

tg a 
W

Physical meaning of vector G consists in the fact that its

direction siows direction of greatest increase of gravitational force 0
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on level surface, and the value is the value of this increase per unit

of length, i.e., - in system CGS - on 1 cm.

In geodetic gravimetry it is proven (Mikhaylov, 1939, pg.

366-368) that in meaning of the vector G, an osculating plane of line

of force of gravitational field is placed, i.e., that line, as tangent

to which direction of bob serves, in other words, sense of the vector

of force of gravity g. Gravitational field is generally

nonhomogeneous, i.e., gravitational force varies at the different

points of space in the value and the direction, and line of force of

gravitational field is curvilinear. Let p - radius of curvature of

line of force, then its total curvature lip be expressed by the

following relationship/ratio:

1 -
(I. 15)

i.e., the ratio of the value of the total horizontal gradient of

gravitational force to the amount of gravitational force. Relation

(I, 15) is used in geodesy for reducing of eatronomical latitudes and

longitudes/lenqths, determined on the earth's surface, to sea level.

Latter from formulas (I, 13) represents analytical expression of

vertical force gradient of gravity, i.e., characterizes a change in

gravitational force on a vertical line. This very important for the

gravimetry value instrument/tool thus far is not measured; it can be

calculated through other derivatives of the potential (see below).
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0

Fig. 4. Determination of total horizontal gradient of gravitational

force.

Page 22.

We turn to an examination of curvatures determined by formulas

(I, 11). Being congruent/equating formulas (I, 11) and (I, 12), we

see that the curvature can be expressed through the gradients of the

horizontal components of the force of gravity X and Y

W A ..Y .a x " *
am a x (1.16)

Let us note that derivatives, which stand in right sides of

foiaulas (I, 16), generally speaking, are not equal to zero in the

beginning of coordinates, although at this point, in accordance with

arrangement accepted by us of coordin3te axes, condition X-Y-0 occurs.

IVA and 21V. can be expressed also through curvatures of main

normal sections of level surface, i.e., those normal sections, which

have at the particular point maximum and minimum curvature (by

precisely this fact it is explained designation of indicated values). 0
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I
In gravimetry following relations are proven:

co') 4' (C,27)M,,
2w4'x (I,18)

tg2*o- W,

where g gravitational force;

lip, and l/p, - respectively maximum and minimum curvature of

normal sections in the beginning of coordinates, i.e., at the

particular point of level surface;

- azimuth of plane of normal section with maximum curvature;

it is possible to demonstrate that section with minimum curvature in

this case will be located in plane with azimuth 0,+s/2.

Value R in formula (I, 17), undertaken in specific scale,

determines length of certain segment, which in gravimetry is

conditionally named vector of difference in curvatures (or simply by

vector of curvature). The conditionality of this designation is clear

from that fact that the equation (I, 18) gives for the angle, which

determines the direction of this segment, two values o, and 0,*+f. The

"Vector" of curvature is graphically represented as follows: is noted

the direction, which consists of angle 0. with the positive direction

of x axis, and in this direction is deposited on the scale accepted

value R in such a way, that this segment would be placed up to the

equal distances on both sides from observation point (Fig. 5).

p
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Page 23.

From formulas (1, 17) and (I, 18) ensue also following

relationships/ratios:

R cos2W, = Wa,R sin 2V - 2Wy, / (1,1t9)

R -I1(W&) + (2Wv)s I.

As we -ee, there is formal-neo similarity of relationships/ratios

(I, 17) (I, 18), (I, 19) and (1, 14) for force gradients of gravity.

In practice cf gravitational prospecting curvature is

investigated very rarely. The latter from the instruments used

(gradiometer GRB) is virtually adapted o;ily for measuring the force

gradients of gravity. As we see further (see S 3), there is a

possibility in certain cases to obtain the values of curvature by

calculation in terms of the values of the force gradients of gravity.

Horizontal gradient of gravitational force presents dprivative of

g on horizontal coordinate, i.e., numerically gives change g per unit

of length. Taking into account the physical dimensionality of the

force of gravity (see S 1), we find the dimensionality of the

horizontal gradient

Corresponding unit CGS will be equal to 1.sek'-. One, equal to

110'' Ve, is called Eotvos (E) from the name of the inventor of
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variational method of Hungarian physicist Roland Eotvos (R. Fotvos,

1848-1919). In these units all second derivatives of potential

usually are expressed.

If the force of gravity g on the surface of Earth is changed with

distance according to the linear law, then 1 E corresponds to a change

in g at 0.1 mgl per 1 km.

S 3. The bond between the derivatives of potential. Concept about

the analytical continuation.

There is formal bond between derivatives of gravitational

potential. for the point, arranged/located out of the perturbing

masses, Laplace's theorem

A~ ." a"V + 6V= 0 (1,20)8211-"-' + "4 82"

occurs.

Fig. 5. To determination of "vector" of curvature.

II
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Page 24.

For the point located within perturbing masses, is valid

Poisson's theorem

M1W "W +1 (1.21AWw + w *= -4f on. (1,21)

where a - density at attracted/tightened point.

Formula (I, 20) represents, obviously, special case of formula

(I, 21) with =O.

Functions, which satisfy equations (I, 20) and (I, 21), are

called harmonics. Such functions are gravitational and magnetic

potentials, and also any derivatives of them on any space coordinates.

In the case of the magnetic potential f a in the formula (I, 21) are

substituted by the intensity of magnetization J.

We see now that second derivatives of potential are not

independent variables and can be expressed some through others. For

example, at the point, arranged/located out of the perturbing masses,

the derivative, which represents the vertical force gradient of

gravity, on the basis of formulas (I, 13) and (I, 20) can be expressed

in the following way:

--t W,, -(W, + WV). (1,22)

Thus, vertical gradient of force of gravity, not directly

measured by instruments, can be calculated, if are known horizontal

U
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gradients IV. and Wv.

The bond of force of gravity and gradient of force of gravity

presents a great practical importance. This bond can be formulated as

follows. Let on the level surface segment AB (in the general case

curvilinear) be a-ranged/located. Let us designate as before through

n the direction of internal normal to the level surface, and through I

- direction of tangent to segment AB (in the general case variable).

Then, obviously,

8n8 a n ). efA (1,23)
AB

or for the usually considered/examined special case, when level

surface in this territory can be taken for the horizontal coordination

* plane xoy,

.- - di Z ()., 1 - (g).,, = A g, (1, 24)
A 8

where x2y, and x,y, - coordinates of the end and initial points of

segment AB.

Page 25.

In the case of closed outline end and initial points of curve AB

coincide, and

1-- = 0. (I, 24a)

Element of integral (I, 24) in small rectilinear segment &l

* easily is calculated, if we assume that in this segment gradient
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32W/az at varies with distance according to linear law. Let us

introduce the following designations:

pfi G cos(G, Al)

for the initial point of segment At,

A = Gcos(G, AL)

for the end point of segment Al, p, and p, in this case presenting

the projection of the total horizontal gradient G on the direction of

segment At (Fig. 6). In this case an increase in gravitational force

in the segment At is easily calculated from the trapezoid rule

Ag ------2- At. (1,25)

Let us examine following example. Let p,-20E, pf30E, 41-100 m,

then from the formula (I, 25) obtain

Ag= 0"-1( '+30-' .I0' C. crs 25.10-sCGrS =0,25 mgl..2

Integration of horizontal gradient gives possibility to compute

relative increases in gravitational force between observation points.

Natural to raise the question: will agree in this sense the data

obtained by the utilization of gravimetric and variometric

photographings. Experiment of the comparison of this type of data

shows that they, as a rule, are located in the good agreement, if

works are carried out in the plains region with small relative

oscillations/vibrations of heights. Under similar conditions can be

completely realized the worthy complex of gravimetric and variometric

(gradiometric) photographings, for example, according to the diagram,

proposed by author (1959). In the regions with the large relative
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oscillations/vibrations of heights the conformity of data of

gravimetric and variometric photographings is disturbed1 .

FOOTNOTE'. Possibly, the approximate reduction of the anomalous

values of gradients to one level is true, which reduces the

disagreement of the data of gravimetric and variometric photographings

(Andreev, 1948, pg. 65). ENDFOOTNOTE.

0
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I /1

Fig. 6. Integration of horizontal gradient of gravitational force.

Page 26.

In the majority of the cases of this type of the nonconformity of

proper to be caused by the following two reasons:

1) by the significant deviation of the physical earth's surface

from single equipotential surface, i.e., that condition, which was

assumed during the derivation of formulas (I, 23) and (I, 24);

2) the nonfulfillment of the condition of the linearity of a

change in the gradient in the interval of integration (for example,

due to the thin network/grid of variometric observations), i.e., the

condition, which was being assumed during the derivation of formula

(I, 25).

There is set of other formulas, which show bond of some of

derived gravitational potential with other derivatives. In principle

any derivative of potential can be calculated through any other

derivative, if the distribution of this another derivative on the

level surface is known. For simplification of this type of

calculations it is possible in many instances without the large error

to assume that the level surface coincides with the infinite plane.

Below we give (in the polar coordinates) the formulas, which express

the gravitational potential W and its second derivatives through the
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distribution of gravitational force on the infinite level plane S.

W(0) I - -dS.
B

W~(0)== / f cos adS

TV,.(0) f r . (1,26)

V, (0) 1 Cos2dS

S
2W.,(0)= 3/ 9sin 2a dS

Here (r, a) - polar coordinates of flowing point of plane, dS -

element of plane. The values of functions in the left sides relate at

the beginning of coordinates. In these values are obtained in the

form of integrals. If we take into account that W= and W-

* derivatives of g (see §I), then we come to the conclusion that in this

case the calculation of derivatives can be reduced to the integration.

Page 27.

Formulas (I, 26) can be brought out by different methods. One of

the methods of the conclusion/derivation of the first of them is

indicated by B. V. Numerov (1930). The following formulas are

obtained from the the per by the differentiation of its left and right

sides on the appropriate coordinates.

In a similar manner, i.e., by integration for level surface or

any other surface, situated out of perturbing masses, it is possible

for potential and any derivatives of it to solve first boundary-value0
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problem of theory of pote-tial (or Dirichlet problem). It can be

formulated as follows: knowing the distribution of harmonic function

on the surface (consisting its sources), to find the value of this

function in the space out of this surface, or as they speak, to

analytically continue the function thrnugh the surface indicated. The

solution of boundary-value problem is called also the analytical

continuation of harmonic function.

The problem in question is especially simply solved in that case

important for prospecting geophysics when initial surface presents

infinite horizontal plane, which separates lower half-space, which

consists sources of potential, and is upper, free from perturbing

masses. Let us take the plane indicated for the coordination plane

xoy, and x axis it is directed vertically downward. Then the value of*

the arbitrary harmonic function U at point A (0, 0, h),

arranged/located on height h above the plane in the upper half-space,

will be (formula of Poisson)

00 -h) - ' U- -- (1, 27)

where U - under the integral designates the value of harmonic function

at the flowing point M on plane S;

r - radius-vector of this point, i.e., r1/x7,+'V+h,;

dS - element of plane S (Fig. 7).

Integration is produced along entire infinite plane S.

0
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By direct integration it is possible to ascertain that in the

particular case, when U=i on entire plane S, then

h :
7f

3
-

8

Hence follows that formula (I, 27) can be converted to following

form:

UU -U (0. 0.0)
U(OO~h)U(02A)=4 f ri dS. (1, 28)

Page 28.

In formulas (I, 27) and (I, 28) U can represent any harmonic

* function, i.e., not only gravitational or magnetic potential itself,

but alsa any derivative of them on Cartesian coordinates.

Analytical continuation is possible not only into upper, but also

into lower half-space, which consists sources of potential. The

appropriate calculations in any case it is possible to produce in the

space between plane z-0 and plane z-h., where h. are lower than the

depth of the singular point of field nearest to plane z-0, i.e., the

poirts, at which suffer discontinuous change any of the derivatives of

potential.

Let us assume that U represents distribution of harmonic function

in plane z-h of lower half-space. According to the property of the0
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uniqueness of potential (Idel'son, 1936, pg. 35) this distribution is

singular. Then it is analogous with formula (I, 27) it is possible too

write the relation

u(z~v., ) -fY , (1,29)
8

where (x, y, 0) - the flowing point of plane z=0, on which U is

assigned, and U under the integral represents the distribution of

harmonic function on plane z=h.

0

0
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I\

Fig. 7. To Poisson's formula.

Page 29.

Formula (1, 29) can be considered as integral equation, which is

used for determining U on plane z-h. Solution of equation (I, 29) -

one of the methods of the analytical continuation U into the lower

half- space. In Chapter IV we will be introduced to the different

methods of analytical continuation.

S 4. Corrections (reductions) and thB anonmaly of gravitational force.

We turn to question, which in me,-hod of gravitational prospecting

is developed, until now, insufficient:.y, in spite of its fundamental

importance. This is indicated by the contradictory interpretations of

separate positions relating to this question available in the

* literature and some practical conclusl.ons/derivations of them, which
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are doubtful, and sometimes also by simply incorrect.

The main reason for this consists, in cur o;inion, in the fact

that concepts of gravity anomaly, reduction and so forth are

transferred into method of gravitational prospecting from geodetic

gravimetry mechanically, without taking into account specific special

features of these two regions - related on physical bases, but

different in subjects of investigation.

Object of geodetic gravimetry - figure of Earth as planets, been

surface of geoid (see S 1) or introduced by M. S. Molodenskiy (1947)

surface of quasi-geoid, determined of some geodetic measurements, in

oceans of that coinciding accurately with geoid, but on continents in

limits of high-mountain regions of that stepping back from geoid is

not more than on 2-3 m. The position of geoid, or quasi-geoid, is

determined with respect to the figure of reference, i.e., to the

surface of terrestrial spheroid (also called reference ellipsoid).

According to Stokes's theorem (Stoces, 1849) the distance between the

geoid and the spheroid can be calculated, if is known distribution on

the surface of the geoid of the anomaly of gravitational force,

determined by the following relationship/ratio:

Ag. go -ye. (1,30)

where Ag - anomaly of gravitational force;

g. - corrected from observation point on the physical surface of

the Earth to the appropriate point on the surface of geoid value of

gravitational force;
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- normal value of gravitational force for the surface of the

spheroid (see S 1).

Page 30.

Reduction in the gravitational force to surface of geoid is

achieved by introduction to observed values of force of gravity of

some corrections, or reductions (from Latin reductio - lowering). So

that the obtained similarly of the anomaly of force of gravity would

satisfy the requirements of the theorem of Stokes and would

characterize the deviation of geoid from the spheroid, the

corrections, utilized during the calculation of the corrected value of

g., must satisfy the following conditions:

1) the complete removal/distance of masses out of the geoid;

2) retention of the invariable total mass of the Ear .h;

3) retention invariable surface geoid;

4) the smooth changeability of anomaly; the possibility of

interpolating its values between the points during the calculations.

Object of prospecting gravimetry - internal structure of Earth

and earth's crust, characterized by mass distribution of different

density. The anomalous gravitational field, which characterizes this

mass distribution, we should know not for the level of geoid, but for

the real earth's surface, on which are produced gravimetric

measurements. Therefore the expression of anomaly Ag in this case

must take the form

pg- g-y, (I, 30a)
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where g - observed value of gravitational force;

7 - normal value of gravitational force, led from the surface of

spheroid to the level of observation point.

Let us examine methods now basic from those used in practice of

calculating anomalies of gravitational force.

Anomalies of Faye. These anomalies are occasionally referred to

as also complete anomalies or anomalies in free air. Calculation g,

in the formula (I, 30) in this case is conducted according to the

formula

-- g+ a, (1,31)

where g - observed value of gravitational force;

A,g - correction for the height, computed from the approximation

formula, which presents a difference in the attraction for the surface

of the spherical mass M of radius R and at point at height H above

this surface,

It H (uocx'(oJi.xY H «<R).

Key: (1). since.

If we take R-6371200 m for Earth g.-979.77, we obtain then

Ag = 0,3086H, (1.32)

where Ag is expressed in milligals, H - in meters.

During calculation of anomalies of Faye is considered only spot
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height of observations and attraction of interlayer between surface of

Earth and level of geoid is not allowed, i.e., reduction is produced

"in free air" so, as if observation point was found in virtually

weightless atmosphere at height H above surface of geoid.

Page 31.

This approach from the point of view of geodetic gravimetry can be

justified by the consideration, which during the calculation of the

anomalies of Faye of masses of interlayer, whose effect/action is not

reduced ana, consequently, enters into the value of anomaly Ag,

seemingly it is condensed on the surface of geoid in the form of

infinitely thin spherical layer and thereby is achieved the

satisfaction of first two of the most important conditions indicated

above of Stokes's theorem - the removal/distance of masses out of the

geoid and the retention/maintaining of the total mass of the Earth.

Utilization of anomalies of Faye, completely permitted for

purposes of geodetic gravimetry, proves to be at the same time

impossible for purposes of our object/subject - prospecting

gravimetry. This is evident from the following reasoning.

Substituting formula (I, 31) into (I, 30), we will obtain

A~- (YO- As ).

So that this expression would correspond (I, 30a), 7 must be

equal to 7 - Ag, i.e., to normal value g, transferred from spheroid

to earth's surface only with correction "in free air". In actuality

only n actalit

Mas
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this not so, since values g at the levels indicated depend sloping

between the levels (Fig. 8) indicated. As we will see further, this

disregarded effect can be considered proportional to spot height of

observations and, consequently, the anomaly of Faye deep structure

will independent of vary from one point to the next with change in

altitude H (or the depth of the bottom of sea during maritime

photographing). The anomaly of Faye includes, it is understood, the

effect of the deep structure of the earth's crust, different in the

different places. For this reason in the examination of the intensity

of the anomalies of Faye for different regions the bond of the latter

with the height dis~inctly is not revealed (Fig. 9), but it is

revealed very vividly in the examination of the anomalies of Faye on

the profile or on the map/chart of any region (Fig. 10).

Bouguer's anomalies. During the calculation of anomalies Bouguer

g, is calculated from the formula

0= g + AlgA 2 g, (1,33)

where g and Ag - the same values, as in the formula (I, 31);

Ag - correction for the attraction of interlayer, i.e., the

layer, which slopes between the level of the station of observation

and the level of geoid.

~-. -'~*-''~*-
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Fig. 8. Determination of reductions of Faye and Bouguer.

Key: (1). Interlayer. (2). Sea level.

Page 32.

Correction Azg is calculated from formula

Atg -- 2fno H -- 0,0418aH, (1,34)

where o - density of rocks, which generate interlayer;

H - spot height oi observation, m.

During calculation according to formula (I, 34) are assumed that

interlayer represents plane-parallel horizontal plate of constant

density, i.e., surface of Earth is considered not spherical or

ellipsoidal, but plare. This assumption simplifies problem and at the

same time It does not introduce any substantial errorF into the

results of calculations.
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Fig. 9. Correlation diagram, which expresses dependence of value of

anomalies of Faye (Au,) from height (H) of observation point.

According to G. Woollard (1959).

Key: (1). mg[.

Fig. 10. Example of gravitational profile in anomalies of Faye (.a,,,

in high-mountain region.

Key: (1'. mgi. (2). Anomaly of Faye.

Page 33.

With maritime gravimetric survey correction of Bouguer makes

other sense. By it is considered not the excess of the masses above

the geoid, but a deficiency in the density under the geoid in the
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* layer, whose thickness is equal to the depth of the bottom of sea

under the station of observations, but the density is equal to a

difference in the density of sea water (1.03 g/cm') and average

density of lithosphere (2.67 g/cm3).

If earth's surface in region of station of observations has

significant inequalities, its relief has noticeable effect on

gravitational force. In this case during calculation g. is introduced

additionally the correction for the effect of relief Ag (Nettletone,

1940; Lukavchenko, 1951). That cbtained in this case according to the

formula (I, 30) the refined value of the anomaly of Bouguer Ye. N.

Lyustikh (1948) proposed to call topographic anomaly.

Value of g,, calculated according to formula (I, 33), represents

amount of gravitational force, led to surface of geoid with

removal/distance of gravitational effect/action of masses,

arranged/located between geoid and physical surface of Earth. During

the calculation of Bouguer's anomalies the total mass of the earth's

crust is reduced on the continents and is increased in the oceans,

which, obviously, disturbs the actual position of geoid and cannot be

considered acceptable from the point of view of geodetic gravimetry.

Therefore Bouguer's anomalies are not usually used by geodesists.

At the same time, Bouguer's anomalies, as we will see below, to

best degree correspond to conditions of prospecting gravimetry and now

* everywhere they are used in all cases, when gravitational method is
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used for studying geologic structure of earth's crust *

FOOTNOTE 1. On the erroneous conclusions of some researchers on this

to a question in the past see in S 15 of Chapter III. ENDFOOTNOTE.

We already noted that in practice of prospecting gravimetry

should be examined anomalies, in reference to physical surface of

Earth, on which is made measurement of gravitational force, and to

consider these anomalies as those caused by mass distribution of

earth's crust, arranged/located both above, and it is lower than level

of the geoid. As an example let us examine the case of the anomaly,

caused by a certain geologic body of positive excess density,

arranged/located above the geoid - case completely real, for example,

for the high-mountain regions. It is completely clear that on the

surface of the Earth this body must create the positive anomaly of the

force of gravity (this and it will be the real interesting us case),

while on the surface of geoid it must create the negative anomaly of

gravitational force, since the perturbing mass in this case was

located above the geoid and vertical component of its attraction must

be directed not downward, but upward.

Reduction of Bouguer considers not only height, but also

attraction of interlayer, i.e., effect of both factors acting during

transfer of normal value g from spheroid to earth's surface. The

substitution of (I, 33) in (I, 30) gives

8g~g-- o~ g+ ~ g + ~ g - ¥ ~ g - vo - g - A g)- (I,35)i
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Page 34.

Expression, which stands in parentheses, can be considered as

normal value of gravitational force normalized from the level of geoid

to level of station of observations. Bouguer's anomaly can be,

consequently, considered as a difference in the measured value of the

force of gravity and his theoretical value, led to the physical

surface of the Earth - in complete agreement for problems and purposes

of prospecting gravimetry.

Until now, debatable is following important question: with what. value of density a should be calculated correction Ag during

determination of Bouguer's anomaly? Below the question is stated in

the way as authors of the book understand it. This question has

theoretical and practical side. The fundamental aspect of business,

as if, is not caused the doubts: value a about the formula (I, 34),

apparently, must correspond to the actual density of interlayer.

However, this conclusion/derivation can be considered correct only

when the density of interlayer is everywhere constant, i.e., o-const.

In actuality this condition, obviously, does not occur, and a

represents the value, which, generally speaking, varies from one

region to the next and even from one cbservation point to another,

moreover the introduction of this variable value a to calculations is

inadmissible. Actually, as we already indicated, anomaly Ag was

caused by mass distribution, arranged/located both below, and higher
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than surface of geoid, moreover the presence of anomalies is the

result of density variations in the horizontal direction, which occur

both below, and it is higher than the level of geoid and connected

with different geologic factors: by the presence of the contacts of

the rocks, the lithofacies change in the special features of

species/rocks and in the degree of their metamorphism, etc.

Recommended by some authors calculation of correction Ag at

variable/alternating density a presents attempt to introduce a

"correction for geologic structure of interlayer", i.e., completely

illegal operation, which distorts real distribution of gravity

anomalies. It is most expedient to calculate correction Ag with the

constant value o, equal to the average density and the rocks of

lithosphere, i.e., with the value of a-2.67 g/cm'. It is clear that

the average/mean value of the density of layer will be most suitable

for reducing the normal values of gravitational force from sea level

to the earth's surface.

Let us examine now purely practical side of the same question.

The rocks which generate the interlayer. as a rule, are nonhomogeneous

on the density and the speech it can in actuality go only about a

certain average density of interlayer. Reliable determination of this

average/mean value of density when of complex section/cut and

significant thickness of interlayer is a problem, as a rule, that is

unattainable. Therefore, from this point of view it is necessary to

put to use the value single for the large/coarse regions of the

, I
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* density of interlayer. Thus, during the composition of the compound

gravitational map/chart of Western Europe and North Africa the author

of this map/chart of De-Bruin (1955) all values of Bouguer's anomalies

computed with the constant value of the density of interlayer o=2.67

g/cm3, being guided by the following consideration: for the mountain

regions this value it corresponds sufficiently well to the average

density of species/rocks, that generate mountain masses, and for the

plains regions of correction Ag they are small and their value in the

absolute value very little they vary with the different values of the

density of interlayer.

Page 35.

Thus, and theoretical and practical corn:;ideration speaks, that

Bouguer's anomaly one should calculate with constant value of density

of interlayer and as this constant value it is expedient to take

average density of lithosphere a-2.67 g/cm'.

Proposition about account of variable/alternating density of

interlayer during photographings of large/coarse s lle deserves

attention in version, proposed by Hungarian geophys...st Vajk (R.

Vajk, 1956). In this version variable/alternating density is allowed

in the horizontal layer, situated between the level of the quite upper

and quite lower of the points of relief within the limits of the

section being investigated (latter it is assumed to be small according

to the sizes/dimensions, i.e., speech it goes abouit large-scale

* photographings). For the remaining part of interlayer the density is
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received as constant (a=2.67 g/cm').

If there is necessity for calculation of topographic correction,

then this operation, of course, it is expedient to produce, accepting

density of species/rocks, that generate relief, that corresponds to

its actual value.

Data of gravimetric surveys by USSR it is accepted to treat at

constant density of interlayer a=2.3 g/cm 3 . This value sufficiently

closely corresponds to the average density of the sedimentary rocks,

which slope for the majority of the stations between sea level and

physical surface of the Earth.

Isostatic anomalies. isostatic anomalies are obtained in such a

case when with computation of Ag instead of the correction for the

attraction of interlayer correction for the isostasy is introduced.

Isostatic anomalies until this time are extensively used by

foreign geophysicists. As the examples it is possible to indicate the

monograph of F. Vening-Meinesz (1940), a kiumber of articles in the

collection "luestions of contemporary foreign tectonics" (1960), the

map/chart of the isostatic anomalies of Europe scale 1:5000000

(De-Bruin, 1955). In a number of cases the calculation of isostatic

anomalies practiced also in the USSR.

Below we are limited to short presentation of principle of
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* calculation of isostatic corrections and ancmalies [more detailed

presentation of this question can be found in L. V. Sorokin (1953)].

The word isostasy originates from two Greek layers 1'10 -ot -

(isostasy), which indicates equal pressure or equal state. At the

basis of the hypothesis of isostasy lies/rests the assumption about a

certain regular conformity of the relief of surface and internal

structure of the upper layer of the earth/ground, as a result of which

the lower surface of this layer, situated in parallel to the surface

of geoid, presents isostatic surface, i.e., -he surface, at each point

of which the pressure of layer has constant value, independent of the

relief of its external surface. In this case it is assumed that the

pressure of any element or vertical block of isostatic layer on its

* lower surface is defined according to the law of hydrostatics as the

value, equal to the weight of the corresponding block.

Page 36.

If layer is decomposed into the vertical blocks with the identical

cross section, then the weight of each such block, and, consequently,

the exerted by it pressure on the isost3tic surface must be equal to

constant value. As a certain basis/base for the assumption indicated

serves the fact that the substance of deep layers of the Earth under

the effect of the constant or slowly varying in the time forces

behaves similarly to liquid, i.e., it obeys the law of hydrostatics

(Magnitskiy, 1957; Andreyev, 1960).

0
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If the earth's surface everywhere coincided with the geoid, and

Earth up to surface would consist of concentric layers uniform in

density, then it is obvious that principle of isostasy would be

implemented automatically. In actuality the earth's surface has

significant inequalities, and the earth's crust is nonhomogeneous in

the density; therefore for the real Earth isostatic structure strongly

differs from horizontal laminar structure.

Fig. 11 shows isostatic structure of earth's crust different

authors. By Pratt-Hayford (Fig. Ila) isostatic compensation, i.e.,

the balancing of the equidimensional according to the cross

sizes/dimensions of blocks, is caused by the fact that these blocks

have different density - smaller in the blocks of large vertical

sizes/dimensions and larger in blocks of small vertical

sizes/dimensions. In this case conditionally it is assumed that

density indicated variation occurs evenly in the part of the block,

arranged/located between the surface of geoid and the surface of

isostatic compensation. On the hypothesis of Airy-Heiskanen (Ris.

llb) the compensation is achieved due to the fact that the blocks of

the earth's crust have different vertical sizes/dimensions and to

different degree are submerged into the heavier subcrustal layer in

accordance with the law of hydrostatics. The surface of isostatic

compensation is passed within the subcrustal layer through the

basis/base of the highest block of- the earth's crust. According to

the hypothesis of Vening-Meinesz (Fig. llc), isostatic compensation is

realized without the separation of the earth's crust into the blocks
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due to the elastic bend of bark.

In spite of apparent contradiction of isostatic hypotheses

indicated above, these hypotheses in actuality are not no/such

different and contradictory. For example, entire difference in the

hypotheses of Pratt-Hayford and Erie-Heiskanen consists only under the

assumption about how the average density of substance in the layer

between the surface of geoid and the surface of isostatic compensation

in connection with the presence of the inequalities of topographic

relief varies. According to the Pratt-Hayford hypothesis the density

varies under the geoid evenly throughout entire volume of each of the

equilibrium blocks of this layer, while according to the

Airy-Heiskanen hypothesis changes in the average density of layer

occur due to a change in the relationship/ratio of the thickness of

bark and subcrustal layer, that form part of equilibrium block.

Thus, between different isostatic hypotheses in the closest

examination by no means are there revealed great fundamental

differences. The corrections for the isostasy, calculated in

accordance with one or the other hypothesis, also prove to be

sufficiently close in the value. Below we take apart the sense of

calculating operations during the determination of correction for the

isostasy in accordance with Pratt-Hayford hypothesis, until now, that

of widely utilized by geophysicists and geodesists abroad.

p Correction for isostasy in accordance with Pratt-Hayford
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hypothesis represents value of gravitational effect/action, caused by

such displacement/movement of masses, as a result of which earth's

zrust is converted into plane-parallel plate with lower surface, which

coincides with surface of isostatic compensation, that has with

realization in actuality of those conditions, which are assumed

hypothesis of isostasy, constant density, i.e., not generating gravity

anomalies.

0

0
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the described displacements/movements of masses in this place plate 0

density will be either more than normal (overload - positive isostatic

anomaly), or it is less than the normal (underloading - negative

isostatic anomaly). Isostatic correction for mass distribution in the

block, projecting above the geoid, for any point A (Fig. 12), is

obtained as follows:

1) from observed at point A of the value of the force of gravity

g it is subtracted vertical component F, attraction, caused by the

effect/action on the unitary mass at point A of mass of the I block,

which protrudes above the geoid;

2) to the obtained difference g-F, we add now vertical component

of F, of the attraction, caused by the effect/action on the unitary

mass at point A of the same mass I, evenly distributed in the volume

of block II, arranged/located between geoid and surface of isostatic

compensation.

This calculation is done for all blocks of earth's crust,

moreover effect/action of distant blocks is determined taking into

account curvature of terrestrial spheriod. Complete isostatic

correction will be
41g=- .1P-,+ (1, 36)

where the summation is produced along the entire surface of the Earth.

Value corrected to sea level of gravitational force in this case

is found from relation

go=+ 9f4. (I,a f ) 0

- , U.,
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We already noted that value and sign of isostatic anomalies can

characterize degree of isostatic steadiness of earth's crust and

character of deviations from mass distribution, which corresponds to

equiiibrizn (overload or underloading). Izostatic compensation can be

developed only on the regional scale, i.e., real judgment about the

degree of isostatic compensation can be obtained only for the

significant on the area territories, examining for them average/mean

values isostatic of anomalies.

Calculation of isostatic anomalies is connected with large volume

of calculating work. This difficulty car be considerably decreased,

using for the appropriate calculations electronic computers.

Nevertheless, for many regions the calculation of isostatic anomalies

remains difficult or even impossible due to the absence of the proper

information, for example, about hypsometry of external and under-ice

relief in the regions, covered with glaciers, about hypsometry of

submerged relief in the oceans, etc.
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Fig. 12. Explanation of derivation of isostatic correction of

gravitational force.

Key: (2). Sea level. (2). Surface of isostatic compensation.

Page 39.

For this reason the researchers of isostasy instead of the isostatic

anomalies frequently examine the anomalies of Faye, accepting (without

the special priofs), that the aveiage/mean values of the anomalies of

Faye and isostatic must coincide or be close ones for the regions

large in the area.

By author is recently shown (Andrey!v, 1961), that difference in

anomalies of Faye Ag, and isostatic Ag, has close ccrrelation with

height of relief for continental stations and with depth of 'Lttom of

sea for maritime, revealing very significant changeability with change

in altitude and depths (Fig. 13). in certain cases (the high

altitudes of relief, the large depths of the bottom of sea' a
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difference in average/mean values Ag,-Ag, can be very great (hundreds

of milligals). Any reliable judgment about average/mean Nalue Ag, for

any of region in terms of average/mean value Ag. possibly only in such

a case, when for this region the height of relief or the depths of the

bottom of sea are changed not very considerably and are known the

average/mean values of heights (or depths), in terms of which in this

case with the help of the graph, shown in Fig. 13, it is possible to

switch over to average/mean values Ag.

Correction of Bruns. With the examination of a question about

the corrections and the anomalies we, until now, assumed that the

theoretical value of gravitational force and its observed value,

reduced to the level of geoid, relate to one and the same surface. In

actuality theoretical values relate to the surface of terrestrial

spheroid, with which the surface of geoid coincides only on the

average, differing to it in some places sufficiently considerably -

approximately to ±100 m, as show the appropriate calculations.

0
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Fig. 13. Correlation graph/diagram of dependence of difference in

anomalies of Faye and isostatic dr,- 1C1 on height of relief for

maritime stations. According to B. A. Andreyev (1961). The regions

of confident correlation are shaded.

Key: (1). mgal. (2). Height. (3). Depth.

Page 40.

Therefore, strictly speaking, the gravitational force should be

reduced to the surface of spheroid, on that even at the end of the

past century indicated German astronomer Bruns (Bruns, 1848-1919).

For this it is necessary to introduce the additional correction, which

considers the distance between the geoid and the spheroid, named the

mount/mandrel of Bruns. However, the large deviations of geoid from

the spheroid are observed in the limited on the area sections, which
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* gravitate predominantly to the equatorial part of the Earth (Jeffreys,

1960). On the significant part of the territory of the USSR the

deviations of geoid from the spheroid are of the order of a total of

±10 m (Sorokin, 1953), i.e., for this entire territory the correction

of Bruns is of the order of a total of ±3 mgt • During the practical

calculations, in view all of reasons indicated above, the correction

of Bruns is not introduced.

In geodetic gravimetry there were attempts at utilization of

series/number of other corrections (according to method of inversion,

Poincare-Prey, Boui, etc.). For the prospecting gravimetry the

examination and the use of these corrections does not have a sense.

In gravitational measurements, produced in motion (on drifting

ice, surface boats, submarines, on aircraft), high value has

introduction of correction for eastwestern component of mction of

instrument, named also correction for Eotvos's effect or simply by

correction of Eotvos.

A sense of tiis correction consists of following, gravitational

force, as we know, represents the sum of two forces - attraction of

the Earth and the centrifugal force, caused by the daily rotation of

the Earth (see Sl). The centrifugal force depends on the speed of

rotation of the Earth and for any fixed material point,

arranged/located on the earth s surface, it can be considered as the

* constant value. Since the Earth is rotated from the west to the east,
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for the material point, which moves over the earth's surface,

centrifugal force increases/grows, if eastwestern component of motion

is directed toward the east, and it is reduced if this component is

directed toward the west; respectively varies the amount of
/

gravitational force. The correction of Eotvos removes the effect of

the motion of instrument on gravitational force. Formula for

determining this correction (Sorokin, 1953, pg. 296-297) takes the

following form:
Ag = O,00405vcos qsinA. (1,38)

where v - speed of the motion of instrument in the kilometers;

* - latitude;

A - azimuth of direction of motion.

Correction of Eotvos reaches very high values (hundred milligal)

in conditions for aircraft photographing.

Page 41.

With high-accuracy gravimetric survey (with error of measurement

in less than 0.1 mgl) into results of measurements it is necessary to

introduce correction for changes in the gravitational force, caused by

lunisolar attraction. The value of these changes in the course of

twenty-four hours is of the order t0.10; ±0.15 mgI. To account for

these changes it is necessary to know geographical reference of

observation point and moment/torque of observation. The tables of

corrections (with an accuracy to ±0.01 mg) ) systematically, for year

forward, are published in the form of application/appendix to the
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* journal "Geophysical Prospecting".

During subterranean gravitational photographing it is necessary

to consider effect on measured amount of force of gravity or second

derivatives of gravitational potential of mine workings (Heiland,

1940; Zagorac, 1953; Kazinskiy, 1956; Mudretsova, 1960).

In conclusion let us underscore following fact. We measure

gravitational force, i.e., the sum of the attraction of the Earth and

the centrifugal force, caused by the daily rotation of the Earth.

During the calculation of anomaly we from the measured value of

gravitational force is subtracted its normal value, into which enters

the same value of centrifugal force. Consequently, the anomalies of

* gravitational force present the anomalies of attraction, caused by the

nonhomogeneous density of the Earth and the earth's crust.

We in detail explained above that it is understood in gravimetry

under anomalies of gravitational force and sense of those calculating

operations, as a result of which are obtained numerical values of

anomalies. We established that for purposes of prospecting gravimetry

it follows, as a rule, to use Bouguer's anomalies or topographic in

such regions, where the relief has a noticeable effect on the force of

gravity (with the development of high-accuracy detailed gravimetric

surveys a number of such regions it will prove to be, undoubtedly,

sufficiently significant). Further we will see, that determined thus

* anomalies are in the majority of the cases only "semi-finished

--- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 111 V ,, .. ",',mR ,,, ! ~ lil.,: ,m
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product" during the solution of the majority of the practical problems@

of gravitational prospecting. For the solution of these problems is

frequently necessary the additional transformation of anomalies

(localization, averaging, etc.) - those operations, which are in

detail examined by us in Chapter IV.

S 5. Corrections and the anomaly of the second derivatives of

gravitational potential.

Introduction of corrections and calculation of anomalies for

second derivatives of gravitational potential - problem, unambiguously

determined and considerably simpler than calculation of anomalies of

gravitational force.

Page 42.

No corrections for height, for attraction of interlayer and so

forth into values of second derivatives it is introduced. The normal

values of the second derivatives in limits of accuracy of their

measurement can be considered identical for the surface of terrestrial

spheroid, geoid and for the physical surface of the Earth. Into the

measured values of the second derivatives it is necessary to introduce

correction only for the effect of nonhorizontality of the relief of

the earth's surface, moreover for the values indicated this correction

almost always has vital importance, and in many instances it proves to

be very large.
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Anomalous values of second derivatives, for example IV., are

calculated according to this diagram:

o1)
IW3=1] = LWzule +a & -1 jW=jppua

Key: (1). Correction for the relief.

where the indices relate respectively to anomalous, observed and

normal values W=, and the second term to the right presents correction

for the effect of relief or as they speak, correction fo: the

topography.

We do not concern question about account of correction for effect

of relief, which presents separate section of gravimetry, to which is

dedicated vast specialized literature (Andreyev, etc., 1941; Sorokin,

1953). Let us briefly clarify the principle of the determination of

the normal values of the second derivatives of gravitational potential

only.

Normal values are calculated in coordination system, whose

horizontal axes in a specific manner are oriented relative to

geographical meridian. with the calculation of the tables of normal

values usually x axis they direct on the meridian to the north, and y

axis - to the east in the direction of prime vertical. Z axis is as

before considered directed vertically downward. In this case it is

considered that the normal geoid coincides with the terrestrial

spheroid. For the spheroid directions indicated above of x and y axes

* coincide with the planes of main normal sections: in the meridianal
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plane is arranged/located the section with the the maximum (W/M), and

in the plane of prime vertical - with the minimum (1/N) curvature.

Radii of curvature as follows are expressed as semimajor axis a and

eccentricity e of the meridian ellipse:

MM
(i- es 2 ,(1,39)

(t - sin )u/S "

Page 43.

Since under the assumptions accepted, the gravitational force

does not vary along parallel (and, consequently, any of its components

does not vary), two of four normal values of second derivatives,

formed by differentiation with respect to coordinate y, become zero

(2Ww). = 0.
C"',.)" - 0.

Hence, taking into account formulas (1.17) and (I, 19),

(W,). - R ,L J

Further, using formulas (I, 8) and (I, 39) and disregarding in

obtained expressions low values, we obtain working formula for

calculation (W).

a ea p (1,40)

i,

Expression ,V.)- will be

&O M YO
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Since dx .Md,, in form converted for practical calculations,

taking into account formula (I, 8a), formula for (IVzz)a finally is

obtained in the following form:

i(W'=). sin 2p. (1,41)

As we see from table 2, values (TVZ)R and (V,). are low in value

and very they vary smoothly with change in latitude .

p

I
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Table 2. Normal values (w..). and (w),

V* (w..). - o+ 9 co5 I (w,),," l°+lr- f

35 7,6 6.9
40 8,0 6,0
45 8,A 5,1
50 8,0 4,2
55 7.6 3.4
60 7,0 2,6.
65 6.2 1,8
70 5,2 1.2

Page 44.

If the x axis does not coincide with geographical meridian and

azimuth of its positive direction is equal to a, then normal values of

second derivatives are obtained of values corrected above with the

help of formulas of conversion known from gravimetry:

(W.) , - (W.). cos a,

(W,,). = (w.). sin a,

(WA). - (WA). cos 2a,

(2W.,).' - (2Wv). sin 2a,

where (WVxz)- and so forth - converted normal values of second

derivatives.

Anomalous values of second derivatives of gravitational potential

and force of gravity (see pg. 41), coincide with anomalous values of

corresponding derivatives of potenJial of attraction.

S 6. Connection between derivatives of gravitational and magnetic

potent ial.

J
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In mathematical physics there is derived the Poisson's theorem

(Ideal'son, 1936, pg. 397), formulated as follows:

Jo (1,43)

where P - magnetic potential of body;

V - potential of its attraction;

J - intensity of magnetization (constant for entire volume of

body);

i - direction of magnetization.

Component of magnetic field strength along any direction s will

be expressed by derivative in this direction:

aP I P~v j a fa z a av + a a: ]

&1 as a3' s ax dy a' d: 8:1

Page 45.

Introducing components of intensity of magnetization J along

axis, x, y,

a =jL cos (i, x),91

= j 2 =Jcos (i. ),di

-y= = j Cos (i, z

and accepting s consecutively/serially coinciding with reference

direction, we find expressions of components
X . ± P, I [a,  V .+ P V y., + y V , ,

Y t = V'. + 1"' ' + y V, 1. (1,44)
Z=OP !

Z- = [a VL. +' V,, + yV'l,d: J

'IuV
SOM =77~I+y~i. (,4
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where V= d~v and so forth - abbreviations of second derivatives of

potential of attractions, whose anomalous values, as it is noted above

(pp. 41, 44), are identical with values of corresponding derivatives

of gravitational potential W.

Keeping this in mind and taking into account that us interests

relationship/ratio between anomalous values of derivatives of

gravitational and magnetic potential, we we can in

relationships/ratios written above replace V by W, that also is

implied subsequently.

In theory of interpretation case, when perturbing masses have

form of cylinders, elongated to an infinitely long distance in

parallel to axis y (two-dimensional problem), frequently is examined.

In this case the gravity anomaly does nct vary along y axis, i.e.,

IVX = W = 01, 0, and we obtain from the formu.a (I, 44) (substituting

here V by W):
X = ( (, 45)

I 
(a

and the component Y becomes zero.

In the examined by us case Laplace's equation (1.20)

Ivz I,, v 0, (I, 4 )

and expression (I, 11) for w, is obtained in the form
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W =-W= W. (,47)

Taking into account latter/last two relationships/ratios (1, 45)

it is possible to rewrite in the form

Z = I(a W + Y V).

Page 46.

Especially simple correlation of values in question is obtained

in the case of two-dimensional problem with vertical intensity of

magnetization, i.e., with a=0, 7-J. Then

*H
Z J/ (J, 49)Z =' W".

Takir.g into account formulas (I, 22), (I, 46) and (I, 47), latter

ron formulas (I, 49) can be rewritten in the form

Z 4 IV,,,. )

With i-const and o-const, i.e., zor uniform magrnetized bodies of

cor-tdnt density, wb.,:n compose rna,retic field strengths H and Z prove

to be r-, ,,.y ;.:opo r' i v0. to second d-ru.'s, -1s tf th.e

grdvita,.w potential l and WI Fur'hermorp, the c )-rponwnt of Z n

tl.s cazo it is posibie to con.sider the proportional :o "r

for-ce crac'.;,: t of gravity W,,
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The fact that for finite body this potential mass-free, is a

special feature of magnetic potential, which distinguishes it from

gravitational,: total magnetic mass of body is always equal to zero,

i.e., positive magnetic mass +m in one pole is compensated by negative

magnetic mass -m in the other pole of magnetized body. Therefore,

formal analogy in the expressions of the gravitational and magnetic

fields composing intensities/strength is obtained only in such cases,

when we assume that one end and, consequently, one of the poles) of

the magnetized body is distant to infinity, and the body, which causes

gravity anomaly, has, conversely, finite dimensions. For example, the

magnetic action of the infinitely long magnetized rod, whose one end

is located at infinite depth, can be formally identical with the

gravitational effect/action of mass point, which coincides with the I
upper pole of the magnetized rod.

I
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* Page 47.

Chapter II.

PHYSICO-GEOLOGIC BASES OF GRAVITATIONAL PROSPECTING.

S 7. Generalities.

Gravity anomalies exist in presence of following two conditions:

1) difference in the density of rocks and ores;

2) nonhorizonality of bedding of interfaces of density, connected

with presence of geologic structures, ore bodies, etc.

Basis of setting gravitation prospecting works and correct

geologic interpretation of their results is possible, if is carried

out analysis of following two questions:

1) about density of rocks and ores and laws governing its change

in geologic of section/cut;

2) about forms of bedding, sizes/dimensions and depth of bedding

of geologic bodies, which cause gravity anomalies.

')t tt. , tvp , it is neceisadry to ana I z.t. scpariteI lY for eti . .

region and object, intended for performing of gravitation prospecting

work, since each such region, or object, one way or another possesses,

as a rule, by individual physico-geologic characteristics, which must

be taken into account while conducting and during analysis of results

of gravitational prospecting. At the same time, basic

* physico-geologic conditions are general/common in the regions with
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similarly the history of geologic development, in the limits of

same-type structural-facies and me,-llogenic zones, etc. The study of

these regularities makes it possible in the first approximation, to

explain the prerequisites/premises of the application of gravitational

prospecting and interpretation of its results for solving the definite

geologic missions in this or another region, if the general/common

geologic characteristic of this region is known. Subsequently, it is

understood, it is necessary the obtained conclusions/derivations to

make more precise and to supplement, usina data of the study of the

density of the rocks of this region, the results of the carried out in

the region geological exploration works, etc. The basic content of

this chapter presents the examination of physico-geologic conditions

and prerequisites/premises of setting and interpretation of the 0

results of gravitation prospecting works. Let us initially examine a

question about the density of the rocks and ores.

Page 48.

S 8. Density.

Density a of any uniform substance is defined as ratio of its

mass m to volume V, i.e.

5/" (11, t)

For an ideally uniform rock with any sizes/dimensions of m and V

specimen one and the same value of density a is obtained. Also one
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* value a is obtained also for any two specimens, used for determining

the density.

Dimensionality of density in CGS units

1a) = ac.u'.

Specific weight/gravity is ratio of weight of body to its volume,

i.e., it can be expressed by formula, analogous (II, 1), if we by m

understand weight of body, expressed in weight grams. Strictly -

speaking, the specific weight of body, in contrast to the density,

value the variable, which depends on gravitational force. However,

since maximum changes in gravitational force relative to its complete

mean value do not exceed 0.003, and the value of density is usually

W expressed by the first units, virtually it is possible to count the

density of the numerically equal to specific weight/gravity.

Rocks and ores of general case consist of three phases - solid,

liquid and gaseous, each of which is of different mass, volume and

density. In this case

+m1 =m1+m, MO=;; t. + , ,(ll, 2

where m, and V, relates to the solid, m, and V, - to the liquid, m,

and V, - to vapor phase, and M and V represent mass and volume of

specimen.

In contrast to density of uniform substance, density of rocks and

* ores, determined according to formula (II, 2), is different for
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different M and V, and also for any two specimens as a result of 0
discontinuity and composition of rock or ore.

For this very reason density (as other physical properties) rocks

possible to consider only in terms of average/mean values from series

of results of definitions, which relate to significant number of

specimens. In this case the sizes/dimensions and the mass of

specimens must not be very small - to avoid the sharp

oscillations/vibrations, caused by their nonhomogeneous composition.

Practice shows that the minimum mass of the specimens, utilized for

determining the density, must be order 100-200 g.

Bulk density represents ratio of mass of solid phase to total

volume of specimen

0V= " V , , |, • 11 3

Page 49.

Density of mineral hexagonal base of rock

O MIK (11, 4)

is called mineralogicl density.

Ratio of the total volume of pores in the specimen to total

volume of spec.rmen

kn t 4 V,
V,+ et V, or(11, 5)

(k. -;s expressed in the fractions of one, or in percent) is called
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* porosity.

If the specimen is dried out, i.e., moisture found in it is

distant, then its density will be

mm (11, 6)
Oc7-- V.+tV.+ V, "

Density of dry specimen can be expressed through its

mineralogical density and porosity. For this let us take into account

first of all that in (II, 6) m3 «<m,, and, consequently,

C 1 + VS+Va V_ V il 1'+V 2 rVJ'

whence, taking into account (II, 4) and (I, 5), we obtain

SOCI 1%0,VUM(1 - ka).

Density usually is determined in dried out state of specimen. If

in this case the porosity of specimen is known, then from the

latter/last relationship/ratio its mineralogical density

0o,, (11,7)

is determined.

Directly for purposes of gravitational prospecting determination

of spectmen density under conditions of natural humidity is basic

problem. If the porosity of specimen is small (not higher than the

first units of percentages), as it takes place for the majority of the

eruptive and metamorphic rock and some sedimentary (see below), tnen

it is possible without the large error to take

0 o ~y0 . (1I,8)
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Matter concerning specimens, which have high porosity and

moisture absorbtion capacity is much more complex, the majority of

sedimentary rocks is such. Usually in this case they consider that

all pores of specimen under the natural conditions are filled with

water.

_, Page 50.

From the formulas (II, 2) and (II, 6) we find

0Gcy + 1+ V-- V

or taking into account that with the complete filling of all pores

with water m, m, is numerically equal V,+V, and taking into account

(II, 5), we find

o o -. j + [k /e.'. (I1, 9)

Let, for example, acy1 2,2Og/m' , k=0,15, then

- 2,20 + 0.1S = 2.35 4/ex'.

Assumption about filling of all pores with water, however, is not

completely correct. In actuality by water and with other liquids is

saturated not entire pore volume of species/rock, but only its part.

the ratio of the volume of pores filled with liquid to the total

volume of specimen is c.alled apparent porosity k.., moreover always
ko. a < kv.

Relation ko.:k, is called coefficient of water saturation or
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* simply by saturation coefficient designate ks, so that

ko.

This coefficient depends on special features of structure of pore

space of rock, precisely, from relative content in pore space of pore

channels permeated for liquid. Some species/rocks are characterized

by the broad band of change ka (Table 3).

If it is known k0., then it would be poss.ble to determine a from

following refined formula:

F OcI+ ko.a.

It is understood, however, that this formula is approximate,

since in accuracy it is unknown, water did occupy entire permeated

pore volume under deep conditions. And what is more, it is

deliberately known that in many instances and this part of the pore

volume is not completely occupied with water.

Sometimes during calculat-in of a it is conditionally accepted

that water occupies 50% of entire pore volume, i.e., =0,s0k,,,

whereas more frequent they consider that ,,.-
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Table 3. Values ke for different rocks (according to the different

authors).

Ha)meume a prx r opoA .k, %

( B) onma ucTBo Ue4(YTRix xonneKTOPOW (CLLIA) .......... -95
( ) Apruanllu (TAT. ACCP) . ......... ......... 22-45

') necanumn ................ ......... 30-100
(5)Iap6ozahin fopOAM .. .. .. .. . ... . ... ........ 20-80

Key: (1). Designation of the rocks. (2). Majority of petroleum

collectors (USA). (3). Argillites (Tatar ASSR). (4). Sandstones.

(5). Carbonate rocks.

Page 51.

The uncertainty with correction for water saturation of the rock

is extremely undesirable, but one ought not to overestimate role of

errors connected with it in determination of density. In

gravitational prospecting are essential not the absolute values of

density, but its difference or excess values. Using formula (II, 9),

we deliberately somewhat exaggerate the values of density, moreover

for the rocks with the close values of porosity and moisture

absorbtion capacity approximately to the identical value. During the

calculation of the excessive (difference) density in this case the

error, obviously, will be small. Large errors are possible only

during the calculation of the difference of the density of the rocks,

which are considerably distinguished by the porosity and the mcisture

absorbtion capacity.

Requirements for methodology of study of density of rocks and
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ores. The generally accepted technology and the methodology of the

study of density is assumed to be the known to reader from the courses

"Physics", the "Physical properties of the rocks" and "&ravitational

prospecting". However, the completeness and quality of the data about

the density of the rocks and ores of the region being investigated

require estimation in connection with the geologic interpretation of

gravity anomalies; moreover it is here necessary to examine the

following questions:

1. Completeness of data. the practice of gravitational

prospecting shows that the systematic mass study of specimen density

of all typical varieties of species/rocks and ores of region, which

generate structural-facies zones is necessary and to the bed, whose

effect caused the interesting us gravity anomalies. Each such typical

.ariety must be described as the minimum of several ten determinations

of specimen density.

2. Quality of specimens. First of all it is necessary to

investigate the core of the drill holes lower than zone of wind

erosion. It characterizes normal unchanged rocks and, furthermore, it

usually has a good geoloqic documentation. Samples from the natural

exposures also are used under the condition of their reliable geologic

documentation and absence of the explicit signs of a supergene change

in the rock. However, in certain cases, for example during the

searches for some ore deposits, the density of supergene-charged rocks

undergoes special study. The petrographically nonhomogeneous

specimens of near-contact zones are unconditionally eliminated from
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the examination.

3. Quality of measurements. The generally accepted technique of

the volume determination by Archimedes principle of specimens with the

utilization either of usual counterbalances or special instruments

(densitometer of Samsonov, the weights of Bykhover-Knyupfer) gives the

accuracy of the measurements of order 0.01-0.02 g/cm 3 , which is

completely sufficient for gravitational prospecting. The density of

the porous specimens, from which during their subsidence into the

water is observed the intensive liberation/precipitation of the air

bubbles, accompanied during the prolonged finding in the water by the

damage of normal structure or by the decomposition of specimen, must

be determined with the application of a paraffin coating or with the

cover/occultation of specimen with water-and-moisture-proof sheeting

of another type.

Page 52.

This requirement should be satisfied especially strictly with the

weighing of specimen in the water on usual counterbalances. Of the

Koubtful cases one should be convinced of the possibility of

measurement without the paraffin coating via the comparison of the

values of the density of one and the same specimens, determined with

the paraffin coating and without the paraffin coating.

Density of loose rocks should be determined via their weiqhing in

assigned volume; also one should enter, also, during determination of 0
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density of drifts (during variometric photographing). It is necessary

to keep in mind that the density of the rocks can be determined also

from the observations with the high-accuracy gravimeters or the

variometers during the observations either on the earth's surface

(Nettletone, 1940), or in the mines/shafts and the drill holes

(Poletayev, 1958). The values of the density of the rocks can be

evaluated according to the data of a gamma-gamma-logging (Ochkur,

1957), but this methodology still requires refinement and refinement.

In the series/number the case sufficiently confident judgment about

the density of the rocks can be obtained, knowing other their physical

properties (see pg. 55-60). One should approach, using one ot the

methods indicated, to obtain the control of those estimations of the

density of the rocks, which are done by measuring the specimens.

4. Data processing. The investigated specimens of the rocks and

ores must be decomposed into the groups, on the basis of the single

petrographic composition, identical position in the stratigraphic

section/cut, identical location in the region, the presence or the

absence of secondary changes, types of mineralization and others of a

similar kind of signs. On each of such groups, in the presence in it

not less than 30-50 specimens, is built the variation curve of density

variation. One should approach that so that each group would be

characterized by variation curve with one maximum. The value of

density typical for this group is determined not on the point of the

maximum of variation curve (frequently encountered in the industrial

organizations error), but in terms of arithmetic mean value of

7.1-
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density. values arithmetic mean coincide with the value of the

abscissa of the maximum of variation curve only in such a case, when

this curve is ideally symmetrical with respect to the ordinate of

maximum; whereas in actuality the variation density curves do not

usually have strictly symmetrical form (Fig. i4). If the group being

investigated is clearly nonhomogeneous, variation curve for it is

obtained with several maximums. Average/mean value for this group is

determined by the accidental relationship/ratio of nonhomogeneous

components and its calculation does not have a sense. It is necessary

to try to decompose this group according to any additional signs

(lithologic, stratigraphic, etc.) into the uniform subgroups.

Page 53. S
Special sense has a separation for the vast groups, which join the

determinations of the density of the sedimentary rocks of one or the

other region from the sign of single position in the stratigraphic

section/cut and the identical lithological composition into the

subgroups acco-ding to the sign cf the identity of structural

position, keeping in mind the investigation of the laminar zonality of

density and its bond with the locai and regional structures (see S

11).

Bond of density with different physico-geologic factors. The

density of the rock is caused by both the primary condit~ors for its

formation and by secondary condit;.ons, which acted during entire

period of its existence. Of special featv'res and the prope.ty of tne
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* rock, including density, can be considered as the objective indices of

a historico-geologic process:

a) the geotectonic and petrological conditions of forming the

rock;

b) all conditions and the factors of its further existence:

metamorphism, oscillatory and folding motions, supergene processes,

etc.

These conditions and factors in set determine following special

features of rock:

a) composition and structure of its mineral hexagonal base;

b) its porosity, character and degree of filling of pore space.

0
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Fig. 14. Types of variation density curves: a) symmetrical curve of

group of specimens (rtrmal distribution) un~fcrm in composition and

very large in quantity; b) usually obtained type of curve of not

completely symmetrical form: value "co in this case does not

correspond to point of maximum; c) curve with two maximums, that

indicates explicit heterogeneity of group - calculation "-v does not

have sense: group must he according to any signs decomposed into two

separate groups.

Page 54.

These special features are basic, determining density and many

other physical properties of rock. In this case it is important to

have in mind the fact that the special features indicated are

connected with the density (and by other physicdl properties)

differently, namely:

a) composition and structure of mineral hexagonal base are

connected with the density ambiguously/problematically - the

species/rocks of completely differcnt composition can have and they

actually frequertly have dissimilar or very close density;

b) porosity is connected with the density unambiguously - the
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* species/rocks of different porosity (with the identical composition)

compulsorily are distinguished by the density, we can in certain cases

quantitatively take into account these differences.

0
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Fig.15.Bond of density and porosity for sandstone and limestones.

L.Yb- Nesterov (1940).

Key: (1). Sandstones. (2). Limestone.

Page 55.

Majority of geologic processes, effect of which undergoes rock,

one way or another affects its composition, porosity and density. In

a number of cases the effect/action of these pro-esses on the density

is systematically investigated and proves to te vary significant.

Both on formation conditions and os the density the rocks it is

expedient to examine subsequently, after aecomposing them into two
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groups: a) magmatic and metamorphic rock; b) sedimentary rocks.

Bond of density with other physical properties. Geologic factors

and processes affect not only the density of the rccks, but also their

other physical properties. In this sense it is possible to speak

about the bond of different physical properties. We already clashed

with this above and noted the bond of density and porosity, they

indicated that this bond is simple in the volume sense, that any

change in porosity of the rock in a specific manner is connected with

a change in its density. The bond of density and porosity for some

types of the rocks is shown by curves in Fig. 15.

Question about bond of density and elastic properties of rocks is

* very important. This bond exists, but it is not so defined and simple

as the bond examined above of density and porosity. It is possible to

assume that the reasons for this consist of the following:

1. The rocks according to their properties are not ideally

elastic and they possess plasticity (different species/rocks - in

different measure). Depending on this, apparently, varies the

relationship/ratio of density and elastic properties.

2. Velocity of propagation of elastic waves in contrast to

density - value vector and depends not only on special features of

composition and structure of rock, but also on some other conditions,

for example, for foliated rocks from direction of propagation of wave

* with respect to plane of lamination. atc.
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For uniform ideally elastic infinitely extended body we have

following approximate relationship/ratio (B. A. Andreev, 1960):

V 1,09 / , (=i, 10)

where vp - velocity of propagation of longitudinal waves;

E - modulus of elasticity of Young;

a - density.

For majority of rocks with an increase in a there also increases

E, moreover, to a greater degree, than a, so that there is an increase

in speed vp. With the decrease in a we have opposite phenomenon -

decrease in vP

Let us clarify aforesaid by following example. Let us compare

two specimens of limestone with the different values of porosity A,,

and in accordance with this with the different values of the

modulus/module of elasticity E and density a (Fable 4).

Page 56.

As can be seen from table, with decrease of porosity 5 times

modulus of elasticity is increased more than 3 times, and density

increases/grows only by 32%; therefore Up, that depends on ratio Elo;

also it is increased one and a half times more than.

N. N. Puzyrev (1959), by using data based on data of laboratory

of physical nrrperties of VNIIgeofiziki, indicated that for sandy-clay
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* and some carbonate rocks dependence of speed up on density a is, in

the first approximation, linear function of form

up = 6a- 11, (I 2

where up is expressed in km/$ ciand a - in g/cm'.

According to data of American researchers (Talvani, Sutton,

Worzel, 1959), studied greater quantity types of rocks with

respectively greater range of change up and a, dependence between

these two parameters proves to be nonlinear and is represented as

curve of sufficiently complex form (Fig. 16). Fig. 16 shows also the

linear dependence, represented by equation (1I, 12). As we see, both

graphs more or less will be coordinated in the interval of the

variation in the density of 2.4-3.0 g/cm 3 .

Bond of density and elastic properties for separate petrographic

types of rocks proves to be much more definition, moreover, as can be

seen from Fig. 17, this bond is characterized by graphs of virtually

linear form.

"Anomalous" character has relationship/ratio of density and speed

for halogen rocks, that, probably, it follows to explain by their high

plasticity. Rock salt has relatively lcw density (a=2.15 9/cm') and

it is at the same time characterized by the relatively high velocity

of propagation of elastic vibrations (Ip = 4;00 ,,I t
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Table 4. Comparison of porosity k., modulus of elasticity E and

density a of two specimens of limestone. Data of K. P. Belikov

(1952).

( MICA5~~~E a../ ' o os
O~ ka, % E -l, IM , Ila VC 4opMYjI

( 1 ) ( . ( ) I (-.(1 1 c

fnepsui . ........ .30 18 1,96 3400
(4) B7opoi . ........... 6 6.43 2,59 5450

Key: (1). Samples. (2). dyne/cm". (3). g/cm'. (4). m/s,

according to formula (II, 11). (5). The first. (6). The second.

Page 57.

Even more striking example of similar relationships/ratios gives the

comparison of density and speed of elastic waves for the substances in

different states of aggregation, for example for the water with t-00

(a = 1,0Ic ,; vp = 1430 m/seK)and for ice with t--5*C

(a = 0,9 lc/x'; v. = 3800 m/sex).

Bond of density with specific electrical resistance is planned

for some varieties of sedimentary rocks under necessary condition of

homogeneity of hydrochemical characteristic of section/cut.

0
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absorbtion capacity, and respectively, smaller resistivity and vice

versa. The density of different varieties of the crystalline rocks

varies depending on the special features of their composition and

structure (see below), these special features, with rare exceptions,

barely affecting the value of their resistivity.

0
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Fig. 17. Curves of dependence speed (vp)_ density (o) for diabases

(a) and gran.itoids Wb. According to M. L. Ozerskaya (1955).

Key: (1). g/cm'. (2). m/s.
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we reveal the opposite position during a comparison of density

and magnetic properties of rocks. Almost all sedimentary rocks are

virtually nonmagnetic, although many of them considerably are

distinguished by the density (see below). The special features of the

composition of the crystalline rocks are fairly often accompanied by a

change in the content in them of magnetically active iron-ore
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minerals. In all these cases the conformity of changes in the densityq,

and magnetic properties occurs, moreover, as a rule denser crystalline

rocks prove to be more magnetic. This relationship/ratio we have, for

example, in the normal series/number of magmatic ultrabasic, basic and

acid rocks. At the same time, some crystalline rocks, which have a

comparatively high density, are virtually nonmagnetic (crystalline

carbonate rocks, the separate varieties of crystallint schists), and

some magnetically active crystalline rocks have relativtely low density

(serpentinous ultrabzsic rocks).

Bonds indicated above it is possible in a number of cases to use

for judgment about density of rocks according to their other physical

properties, and also during combined analysis of results of

gravitational prospecting with data of other geophysical methods.

S 9. Density of the deep layers of the earth's crust.

According to seismological data earth's crust is separated into

two layers - upper, conditionally called granite, with velocity of

propagation of elastic waves of vp about 5.5 km/s, and lower, i.e.,

basalt, with speed of Lop about 6.5 km/s. To the lower surface of the

earth's crust corresponds the so-called boundary or the Moho surface,

on which boundary speed is approximately P km/s. Subcru.,tal layer is

named peridotite layer. The names indicated, which characterize the

geologic sense of these words, are justified by the following facts:

1. Speed vp actually comprises (with the appropriate values f

pressure and temperature) about 5.5 km/s and the acid rocks, which 0

1,u
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Spredominate in the upper zone of lithosphere, about 6.5 km/s - in the

basic rock of the type of gabbro and basalt and about 8 km/s - in the

ultrabasic rocks.

2. In oceans where according tu seismological data granite layer

usually is absent and solid earth's crust begins almost immediately

from basalt layer, almost general/universal development of basic rock

actually is revealed (on islands, also, during study of oceanic

bottom). Furthermore, in the regions of ancient platforms are

observed the vast outflows of the basic rock (on the Siberian platform

they there are traprocks), which left on the surface on the faults.

Page 60.

0 3. With deep faults of geosynclinal and platform regions are

associated intrusions of ultrabasic rocks, whose magmatic sources are

connected with large depths - into several ten kilometers.

Set of facts indicated, as we see, sufficiently reliably

jtustifies given separation and geologic interpretation of deep layers

of earth's crust and subcrustal layer. Based on this, it is possible

to indicate the sufficiently reliably following probable values of the

average density of these layers: granite layer -2.7 g/cm , basalt

layer -2.9 g/cm', peridotite layer -3.3 g/cm'.

Seismology shows that in regions of different geologic structure,

* the thickness and composition of earth's crust prove to be sharply
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different. We already indicated that in the oceanic regions the upper*

granite layer is absent and is observed in the section/cut of the

earth's crust only of continental regions. The total power of bark

varies from 70 and more than kilometers in the high-mountain

tectonic-active regions of continents up to 10 km in the oceanic

regions (including here and the thickness of the layer of sea water).

The intensive regioral anomalies of gravitational force are connected

with the deep structure of the earth's crust.

S 10. Density of the crystalline rocks.

Crystalline (magmatic and metamorphic) species/rocks are

characterized by low porosity (usually not exceeding by 1-2%) and

significant diversity of density of entering into their composition of

minerals (Table 5). Therefore, the density of the crystalline rocks

virtually depends only on their chemical-mineralogical composition and

structural special features.

0
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Table 5. Density of the typical and rock-forming minerals of magmatic

and metamorphic rock.

Masepau I
,3) A~~M..... ....... ........ ..... 2.9-3.6
'19 rp&UaTM ...... ... *..... ....... ....... 3.2-4J

(5) P- ' Hp.........................................2.6
( ~ arUCTU?. .. ..... ....... ... .... ...... 50-5.2
) He4vezov .. .. .... ...... ............... 3.6

(g/Of)aa03 H ................. ........... 3.0-4.4
2,8-3,7

IlnchieM~TW(r.,aBueUMHe uII~iepa~ua) .. .. . . ...... 2-5-Z.8

) X.-OPUTM .. .. .. .... .................. 6-3.0

Key: (1). Minerals. (2). Density, g/cm'. (3). Amphibole. (4).

Garnets. (5). Quartz. (6). magn~etite. (7). Nepheliie. (8).

Olivine. (9). Pyroxene. (10). Feldspar (principal minerals).

(11) Serpentine. (12). Mica. (13). Chlorites. (14). Epidotes.
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Page 61.

In majority oi cases density of crystalline rocks in essence is

determined by content in them, on one hand, relative to lungs of

minerals (quartz, feldspar, nepheline, etc.), on the other - heavy

ferro-magnesia minerals (amphibole, olivine, pyroxenes, mica). This

is clearly evident on the accompanying diagram, which chara:terizes

composition and density of different magmatic rocx - alkaline, acid,

basic and ultrabasic (Fig. 18).

Metamorphic rock, which present products of conversion of

magmatic and sedimentary rocks, are very different - depending on

parent rocks and degree of effect/action of factors of metamorphism.

0

0
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Fig. 18. Dependence of density of eruptive rocks on their

mineralogical composition (diagram of mineralogical composition).

According to V. P. Luchitskiy (1949). It is simplified.

Key: (1). Pyroxenite Periodotite. (2). Gabbro. (3). Diorite.

(4). Granodiorite. (5). Granite. (6). Syenite. (7). Nephelinic

syenite. (8). Potash feldspar. (9). Ferro-magnesia minerals.

(10). Plagioclases. (11). Quartz. (12). Nepheline.

Page 62.

To the latter, as is known, belong pressure, temperature, the

introduction or removal of one or the other mineral components. In

* the process of metamorphism both the increase and decrease in density
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can occur. Thus, with an increase in the pressure and

recrystallization connected with this there acts the law of volumes,

in accordance with which the pressure increase causes the reactions,

connected with the decrease of volume, i.e., with an increase in the

density.

As example let us point out that deep analog of gabbro (a-2.9 -

3.1 g/cm3) is eclogite, in essence not differing from it by chemical

composition, but which is characterized by more tight packing of

molecules in crystal and in accordance with this considerabiy greater

density (a-3.3 - 3.6 g/cm3 ). Eclogite are encountered together with

the diamonds in the kimberlitic volcanic pipes. Diamond itself (o-3.5

g/cm') presents the polymorphic modification of carbon, which is

generated under high-pressure conditions (them are obtained now

artificially with P050000 by atm.). Another, characteristic for the

lower pressures, modification of carbon presents graphite (o-2.1

g/cm3 ). The conversion of the ultrabasic rocks under the effect of

auto-metamorphism with the introduction of volatile components (water,

silicic acids), called serpentinization, very strongly reduces their

density. Thus one of occurring in this casc reactions

3(Mg, Fe),SiO + 411,0 + SiOl-,
''(O IOmUU)

-4 211, (Fe, AI:,),jO,,

Key: (1). olivine. (2). serpentine.

Hs a result of which olivine (o=4.1 - 4.4 g/cm3) it changes into the

serpentine (o-2.5 - 2.6 g/cm'). The process of serpentinization

usually is sufficiently intensively showed in the masses of the
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* ultrabaric rocks, which prove to be converted into serpentinites or

serpentines - species/rock of relatively low density.

Supergene change of rocks in their crust of wind erosion is a

special case of metamorphism, moreover, and in these conditions most

significant possible change of density, usually to side of its

decrease. In the majority of the cases this process conducts the

effects of water and vital activity of organisms, new minerals of

relatively low density to the significant decrease of density in the

crust of the wind erosion of the crystalline rocks due to the

formation in it, as a result of oxidation. As the example let us

examine the Mesozoic crust of the wind erosion of Volynskiy

gabbro-labradoritic massif (Zhitomir region of UkrSSR [Ukrainiar

O SSR]). The crust of wind erosion is represented here by kaolinized

rocks, and it is developed everywhere over the area of mass and has a

thickness from 10 to 40 m. Within the limits of the crust of wind

erosion the density of species/rocks (Fig. 19) is reduced (from

bottom to top) from 2.8 to 1.9 g/cm', and porosity is increased from 2

to 50% (Kondrachuk, 1958).

Page 63.

In the given example the thickness of the crust of wind erosion proved

to be relatively grtater .

FOOTNOTE . The vertical sizes/dimensions of the zone of the decrease

* of the density, connected with the crust of wind erosion, for
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crystalline schists of Timan sometimes reach 100 m and more (Kalinin, 0
1959). Here, m-st likely, we encounter the interstitial crust of wind

erosion. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Usually its value is less. Thus, during the investigation of the

numerous boring wells, which opened the Precambrian crystalline

basement of Russian platform, it seemed that the thickness of the

crust of wind erosion comprises average/mean 8-10 m.

As has already been said above, in some comparatively rare cases

processes of changing rocks in crust-of wind erosion lead not to

decrease, but to increase in density. As the example it is possible

to indicate a change of the ferruginous, quartzite in the crust of wind

erosion with the debris/efflux of them of silicic acid, the oxidation

of magnetite and the formation of martite-hematitic rich iron ores.

The rich iron ores of the region of the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA)

have specifically this origin.

6

we indicated above that to density of crystalline rocks besides

composition structural special features affect also. Effect on the

density of structure variations, connected with a difference in the

degree of the crystallinity of the rocks, is especially noticeable.

0
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Fig. 19. Graph of change with depth of density and porosity of

species/rocks in crust of wind erosion of mass of gabbro-norites.

According to V. Yu. Kondrachuk (1958). 1 - density, g/cm'; 2 -

* porosity, %.

Key: (1). KP. (2). g/cm'.
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Species/rocks deep with the characteristic for them holocrystalline

structural have a density higher (Table 6), than their analogs with

the semicrystalline or completely by glass wool by structure, since in

the crystal is always obtained more tight packing of atoms and

molecules than in glass. Differences in the density of minerals and

glass corresponding to them in a nimber of cases reach 15-20% and

more. For the rocks these differences also reach 7-10% (Birch, etc.,

1947).

0
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S 11. Density of sedimentary rocks. 0

Basic rock differ from crystalline usually higher in terms of

porosity (with exception of hydrochemical precipitation - Table 7) and

in terms of smaller diversity of density of entering their composition

rock-forming minerals (Table 8). Therefore, the density in the

majority of sedimentary rocks to the different degree depends on their

porosity and composition.

As can be seen from Table 7 porosity of many sedimentary rocks

not only is great, but also varies in significant limits.

0
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S Table 6. Density of crystalline rocks.

i)forocm., ,/ct"

rop~ue nopogm J~ r ~le~eKE

rpau, n rpanuTo- Beic- (,,nHm,-,, jAn ApODEx -

mUM ,) (-') .... .................... . . .. 2.7 2.4-3/,
rpaaxru (co cna6o* uenavoptu3aiwued)(1.. ....... 2.6 2.4--7
rpaOAXop-TU, xaapneNic AaOpUT(7) .......... 2.7 2.7-2.8
Auop~roaimd(t) ......... ................... 2.7 2.6-2.9
AnopETU (.) ... .................... 2.8 2.7-2.9

CeaT lc ........ ........ 2.8 26-2.9
asa6aa.' ra66po. rs66po-Ama6aa- 4.) ........ ... 2.9 2.7-3.3

Sa3aXrblTW . . .................... 3.0 2.6-3.3
VZbrpl"ocHowM6ae UnOAo - jynni, uepnAoTTM.
fUpoxceuSATU (caa6o maaueumes-e) tj3). ......... 3.2 2.8-3.6

CepvesTZalHar Q-..) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.6 2.4-3.0
Awtv6owarx Q) ..... .................. 29 2.7-3.2
Aaz hnm45 pu 4,) ......... .................. 32 2.8-3.6
flop4apu7m 1 ........ .. .2.8 2.7-2,9
r.e ................ 2.7 2,6-3.2
HxapoZana ap(3o3Ue 4l .............. 2.7 2Z-2.8
I{3apnma,, Me.2eaucne ..... ............ 3.5 3.2-4.3
iae':TnRX XpMcTruanqecxje4. paopM . . . 2.7 2.3-3,0
C;.'.dwU rnmsu3 Tuec .a .......... ... 2.3 3.0-28
C.iauum Knapixese. cnflEuCrwe4j ............. 2.8 2.5-2.8
Ciaunua poronoo6a onue <14 ,I . ............. 3.0 2,8-3.4

Key: (1). The rocks. (2). Density, g/cm'. (3). Average/mean.

(4). Limits of changes. (5). Granites and gneissoids (typical for

ancient shields). (6). Granites (with weak methmorphization). (7).

Granodiorite, quartz dioriteees. (8). Anorthosites. (9).

Dioriteees. '10). Syenite. (11). Diabase, gabbro, gabbro-diabase.

(12). Basalts. (13). Ultrabasic rocks - dunites, periodotites,

pyroxenites (weakly changed). (14). Serpentinites. (15).

Amifibolites. (16). Albitophyres. (17). Porphyrite. (18). Gneiss.

(19). Quartzite, arkosic. (20). Quartzite, ferruginous. (21).

Limestone, crystalline, marbles. (22). Slates, clayey. (23).

Slates, quartz, micaceous. (24). Slates, hornblende.

Page 65.

* These changes are observed both the region to the region and in the
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limits of the separate regions (see below), by this, apparently, is 0
explained the fact that the numerous authors, according to the data of

which is comprised Table 7, almost never they bring the average/mean

values of porosity, but the limits of its change indicate only.

Majority of types of sedimentary rocks (with exception in essence

only of hydrochemical precipitation) has close mineralogical density,

although it differs sometimes very considerably in bulk density.

0

0
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Table 7. Porosity of sedimentary rocks (about to the different

authors).

.opOA % (UpeaOAu- -

'lecIM. axespouYM L).
fleelamu u ............. 2-42•" .~ . . . .," " " '" " " . . . . . 05 .

razenanxz (5) ................. -55

pr=ma . . . ............. ......... 1-63
Aprzaz= 1 .... ..................... ....... 4-34
Mepu,, -.............. .2-31Ifaaecmncu. AOaloMus'I i ......................- 37
MeA (t c . ... ....................... .... ... 17-43
rTpozmXnw moeCX o0CAX (&xnv.ep zm , r acu, .aeg-

A C0316) U1.) .......... ..... .........
Xpeancr-e DOPOAm U aOroaIT,: Tpeueu . A.), . 0-5

o ocaf= o~C eazaaecxne (rnuncmeK3). .... 49-5
lo pae .......................... 23-69

Key: (1). Rocks. (2). Porosity, % (limits of changes). (3).

Sands, aleurDiites. (4). Sandstones. (5). Pebbles. (6). Clays.

(7). Argillite. (8). Marls. (9). Limestone, dolomite. (10).

Cretaceous. (11). Hydrochemical precipitation (anhydrite, gypsum.,

rock salt). (12). Siliceous rocks (diatomite, tripoli/tripolites,

etc. (13). Benthic sedimentations oceanic (clayey). (14). Soils,

different.

I
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Table 8. Density of the typical rock-forming minerals of sedimentary

rocks (according to the different authors).

0~I/ i4 ~X I] jlo.VOCT1,,

I (ep, -) ,/C.

rpyn-a NxaoAnexTa 0. ....... ....... ..... 2,6
rpyuua reanyaasTa&4.) ......... .................. 2,0-2.5
rpynua ionMOPRop ,," 4ra .... ................ 2,-2.6
rnAP0XoNCnW (-uouu :, reorT R ap.,) (4)......... 3U--4,4
rpynna xzapai (7) ........... ............... . 3-2.6
HIAAbUNTJ) .................................... 2,7
AoaouRT,?t ) ............. . ........ 29
Asrn apnT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29rf-u N, ., . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2,3
r...i..I. ...... ........................ 2,-2.2
Tnmeaa ppaM a prea -x aopo, (nnpuT, ,,areTn ,

rpau&T u p . .)...) .......................... 3-5

Key: (1). Minerals. (2). Density, g/cn3 . (3). Group of

kaolinite. (4). Group of halloysite. (5). Group of

montmorillonite. (6). Hydroxides (limonite, goethite, etc.). (7).

Group of quartz. (6). Calcite. (9). Dolomite. (10). anhydrite.

(11). Gypsum. (11a). Halite. (12). Heavy fraction ot terri.genous

species/rocks (pyrite, magnetite, garnet, etc.)

Page 66.

For all these species/rocks changes in their density both between the

diff rent petrographic groups and within the separate petrographic

groups are caused first of all by a change in the porosity of the

rocks (see Fig. 15). Porosity and also density depend, first of all,

on the conditions of forming the species/rocks. rata interesting in

this respect are cited in work of E. A. Prozorovich (195E). He

indicates that the clays of continental origin are denser than the

clay of maritime tanks. He perceives the reasons for this in the

considerably smaller electrolytic coagulation of clays, they are
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* deposited/postponed under the continental conditions. Difference in

the density of the clays of continental and maritime origin, which

directly change each other in the section/cut, judging by two brought

E A. Prozorovich to examples, can reach 0.1 g/cm 3 .

Furthermore, the surface and density of sedimentary rocks affect

different geological factors, the effect of which the rock underwent

within entire period of its existence. A number of these factors

includes:

1. The load of overlying layers (geostatic pressure) under the

conditions of platform regime/conditions leads to the decrease in

porosity to values close to the zero. This limit of diagenetic

consolidation usually is reached at the total power of the cap rock of

the order of 3 km. The decrease of porosity is accompanied by the

particle recrystallization of species/rock and by an increase in its

density. Rate of change in the porosity and density with the depth is

retarded. Especially graphic and typical the character has a change

in the density and porosity with the depth for the clays, which in

this sense can be considered peculiar "geologic barometer" (Fig. 20).

The diagenetic consolidation of the majority of the rocks, apparently,

has the irreversible character, i.e., it is retained during the

removal of geostatic load for example during the washout of the

covering thicknesses.

0
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Fig. 20. Increase in density with depth for clays of Karagan stage

in the Groznyy region. According to 0. A. Swank (1947).

Key: (1). g/cm'.
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Widespread, but clearly erroneous is opinion about direct bond of

density of sedimentary rocks with their geologic age, i.e., about the

fact that more ancient species/rocks are denser. This bond, however,

is straight line, but indirect - through the depth of bedding. The

sedimentary rocks on the slopes of Precambrian shields, which were

being placed near the surface during their entire geologic history,

are characterized by frequently relatively low density, although they

sometimes have very ancient age. As the example let us point out the

Cambrian clays of Leningrad region, which slope on the surface and

having very low density o-2.15 g/cm' (Andreyev, 1938). In the regions

with great thickness of sedimentary rocks the petrographically
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* same-type species/rocks of different age, for example the clays,

opened by blowholes at the same depths, frequently have very close

density (Prozorovich, 1954).

2. Folding, which leads in geosynclinal regions to intensive

decrease in porosity and, respectively, to increase in density of

species/rocks. By example can it serves the change in the density of

the productive carboniferous thickness of the average/mean

Carboniferous period from the periphery to the center of the Hercynian

geosynclinal region of Donbass, established by N. N. Samosonov and A.

T. Donabedov by means of the comparison of the average/mean values of

the density of species/rocks on the cores of the numerous blowholes of

this region (Fig. 21). In this case it seemed that in the central

* regions of the folding region of Donbass as a result of metamorphism

the species/rocks of the middle Carboniferous period underwent so

intensive a consolidation, that their porosity throughout entire

section/cut was close to zero and in them density variations with the

depth, characteristic for the sedimentary rocks of platform regions

(Fig. 22), is not observed.

3. Oscillatory motions, which are accompanied by formation of

intensively expressed tectonic susceptibility to cracking of

sedimentary rocks. Tectonic susceptibility to cracking appears in all

species/rocks, but it is retained well, apparently, only in the layers

it is sufficient rigid "competent" rocks. The same are the carbonate

rocks (limestones, dolomites), marls, sandstones, etc. In the plastic
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rocks, for example in clays, tectonic susceptibility to cracking is

retained poorly and, after arising, it can in the course of time

vanish (coverage of cracks). However, in such species/rocks tectonic

susceptibility to cracking can be sufficiently showed in the

geosynclinal regions, in the presence of the repeating until recently

tectonic shifts.

Tectonic susceptibilicy to cracking is developed in presence both

macrojoints of significant width, expressed by centimeters, noted

with geological surveying works and microcracks (millimeters, share of

millimeter), studied in ground joints under magnifying glass and

microscope.
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Fig. 21).Diagram of isodensities of roks of the Carboniferous

period of Donbass. According to A. T. Donabedov.

Key: (1). Northern Donets. (2). Strel'tsovka. (3). Petrovskiy.

(4). Starobel'sl. (5). Lisichansk. (6). Blagoveshchelskiy. (7).

Gluboka. (8). Bakh mut. (9). Cherkasskoye. (10). Loaovaya. (!I).

Gorlovka. (12). Kamensk. (12). White Kalitva. (14). Don. (15).

Gavrilovka. (16). Yesaulovka. (17). Zverevo. (18).

Tsymlyanskaya. (19). Goladayevka. (20). Shakhty. (21).

Semichnaya. (22). Taganrog. (23). Rostov. (24). Martynovka.

(25). Mariupol'. (26). Azov Sea.
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Iw't.~ I2 s'u
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Fig. 22. Graph of density of rocks on Razdorsk blowhole in Donbass

(according to N. N. Samosonov). Below the zone of the crust of wind

erosion the density practically and does not vary with depth. 1 -

clay; 2 - sands; 3 - sandstones; 4 - slates; 5 - sandstone schist.

Key: (1). Density. (2). g/cm'. (3). zone of wind erosion.
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Only the part of the tectonic cracks proves to be that filled with 4
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* cement, another part (frequently significant) is open, gaping, filled

with gas, water or oil. This is how D. V. Nalivkin describes the

tectonic susceptibility to cracking of the carbonate rocks of Russian

the platform: "Vacuums take the form of the network/grid of the

cracks, which communicate. Most frequently they are formed on the

spot of the bend of dense limestone. Such vacuums contain the large

quantities of gas, oil and water" (NalLvkin, 1958, Vol. I, pg. 141).

Bond of increased tectonic susceptibility to cracking with

sections of greatest bending of layers of carbonate rocks can be

confirmed by many examples. Thus, A. G. Mileshina (1953), in

studying the ground joints more than 2700 samples of the carbonate

rocks of Samarskay Luka and Saratov region, studied the distribution

O of the coefficient of susceptibility to cracking, i.e., the ratio of

the summary area of cracks in the limits of ground joint to the area

of ground joint. It seemed that the maximum values of the coefficient

of susceptibility to cracking correspond to steep/abrupt limbs and

arches of the local oil bearing structures of these regions, i.e., to

the sections of the greatest bending of the layers of the carbonate

rocks. Interesting is the example described by V. I. Smirnov (1957,

pg. 106), the stockwork zones of polymetallic ores in the zone of

crushing the carbonate rocks, confined to the place of the

flexure-shaped bend of layers.

4. Conversion of sedimentary rocks in the crust of wind erosion,

* which is propagated frequently to tens of meters is lower than level
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of denudation shear/section, it is characterized, as a rule by

reduction in density of species/rocks. About this testifies the

presence of the "zone of low speeds" (ZMS), isolated everywhere with

seismic survey works (vp - 300-100om/s), to which from the point of

view of gravitational prospecting undoubtedly corresponds the "zone of

low density". As N. N. Puzyrev notes, the "highest efficiency of ZMS

is most frequently observed for the sandy formations by pi of the weak

water saturation of the latter" (Puzyrev, 1960). In these conditions

the power/thickness ZMS can reach 100 and more than meters. In Fig.

22 it is given the thickness of the wind-blown zone in the condensed

sandy-clay depositions of the average/mean Carboniferous period of

Donbass.

From physicomechanical side process of wind erosion is

characterized by strong crusning of species/rocks, by increase in

tiheir susceptibility to cracking and porosity, by intensive

penetration of ground water in is increased pore space of

species/rocks.

From geochemical point of view well defined crust of wind erosion

of sedimentary and other rocks is characterized by the formaticn and

wide development in it of dispersed-colloidal systems with enormous

specific surface (6.10'-1.10' cm2 on 1 cm' of substance), i.e., witn

very large microporosity and low density.

very interesting from point of view of gravitational prospecting
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* growth, connected with processes of erosion, accompanied by

dissolution and hydrolysis of silicate sedimentary rocks and by

emergence of colloidal and metacolloidal forms of silica, is formation

of silicified rocks, which have usually very high porosity (see Table

8) and low density.
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In the presence of consedimentary (formed in the process of the

formation of their component/term precipitation) dome-shaped folds in

the thicknesses of terrigenous species/rocks, the crest parts of these

folds, which were being always expressed (after their successive

"renovation" by oscillatory motions) by convex relief forms and,

consequently, the undergoing the intensive effect of agents wind

S erosion, can be characterized by increased thickness of the siliceous

rocks. This phenomenon in actuality is observed in the crest parts of

the series/number of the local structures of the southwestern part of

the western-Siberian lowland, than, apparently, and is explained the

significant (to 0.5 g/cm') reduction in the average density of

tertiary species/rocks, observed in the crest parts of the structures

(Umantsev, 1959) indicated.

Set of factors indicated above leads to the fact that under

varied conditions density of one and the same sedimentary rocks can be

very different (this position we develop below in the concept about

laminar zonality of density). We thus far note this fact in order to

* explain the large range of changes of the density of sedimentary rocks
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inTable 9.

From Table 9 we see that different sedimentary rocks frequently

sufficiently considerably differ in their density. The high density

of anhydrites and carbonate rocks and the very low density of the

siliceous rocks (silicifites according to G. I. Teodorovich) turns

attention respectively.

0C
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Table 9. Density cf sedimentary rocks (generalization of the given

numerous authors)

(,) (4) nnoTocm, s.a'

Cpeoto~n I' nJpe;ieau_

Ip~n ji23meseenu

ruma, apruannT(S) .................... 23 1.6-2U
fecx., aeupoan-rum(.) . . . ... 2.1 2,0-2.4
Uecqanswz 6)... . .................... ..... 2.3 21-2,8
Meprean n5' ........ .................... 2.2 10-2.6
JUI3SCT.IKII. , O O MIIT" .  . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..  2.5 2.1-2.9
Mea UO).. ........................ 2.2 1.8-26
JHaueiaa... co.i..... ........ ................ 2.2 2.1-2.3
Fnuc- t...) ....... ..................... 2,3 2.1-2.5
Aurnapim~1.j . . ....... ................... 2.8 2.4-3.0
]NpcMuUcT,-e nopo~u (1.aToalMaTW. Tpee.'1i, OnoKH

X T. A . ........................ 1.2 0.8-1.6
,ionuje ocaamn oxessa,;ecxne (r.ltlnucTue)C!.) . 1.7-1,8
loq.,h- pajmaue l ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .  2.0 1.5-14

Key: (1). Rocks. (2). Density, g/cm 3 (3). It is average/mean.

(4). Limits of changes. (5). Clays, argillite. (6). Sands,

aleurolites. (7). Sandstones. (8). Marls. (9). Limestone,

dolomite. (10). Cretaceous. (11). Rock salt. (12). Gypsum.

(13). Anhydrite. (14). Siliceous rocks (diatomite,

tripoli/tripolites, argillaceous clay, etc.). (15). Benthic

sedimentations oceanic (clayey). (16). Soils, different.
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The low density of species/rocks is connected with their high porosity

and low density of their mineral skeleton. The relatively small

content of the siliceous rocks in the section/cut of the thicknesses

of sedimentary rocks can noticeably decrease the average density of

this thickness.

Laminar zonality of density of species/rocks. Yet so had long
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ago been it not considered that for the thickness of sedimentary rocks*

from the point of view of exploration geophysics completely acceptable

physical model is the model of the "laminated medium", when this

thickness is consisting of the layers; physical properties of which

are assumed to be constants (in the limits of entire layer) or varying

very gradually. Specifically, from these assumptions, until now,

usually is setisfied the geologic interpretation of the given

geophysical methods, including gravimetric prospecting. However, the

practice of geological-geophysical investigations and corresponding

factual data about the physical properties of sedimentary rocks show

that in many instances the model of laminated medium is insufficient

for the complete and correct interpretation of the results of methods.

In actuality separation of the thickness of sedimentary rocks to the

layers or to the separate complexes in the section/cut on the vertical

line gives only first approximation to a correct physical model of

this thickness. In many cases it is necessary this

approximation/approach to make more precise and to introduce the

second approximation/approach taking into account the phenomenon of

the laminar zonality of physical properties - their change on the

lamination, caused by the set of tectonic and faciles conditions.

During oscillatory motions, bending and warping/buckling of

layers of sedimentary rocks in them appears tectonic susceptibility to

cracking, is most which intensively develops in arches/summaries and

on steep/abrupt edges of structures. In the crest parts of the

consedimentary folds the intensive development of secondary siliceous
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rocks as a result of the effect of ancient erosion processes for the

silicate terrigenous rocks can, as is explanined above, be developed.

Frequently in the thickness of sedimentary rocks, in the limits of the

similar/analogous lithologic-stratigraphic complexes, considered it

uniform in the model of the "layered medium" there is observed a

farial zonality, regularly connected with the structures and which is

developed, for example, in an increase in the total power of sandy

layers in the arch of the structure composed by sandy-clay

species/rocks.

All these examples show that with structures in many instances

can be connected reductions in average density in thickness of

sedimentary rocks, which can serve as a reason appearance of minima of

gravitational force, this fact can be used during searches for

structures method of gravitational prospecting (see Chapter VIII).
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S 12. Density of useful minerals.

Table 10 gives values of density of different ore and

nonmetalliferous useful minerals, in connection with searches for

which is used or can be used method of gravitational prospecting.

The table shows those useful minerals, which not only differ in

density from their accomodating rocks, but also occupy sufficiently

' large volumes, i.e., their effect/action under favorable conditions
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can directly affect gravitational field.

S 13. Basic problems and the objects of gravitation prospecting

works.

Study of plutonic structure of the earth's crust. This problem

is solved in essence by the complex of two geophysical methods -

gravitational and seismic.
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* Table 10. Density of useful minerals (according to the different

authors).

MOH #/cxsI

rioneaHue acxouaexue 0% I ~pe~exa

(') PyiuueHUKeAMMS-, PYg d LW ............... . 4X i i pyb . ).. ................ .. . -

NoAqeAAftse PYAh: Q%)
UeA eMS L .. .............. . -

cep e 91................. . . . . . ......
Flouueaail kqcae py a (cmuieq, izuU):Qj .

nepanname .1., ........ .. .. . -
oKcCesa,-,eaM C... . ... ............... 0.8-2.0

WeenST . ...............- 6'" i3 fcpyAHs,-e

ra ', . . ... .............. - 0.00t--0.002
He4T ",, .. .' ** ' ** '' * * * * 0.9 0.7-1.1"

auRpaqx -r..... . . ................ -. 4-.5
NaNesu ,. ... ........... .. . ,3--..4
6ypu P" *. . 0,8-1.2

TO ., - ..... -............. 0.7
Aluaepaibame cons: W.I

rat*1 " .. . .... .. . . ....... . 2.1-2.2
cUaZ, an , . ..... .............. 2.0
XapRaJIAJIr ; ........ . .. 1.6

hopy-A 5 ...ax . .. .  . . . . .. . . . . . . . .• .. 3.0-4.0
4'.,oo pRT '...... ... ...................... -3

ap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Key: (1). Useful minerals. (2). Density g/cm3. (3).

Average/oean. (4). Limits of change. (5). Ore. (6). Iron ores.

(7). Chromite. (8). Pyritic ores. (9). copper. (10). sulfuric.

(11). Polymetallic ores (lead, zinc). (12). primary. (13).

Oxidized. (14). Scheelite. (15). Nonetalliferous. (16). Gas.

(17). Oil. (18). Coal. (19). anthracite. (20). rocky. (21).

brown. (22). Peat. (23). Miner3l salts. (24). halite. (25).

sylvite. (26). carnallite. (27). Corundum and emery. (28).

Fluorite. (29). Barite.
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The interpretation of gravity anomalies with the solutions of this
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problem is conducted as before setting of seismic works, and in this

case it is used for the subsequent planning/gliding of the latter,

after all after their setting - for explaining the structure of the

earth's crust in the sections, situated between the seismic profiles,

for most substantiated interpolation of the depths of section in the

limits of these sections.

As we saw in S 9, the structure of earth's crust is very

heterogeneous and is characterized by sharply pronounced relief of

deep interfaces of density; it causes the presence of very intensive

regional changes in gravitational field, which are expressed in some

places hundred milligal. The same are the sections of transition from

continental type earth's crust to oceanic type of crust, which is

located usually in the zone of the transition of edge/boundary 0
epicontinental seas into the deep-water oceanic tanks and partially

appearing sometimes in the littoral land sections.

In these sections occurs gradual tapering of granite layer and

uplift to Mohorovicic's discontinuity to side of the ocean, which in

gravitational field causes an increase of average/mean level of

gravity anomalies from close to zero values above continent to 350-450

mgal above ocean. This increase occurs in the strip with a width of

200-300 kn (for the example see the edge/boundary parts of the

gravitational profile in Fig. 212).

Within limits of both continents and oceans average/mean level of*
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* gravity anomalies in different sections also proves to be different,

moreover these changes are correlated with changes in power/thickness

cf terrestrial crust, established/installed deep to seismic soundings.

This gives the possibility to use data of gravimetry, together with

seismic data, with the study of the deep structure of the earth's

crust.

For interpretation of gravity anomalies during the study of deep

structure of earth's crust data of photographings of scale

1:1000000-1:5000000 or strip surveys with step/pitch of 5-10 km are

necessary.
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Tectonic zoning of geosynclinal and platform regions. Tectonic

zoning is, according to V. V. Belousov, the "classification of the

sections of the earth's crust according to the signs of their

structure and history of structural development" (matgrass, 1953, pg.

521). Such sections they present: in the geosynclinal regions -

large troughs and uplifts, and in their limits - separate large/coarse

anticlinorium and to anticline, the zone of faults, magmatic complexes

and so forth; in the platform regions - structures of the first order

(arches and of basin/depression) and the second order (arches and of

basin/depression) and the second order (rises and troughs) on

different horizons/levels in the limits of sedimentary cover and over

the surface of basement; within the basement - sections of different

* age, and in the limits of the latter - basic fold3d zones, magmatic
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complexes, large/coarse zones of faults, etc. Gravitational 0
prospecting - leading from the geophysical methods, used with the

tectonic zoning of geosynclinal regions; it is great the value of this

method and with the tectonic zoning of platform regions.

Large area of anomalies connected with these structures,

commensurate with area of structures, is a common special feature of

manifestation of regional structures indicated above in gravitational

field. By the sign, the intensity and other signs these anomalies are

distinguished between themselves. The largest/coarsest structural

elements of geosynclinal regions (uplift/rise, downwarps/troughs)

usually have "negative" expression in the gravitational field, i.e.,

uplifts/rises are expressed by minima, and downwarps/troughs - by

relative maximums of gravitational force, moreover the intensity of

these anomalies is expressed by many by ten milligal.

These special features of anomalies are caused by deep structure

of earth's crust. First-order structures in the limits of platform

regions more frequently have not inverse, but straight/direct

expression in the gravitational field (uplift they are expressed by

maximums, downwarps/trounhs - by minima), moreover the intensity of

anomalies is less than in the geosynclinal regi.ons. In many instances

both in the geosynclinal and in the platform regions in the

gravitational field sufficiently distinctly are noted separate

large/coarse structural elements - anticline, zones of faults, etc.

The intensity of corresponding to these structures anomalies is 0
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* usually expressed by the milligals, sometimes first by ten milligal.

These structures have in certain cpses straight line, in others -

"negative" expression in the gravitational field, moreover in each

specific case these relationships/ratios find the necessary

explanation under the specified physico-geologic conditions. The

analysis of these conditions and a number of examples of regional

anomalies is given in S 52-53 of Chapter VII.

With tectonic zoning gravitational maps/charts of scale

1:200000-1:1000000 are used.

Searches for oil and gas-bearing structures. In many oil and

* gas-bearing regions gravitational prospecting widely and successfully

is used for the straight/direct searches for structures (geosynclinal

regions, deep basins/depressions of platform regions). Some

structures (salt/hydrochloric domes, steep/abrupt anticlinal folds)

are separated/liberated by very characteristic and intensive (many

milligals, ten milligal) gravity anomalies. During the searches of

this type of structures gravitational prospecting comes forward "out

of the competition" with other geophysical methods.
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The matter concerning the searches for standard platform dome-shaped

structures is more complex. These structures are not always

distinguished as gravimetric prospecting, but even if they are

separated/liberated, then by the anomalies of weak intensity (one
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milligal), the character of the anomalies observed above them

indicating that they are frequently caused by the not so much

structural relief of layers, as by laminar zonality of the density of

species/rocks. In more detail these questions are presented in

Chapter VIII, where there are given numerous examples of the gravity

anomalies above hods.

Cross dimensions of such anomalies, commensurate with dimensions

of structures, comprise usually from 5-10 to 20-30, sometimes more

than kilometers. The sign of anomalies occurs both positive and

negative; intensity - from ones milligal to several ten milligals.

Utilized scales of gravitational photographings - 1:100000 - 1:200000.

Investigation of carboniferous tanks. In the carboniferous tanks

gravitational prospecting is used commonly for the purpose of the

solution of structural-geologic problems: the refinement of the

boundaries of tanks, the study of the relief of the surface of

productive thickness, the determination of its power/thickness,

liberation/precipitation and contour mapping of separate structural

elements, zones of tectonic disturbances/breakdowns, etc. In certain

cases gravitational prospecting was used sufficiently successfully for

the straight/direct searches for powerful/thick lignitic beds.

Gravity anomalies, which characterize entire as a whole structure

of carboniferous tank, have in number of cases significant amplitude

(ten milligal) and sizes/dimensions, which correspond to area of tank.
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* Folding type tanks are usually characterized by maximums, and the

graben-shaped basins/depressions, filled with the slightly dislocated

sedimentary rocks, which enclose lignitic beds, by minima of

gravitational force. With structural-erosion forms of the relief of

folding carboniferous thicknesses they are connected comparatively

small in the intensity (milligal several) local variations in

gravitational force, which are sometimes developed very it is distinct

on the force gradient of gravity. With thick lignite deposits there

are connected relative minimums of gravitational force with intensity

to several milligal. The examples of gravity anomalies in the

carboniferous tanks are given in S 64 of Chapter IX. During the study

of carboniferous tanks gravitational photographings of scale 1:200000

* extensively are used.

Searches and prospecting of ore deposits. Together with the

solution of those structural problem indicated above, gravitational

prospecting successfully solves direct prospecting and prospecting

problems on the deposits of different ore useful minerals: gland,

chromite, pyritic ores, etc.
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With the utilization of qravitational prospecting in the ore regions

are solved the different structural-geologic problems:

liberation/precipitaticn and contour mapping of ore-bearing

intrusions, study of their planform and in the section/cut,

* liberation/precipitation and the tracking of contacts and zones of
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tectonic disturbances/breakdowns, etc.

Anomalies connected with ore-bearing structures, have high

intensity (many milligals, the first ten milligal) with significant

area sizes/dimensions in many instance., ore gravity anomalies have

very small intensity on the anomaly of the force of gravity (tenth and

hundredths of milligal) with small cross sizes/dimensions (first tens

of meters) usually. At the same time the intensity of many ore

anomalies on the horizontal gradient of the gravity force is very

great (to many ten and the first hundred Eotvos). The number of the

examples of ore gravity anomalies is given in S 60-62 of Chapter IX.

In the ore search gravitational prospecting are used gravimetric

and variometric photographings of large/coarse scales - from 1:25000 0
to 1:5000, sometimes even 1:2000.

Thus, the range of geologic problems, decided with application of

gravitational method, is exceptionally/exclusively great, and

character of gravity anomalies being investigated differs in terms of

very great variety - in intensity, area of propagation and other

special features. These different anomalies are observed, as a rule

not in the "pure form", but in complex combinations; the directly

interesting us anomaly usually is developed against the background of

the associated anomalies.

0
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Chapter III.

PRINCIPLES OF THE GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF GPAVITY ANOMALIES.

S 14. Generalities.

Geologic interpretation of gravitational anomalies includes an

analysis of laws governing their distribution on earth's surface (and

near from it), bonds of regularities with geologic factors and

utilization of these bonds for solution of geologic problems. In each

specific case it is connected with the spezific stage of the geologic

study of one or the other region.S
Essence of geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies usually

can be formulated thus: being based on data of gravitational

photographing, on given earlier carried out geological-geophysical

works, on experiment of gravitational photographings in similar

concerning geologic structure regions, to solve specific problems and

questions, which stand in this stage of studies of geologic structure

of region being investigated.

During geologic interpreta:ion of gravity anomalies business in

many instances is limited only to establishment of probable location

in plan/layout of one or the other structural elements, for example

domes, rip masses, anticlines, zones .f fault or separate faults, ore

bodies, etc. They usually name this geologic interpretation
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qualitative. In other cases, besides the establishment of the

location of one or the other geologic bodies, is determined the depth

of bedding, form and sizes/dimensions of these bodies by executing

quantitative mathematical calculations, initial data for which present

these or other the special features of the distribution of the gravity

anomalies being investigated. This there will be the quantitative

geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies.

Very frequently in exploration geophysics instead of the term

"geologic explanation" there is used the term "geologic

interpretation" or simply "interpretation" (from Latin inter- pretatio

- explanation, interpretation).
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In the latter version this term, in view of its brevity and wide use,

can be acknowledged completely acceptable, especially with the

additional determination - qualitative interpretation or quantitative

interpretation of anomalies.

Let us note now following fact, which must be always had in mind

during evaluation of results of gravimetric prospecting: the

conclusions based on geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies

have, as a rule, not an absolute, but conditiortal-probable sense, just

as conclusions made according to other geophysical methods and

according to geologic observations.
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Actually, we build geologic map/chart (or geologic section/cut)

on measuring of elements of bedding of rock on exposures, we do make

any conclusion according to gravitational or other geophysical data,

we always construe factual data, assuming the validity of some

conditions, with observance of which our constructions and

conclusions/derivations are most probable, close to authenticity.

during the geological-geophysical constructions a number of such

conditions includes: the possibility of interpolating the elements of

the bedding of the lithologic and stratigraphic boundaries used

between the exposures or the productions/consumptions under the

assumption of the absence between them of tectonic

disturbances/breakdowns; the real existence of tectonic

disturbances/breakdowns under the assumption of their presence and so

forth; conformity to the reality of the predicted physical model of

geologic medium and assumptions done during the construction of this

model during the interpretation of gravitational and others

geophysical data.

Let us examine now principles and basic content of qualitative

and quantitative geologic interpretation of gravitational anomalies

with proper circumstance.

§ 15. Qualitative geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies.

Qualitative geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies is

realized in all cases - with respect to results of gravitational
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photographings of any scale, any ultimate purpose. It must be

realized via the joint operation of geophysicists and geologists, who

investigate one or another region, who decide one or the other

geological problem.
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During qualitative geolopic interpretation they are established:

1) probable geologic factors, which affect anomalous gravitational

field, and also to results of other geophysical methods, if same were

used in region being investigated; 2) location of geol:gic structural

elements or ore bodies, whose presence can be assumed according to

results of gravitational prospecting; 3) regions or sections, in

limits of which, in connection with one or the other geologic task, is

required setting more detailed gravitation prospecting and other 0
geophysical works; 4) point and sections for laying of drill holes and

mine workings, which have as a goal check and refinement of drawn

according to data of gravitational prospecting conclusions; 5)

possibility, worthwhileness, condition and degree of detail of

quantitative interpretation (interpretation) of gravity anomalies.

In general case it is possible to indicate following four basic

varieties of geologic factors which cause the presence and character

of gravity anomalies:

1. Structure the thickness of sedimentary rocks. Everywhere,

with exception of the regions of crystalline shields, above the
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substructure will lie the stratum of sedimentary rocks. This stratum,

as a rule, is nonhomogeneous in the density, the interfaces of density

within the thickness frequently lying non-horizontally; the laminar

zonality of the density (see S 11, Chapter II) occurs also. In view

of these facts nonhomogeneous geologic structure the thickness of

sedimentary rocks frequently conditions on the earth's surface the

presence of one or the other gravity anomalies. In the regions, where

there is great thickness of sedimentary rocks, differentiated on the

density, which is characterized by the presence of the sharply

pronounced structural forms with the large amplitude, these structures

can condition intensive (ten milligal) gravity anomalies. In certain

cases sufficiently intensive anomalies can be connected with the

laminar zonality of density, for example, with significant changes in

the lithofacies composition of sedimentary rocks.

2. Relief of surface of crystalline basement. The fact that the

crystalline rocks into the general/common denser than sedimentary,

conducts to the fact that the relief of the surface of basement nas a

noticeable, sometimes significant effect on gravitational field. This

effect is developed more clearly and definitely in such cases, when

basement is complex by rocks by comparatively uniform dense, and its

covering sedimentary thickness - by uniform lighter.

3. Internal structure of crystalline basement. The rocks of

basement considerably are distinguished by the density (see S 10,

Chapter II); therefore, the internal structure of basement in many
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regions it conditions on the earth's surface the presence of numerous 0
intensive gravity anomalies.
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The effect of the petrographic and density heterogeneity of basement

appears very sharply in those regions, where the basement will lie on

the relatively small depth (to 2-3 km) and is the ancient rocks

(Precambrian, the lower Paleozoic era), as a rule, intensively

dislocated. This effect considerably is weakened/attenuated and it

becomes relatively small in the regions, where the basement will lie

on the large depth and is middle- and upper-Paleozoic or younger

rocks, comparatively little dislocated and more uniform in density.

4. Deep structure of earth's crust. As it will be *n detail

presented in chapter of the VII, the effect nonhomogeneous deep

structure of the earth's crust is very intensively showed in the

tectonically active regions (geosyncline, activated/promoted platform

sections). Here it is the basic factor, which determines the

character of anomalous gravitational field. In -he typical platform

regions the effect of the deep structure of the earth's crust appears

comparatively weakly, also, in the most stable sections, for example

on the Precambrian shields, almost completely it is absent in the

anomalous gravitational field.

Gravitational effect of each of factors examined depends

substantially on general geologic conditions of region being
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* investigated. Under some conditions the effect of any of these

factors proves to be very large, in others - by very small. These

general geologic conditions for the regions investigated by

gravitational prospecting are usually known, that also allows to even

before setting of gravitation prospecting works have in the majority

of the cases the sufficiently reliable general/common judgment about

anomaly-forming factors basic in terms of the value in this or another

region. However, this question certainly should be made more precise,

possessing the data of gravitational photographing, comparing their

results with the available geologic maps/charts and the tectonic

diagrams, which relate to the territory being investigated.

*A comparison of gravitational and geologic maps/charts is always

made during qualitative interpretation of gravity anomalies. One

ought not, however, to think that this comparison always gives the

strong/durable basis of this interpretation; it can seem that the

gravitational map/chart shows the arrangement of anomalies, which is

not completely coordinated with the outlines of structures, adjusted

along the geologic map/chart.

Is feasible another case - anomalies on location are linked with

structures, but sign of anomalies is not bound to character of

structures, for example, to uplift/rise of compact rocks corresponds

not maximum, but minimum of force of gravity, etc. In all similar

cases the basic character of gravitational field is determined by the

* structure not of close to the surface of the horizons/levels rocks,
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shown on the geologic map/chart, but by the structure of deeper

horizons/levels of the earth's crust.

p00 0 ..

In initial development period of gravitational method effect on

anomalous gravitational field of deep structure of earth's crust

usually was underestimated, that frequently they led to different

misunderstandings and errors. Representative in this respect is the

work of Academician A. D. Arkhangel'skiy, "Geology and Gravimetry",

which was published in 1933, in which the geologic sense of gravity

anomalies was investigated only via the comparison of gravitational

and geologic maps/charts. In this book A. D. Arkhangel'skiy

stated/established that in the mountain regions of Bouguer's anomaly

thcy systematically give the picture which is not compatible with the

geologic structure of the upper layers: in the places of

uplifts/rises the minima usually are observed; in the places of

downwarps/troughs - maximums gravitational force. At the same time

the anomalies of Faye by nature usually are linked well with the

geologic map/chart, showing maximum on the uplifts/rises and minima in

the downwarps/troughs. From this A. D. Arkhangel'skiy did the

conclusion that during the geologic interpretation of gravity

anomalies the latter should be examined in the reduction of Faye, but

not Bouguer. Now we know that this conclusion/derivation, which in

the course of a number of summers/years followed some geologists

geophysics and which was reflected and in educational literature on

gravitational prospecting (Sorokin, 1953) he is erroneous: the

nonconformity of Bouguer's anomalies to geologic map/chart in the
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* mountainous regions is explained by the fact that here the basic

effect on the gravitational field proves to be the deep structure of

the earth's crust. However, conformity of the anomalies of Faye to

geologic map/chart in actuality not straight line, but indirect.

These anomalies first of all are connected with the relief (see S4),

and with the geologic map/chart they are bound in essence only

inasmuch as, since in the tectonically active regions the large/coarse

positive structural forms (anticlinorium) are frequently expressed by

the uplifts/rises of relief, and downwarps/troughs - by reductions in

the relief.

As it will be shown in dhapter VII, structural relief of deep

* interfaces of earth's crust is connected with paleotectonic special

features of gcosynclinal regions; to a certain extent this conformity

is revealed also in platform regions. Therefore necessary element

during the qualitative geologic interpretation of the results of

regional gravitational photographings is familiarization with the

history of geologic development and comparison of gravitational

map/chart with the paleotectonic diagrams of the region (in the

presence their) being investigated.

Gravimetric propecting works are usually preceded or accompanied

by works on magnetic prospecting, sometimes and according to other

geophysical methods (electrical prospecting, seismic survey, etc.).

The results of these works must be considered during the geologic

* interpretation of gravity anomalies. If work according to other
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methods is carried out after gravitation prospecting, then in their

this case one should draw for the crit.cal overestimation of those

conclusions/derivations, which in their time were done according to

the data of gravitational prospecting. Let us point out some facts,

which must be had in mind during the joint geologic interpretation of

the results of gravitational prospecting and other geophysical

methods.

Most frequently it is necessary to conduct joint examination of

given gravitational and magnetic surveys, in this case it is

necessary to, first of all, have the fact in mind that if the

gravitational and magnetic anomalies are caused by one and the same

geologic object, then they usually completely do not coincide in the

location, the dimensions, etc., but they sometimes differ very

considerably. The reason for a similar nonconformity is explained by

different analytical nature also of each anomalies.
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Above, in S 13 of Chapter II, we saw that in the case of

two-dimensional task during vertical magnetizing, when between

elements of magnetic and gravitational anomalous field especially

simple correlations are obtained, the vertical component of Z of

magnetic field is expressed not through gravitational force, but

through its lapse. Based on this already it is possible to assume

that the magnetic anomalies have more complex character and more

clearly they react on the part of the geologic structure of the upper
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* part of the section than gravity anomalies. Subsequently,

presentation this idea will be reinforced by the theoretical

calculations and the practical examples, from which it will possibly

explain the interrelations of gravitational and magnetic anomalies in

such a case, when they are caused by effect/action of one and the same

geologic body; in the first approximation, it is possible to consider

(for the linearly elongated anomalies) that this interrelation is the

same as between the anomaly of gravitational force and its lapse IV,,

or "curvature" JV.

Comparison of data of gravitational and magnetic surveys makes it

possible in many instances to do confident conclusions about geologic

nature of gravity anomalies. For example, in the platform regions

conformity to the intensive gravitational and intensive magnetic

anomaly testifies, as a rule, about the fdct that the gravity anomaly,

just as magnetic, is caused by the internal structure of basement.

Actually, intensive magnetic anomaly under similar conditions cannot

be connected with the structure of sedimentary rocks, since these

rocks in the platform conditions usually are in practice nonmagnetic,

and it cannot be connected with the deep structure of the earth's

crust, since it generally sufficiently weakly is developed in the

magnetic field, and in the platform conditions in practice in no way

it is developed; the relief of the surface of the foundation in the

platform conditions does not usually form the such sharp forms, which

could serve as a reason intensive gravitational and magnetic

. anomalies.
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If gravitational and magnetic anomalies have in plan/layout

linearly elongated form they present part of regularly

arranged/located system of anomalies, then it is possible to

completely confidently consider that these anomalies usually

characterize folding structures within basement. At the same time, as

shows the comparison of gravitational and magnetic cards with the

structural maps/charts on the horizons/levels in the sedimentary cover

of platform regions, the distribution of the anomalies of the type

indicated and linear structures of the second order reveals the

explicit interrelation, which is developed in the coincidence of the

course and location of many anomalies and structures. the detailed

study of this problem shows that the conformity - not straight line

indicated, but an oblique one: anomalies are connected with the

structure of basement, but the latter proves to be connected with the

regime/conditions of the oscillatory motions, as a result of which

linear structures in the thickness of the sedimentary rocks of the

platform regions (we let us return to this question in Chapter VII)

were formed. Large with the magnetic anomalies in such cases, when

gravitational prospecting is placed in connection with the searches

for the ore deposits (examples of this analysis we we bring in Chapter

IX).
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Significantly makes more precise presentations/concepts about

geologic nature of gravity anomalies their comparison with results of
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* seismic survey or electrical prospecting, conducted in territory of

gravimetric prospecting works. They indicate in many instances

completely definitely the bond of gravity anomalies with one or the

other structures - uplifts/rises or downwarps/troughs on the

horizons/levels in the thickness of sedimentary rocks or over the

surface of basement, with the tectonic disturbances/breakdowns, with

the ore deposits (for example, according to the data of the method of

the combined electroprofiling or natural field).

Cases occur, when presence of straight/direct geologic

information according to very limited number of sections almost or

even entirely without utilization of other geophysical meth'ods is

sufficient for explaining geologic nature of vast set of gravity

anomalies, which possess one or the other characteristic features.

As example let us point out gravity anomalies above the salt-dome

structures of the Caspian Sea region basin. The experimental works,

set as early as 1925 by V. B. Numerov (1931) on some known

structures, showed that above them are obtained the .-h

characteristic minima of gravitational force, that, after obtaining

such anomalies in the territory of the Caspian Sea region basin, it is

possible without any doubt to indicate the sections of finding salt

domes. In this case the relationship/ratio is one-to-one: each

characteristic anomaly - salt dome. In this way at the present time

in the territory of Caspian basin/depression opened more than 500

* salt/hydrochloric domes, from which only very small part is thus far
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investigated by other geophysical methods and drilling. For the

searches for solar domes in the Caspian basin/depression actually it

is required no other geophysical methods.

In other regions above salt/hydrochloric domes characteristic

gravity anomalies also are observed, but greater partly not so/such

definitely and unambiguously expressed and construed as in the Caspian

Sea region basin. For the confident liberation/precipitation of salt

dome structures in such cases besides gravitational prospecting other

geophysical methods, for example seismic survey are used.

During a qualitative geologic interpretation there is given a

systematic description of revealed by gravitational photographing of

anomalous zones and separate characteristic anomalies, probable

geologic nature of described anomalies is indicated. Necessary

element of geologic interpretation - the recommendation of further

(detailization) gravitation prospecting, geophysical regarding other

methods and testing mine-drilling works. One should always approach

that so that it - b possible to do the part of these

recommendations and to implement already in the process of the flowing

field works in order on the basis of the realized recommendations at

the end of field season to give the more substantiated and complete

geologic interpretation of the results of gravitational prospecting.
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Such of strands is completely necessary and it is more easily realized@
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S during the utilization of large-scale gravitational prospecting for

he searches for ore deposits, but it it follows as far as possible to

put into practice both during the searches for oil and with the

regional works. Should be generally urderscored the fact that the

geologic interpretation of gravitation prospecting and others

geophysical data in any way cannot be considered as the certain

operation, realized on one and the same material only one time - in

the process of laboratory processing/treatment and composition of the

flowing report to the party or to the expedition. Accumulation by the

region of the new given geologic and geological exploration works

being investigated must not only :stimulate setting new field works,

but also work on the repeated more detailed geologic interpretation of

old geophysical data, including data of gravitational prospecting.

As is known, majority of reports of gravitation prospecting

parties/batches are completed only by qsalitative geologic

interpretation of anomalous gravitational field. Nevertheless in a

number of cases it proves to be possible the results of gravitation

prospecting works to subject also to quentitative geological

interpretation. The fundamental bases Df quantitative geologic

interpretation of the results of gravit3tion prospecting works are

further stated.

S 16. On the possibility of executing :he quantitative geologic

interpretation of gravity anomalies.

* Physical model of geologic medium.

"- UI
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Possibility of executing quantitative interpretation of gravity

anomalies is limited in practice to a number of conditions. Principal

of these conditions:

1. The presence is sufficient detailed geologic information

about the region of investigation, which allows, with the observance

other of conditions indicated below, to formulate the physical model

of geologic medium, suitable for the interpretation of gravity

anomalies.

2. Sharp preponderance of effect of any one of geologic factors

on anomalous gravitational field above effect of other factors. For

satisfaction of this condition in practice frequently it is necessary

to resort to the methods of transformation of the anomalies, which

will be described in Chapter IV. Observance of this condition gives

the possibility to do an assumption about the fact that the anomaly

being investigated in the specific section is caused by the

effect/action only of one geologic body in a number of cases with the

interpretation.

3. Consistency of physico-geologic conditions (density

distribution, condition of bedding of rocks, etc.), which allows for

all same-type anomalies in limits of territory being investigated to

use identical methods of interpretation.

Page 86.
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4. Large detail and high accuracy of gravitational

photographing. In the theory of interpretation it is usually implied

that the gravity anomaly being investigated is known how conveniently

accurately and besides at any point of its intersecting profile. With

the interpretation, as a rule are used the horizontal coordinates of

the points of zero values, maximum, minimum and so forth of anomalous

curve, the numerical values of maximum and minimum, etc. during the

utilization of data of photographing, conducted through the finite

interval, it is necessary that this interval would be sufficiently

small, as a rule several times of less than the depth of the bedding

of the body causing anomaly. The high accuracy of photographing is

Srequired also. Therefore,, date of photographings, carried out on the

thin network/grid of observations with the old gravimeters of the type

SN-3 or GAK-3M, in the majority of the cases are not profitable for

the quantitative geologic interpretation. The interpretation in this

respect can represent only the very intensive smoothly varying

aromalies.

5. The presence of the high-quality theory of interpretation of

gravity anomalies, well fitted out to real geologic conditions and

tasks, which are placed before gravitational prospecting. To the

present time we huve only elements of this type of theory in the forni

of a number of general considerations and particular methods, some of

them are very successful and virtually active. As the example it is

possible to indicate the method of 0. Yu. Schmidt - P. M. Nikiforov
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to the interpretation of gravity anomalies on the horizontal gradient

of gravitational force for the sloping beds, already several decades

very successfully using in the iron-ore regions of type of KMA and

Krivoy Rog. A number of such successful methods, unfortunately, until

now, is small. For some conditions and tasks of such methods this

significantly thus far not at all developed, and limits the

possibilities of applying the quantitative interpretation of gravity

anomalies.

We mentioned above about utilized with interpretation physical

model of geologic medium. Let us pause now at the elucidation of this

concept.

Theoretical studies of any phenomenon in geophysics and physics

generally prove to be possible if this phenomenon is examined in a

somewhat simplified form - if only essential features of this

phenomenon, its only essential bonds with other phenomena and

processes are allowed. This idealization in the majority of the cases

is unavoidable in connection with this that the corresponding

mathematical analysis of phenomenon can be carried out in thp final

form and it is sufficiently simple only with the known simplifying

assumptions.
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Entire mathematical interpretation of the results of seismic survey is

conducted, for example, under the assumption that investigated by this @
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method elastic waves are propagated into an ideally elastic medium,

although some rocks with great approximation only satisfy this

assumption. Let us recall another assumption in the electrical

prospecting - about finding of one of the electrodes "at infinity",

whereas in actuality this electrode it is referred only on 50-100 m of

the measuring unit (for example, in the method of electroprofiling).

Similar assumptions geophysics it is necessary to make literally at

each step/pitch, it is understood, developing in this case a natural

feeling of measure.

Thus, physical model of geologic medium - this is cert3in of its

simplified diagram, which makes it possible to produce interpretation

of geophysical data, doie during its co-ztruction simplifying

assumptions, by themselves although presenting frequently essential

deviation from actual conditions, but nevertheless do not cause the

large errors with interpretation. with the interpretation of gravity

anomalies most frequently are done the following simplifying

assumptions:

1. On the possibility of reducing of the task of interpretation

to two-dimensional, i.e., assumption about the fact that the anomalies

being investigated are caused by infinitely long bodies with the

constant cross section. Below we in the series/number of reasonings

and examples will be able to be convinced of the fact that this

assumption, at first glance capable of leading with the interpretation

to the large arrors, in actuality much is more inoffensive - like the
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assumption about the infinite electr-de in the electrical prospecting. @

At the same time this assumption leads to enormous simplification in

all calculating operations with interpretation, without which very

interpretation frequently not of mole to be actually maintained.

2. On constant excess density of causing gravity anomalies

geologic bodies. This condition in certain cases completely

satisfactorily corresponds to actual conditions, it is sometimes only

very rough approximatic to reality. Assumption about the constant

excess density considerably simplifies and covers interpretation.

However for some bodies it is possible without the special

complications to introduce assumption about a linear change in the

excess density of bodies with the depth (usually occurring case of

density variation in the sedimentary rocks).

3. With interpretation of anomalies of force gradient of

heaviness in the case of two-dimensional task assumption about

infinite propagation of disturbihg bodies at depth frequently is done.

This assumption simplifies the interpretation and does not lead to the

large errors. In the presence of the interpretation of the anomalies

of the force of gravity Ag ot this type the assumption in the case of

the two-dimensional task of making is impossible (under these

conditions ag it goes to infinity).
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4. Assumption about the fact that causing gravity anomalies of
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O body have correct geometric form, is frequently made, which

approximately correspond to real. In certain cases such likenings do

not draw significant errors with the interpretation; in other cases

these errors are essential, but with them nevertheless it is necessary

to reconcile itself, since the interpretation virtually can be carried

out only when making these assumptions. As we will see below, with

the interpretation, as a rule, the examination of the complex

geometric forms of the perturbing masses does not have a sense,

although or some such cases the formalism of interpretation is

developed.

Interpretation of gravity anomalies is satisfied on the basis of

* previously manufactured presentation/concept about physical model of

geologic medium, with special features of structure of which is joined

existence of gravity anomalies being investigated. The selection of

the model, as a rule, is based on the geologic data about the region

being investigated or about the adjacent region, whose structure can

be considered of one type with the region being investigated. Two

examples of the selection of physical model for the interpretation of

gravity anomalies are examined below.

1. KMA region. Already in the first years of the investigation

of the region of the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA) was here established

existence, together with magnetic, also gravity anomaly. The position

of separate gravitational maxima completely did not coincide with the

0 position of the maximums of magnetic, but those, etc. definitely
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gravitated to the points of emergence to the surface of the

crystalline basement of the iron-ore rocks (ferruginous quartzite),

which possess higher density and magnetic susceptibility, than their

accomodating barren shales. Corresponding calculations, produced for

the first time by 0. Yu. Schmidt (1926) and by A. I. Zaborovskiy

(1926), showed that the gravitational and magnetic anomalies of the

region indicated are explained by tie effect/action of the sheetlike

bodies of ferruginous quartzite.

By physical model of such bodies it proved to be possiole to take

body in the form of sloping bed (Fig. 23) with horizontal upper edge

AB, situated on level of erosion shear/section of basement, and as

lower edge CD, located in parallel to AB on certain, usually

significant, to depth from earth's surface (plane of observations), or@

even distant downward at infinite depth. The complex anomalous zones,

which consist of several magnetic and gravitational maximums, are

explained by the effect of such several sheetlike bodies, position and

elements of bedding of which are determined on the anomalous curves.

2. Region of Solikamsk potassic deposit. By the drilling,

produced at the isolated points of thi3 region before setting of

gravitation prospecting works, here there was established at a

comparatively small depth from the surface (ten and first hundreds of

meters) in the complex of sedimentary rocks the presence of

powerful/thick (many hundreds of meters) sheetlike bed of the halogen

rocks (Fig. 24). The halogen rocks have a density smaller than the
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* density of their covering sandy-clay rocks. After the conducting in

this region of gravitation prospecting works the comparison of depths

H of up to the surface of the halogen rocks with the signs of the

anomalies of the force of gravity Ag for the drilled sections was

produced. It seemed that values Ag and H are regularly connected:

decrease corresponds to approximation/approach to a surface of lighter

halogen rocks, and to subsidence - increase in the values of

anomalies, the dependence between Ag and H having approximately linear

character (further we learn, that this approximately linear dependence

can be explained theoretically).
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The facts indicated showed that in the region being investigated the

character of the anomalies of gravitational force in the first

approximation, is explained by the behavior of the surface of the

thickness of the halogen rocks, moreover the relief of this surface in

the sections, situated between boreholes, can be investigated

according to gravitational data with the help of the appropriate

correlation graph, which shows bond Ag and H. With this

interpretation we disregard the effect of the relief of the deeply

sloping sole of halide thickness.

Both examples examined higher than are typical for many cases of

applying gravitational prospecting during solution of diff 'ent

geologic problems.
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Fig. 23. Model of disturbing body in the form of sloping bed during

the study of laminated iron-ore structures of type of KMA and Krivoy

Rog.

Key: (1). Surface of crystalline basement. (2). Ferruginous

quartz ite.

Fig. 24. Model of contact surface, which presents upper bound of

disturbing body of - plastic-like bed of significant power/thickness.

With the interpretation they disregard the effect/action on the

gravitational field of the lateral and lower boundaries of body shown

by a dot.

Key: (1). Topographic surface. (2). Contact surface. (3).
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* Thickness of halogenous rocks.

Page 90.

Thus, the model, examined in the first example, is usually accepted

with the interpretation of gravitational and magnetic anomalies not

only above the iron-ore rocks, but also in many other cases, when

anomalies are caused by the internal structure of folding basement.

The model, examined in the second example, is accepted in many

regions, where gravity anomalies are caused by the effect/action of

the sharply pronounced interface of density in the thickness of

sedimentary rocks or on the boundary of basement; the same proves to

be possible to make in the examination of the regional anomalies,

caused first of all by a change of the thickness of the Earth's crust.

To the reader must be clear that in each of the given examples,

reducing entire diversity of the anomaly-forming factors to any one of

them and disregarding the effect/action of the remaining ones (for

example, connected with the deep structures), we go to the fact that

with the interpretation the element of doubtfulness and

uncertainty/indeterminacy will appear, and quantitative

conclusions/Jerivations will be distorted by errors. It is natural to

call these unavoidable errors the errors of modeling. The possibility

is not excluded that in the separate cases the model accepted with the

interpretation can bce improved, i.e., it is given to the greater

conformity with the real gecloqic conditions. It is clear that in

this case can be reduced (sometimes very substantially) and the errors

* of modeling. The examples of this type of an improvement in the
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physical model of interpretation will be given subsequently.

Each model in gravitational prospecting represents certain

distribution of perturbing masses. In order to find corresponding to

this distribution anomalous field, they put to use the formulas, which

we ;s concluded in the following paragraph.

S 17. Anomalous gravitational potential and its derived as functions

of the distribution of the perturbing masses.

as we already noted in S 12-13 of Cha,.ter II, if these or other

elements of anomalous gravitational field are examined, then, keeping

in mind, that effect of centrifugal force completely is considered

during introduction of corrections for normal field of Earth, these

elements can be identified with appropriate elements of gravitational

field, which cause anomalies of geologic bodies. In this sense the

theory of the interpretation of gravity anomalies is built on the

basis of the theory of attraction. Anomalous gravitational potential

and its derivatives we identify henceforth with the potential of

attraction and its derivative.
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Let us introduce rectangular coordinate system xyz into

examination. Let us designate through x,, y,, z, coordinates of the

external point A, and through x, y, z - coordinates of elementary mass

point dm at point M (Fig. 25). -he intensity/strength of the 0
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gravitational field of this mass at point A will be (see formula 1.6)

where dF=..- (iII, )
r

, - V ( -. )S+(,.-- +.if )8 + (S _ ..S

Components of strength along coordinate axes will be

dFx - dF os (dF. z).
dFV - dF cos (dF. y),
d,Fz - dF cos (dF.:),

moreover

r

Co (dFU)-P. - - L

cos (dF. S) -

* consequently,
-r - Id IZL

dFmIdm . (

Oll 2dF,- dm 1 .

Hence for solid extended body, blockaded volume v. composing

intensities/strength gravitational fields will be expressed by

following integral formulas:

F.

V

Fy -=I V V drn.

V

F, f -- t.
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Fig. 25. To derivation of value of components of st ,ngth of

gravitational field of the elementary point mass.
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If we introduce into examination function

then we will have i

SW

a

Fi. 25 odeiato f vale of component ofS ngho

This follows from possibility of differentiation (mas, 4) under

integral sign (Smirnov, V.IV, 1960) and factual execution of each of

written equalities. Actually we have, for example,

OW OWl or

Z'- ew

but dW [dArn 6, I-i,

conseuentldZ

consequently,07° /_, -- ;7 "Z,.
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Analogously are proven corresponding equalities for F, and F,.

Thus, W represents potential oi- potential function of

gravitational field of anomalous masses, i.e., potential of anomalous

gravitational field.

If we as before consider that : axis of coordination system is

directed along vertical line downward, then anomaly of gravitational

force will be

Ag - i -I - " dm,. (IJ. 6

By differentiation (III, 4) on appropriate coordinates are

obtained expressions of second derivatives of gravitational potential

0,1w (- ,)(: --,,) dmIV,, - -z-W,"31I f *

, 
' Iv V3 (z- 1 dr,.

yl d z d i f=3 1r ( 1 1 1 . 7 )
d'W ________(___r_ (t'xll .*

V

dIV d'.W 3/ (Y - z )V- V)

2h ' +--- ,.O i
r

IV ~ :i 1 (z

tVv -(; -,= /
2W, ...a -I -G v J din
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Usually with interpretation of gravity anomalies assumption about
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uniform density of perturbing masses is done. Then in expression 0
dm-odv-o dxdydz constant multiplier a can be carried out as the

integral sign, and volumetric integral can be represented in the form

of triple integral, finally, for the simplification it is possible to

place the external point A, for which are comprised integral

expressions, into the origin of coordinates, i.e., to assume x,-O,

y,-0, z,-0. Then from (III, 6) and (111, 7) we obtain:

= Ia L dz dy dz,

3.. ,off a d-dyd.,
fffd

Wo - 31 a "Y dx dy d:,

W,= 3/a 1Ff 5-d d z21V,, 3 6f 1Ld d, (t,8

fff
s- k fff 3] o - d dy d:,

where
r -. Vxi~y2bz2 .
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If horizontal cylindrical ccordinate system, connected with right

angled with relationships/ratios, is used:

Z QMII. O

dxdydz d-- Qdyd0,

then there are obtained following expressions for derivatives of

potential:
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I
=,f Q sin" dm=offf Qsin, d(% dy dO,

(Q + -) u/t (Q1 + MI) 
/2

w.,.31 A Q' sin 20 dm2 ( 0 Q .+ - 0) -/

-Q8sin 2dQdl dO,2 fff ( .+d.,.,
W , = /f Q2V sin e dm =fQ W+ Y,)/;

-3/0 fff Qsin dQdydO,
J (Q + Vi)6/

f i/S+V1- .o  .(d1rt =

= c3a (3+,)±QI dQdy dO,

2Leu exa 6in no? cs, whe gvdm a
M @ 6/ + Q V, Co 0d dydO

efetatfff ofbodied( he i
VI if Q1(3sin 8-1)+"s2 dm --
IV,, ffi ] (Q2 + ul)+/I

to 2 ( si' 9- 1 + YJdQ dy dO.
:,,f ,f (W S+ V/) b/

Let us examine now case, when gravity anomalies are caused by

effect/action of bodies, which have infinite course/strike, parallel

to y axis, and constant cross section ttwo-dimensional problem) (Fig.

26).

Integral formulas for this case are obtained, if we produce

integration for y from -- to -- in formulas (I1, 8) or (I1, 9). The

examination of these formulas shows that the discussion deals with the

calculation of the following integrals:

wi t ss n ma n the l t vales

f l

10 with the subsequent examination of the limiting values
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n I"~(Y) W 11w "
-¥ -

(i.e. by computation of the corresponding definite integrals in the

sense of principal value). All the remaining integrals, which contain

the variable y in the formulas (I1, 8) or (III, 9), easily are

reduced to two indicated or to their linear combination.
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For calculation of 1,(y) according to formula (III, 10) we

replace variable (Euler's substitution) in it

and we find after some conversions

ia~v 41 idt -- 2f +Q'd , 0

whence, returning to with variable y and supplementing to value of

indefinite integral -L, we find

and limiting value

-I,

During calculation , in formula (I1, 11), inteqrating in

parts and using previously calculated integral I,(y), we find

, (YL) 4- f / v) ,4i
I vJ v 7 -" + j Iv hi
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Fig. 26. Body of infinite course (two-dimensional problem.

Page 96.

Secondary integration in parts c;ives

2f Ii (y ) y d _ 2 f _ _ _ _ u l _ _ _

(jS~~IM, Q. Jf~e~"'-Q (R,+Q')2

21 () 2 (

Substituting this result into preceding equation and solving it

relative to~ I,(y), we find after conversions

and limiting value

"L.fI 2
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In the derivation of integral formula3 for two-dimensional task

of interpretation let us take, first of all, following fact into

consideration. All derivatives on by the variable y, i.e., along the

direction of the course/strike of disturbing bodies, in this case must

be equal to zero, since anomalous field, obviously, does not vary in

the direction indicated. Thus,

WY1 WW. = W 1, =0.

Consequently, in this case

W A =-W=. (II, 16)

Laplace's equation (11.20) in the case of two-dimensional task

contains only two variables

or in other designations

IV= + W,=0. (1,7

From formulas (III, 16) and (III, 17) it follows that in the case

of two-dimensional task of value IVA and IV,, identically they are

indentical

IV' W . (111,18)

Page 97.

Integral formulas for case of two-dimensional task will be

obtained directly from for.ulas (II1, 8) and (I1, 9) taking into
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* account relationships/ratios (II1, 10), (IIi, 11), (I1, 13), (I1,

15) in the following form:

Ag = 21o dS , dz,

U, - 4/a -- ,(III, 19)w.-w, ff ,a
W= W = 2Io r23.dzdz.

Formulas (I1, 8), (I1, 9) and (I1, 10) relate to usually

considered/examined case, when excess density of bodies, which cause

anomalies, is received as constant. In a more complex case a is left

under the integral sign and is considered as a function of one or

several of the space coordinates.

Formulas (I1, 10) of two-dimensional task can be rewritten in

the form:

ff d d ff dz

=2f10 f O (cosqT) dq dQ,

2/ " ff dxdz =- 2/o -- dzd=

= -if- -( cos ) dq(Zd),
a f --f d y dQ,

W'- W,, =-21 a dzds=

2/ a i~

=a2of-d' -a d : --
f V 2/ a f-J-d fill.2,)

It = V.--.21o d: =-2In -dr -0f
a-I , 2 n '  d , ,

. ora integration is produced along closed outline of cross sect io. o.
body.
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S 18. Special features of the two-dimensional task of interpretation

and the region of its practical application.

Basic special feature of two-dimensional task of interpretation

consists in the fact that it is reduced to examination of harmonic

functions only from two space coordinates, and theory of these

functions it coincides with theory of analytic complex variable

functions - one of remarkable in its methods ana results of deeply

investigated regions of contemporary mathematics.

Usually complex variables are designated ,-*+sU(a-..) however,

in accordance with designations utilized by us we will comple:

variable write in the form S-x+iz, identifying x and z with above

space coordinates accepted. Complex variable in that case it is

possible to represent by the point coordination of plane xoz, which is

the cross- secticnal flow of the bodies, which cause the anomalous

field being investigated.

Complex variable function

I(W)y9(S. 2)+ ( , ) (111, 21)

is called analytical in region, if at each point -S, of thi region

it an unlimited num-ber of times is differentiated and can be

decomposed in convergent exponential Taylor series

+ -+ ( o-)-. + . (rt1.22)
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In theory of analytical functions it is proven (Smirnov, 1956,

Vol. III), that conditions of analyticity of functions f(s) presented

can be substituted by some coiditions, assigned on function real

variable/alternating o x z) and *(x, z). These variables must be

also differentiated in the region of analyticity f(s) and satisfy the

following differential equations:

,639 63'*

Differentiating left and right sides of the first of written

equations for x, and the second - on z and by storing/adding up their

left and right sides, let us find

o + -0.

Differentiating left and right sides of first equation for z, and

the second - on x and subtracting their left and right sides, we

obtain

-aip + ' 0 .

+z d;S 0

Consequently, for analyticity f(3) it is sufficient, in order to

o(x, z) and *(x, z) be represented as harmonic functions of two

variables x and z, connected with condition (I1, 23).

0 Page 99.
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Such functions are called conjugated harmonic functions. Example

of the conjugated harmonic functions:
a'

Actually, 73- e. a

dz S dz 8:'

and since we have (Laplace's equation)Mg-E + a , -o,

that W -L wal.

i.e. occur equations (I1, 23).
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After leading analogous calculations or using bond of derivatives

of magnetic and gravitational potential (see S 6 of Chapter I), it is

possible to demonstrate that components of H and z of magnetic field

are also conjugated harmonic functions. As the conjugated harmonic

function for the anomaly of gravitational force, i.e., for derivative
8W w
-- of gravitational potential, serves derivative ., not directly

thus far measured in gravitational prospecting, but which can be

computed, knowing distribution on the plane of the observations -- or

any other derivative of the grrvitational potential (see S 27 of

Chapter IV).

aw w

Thus, I( )- W,,+w,. I(V)- 2! + --,- and so forth represent in

* certain part of the plane xoz analytic complex variable functions
aw I. n ofrhcnb

S-x+iz. Above, in S 17, we saw that Aand so forth can be

represented in the form of line integrals on the outline of the cross

section of the body, which causes the gravity anomaly being

investigated. Consequently, and the corresponding analytic function

can be represented in the form of the same integral.

In theory of analytic functions an important role is played by a

study of singular points - those points, at which is disturbed

analyticity of function, i.e., its continuity, uniqueness, etc.

Singular point defines the boundaries of region, in limits of which

the most analytical possible continuation of function, i.e., its

determination beyond the limits of that set of points (for example

* segment of certain curve), for which to us is known its distribution.
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The singular points f(3) in (III, 21) are special and for the

conjugated harmonic functions o(x, z) and *(x, z), i.e., in

particular, and for the interesting us derivatives of gravitational

potential.

Page 100.

This points are placed either within the outline of the section of

disturbing body (if this outline is smooth, not having salient

points), or on the outline itself, moreover in the latter case of the

point of the analytical special features of harmonic functions they

coincide with the points of the geometric special features of the

outline of the cross section of body, precisely, with those points, at

which the direction of tangent to the outline varies intermittently 0

(salient points, angular points).

From aforesaid it is clear that the theory of analytic functions

it can have fundamental importance in development of theory of

two-dimensional task of interpretation of gravitational and magnetic

anomalies. In this direction we have a number of investigations of

the Soviet and foreign scientists (Zamorev, 1941, 1942; Kh'yug, 1943;

Andreyev, 1949, 1954, 1955; Shalayev, 1958; Klushin, 1959; Strakhov,

1957, 1960, et al), some results of which have at present direct

practical value, we are briefly presented in Chapters IV-V.

Besides fundamental special feature indicated two-dimensional of

tasks of interpretation has still the essential advantage over three-
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* dimensional task, about which we above already mentioned, large

simplicity of calculations, which is decisive in practice. It is at

the same time completely clear that the two-dimensional model far from

always can be used for the interpretation. Subsequently we will in

more detail examine a question about the region of the practical

utilization of a two-dimensional task of interpretation.

Geologic objects, investigated with the help of gravitational

prospecting, frequently have elongated planform and frequently

significant sizes/dimensions on course/strike: are such linear

folding forms in sedimentary cover and in basement, zone of faults,

separate faults, sheet intrusions, etc. In all these cases during the

* analysis of gravity anomalies it is usually completely possible to use

a calculating apparatus of the two-dimensional task of interpretation.

Even if the sizes/dimensions of body are small in the course in

comparison with tl'e depth of its bedding, then the application of

methods of localization of anomalies, for example transition from ag

to 6ag or MV, (see Chapter IV), it very sharply reduces the errors in

the interpretation, which appear due to the utilization of a

two-dimensional model of interpretation. Of this we repeatedly will

be CLnvinced subsequently based on different examples. Finally, such

methods of the transformation of the anumalies (one of them it is

examined below), are possible, whose application makes it possible to

correctly determine some elements of the bedding (for example, depth)

of bodies isometric in the plan/layout with the utilization of methods

* of interpretation for the case of two-dimensional task.
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Let us write the general expression of anomaly Ag in the case of

three-dimensional task for point y-y,:

Ag=/o ff z d dvz IS

Let us multiply the right and left sides of this relation by dy,

and let us take from both parts integrals within limits from -- to -.

If we in this case designate the coordinates of the ends of the body

causing anomaly along y axis through y, and y, and to place

VS

a' =fqdyi,

that, taking into account of formula (III, 10) and (III, 13), it is

possible to write
+cc

f f : d-z d:

i.e. is obtained the formula of two-dimensional task.

Thus, it is possible three-dimensional task of reducing to

two-dimensioncl, examining at each point of x axis instead of Ag value

" Ag dyl.

If anomaly Ag is caused by effect/action of cylindrical body of

final course/strike, arbitrar-y, but constant section, situated in

parallel to y axis, then the interpretation of converted thus anomaly

gives real elements of bedding of body, but in this case gives
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S distorted (reduced against actual) value a. The latter is evident, in

particular, from the following fact. If we in the formula (III, 13)

instead of limits of y and - y take y and 0, then instead of .-2 in

the right side we will obtain the curve Ag along the profile

through the end of the semi-infinite body of density a corresponds ag

infinite body with density a/2.

To a decrease of error in interpretation, connected with

utilization of two-dimensional model, can contribute also to correct

selection of utilized for interpretation profiles.

Let us clarify this by following elementary example. Let us

S assumne we have the anomaly of the form depicted in Fig. 27, which is

represented as the combination of the anomalies of two types - by

basis of pi of the intensity of linear, sustained in the course, which

well corresponds to the requirements of two- dimensional task, and

additional less in the intensity, the almiost isometric on the area

anomalies, which are placed -4ong the "ridge/spine" of the first

anomaly (this combination it is very frequently observed in

actuality).

Page 102.

Where should'be selected the profiles, along which it is necessary to

construct curves for the interpretation of anomalies with the

utilization of calculating methods of two-dimensional task? Many they

S would prefer to lead the profile through the sections of the greatest
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in the value maximums, keeping in mind to obtain curves for the case

of the most sharply pronounced anomaly. In actuality it is most

correct to lead

the profiles through the sections with the values of anomalies

average/mean in the intensity, since for these average/mean values,

obviously, to the best degree is justified the basic assumption of the

two-dimensional task about the invariability of sizes/dimensions and

shape of body, and, consequently, the intensity of the corresponding

to it anomaly on the course of the body.

4ith the correct approach to question region of practical

application of two-dimensional task of interpretation of gravity

anomalies proves to be extremely large. During the correct

utilization of booster (;alculating agents t.'e transformations of

anomalies, the worthwhile selection of profiles for calculations and

so forth of the rules of calculations, valid formally only for the

ideal infinitely extended bodies, can be without great error applied

in the interpretation of the significant part of all gravity anomalies

being investigated.

0
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Fig. 27. Selection of profile for interpretation according to

formulas of two-dimensional task. 1 - correct; 2 - incorrect.

' Page 103.

S 19. Direct and reverse problems of the gravitational-field theory.

Conditions for uniqueness and stability of the solution of inverse

problem.

With interpretation are distinguished direct (auxiliary) problem

- determination of anomaly from specified distribution of perturbing

masses - and inverse (basic) pro''.em - determination of the form and

depth of bedding of perturbing masses from after this anomaly. If by

the form of the disturbing body with the interpretation they are

assigned twhich under the known physico-geologic conditions is

P completely possible to make), then the analysis of the solution of

direct problem makes it possible to lay down the rules of the solution
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of inverse problem for the case, when anomaly is caused by the

effect/action of the body of the assigned form.

We illustrate this fact based on numerous examples in Chapters V

anc VI. If the shape of disturbing body is selected in the process of

interpretation, then this type selection is realized via the

comparison of the anomaly being investigated with the group of the

solutions of inverse problem. in this case that of the solutions of

direct problem, which in the best way corresponds to the assigned

anomalous field, is accepted for the solution of direct problem.

Thus, in many instances for solving the inverse problem is required

solution or the group of the possible solutions of direct problem and

the subsequent analysis of these solutions. Below we will see 0

(Chapter VI), what some questions, connected with the solution of

inverse problem, can be explained directly, without the turning to the

solution of direct problem.

Basis for solving direct problem present calculating apparatus,

described in S 17 of present chapter - integral formulas (11, 8),

(11 , 9), (I1 , 19), (I1 , 20), expressing derivatives of

gravitational potential in function of distribution of perturbing

masses. The solution of direct problem is reduced to the substitution

of integration limits for the assigned form and the sizes/dimensions

of disturbing body and to the calculation of the corresponding

integrals. The solution, which characterizes the distribution of

anomaly on the plane of observations, is obtained in this case
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completely determined and simple.

It is a different matter concerning solution of inverse problem.

If anomalous potential out of the disturbing body

,I a dVw,= 'r 1-° (111,24)

is uniquely determined according to the distribution of excess density

a in volume V of the body, then, by knowing W., it is not possible to

unambiguously determine the distribution of excess density a. It is

possible to change distribution a within volume of the V body, without

varying its external potential W.

Page 104.

This ensues from that fact, established/installed in the theory of

potential, that wilhin volume of the V body are possible density

distributions, which create extra-w of its surface zero anomalous

potential, i.e., in other words, not varying its external

gravitational field. Let us assume that this density distribution to

us is known; let us designate it through a,. Then, obviously,

V f (a+an) dV= /(111.25)

Let us give idea about how it is possible to determine

distribution of density a. of zero potential. Let us introduce, first

of all, the following determination. Let F, and F, - functions of

space coordinates, specific vithin the assigned volume V. If in this
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case -
f FI P, dV . O,
V

then functions F, and F, are called orthogonal within volume V.

Albeit now U,- any harmonic function determined within volume V

of a disturbing body, i.e., in particular, the gravitational potential

or any of its derivatives on one of space coordinates. It proves to

be that for region V within the disturbing body

f U, a dV = 0, (,2)
V

i.e. density distribution of zero external potential is orthcgonal

within the disturbing body to any harmonic function.

Factual determination of a. proves to be possible as f . ows.

Let us introduce into the examination the level surface of S of

anomalous potential, for which W.== cos.

From set of harmonic functions, determined within this surface,

let us select that, which is subordinated on S to condition

dW--= 0,

where n - direction of internal normal to the surface of S.

In that case, on the basis of equation of Poiszon (!1, 21), we

obtain
Q= 1! (I1, 2-)

4i1

where it is r,,..rked
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,&W = W +'W -- W

Page 105.

Functions of W and corresponding to them distributions a, can not

exist, i.e., the inverse problem can have unique solution. However,

cases are possible when there exists even an infinite number of

functions W and corresponding to them distributions a., i.e., infinite

of the equal in the purely mathematical sen:.e solutions of inverse

problem. This is evident from the following example. Newton's law is

applicable to the attraction of the point or spherical mass, which

* consists of concentric layers uniform in the density, but with an

arbitrary change in the density from one layer to the next [see

formulas (I, 5) and (I, 6)] The gravitational field of this spherical

body in the external space does not depend on that how density along

the radius of sphere varies; the intensity/strength of the

gravitational field of this body depends only on its mass and on

distance from the attracted/tightened point to the center of sphere.

Thus, a simple soluticn to the inverse proble.. is ensured only by

presence of additional conditions, assigned or to shape of disturbing

body. The possibility oi the assumption of these conditions in each

specific case must be substantiated by the account of real

physicc-neologic conditions, other given geophysical methods, etc.

0

il A
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Degree of uniqueness in solving the inverse problem sharply is 0
raised with knowledge of density of rocks of region being

investigated. In many instances it is possible without the large

error to do an assumption about the constant density of the body,

which causes anomaly. Soviet mathematician P. S. Novikov in 1938

for this case proved the remarkable theorem, which in the simplified

formulation can be presented as follows: if two bodies, convex

relative to a certain common internal point, have general/common

constant excess density willow external space they condition identical

anomalous gravitational field, then these bodies coincide one with

another. An analogous theorem is proved by P. S. Novikov, also, in

the more general/more common formulation, considering density the

positive variable quantity, whose variation on any straight line does 0
not exceed its minimum value, and body - not convex, but by a star

with respect to the common internal point. On the whole, with respect

to smooth bodies it is possible to consider that the knowledge of

their density characteristic almost removes the

uncertainty/indeterminacy, connected with the ambiguity of the

solution of inverse problem.

As let us see in Chapter I, some important characteristics of

disturbing body are theoretically determined completely uniquely,

independent of its form: excess mass, volume or cross- sectional area

(at known excess density) of body, 7oordinate of its center of

gravity, etc.

0
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0 Many geologic bodies are limited by surfaces which have sharp

breaks, angular bends, gaps and other inaccuracies in section/cut.

Above, in S 18, we noted that the type indicated the geometric special

features of the outlines of the cross section of bodies represent, at

the same time, singular points for the appropriate harmonic and formed

by them analytic functions.

Page 106.

At these points the derivatives of gravitational potential

intermittently valry their value, go to infinity, etc. The position of

these singular points or sources, which determine the very structure

of anomalous potential field, is in principle determined

* unambiguously. Thereby there is indirectly determined the surface of

disturbing body, moreover it is determined without the knowledge of

its excess density, which is determined, together with elements of the

bedding of bodies, on the quite gravity anomaly. rig. 28 gives the

typical sections/cuts of bodies with the angular section and the

position of the singular points of anomalous gravitational field.

Inverse problem for all of this type of bodies is solved theoretically

unambiguously.

Until now, of limitation and possibility of interpretation we

examined thus far purely theoretically, lowering many moments/torques,

connected with actual conditions, which have high, sometimes decisive

importance for obtaining reliable, geologically reliable results of

S interpretation. Target uf interpretation - not only obtaining of one
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or the other numerical result, for example the depth of the bedding of@

the causing anomaly body, but also estimation, at least approximated,

accuracy and authenticity this result for one or the other

physico-geologic conditions.

For this purpose practice developed the concept about the

stability of the solution of inverse problem. Concept close in

meaning already is long ago introduced in physics (capacity of system

to reduce its original steady state after the stop of the short-time

effect/action of the perturbing factor), in construction business

(capability of buildings for the retention/maintaining of equilibrium

state under the effect of external forces), etc. In mathematical

physics similar presentation/concept is contained in the determinatior.

of correctly stated problem, i.e., the task, whose solution little

depends on errors under the initial and boundary conditions (otherwise

task it is considered as the incorrectly set). We will consider the

solution of inverse problem stable in such a case, when the relative

small change in the position, form or sizes/dimensions of the causing

anomaly body, determined with the interpretation, produces an already

completely noticeable change in the anomalous field (of what it is

possible to be convinced, for example, solving direct problem for the

changed section/cut of body).

Concept of stability is frequently expedient to use individually

to determination of different elements of body, keeping in mind, that

each of these alements is determined with different reliability, for
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W example, position of upper edge of body is determined usually much

more reliable then depth of bedding of lower edge.

Page 107.

The values of some elements frequently affect the accuracy of the

determination of other elements, for example, the shape of the body is

determined stably only when the depth of its bedding is relatively

small, it is more accurate, that the dimensions of body are

sufficiently great in comparison with the depth of its bedding. For

example the reliable determination of the horizontal power/thickness

of sheetlike body is possibule(,-1y '*-Y n the power/thickness is more

than the depth of the bedding of itS UPper -=a.

Stability of process of interpreL.;.n shou. 'e -!'stood al.

in sense of its "freedom from interference".
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0

Fig. 28. Typical sections/cuts of two-dimensional bodies with angular

section and position of singular points (Po) of anomalous field.

Page 108.

By interference we wil understand all that which distorts the anomaly

interesting to us: error of observation, error in the account of the

effect of the relief and other interfering factors, the effect of

dimensions of the network of observations, the effect of adjacent

anomalous objects, etc. In the theory cf interpretation the
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O interference effect usually is not considered and anomaly is assumed

to be that detern.ed "in the pure form" and it is absolutely

accurately. The "freedom from interference" of interpretation in

certain cases can be decreased by the special methods of perfecting

the observations (see Chapter IV) that it makes sense especially in

the relatively small relation the signal: interference (understanding

under the signal the anomaly being investigated). Another way of

combatting the interference is to increase the accuracy of equipment

and an increase in the detail of gravitational photographing. A

question about an increase in the relation the signal: interference

is examined via special calculating methods in Chapter IV.

Interpretation will be most reliable in presence of conditions,

which ensure sufficient degree of uniqueness and stability of its

results. Fig. 29a shows the cross section of the body, located near

the earth's surface, while in Fig. 29b - the section of the same body,

whose one end is found at significant removal/distance from the

earth's surface. as we already indicated, the cross section of any

two-dimensional body of the assigned density can be undmbiguously

determined on the gravity anomaly; but the stability of the solution

of this problem in different cases is different. In the case, shown

in Fig. 29a, since entire body is located near the earth's surface,

any, even small, a change of its sizes/dimensions it will affect the

character of gravity anomaly, i.e., cross section is determined

stably. But in the case showr in Fig. 29b, a change of the position

* of the lower end of the body, far distant from the plane of
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observations, obviously, it little affects the character of gravity 0

anomaly, i.e., the cross section of body in this case it is determined

unstably.

Estimation of efficiency of interpretation of gravity anomalies.

From the content of Chapter III in the reader an impression can be

created, that the reliable geologically reliable interpretation of

gravity anomalies is realized only in the exceptional cases, whereas

in the majority the efficiency of our interpretation is very small and

even it is equal to zero. Actually, at the way of interpreter appears

the set of limitations and difficulties. Task itself, proves to be,

allows/assumes only the conditionally probable solution, which

moreover, generally speaking, is by no means only, it is on top of

that and not always stable. All this at first glance confirms the

conclusion given above.

In actuality, however, matter is otherwise. all the limitations

indicated higher than and the difficulties, it is understood, they are

essential, they decrease authenticity and reliability of the analysis

of gravity anomalies, but in the majority of the cases this analysis

nevertheless gives the additional geologic information required from

the results of gravitational prospecting.

Page 109.

To the help come, as a rule, two facts: 1) the fact that the required

information is additional to that geologic information, which we 0
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* already have available, beginning the interpretation; 2) the presence

of other given geophysical methods, which also render aid during the

solution of our problem. Furthermore, it is necessery to have in mind

that the task, which is placed before gravitational prospecting, is

frequently sufficiently narrow and simple. More complex problems is

placed before gravitational prospecting only in those comparatively

rare cases when it comes forward in the role of the detailization

prospecting method, but these are exactly those cases when we have

available the vast additional geological- geophysical information,

which substantially simplifies and which facilitates the task of the

interpretation of gravity anomalies, which raises the degree of the

authenticity of the latter.

0
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Fig. 29. Determination of stability of solution of inverse problem.

Page 110.

Complexity of problem of interpretation leads to the fact that we

must decisively forego attempts at estimation of reliability of one or

the other methods of interpretation on the basis of some speculative

theoretical considerations. The real estimation of efficiency and

reliability of the methods of interpretation is possible only for the

specific physico-geolcgic conditions and the tasks via the comparison

of the results of interpL-tation with the data of the mine-drilling

works and other geophysical methods. In certain cases of this type

the analysis can be done very thoroughly, also, in these cases,

projecting/designing performing gravitation prospecting work in this
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* or another region, we can assuredly say what precisely additional

geologic information zan be obtained as a result of their setting and

reliably consider the degree of reliability of the interpretation of

data of gravitational prospecting to that how these data are acquired.

These will be the cases when gravitational prospecting is placed in

the well mastered by it territories, on which already there is a

many-year successful experience of its application for solving those

geologic tasks, which prove to be accessible for this method at the

contemporary stage of its development. in the overwhelming majority

of such cases gravitational prospecting is used in the complex with

other geophysical methods and this complex sufficiently detailed.

As example it is possible to indicate those regions and tasks,

majority of which has already been mentioned above: searches and

prospecting of salt dome structures in regions of type of Caspian

basin, prospecting of deposits of potassic salts of type of Solikamsk,

the study of surface of folding basement in regions of type of

Donbass, prospecting iron-ore regions of type of KMA and Krivoy Rog,

searches and prospecting of chromite and pyrite ores, etc. In all

cases indicated (but their list it would be possible to continue)

usually very successfully and reliably is conducted not only the

qualitative, but also quantitative geologic interpretation of the

results of gravitational prospectirg.

Efficiency of interpretation of data of gravitational prospecting

S- concept, which must be examined not only in connection with concrete
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regions and geologic tasks, but also for concrete development stage of

method. Conclusions about the possibilities of method require

systematic review and refinement in connection with an improvement in

the equipment, procedure and geologic interpretation of the results of

gravitation prospectin, works, in connection with an improvement in

entire complex of methods, in composition of which is used

gravitational prospecting.
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S 20. Promising trends in further development of the theory of the

interpretation of gravity anomalies.

In contemporary physics and technology are examined two kinds o4'

tasks:

1. The determined tasks, whose solution is completely and

uniquely determined by the system of initial data, each of these data

can be by us accurately measured and taken into consideration. The

solution of problem is obtained in the form of definite functional

dependence or in the form of a number, i.e., the particular value of

function for the interesting us value of its argument.

2. Stochastic tasks, initial data for solution which we know

only partially or insufficiently accurately, owing to this the

solution is not derived/concluded unambiguously from known to us data.

As writes I. A. Poletayev in his book about basic concepts of
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O cybernetics, "... the result of the solution of the problems of this

type is not a number and not the function, but the probability

distribution, assigned above the possible values of result. It is

natural that in the initial data of task the negligible accurately

factors of accidental character also must be assigned by the

probability distribution" (Poletayev, 1958, pg. 332).

We repeatedly underscored above the conditicnal-probabilist~c

sense of solution of problem of interpretation of gravity anomalies.

This task, examined/considered in general form, must be, consequently,

it is added to the category stochastic tasks of physics and

technology. At the same time separate particular questions, wh;ch

* relate to the interpretation, under the favorable for gravitational

prospecting physical-geological conditions the being all-inclusive

almost completely essence entire problems of interpretation, they can

have and they actually have a character of the determined tasks, which

allow/assume the specific unique solution.

:n connection with this it is possible to indicate two basic

promising trends in further development of theory of interpretat~on of

gravity anomalies:

Systematic utilization of newest matherot:ca" disciplines -

information theory, theory of games, operations research and so forth

(Poletayev, 1953; Ross-Ashby, 1959; collection: "Contemporary

O at?-'ratics for engineers", 1958; Morse and Kimbell, 1956), keeping in
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mind the development of algor.thms (rules of the transformation of

information) for the contemporary high speed computers, which give the

solution complete in a theoretical-probable sense of the problem of

interpretation.

2. Analysis of particular, but very important geologic tasks,

whose solution under favorable physico-geologic conditions can be with

high degree of probability achieved/reached by utilization of

calculating apparatus of corresponding particular task of determined

type interpretation.
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Below, by necessity very briefly and schematically, we give some

examples of thematics, which relates to two directioris indicated.

Attempt at production/consumption of algorithm for sufficiently

widely formulated task of interpretation of geophysical (not only

gravimetric-prospecting) data from point of view of information theory

was undertaken by .. A. Khalfin (1958). Very task of interpretation

by them is formulated thus: on assigned geophysical field TO() (to

signal) to determine the appropriate source distribution of this field

e (commanication/report), assuming one-to-one bond of the sources of

the field

T0 (') Q
•  

(111.28)

In given designations r - generalized symbol of space I
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* coordinates. The concept of the source of field can be considered

coinciding with that examined above in S 18-19 by the concept of the

singular point of potential field. Thus, is examined the

interpretation of potential field when the latter is reduced to the

determination of its sources or singular points. We already know that

real sense the task of interpretation in this setting makes for the

bodies, limited by the uneven surfaces (beds, faults, etc.).

L. A. Khalfin examines the case when in the measured field O(r)

besides useful information T( interfering information n(r), caused

by interference effect, is contained. In this case in the concept of

interference are included not only instrument errors, but also the

noncontrollable effect of all remaining (except those investigated Q)

information sources. Thus,

() 9,;+(() )" (111,29)

It is clear that under condition (11, 29) one-to-one character

of relationship/ratio of measured field *(r) and sources Q no longer

occurs. There appears, according to L. A. Khalfin, the task of the

interp:etation of this kind: to produce above the measured field O(r)

a certain irreversible conversion, which destroys the interfering

n-information and which retains, as far as possible, the interesting

us eqinformation. Such transformations will be examined in chapter

IV.

If interfering information remained not removed, then measured
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field *(r) and communication/report Q prove to be connected not

functionally, but stochastically. In this case, as we already noted

in the beginning of this paragraph, it is possible to investigate the

probability of communication o in the measured field (r), designated

below through i'(,). In the work of L. A. Khalfin given explicitly

expression Pv(Q,) under the assumption that the interference are

uniform, i.e., that values n(,) with the different values of index k

(making sense number of observation point) are not statistically

dependent and the distribution if probability of interference pIln(,]

is equal with different k. Is examined also the case, when

distribution p,|s(F)I in the accuracy is not known, but are known only

some statistical characteristics of the distribution of interference,

precisely, the so-called moments/torques of distribution p,(n):

NS
f p, (n) da - 1.

N2N11

f np, (n) dn= el. (111,30)

Nt,

f Oipt (n) dn e,
Na

and so forth.
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For this case is also obtained corresponding expression, which

represents result of interpretation P#(e,) in the following form:

P, (p) - ap (Q,) eip v, [i ('N) - + X, x

X [v ')- v )+ + ((11, 31)
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where a - constant;

P(9j)- a priori probability of communication, i.e., probability

of communication/report ei before application of this geophysical

method, which characterizes the preliminary geologic concepts or

results of interpretation of other geophysical methods;

AaA:,..... .- constants, determined from (I1, 30);

expN- makes here sense

L. A. Khalfin brought out also complicated modifications of

formula (I1, 31) for that case when results of interpretation of

different methods are interlocked (complex of methods), and also for

cases when with interpretation are considered data about appropriate

physical properties of rocks of region being investigated.

The second of promising trends indicated above is very vast in

its content. To it can be attributed much of the fact that already

long ago there was developed in the theory of the interpretation of

gravity anomalies, namely methods of interpretation for the bodies of

the correct geometric form, in detail examined/considered in Chapter

V, and fitting these methods to the real geological conditions. Here

there belong methods of the straight/direct determination of mass,

cross section and coordinates of the center of gravity of the

disturbing body, the beginning of development of which is established

by G. A. Gamburtsev and M. I. Polikarpov as early as 1926. On these

methods we already mentioned above, in S 19, and their detailed

presentation will be given in Chapter VI.

I
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To the same direction belongs the method of maximaum

distributions (Andreev, 1954, 1955), whose idea is reduced to

following:

1. Is realized the analytical continuation of the anomalous

field (gravitational or magnetic) being investigated into the lower

half-space, i.e., into that part of the space, which includes the

perturbing masses, whose effect/action caused the anomalies being

investigated (general/common concept about the analytical continuation

was given in S 10, and the corresponding calculations technique it

will be in detail described in Chapter IV).
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2.- Depth of upper surface of perturbing masses according to

characteristic limiting distribution of anomalous field at level of

this surface is determined. Such kind of limiting distributions

exists for some of the derived gravitational and magnetic potentials

in such a case, when on the upper surface of the perturbing masses the

singular points of the anomalous field (see S 18-19) are located.

As example Fig. 30 shows limiting distribution of vertical force

gradient of gravity w. for the case when gravity anomaly being

investigated is caused by effect/action of bed with infinite

propagation on incidence/drop on depth. It is possible to find it by

direct calculation, if limiting distribution indicated above is
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* expressed by a certain final function.

S. V. Shalayev (1958) indicated the method of transformation of

anomalous field with utilization of theory of complex variable

functions, with The help of which it is possible to determine oosition

of points on upper surface of disturbing body and in which derivative

of potential being investigated goes to infinity. I. G. Klushin

(1958) indicated the method of determining the intensity of a change

in the anomalous density and power of the sources (singular points) of

anomalous potential field with the depth. All these methods, which in

Ehapter V will be described in more detail in connection with special

cases of interpretation, can be used for determining the depth of the

* surface of the basement of platform regions from the gravitational and

magnetic anomalies. This particular, but very important task it

proves to be possible to solve in many instances virtually

unambiguously.
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Fig. 30. Limiting distribution w., on the level of upper edge of

the vertical bed.
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Chapter IV.

CONVERSIONS AND CALCULATIONS OF ANOMALIES.

S 21. General considerations.

In practice of geologic interpretation of results of gravitation

prospecting works separation and conversions of gravity anomalies

extensively are used. The need for such operations is caused by the

fact that the observed anomalous field reflects the effects of many

geologic reasons. Most important of them are power/thickness,

composition and the structural special features of sedimentary

formations, the relief of surface and the petrographic heterogeneity

of crystalline basis/base, in particular, the presence of the

intrusion bodies of acid and basic composition, and the deep structure

of the earth's crust.

The solution to different prospecting and exploratory problems

connected with detection and study of deposits of useful minerals, is

facilitated, if we there is possibility at least approximately isolate

components with different geologic nature from observed field. The

same problem appears also in the case of applying other geophysical.

methods, in particular magnetic prospecting. However, the

distribution of gravity anomalies depends on the wider circle of

reasons, in particular, the effect of deep factors on anomaly ag in

many regions more noticeable than on the anomaly AT. Therefore the
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methods of separation and converting the anomalies the first were

applied in gravitational prospecting, and subsequently - in magnetic

prospecting.

By forces of superposition principle (superposition), which is

valid for potential physical fields of Earth, effects, caused by

different geologic factors, algebraically are summarized. This

indicates, for example that the gravity anomaly from the complex

geologic structure has accurately this form and intensity, such as we

will obtain as a result of composing the anomalies, caused by each

separate element of this structure.
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Possibilities for interpretations, which are opened up by this

principle, are limited to fact that for finding of any one component

of anomaly it is necessary to know all the remaining components of

complete anomaly. However, the attraction of different geologic and

geophysical data makes it possible in the yard of the cases to do a

similar separation of anomalous field. Thus, in the generalizing work

of E. E. Fotiadi (1958), dedicated to deep geologic structure Russian

platform, for the characteristic of the structure of basement and

deeper zones were drawn the mips/charts of the transformed anomalies

ag, obtained after subtraction from the observed anomalies of Bouguer

of the gravitation effects, caused by the structure of the basic

structural-facies complexes of sedimentary cover.
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Practical possibility of separation of anomalies in the absence

of independent data and minimum of previously made assumptions is

based on what sharply distinct in their scales and character of

special feature of geologic structure create changes in anomalous

field with different correlation, i.e., with different degree of

changeability, observed during motion along profile or on area.

By A. K. Malovichko (1956) and some other authors assume that

conversions of anomalies are not compatible with solution of so called

"inverse problem" of gravitational prospecting. One of the basic

proofs of this assertion is reduced to the fact that in the case of

applying different conversions the fictitious anomalies (mainly

* negative sign), which do not reflect real mass distribution, appear.

It is easy to show the groundlessness of this position based on the

following examples.

Anomaly of the gravitational force above extended body of type of

horizontal circular cylinder takes form of symmetrical maximum, if

body density exceeds density of enclosing rocks. The anomaly of

horizontal gradient W., has one maximum and one minimum (Fig. 31).

Both for the curves ag, obtained during the observations with the

gravimeters, and for curved It',,, constructed according to the results

of measurements with the variometers or the gradiometers, are

developed the simple methods, which make it possible to find the depth

of the beddinq of the center of the body (see Chapter V).

0
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Fig. 31. Curves &g and W=2 x14(z + a)- ag(z)l for horizontal C.ircular

cylinder.
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Curve IV, can be constructed not only according to the direct results

of measurements, but also by conversion (differentiation) curved Ag

with the help of the numerical methods of mathematical analysis

(Krylov, 1954; Mikeladze, 1953).

For a number of points x-a; 2a; 3a; ...; na they calculate finite

first-order difference

Ag(z+ a)- Ag(). (IV. 1)

With small a curve ag(x-a)-Ag(x) is completely similar to curve

W,=,at the same time difference curve has dimensionality dg (in order

to obtain dimensionality of gradient, it is necessary to divide finite

difference into length of interval a). 0
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Does this indicate that the interpretation of curve

Ag(z+a)- Ag)is incompatible with solution of inverse problem, since

converted curve does have "false" minimum, equal in magnitude to

maximum? Of course, not. The distance between the minimum and the

maximum directly enters into formula for determining the depth of the

bedding of the body, which causes the anomaly being investigated.

Fig. 32 depicts map/chart of anomalies Ag for one of deposits of

oil in the USA, while in Fig. 33 - its constructed on basis map/chart

of second force derivative of gravity w,,. On the last map of

isoline the deposit clearly is contoured. Meanwhile the

binterpretation of this map/chart from the point of view, presented

Malovichko '1956), is incompatible with the solution to the "inverse

problem".

It would be erroneous to think that application of

transformations converts "unsuitable" for geologic targets map/chart

Ag into map/chart, at which suddenly appear special features

interesting researcher and regularities. The maps/charts of the

transformed anomalies not cannot contain anything fundamentally new in

comparison with the fact that it is noted during the photographing in

the initial map Ag.

S
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Fig. 32. Map of Bouguer's anomalies for deposit of Cement, Oklahoma.

Section of the isolines through 0.5 mgal (from the work of Hamjner,

1956).

Key: (1). Cement.
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They only underscore, are separated/liberated some special features of

initial map/chart and they depress, eliminate others. From the point

of view of information theory (Goldman, 1957) any transformation of

initial data leads to the decrease of a quantity of information, which

are contained in the parent substance. Entirely this position relates

also to the transformations of gravity anomalies. Localizing

anomalies in the example of Fig. 33, we elimnate regional background

and information containing in it about the deep structure of

territory. In other cases the information about the fine/small

structural special features is eliminated.

Let us note that question about decrease of quantity of

information during processing of geophysical maps/charts does not
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* stand as sharply as during transfer of communication/report in theory

of bond. Actually, the initial map/chart of anomalies physically is

not destroyed. Entire/all imprinted in it geologic remains whole.

This information partially disappears only on the transformed

maps/charts. The latter fact indicates only that the maps/charts of

local and regional anomalies never will be replaced initial map/chart

and they must be considered as application/appendix to material.

However, they substantially facilitate analysis and understanding of

the latter, since they show in the underscored form, and sometimes

consciously simple, first some, then other lines of the complete

picture.

Most effective, from point of view of geologic interpretation,

are transformations, based not on decrease of available, but during

attraction additional information, i.e., transformations, which use

independent geologic and geophysical data. We find the excellent

examples of this approach in the works of Yu. N. Godin (1957, 1958).

One of them is shown in Fig. 34.

I.
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Fig. 33. Map/chart of second vertical force derivative of gravity,

cc.nstructed on the basis Fig. 32. Section of the isolines 2.5.10-1'

of CGS (from the work of Hammer, 1956).

Key: kA). Cement.
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Let us note that preliminary construction of maps/charts of

transformed anomalies completely does not eliminate attraction of

other given methods of study at subsequent stages of interpretation,

during combined analysis of all available material.

Concept of correlation of anomalies above has already been

mentioned. The correlation of anomalies statistically characterizes

the degree of the changeability of the latter during the motion along

the profile or the areas of observations.

0
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Fig. 34. Example of separation of summary field Ag to components

caused by the effect of deep and surface factors,

geological-geophysical section/cut of earth's crust along profile of

Caspian Region-Bol'shoy Balzhan-Tuarkyr. 1 - curve of the observed

anomaly Ag; 2 - curve of anomnaly Ag, which characterizes the effect of

the deep factors (it is calculated according to the section/cut of the

earth's crust); 3 - curve of anomaly 6g, caused by the effect of the

weakly-metamorphized sedimentary rocks; 4 - computed values of anomaly

Ag for represented section; 5 - seismic centers, which are grouped in

the zones of deep faults; 6 - "granite layer" (predominantly gneiss

with the separate zones of the development of granites); 7 - "basalt

* layer"; 8 - base of the earth's crust - boundary M.
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Key: (1). Caspian Sea. (2). Balkhan.
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The quantitative estimation of correlation can be done with the help

of the so-called radius of autocorrelation. If are examined

statistically uniform changes in a certain function, for example

change in anomalies Ag(x) above the series of the similar in general

terms geologic structures, crossed by one or several profiles, then

the integral

ir f ,(-z ()zz+r)dz, (IV,2)

will determine autocorrelation function R(T) (Goldman, 1957). Here L

- summary length of profiles, along which are considered the

statistical properties of anomalies; r - distance between the starting

point and the point of comparison, with respect to which is considered

the changeability of anomaly.

When y=0 (y) = --g2, i.e. during displacement, equal to zero,

integral (IV, 2) determines average/mean value of square of anomaly.

Ratio R(r): R(0) they call normalized autocorrelation function

R.(T) or coefficient of correlation (Chernov 1958). The correlation

coefficient vary within the range of 1 to 0. In the case when the

starting point and the point of comparison coincide, J?.(o)=1. With an

increase r value fl.(i) unavoidably is reduced, since the further we go*
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U away from the starting point, the more the new parts contains the

curve Ag.

Distance, at which statistical bond to a considerable extent is

lost - correlation coefficient is reduced from 1.0 approximately to

0.3, it is called radius of autocorrelation (Chernov, 1958). In the

complete absence of any bond l.()= 0. If anomaly variations along the

profile do not contain latent periodicity, R.(er) monotonically

decreases with an increase of displacement r, independent of direction

of motions along the profile. The form of curve R.(r) and the value

connected with it of the radius of autocorrelation give the

possibility to judge the degree of the changeability of the

distribution of anomalies. With the small correlation curve R,(,)

rapidly decreases. In the case of the propagation of statis%.ical

long-range communication R.(T) it is changed smoothly (Fig. 35).

In the presence of latent periodicity in changes Ag curve

is of alternating sign. The distance between the transition points

through zero approximately corresponds to half of the period of

oscillations (Fig. 36).
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Virtually specific graph ?,.(T) for anomalies of one of ancient

platforms is constructed in Fig. 37. As we see, in essence is noted

the independent from each other distribution of anomalies with the

* linear dimensions of the order of several ten kilometers. The
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transition of function R.(T) through zero during displacement on the

order of 110 km indicates that occurs also a certain periodicity,

probably, caused by the oscillations/vibrations of the structural

relief of deep interfaces of the earth's crust, by the generatrices of

fold with linear dimensions on the order of 200 km and more.

Approximately the same sizes/dimensions have structures, surfaces of

basement expressed in the relief, arches/summaries and vast

basins/depressions first-order.

Statistical uplifts/rises and definitions, given above,

extensively are used in technical literature. Unfortunately, in the

works from exploration geophysics they did not find an even proper

propagation. The question can arise: wouldn't it be simpler to

directly proceed in all calculations from the dimensions of anomalies.

This simplicity, however, is apparent.
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Fig. 35. Typical statistically uniform sequences of anomalies and

corresponding to them graphs of correlation coefficient as function of

displacement: a) distribution of anomalies, which is characterized by

small radius of autocorrelation; b) distribution of anomalies, which

is characterized by significant radius of autocorrelation.

7

Fig. 36. Form of graph R,(,) in presence of latent periodicity in

distribution of anomalies 4L is the approximate value of the period.
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It is reached by the value of rigid holding of conditions. In the

statistical description we in the considerably smaller measure are

connected with the form and the sizes/dimensions of each concrete

anomaly. The radius of autocorrelation relates not to any one
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anomaly, but to a whole set of the anomalies, which differ from each

other and by form and by sizes/dimensions, dust as they are

distinguished, for example, in the value the casual errors of the

series/number of the measurements, which are characterized by one rms

error.

Correlation of anomalies is <<sely related to graphic scales of

change in geologic conditions. The regional special features of

anomalous field express the general/common lines of the deep structure

of large/coarse areas. The radius of the autocorrelation of regional

anomalies composes many ten or first hundreds of kilometers. The

local special features of anomalous field substantially change their

view of the distances of the order of several kilometers, and in a 0

number of cases, for example, in the limits of ore deposits, at the

distances into ten and hundreds of meters.

0
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* Fig. 3.Virtually dtriaonofgraphs/curves R*(,

statistically characterizing distribution of anomalies in platform

ccnditions. According to V. N. Kalashnikov (1959). 1 - points

determined along the first profile; 2 - the same, on the second.
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There is a known similarity of the order of anomalies and order of

geologic structures. It correctly virtually in the very broad band of

conditions. The disturbance/breakdown begins in that relatively rare

for gravitational prospecting case, when the deeply sloping sources of

anomalies with small linear dimensions have large intensity. In this

case the linear dimensions of anomalies can considerably exceed the

sizes/dimensions of structures and bodies, their creating. (In

magnetic prospecting this relationship/ratio it is disseminated in
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view of the broad band of a change in the magnetic properties of the 0

rocks).

Presence of simple conformity of order of anomalies and order of

structures allows on basis of quite schematic presentations/concepts

about special features of geologic structure for area to graphically

separate observed anomalies into regional and local components (Fig.

38). This separation is based on the assumption that regional field

component within the limits of the profile of observations possesses

very large correlation it either it is constant on the magnitude or

approximately equally it is changed in the entire interval.

In a number of cases it is useful to establish the very

observation system in such a way that regional background would remainW

approximately constant within limits of profile. Fig. 39 shows the

typical banded anomaly, caused by large/coarse linear tectonic

disl,-ation. With similar disturbances/breakdowns in the basement -

the .E-narational surfaces between the sections with different

structure of crystalline basis/base in many regions of Russian

platform, Central Asia and Siberia (Godin, 1958) - there are connected

"networks" of the buried structures of sedimentary cover. The local

anomalies of gravitational force, the reason for which there are

structural uplifts/rises and change of the physical properties of

sedimentary rocks within the limits of similar/analogous complexes,

have insignificant value. From Fig. 39 it follows that their

liberation/precipitation is facilitated, if basic profiles are
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Iarranged/located on the course/strike of isolines Ag. Usual rule is

to place the line of the observations transversely of course/strike,

is understood, remains valid if the main target of photographing

consists in the study of dislocation itself, and not connected with it

structures of higher order.

I

I
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Fig. 38. Graphic separation of local anomaly and smoothly changing

regil,.nal anomaly.
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Autocorrelation function and radius of correlation remain

invariable only under relatively uniform geologic conditions. In

particular, the radius of autocorrelation can depend substantially on

the direction of displacement. Such geologic units, as narrow

trenches and trenches in the basement, and also linear folding zones,

create the intensive anomalies, the radius of autocorrelation of which

in the direction along the structures composes many ten and hundreds

of kilometers, and in the perpendicular direction - kilometers or

first tens of kilometers. In this case it is possible to speak about

the sharp anisotropy of the radius of autocorrelation.

Such objects as the positive and negative structures of basement,

and distribution connected with them of powers and composition of

sedimentary formations are most frequently reason for anomalies, whose

correlation in different directions is approximately identical, i.e.,

radius of autocorrelation is isotropic.
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Fig. 39. Liberation/precipitation of local anomalies in zones of

intensive "gravitational stages". a) the diagram of isoanomaly Ag,

combined with the layout of profiles for the localization of

anomalies; b) graphs Ag along the profiles, arranged/located on the

course/strike of "gravitational step/stage"; the position of the local

anomaly (shown by dotted line) is determined easily; c) graphs ag

along the profiles, which i-ttersect "step/stage"; the

liberation/precipi)-taticn of local anomaly is hindered/hampered by the

intensive background, which in such cases frequently is changed

according to the nonlinear law.

Key: (1). mg).
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Almost all methods of separation of anomalies are based on

account of differences in sizes/dimensions of radius ofr Hi

atoelt_ o._oweer__htansoratinsofnoalis an ea
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also on another sign - the direction of preferred correlation. 0

General considerations, presented in first paragraph of present

chapter, are defined concretely in S 22, 23, 24, 25, 26.

S 22. Circular measuring grid for the "isotropic" transformation of

the anomalous field.

At present there is developed a significant number of methods of

separation of anomalies into regional and local components, and also

methods of localization, in the case of applying which local special

features of field are underscored and "is taken" a regional

background. They are almost all based on the assumption that the

picture of anomalous field remains invariable in one direction in this

case it is examined two-dimensional model and the corresponding to it

linear measuring grids or it is considered that any courses/strikes

are possible, and then circular measuring grids are used.

Template is drawing, prepared on sheet of tracing paper, on which

is depicted series of concentric circles/circumferences. At the

isolated points of circles/circumferences the knots (Fig. 40) are

noted. During calculations the center of measuring grid is placed

into the selected point on the map/chart. The interpolating between

the isolines of map/chart, at central point and in the knots of

measuring grid the values of anomalous field are counted off. Then

calculations according to the formula, which corresponds to this
measuring grid, are produced.
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Fig. 40. Overall diagram of circular measuring grid for isotropic

transfcrmation of gravitational field. 1 - knots of the measuring

grids, in which is removed/taken from the map/chart field value; R,,

R=, ... - radii of measuring grid.
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Analytical expression of transformation, realized with the help

of circular measuring grid, takes form

R- I
Ag (0),p,, * = AC (0) k,+ ki g-(R,), .(IV. 3)

where Ag(),p,.-value of transformed anomaly, in reference to central

point;

Ag(O) - value of observed anomaly at central point of measuring
~grid;

Ag(R) - average/mean value of observed anomaly on ring of radius

R, obtained after account of values, counted off in separate knots;

.k - coefficients, which depend on type of measuring grid.
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It is known that anomaly at selected point can be represented by

its values over entire area with the help of equality

Ag(O)= .daf g(Qjo(Q)QdQ. ([V, 4)
0 0

Here J.(0Q)- function of Bessel of the first zero-order order. Let us

recall that function J.(x) is represented in the form of the sum

2-, -+ J (_ t+ -, _ .. (I,, ,
h-0

Plotted functions J,(x) and J,(x) are constructed in Fig. 41.

Functions J.(a, x) and J,(ax) differ from J,(x) and J,(z)

approximately just as functions cos (a, x) and sin (a, x) from cos x

and sin x, i.e., parameter a plays the same role as angular frequency

in the case of trigonometric functions.

It is analogous with equality (IV, 4)

Eg(R) - fr .(aR)a f -Q(aQ)QdQ. (IV,G).

0 0

consequently,

Ag(O),TP.M f [k. + i WO (a R)] a dIc (e) Ja (ag) Q de-
0 a, 0 (iV, 7).
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Fig. 41. Plotted functions of Bessel J.(x) and J,(x). Explanation to

formula (IV, 5).

Page 127.

Function 7 (a)-k,+ kiJ.(aRi) is characteristic of
'-I

transformation, on which depend basic special features of circular

measuring grid [transparency].

0
Depending on number and dimensions of radii, value and sign of

coefficients transformed anomaly expresses regional or local special

features of observed gravitational field. The physical dimensionality

of the transformed anomalies can be the same as in initial, or differ.

This is determined by the dimensionality of the coefficients of

measuring grid.

During utilization of one or the other measuring grid it is

important to know its filter discrimination and sensitivity to errors

in initial data. The filtering effect of the measuring grid can be

considered with the help of several criteria, not not completely which

are coordinated with each other, since they are based on different

approach to this problem. The measuring grid can be considered on how
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the value of anomalies of different types will be changed as a result

of its application. It is most simple to fulfill this estimation,

after tracing a change in the anomaly of the unitary sharpened source,

arranged/located on depth z.

In normal case (with characteristic of transformation, equal to

one) value of this anomaly, as sensitivity in question to masses M(z),

depend on depth as follows:

if(Z)OP.. f 1 a (da Ja() (aQ) QQ =
* 0

flu daf (&2+ i)/ J(ae)QdQ m.-- 1eada4. s. (IV,8)

For transformed anomaly we obtain, respectively,

M (z) f k, + kJ (a ) e- ' a da= - +

+ )"' (IV, )

Relative sensitivity to masses as function of depth of up to

sources or relative deep characteristic N(z) - M(z): M(z).o.. Determines

more clearly the filter discrimination of measuring grid. Taking into

account that R,= 0; J(aIO)= 1, will obtain

Pae (12,

Page 128.
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Equality (IV, 10) can be used for comparison with each other of

different concrete diagrams of measuring grid, and also for

approximate estimate of interval of depths, within limits of dhich are

included sources of chosen anomalies. This estimation will be

maximum, since it is based on the presentation/concept about a

maximally abrupt change in the density. In all other cases the

anomaly-forming bodies can be nearer to the surface of the Earth,

since the correlation of anomalies depends not only on the depth of

bedding, but also on the horizontal gradient of the density of the

rocks.

Anomaly variation with this correlation can serve as the more

general criterion for evaluating effect/acticn of measuring grid.

During this estimation nature of the observed changes Ag completely is

not examined and therefore a question is eliminated, is connected this

anomaly with a gradual change in the density of the rocks at the small

depth or with an abrupt change in the density at the large depth.

Let us designate average/mean value of square of amplitude of

observed anomaly-, after transformation with measuring grid-Q 4 " 0...

Let us represent -- in the form of integral on separate components

(Bartlett, 1958)

A'2f:T(a)da (IV l)
0

where

G (a)( ,12)
0
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Investigation of many processes of nature shows that dependence

of coefficient of correlation of random function on displacement 7 is

satisfactorily described by equality

R.() , (IV, 13)

where r - radius of autocorrelation.

Hence we find that

G (a) -- r' exp(- M,). (IV, 1b)

To transformation of anomalous field all components remain

invariable. The integral (IV, 12), as has already been stated above, 0
gives the average/mean value of the square of the amplitude of the

observed anomalies

2,tG a)a d-2S Trtex pk- a du=A

in this case.

Page 129.

After filtration of anomalies with the help of measuring grid

effect of different components will be changed in accordance with

characteristic * (a)
C . = G (a) 'i (U),

= 2nf (a) .c4 a do =
0-2- 4"-- - a. ,- ' 0 ,. ,'o+. ,,o

2j, it,' ex PkJ.(a R)]' -da. (I V,15)
4A 4O
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Opening the brackets in equality (IV, 15), we determine relative

change in mean square of anomaly with this correlation (radius of

autocorrelation r)

-4 -- i--1
A'P 2ke ,S(E'+

;- ,/ (0,+ 2k~ k1P (&)S( Rj - R1 ) +

Analytical expression and numerical values of functions P, S are

W given in Table 11.

Let us examine practical example, which elucidates utilization of

formula (IV, 16) and Table 11.

Liberation/precipitation of local anomalies is realized with the

help of measuring grid, which has parameters (to scale of map/chart)

R,-0; k,-0; R,-1 cm; k,-l; R,-4 cm; k,--l. Transformation consists in

the fact that is counted the average/mean value of anomaly on the

rings with radii I and 4 cm, then from the first average/mean value

the second is subtracted

Al (o),p,,q - AN (1) - a (4). (IV, 17)

0
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In more detail this method of localization is examined in S 24,

here we will pay pL!,Uary attention to illustration of p'-slions

presented.

Obviously, fine/small variations in observed field, anomaly with

radius of autocorrelation smaller than radius of internal ring, will

not affect transformed anomalies. In exactly the same manner the

anomalies with the large correlation, which are not changed

substantially during the displacement, equal to the radius of external

ring, they will prove to be excluded during the transformation.
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Table 11. Numerical values of functions P, S.

9 - -z 22- -Z Zr--"= 3(j)=g - 1 P(z)=e- '4(2z:) = ( (Pz)

0.00 1,000 1.000 1.00 0,368 0308
0.02 1.000 0,999 1,02 0,353 0,3010.04 0,998 0,997 1.04 0,339 0.294

•0.06 099 0.993 1.06 0,325 0.288
-0.08 0,994 0.987 1.08 0,312 0.281
0,10 0.990 0,980 1.10 0,298 0,275

"0612 0.986 0,972 1,12 0,285 0,270
'0.14 0.981 0,962 1.14 0273 0,264'0.16 0,975 0.951 1,16 0,260 0,259
-0.18 0968 0.938 1,18 0,249 "0,254
0,20 0,961 0,925 1.20 0,237 0,249
0,22 0.953 0.910 1.24 0.215 0,240
0.24 0944 0,894 .1,28 0.194 0.231
0.26 0.935 0.878 1.30 0,185 0.227
0.28 0,925 0.860 1.34' 0,166 0,220
0.30 0,914 0.842 1.38 0,149 0,213
0.32 0,903 0.823 1.40 0,141 0,209
0.34 0891 0.804 1,44 0,126 0,203
0.36 0,878 0.785 1,48 0.12 0,197
0.38 0,66 0,765 1.50 0,105 0,194
0.40 0.852 0,745 1.54 0.093 0.189
0.42 0,838 0,725 1.58 0,082 0,8-40,44 0,824 0.705 t.60 0,077 0481
0.46 0,809 0,685 1.64 0,068 0.176048 0794 0,665 1,68 0.060 0.172
0.50 0.779 0.645 1.70 0,056 0.170
0.52 0.763 0,626 1.74 0.048 0,166
0.54 0.747 0.607 1.78 0,042 0,162
0,56 06731 0.588 1.80 0.039 0.160
0.58 0.714 0.570 1.84 0.034 0,156
060 0,698 0.552 1,88 0,029 0,1530,82 0,681 0,535 1.90 0,027 031510,64 0,664 0,518 1.94 0,023 0.148
0.66 0,647 0,502 1,98 0,020 0.1450,68 0.630 0486 200 01018 0,143
0,70 0,613 0471 2.05 0.015 0,140
0.72 0.596 0,456 2.10 0,012 0.1360.74 0.578 0,443 2,20 0.008 0.130
40.76 0,561 06429 2.30 0,005 0.124
0.78 0.544 :0416 2.40 0.003 ').119
0.80 0.527 0,404 2.50 0.002 0,114
0.82 0.510 0,392 2,60 0.001 0.110
0.84 0,494 0,381 2.70 0001 0.105
0,86 0,477 0,37I 2.80 0,000 0.101
0.88 0.461 0,360 3,00 0 0,095
0.90 0.445 0.351 3.50 0 0.0,1
A.92 0.429 0.341 4.00 0 0.171
0.94 0.413 0.333 5.00 0 0,057
4)96 0,398 0.324 7,00 0 0.0"0
V.98 0,383 0,316

S Page 131.
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After averaging on external and internal rings and subtraction

these close values will give small difference. Consequently, from

entire range of the observed anomalies after transformation will

remain only those, whose correlation is not too great and it is not

too small.

After substituting parameters of measuring grid into formula (IV,

16), we will obtain

Asr

+ 2. -(-) P(311- )S( -11(I V,18)

Graph Ar""," for distributions of anomalies with different

value of radius of autocorrelation is given in Fig. 42. For the

concrete value of r-2 cm (to scale of map/chart) we find, putting to

use Tables II., j,.' :' = 0,045 + 0,143 - 2 0,308

X 0,105 = 0,723; 1/ Aips"4 =o,8.
AS

The large part of the statistical distribution of anomalies, which is

characterized by this radius of autocorrelation, remains invariable

after processing/treatment. With

r = 20 2TW A 0

0
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Fig. 42. Relative change in anomalies of different correlation after

their transformation according to formula (IV, 17).
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Considering the sensitivity of the measuring grid to errors in

initial data, it is possible to consider errors in measuring as

anomalies, but not geologic, but technical origin. For calculations

according to the formula (IV, 16) it is necessary to know

root-mean-square annoyance value and their correlation. The latter

depends on the denseness of network/grid, methodology of the

observation and other factors.

Maximum, smallest distance, at which disappear couplings between

errors, is equal to distance between observation points. Factual

errors in the contiguous points of profile are not independent

variables. The utilization of common graphs of the displacement of

zero point, the leveling of errors while conducting of isolines and

other factors lead to the fact that the radius of autocorrelaticn can
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exceed the smallest possible value, equal to the step of the network,

1.5-2 times.

S 23. Methods of averaging.

After examining overall diagram of circular measuring grid, we

change to presentation of separate methods of separation of anomalies.

The most known and virtually disseminated method of separation of

field to the components is the method of the averaging, whose

theoretical basis was for the first time done in the work of A. N.

Tikhonov and Yu. D. Boulangers (1945).

Anomaly Ag at each point is in the form of sums of regional

Agpe and loc:l Agno. of components, which are subject to

determination. The observed anomalous afterward is neutralized in the

limits of the circle of radius R. Size/dimension R is selected by

such so that it would considerably exceed the radius of the

autocorrelation of the anomalies being isolated.

0
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Fig. 43. Value of regional anomaly, isolated using method of

averaging, at the particular point barely depends on radius of

averaging, if regional field is changed according to linear law.

Page 133.

If this condition is observed, then with the averaging local positive

and negative anomalies to a considerable extent compensate each other,

whereas regional comprising, possessing greater correlation, weakly

depend on averaging. Dependence completely disappears in the case of

changing the regional field according to the linear law (Fig. 4s).

Regional field component Ag at point x. coincides with arithmetic

mean value of this component at all points of interval of averaging

(with averaging on area point x. it is central point of circle)

,( )= 24+1 r(Zi). (IV, 19)
Im--n

If the interval of averaging is selected correctly, then
+n +i

+& gp. (x,) +
+ + n

+ A9414 1 gP.,(X0)-Ag(.r)P'r, (1V, 20)
n+ 12 +
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since in the condition the average/mean value of local anomalies is

close to zero.

Averaging is such operation, which eliminates sharply variable

part of field, leaving invariable smoothly varying part. Therefore,

the effect of the deeply arranged/located masses wi~h the averaging is

retained regardless of the fact how these masses are distributed, and

the effect of the density heterogeneity of the rocks near the surface

of the Earth is eliminated. The gravitation effect of the

horizontallj sloping layers of approximately constant composition and

thickness will enter into the regional background, even if these rocks

lie comparatively shallow. 0

Change (as a result of averaging of anomalies) in sensitivity to

masses, arranged/located on different depths, is convenient to trace

based on example of point source. Thus,

2A R R

Ag(O)per-flLlJ dp~-,,r Xgrrr (IV,21)
0 0 0

where Ag(r) - value ag on the *:-ircle/circumference of radius r after

averaging on the angle o.

Taking into account expression A g(r) according to equality (IV,

6), we find [o(Itd(o
hg(OL f, J, (a r) r dr a da X f -) J.o (-) o d"

0 0 0 (IV,22)
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Consequently, characteristic of transformation, realized with

averaging, takes form ,R
.2 I (c, r)r r. . 2J ('a R)

OR (Iv, 23)

Hence we find sensitivity M(z) to sources as function of depth of

bedding (aR) 2 (IV, 24)

M(Z) f aR -Yi. +A"(s +V,+a).R

* Relative sensitivity to be defined as
N() M (S) 20(I. 5

N(z)- M(,);o:. -- S+R-(I+ 7z5+) (IV, 25)

With z,0 N(z)- with z-- N(z)4l.

Graph N(z) is constructed in Fig. 44. Along the \,erticaL axis

the depth, expressed in the units of the radius of averaging, is

plotted. As we see, the effect of the masses, arranged/located on the

depth, equal to the interval of averaging (z-2R) and greater it, it

remains almost invariable.
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Fig. 44. Fig. 45,

Fig. 44. Relative deep characteristic N(z) of method of averaging.

Explanation to the formula (IV, 25).

Fig. 45. Change in curves 3g(R) in presence of linearly changing

regional background. (Case of the anomalies of two orders).
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This position is important from a methodic point of view while

conducting of gravimetric photographings. If there is studied a

certain geologic surface, on which the density of the rocks (for

example, the surface of crystalline basement) sharply is changed, then

with the average depth of up to the boundary of the order of several

kilometers being investigated the distance between observation points

also can be several kilometers. Interpolation will satisfactorily

show anomaly value in the gaps/intervals between the points. The

greater thickening of observation points within the limits of entire

area can prove to be technically and economically not justified. The

at the same time separate interpretation profiles, which occupy the
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insignificant part of the overall volume of works, must be conducted

with the step/pitch, considerably less than the average depth of the

bedding of objects of study, since further decrease of the step/pitch

of network/grid slowly affects an improvement in the quality of

material.

For determining the optimal radius of averaging they select on

initial map/chart Ag several points, arranged/located in different

sections. At these points the average/mean values of anomalies count,

increasing consecutively/serially the size/dimension of the area of

averaging. According to graphs %g,&N(R) it is possible to

establish/install such value of R, whose excess unessentially affects

the value of regional anomalies. In the case of linear "regional

background" graphs Agvan (R) go out to the asymptote (Fig. 45).

Under such favorable conditions local anomalies are

separated/liberated without the essential distortions, almost in the

"pure form" (Fig. 46).

Feasible is such a version that after certain increase in radius

R shape of the curve Atg,.ra* (B) again sharply will be changed. This is

indicated by the presence of anomalies of several orders. For the

selection of optimal radius under these conditions is used not the

asymptotic branch of the curve Ag,.c(I), and point of inflection (Fig.

47).
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Fig. 46. Local anomaly is separated/liberated with minimum

distortions, if regional background is changed according to linear

law.
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A. N. Tikhonov and Yu. D. Boulanger (1945) for explanation of

physical sense of averaged anomalies and selection of radius of

averaging introduce concept of measure of averaging. Proves to be

that the averaged anomalous field can be considered as the observed

field, but that caused by averaged, smoothed mass distribution. The

total value of anomalous mass in this case is retained. Thus, if the

anomaly is created by the mass concentrated at one point at depth z,

the effect/action of averaging with the measuring grid of radius R is

equipollent to the "flaring" of mass in the flat/plane disk,

arranged/located on the same depth and the having radius, equal to the

radius of averaging, i.e., on the area equal to measuring grid. The

measure of averaging is defined as the ratio of the anomaly of that

averaged to the anomaly, observed for the epicentral point.

It fundamentally does not differ from the circular measuring grid
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* for averaging measuring grid quadratic (Fig. 48). During the

utilization of a quadratic measuring grid readings of anomalies Ag are

taken at the points, distant behind each other at the equal distances.

The practical advantage of quadratic measuring grid consists into the

somewhat smaller volume of calculations. The analyzed map/chart

immediately entire/all is divided/marked off by the system of vertical

and horizontal lines into the squares of intended size. (Within the

limits of the side of measuring grid must be stacked the integer of

such squares). At the points of intersection of lines are written out

values Ag, which are used du:ing the calculations of average/mean

values.

The distance between adjacent lines is established/installed

O after that how optimal dimension of side of square is selected. The

latter is determined analogously with the radius of circle.

0
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Fig. 47. fig. 48.

Fig. 47. Change in curve Ag(R) in presence of nonlinearly changing

regional background. (Case of anomalies of three and more than

orders).

Fig. 48. Quadratic measuring grid for separation of anomalies

according to method of averaging. I - knots of measuring grid; a) the

size/dimension of the side of square; h) the distance between the

knots.
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Keeping constant the size/dimension of measuring grid and gradually

increasing the step/pitch between the knots, is found this distance of

h, and, consequently, a number of fiducial marks, with which the

average/mean value of anomaly, in reference to the central point,

still remains constant. Usually within the limits of one side of

square 4-6 knots are located.

Maps of regional anomalies, constructed according to the

• -
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* averaging method, extensively are used during tectonic zoning of

closed territories and solution of other geologic problems. According

to e=--riment, the radius of averaging in such cases can compose

several ten kilometers. This means that the processing/treatment by

the method of the averaging of the separate maps/charts, which contain

the small area (for example, ten or hundreds of quadratic kilometers),

can prove to be ineffective, since for the part of the area, which

adjoins the boundaries of plane table, the values of regional

anomalies cannot be determined will be. The width of this "empty

zone" (Fig. 49) is approximately equal to radius of circular measuring

grid or to half of the side of the square of averaging.

Drawing gravimetric data on adjacent areas, even if there were

O conducted less detailed photographings, it is possible to construct

mdp/chart of local and regional anomalies for entire area of

observation.

S 24. Method of variations.

The method of variations, proposed by B. A. Andreyev in 1938, is

one of simple in application technique. This method is very effective

with the localization of anomalies, however, in contrast to the method

of averaging, it does not make it possible to obtain the map/chart of

regional field. The very name of the method indicates that it has as

a goal to underscore changes, variations in the observed distribution

* of anomalies, i.e., to isolate those components which are
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characterized by a small correlation.

According to B. A. Andreyev, function

6U(XI)~~ =UX (z+1)+U (Z-1)
6U~,Z)U~z-. 2 (IV,2bi)

is called variation in anomaly UWx.
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S

Fig. 49. Relationship of dimensions of the measuring grid and area

for which it is not possible to construct a map of regional field

(shaded).

S

S
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Placing origin of coordinates into point of calculation of

variation, we will obtain into somewhat simpler form analogous

equality for case of assignment of initial data with respect to area

6 U (, 1) . U (o) - u (). (IV. 27)

In this form formula was independently proposed by American

geophysicist Griffin (Giffin, 1949).

As we see, for calculating variation in anomaly at the particular

point it is necessary from observed value to subtract average/mean

value of anomaly on circle/circumference of radius I. during this

processing/treatment the anomalies with a small correlation will

remain constant and will be excluded the anomalies, which are

unessentially changed at a distance I, i.e., the distribution of

anomalies with the radius of autocorrelation considerably larger than

I.

Just as template of method of averaging is determined only by one

parameter, properties of template of method of variations uniquely

determines parameter value of transformation I.

Let us examine filter discrimination of template as function of

this parameter. From the equality (IV, 27) follow that with k,-l,

k,--l, R,-I the characteristic of transformation O(a) satisfies the

relationship/ratio (IV,28)
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Relative sensitivity to masses is changed with depth according to

the law

N(z) I - (28+ ll. (I V, 29)

Graph N(z) is constructed in Fig. 50. The scale of depths is

selected in ones 1.

The fact that effect of objects, arranged/located in interval of

depths from 0 to 0.51-0.71, remains virtually invariable, is one of

remarkable properties of method of variations. The effects, caused by

the fine/small manifestations of density heterogeneity, are not

underscored excessively.

IA
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Fig. 50. Relative deep characteristic N(z) of method of variations.

Explanation to the formula (IV, 29).
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The latter, as it shows below, is characteristic for other methods of

localization, in particular, the methods, based on the transition from

anomalies Ag to anomalies W,,,.

as shows Fig. 50, effect of masses, arranged/located more deeply

than interval of localization 1, virtually in all cases it becomes

negligible regardless of the fact how these masses are distributed.

In S 22 of the present chapter it was underscored that this estimation

is maximum.

Filtering effect/action of template with respect to anomalies

with different correlation illustrates Fig. 51. From the formula

(IV, 16) follow that
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If (1)/(r) order of one and more, anomalies during transformation

remain virtually invariable. Anomalies with the large correlation

ra21 are eliminated almost completely.

Let us pause at practical questions of calculation 6U. If the

specified distribution of anomalies U(x) along the profile, variation

6U(x) easily is calculated graphically. For this it suffices to

connect the straight/direct point U(x~l) and U(x-1) and to measure the

segment of ordinate, intercepted by a straight line (Fig. 52). During

calculation 6Ag on the map/chart of anomalies Ag is conveniently to

preliminarily draw the grid of vertical and horizontal lines with a

step/pitch less I into the integer of times. At the points of

intersection of lines (junctions) the values of anomaly Ag are written

out. The average/mean value Ag(i) is determined by p four, eight or

to another number of readings.
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Fig. 51. Fig. 52.

Fig. 51. Relative change in anomalies of different correlation after

their transformation according to formula (IV, 27).

Fig. 52. Graphic calculation of 64g(x, 1).
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If I great and on external ring fall eight and more than points,

appears certain nonconformity in "weight" of central point and points,

located on the periphery. The casual errors of measurement, reading,

etc. during calculation -(i) to a considerable extent are

compensated, whereas error in central point is manifested 6ag

entirely. In these cases there is useful to define Ag(O) as -(O),

neutralizing readings Ag at the nearest four points and carrying

result to the center of square. They sometimes go still further,

increasing internal ring to the sizes/dimensions, close to one third

or half of external. The anomalies, localized thus, in the essence

are a difference in two variations with the oio and high values I.

Actually, variations with radii of 1, and 1, are expressed,

respectively as
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8 Ag (o, 1) - Ag (0) - Y (,)
6 Ag(o. 1') - Ag(o) - 3g(l,).

Subtracting from the second equality the first, we find

a Ag(o, o) - aAg (0, 1) - 3()- E (1,). (IV, 31)

Transformations, similar (IV, 31), are recommended by some

foreign geophysicists. Thus, Saskso and Nygard (1953) recommend for

the localization of anomalies (but thereby also tneir causing objects)

to calculate according to maps/charts Ag the function

F(Ag) - A (R)-As (R,)R -- R , (I V, 32)

As we see, right sides of equalities (IV, 31) and (IV, 32) are

characterized by only multiplier (1)/(R,/R,). Since working initial

maps/charts occurs with the templates, which have the fixed values of

R, and R,, the effect of multiplier (1)/(R,/R,) will affect only the

dimensionality of the calculated anomalies and the general/common

level of numerical values. Somewhat will be increased and the volume

of calculations. The configuration of isolines, position and relative

value of maximums and minima will be completely identical, if the

radii of the external and internal ring of such templates coincide.

Consequently, identical will be geologic efficiency of such

imaps/charts.

As already mentioned above, difference transformations of form

O (IV, 31) from entire set of anomalies separate/liberate only p .t,
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with correlation of not too great and not not too small. The radius

of the autocorrelation of such anomalies lies/rests within the limits

between the radii of the internal and external ring of template.

Page 141.

Therefore difference transformations are characterized by peculiar

relative sensitivity to the depth of the bedding of sources. With an

increase z the sensitivity initially is increased to a certain limit,

and then it decreases, forming the gently sloping maximum (Fig. 53).

The analytical expression of function N(z) gives equality (IV, 33)
La

N (Z) s(')=~~ ,+:),,

,,+L:),, . (IV, 33)

Method of variations and other with it connected

finite-difference transformations allow with successive increase in

parameter of traisformation to dismember observed field to groups of

anomalies of different order.
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h

Fig. 53. Transformations which are described by formulas (IV, 31),

(IV, 32) correpsond to the relative deep characteristic with maximum

in z>O.

( I _._ cw~ -

N ).0 00? -. 0100

if '=73

Fig. 54. Example to local anomaly 6Ag above oil bearing structure.

On F. A. Arest et al. 1 - stratoisohypses of the seismic horizon; 2 -

isoline 6Lg, mgal; 3 - drives of tectonic disturbances/breakdowns; a)

established; b) predicted.

Key: (1). Scale.
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Usually such groups there can be two-three. In contrast to the method

of averaging calculations are satisfied also on comparatively small

plane tables. The sizes/dimensions of the "empty zone", situated

along the boundaries of plane table, for which it is not possible to

compute the localized anomalies, are comparatively small, several

times less than with the averaging. This is the result of in

principle different approach to the task.

Transformation of gravitational field according to method of

averaging is calculated for the fact that from observed picture set of

local anomalies of different sign is eliminated as a result of mutual

compensation. Only in the second development stage local anomaly is

defined as difference Ag- Ar.

Method of variations is designed for direct

liberation/precipitation of each local anomaly individually. The

example to the local anomaly 6Ag above the oil bearing structure is

shown in Fig. 54.

S 25. Methods of the recount of anomalies Ag in the anomaly of the

vertical force gradient of heaviness V,,

Localization of anomalies by transition from observed field

distribution to field distribution of vertical force gradient of

gravity is based on the fact that the effect of masses, located at
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O different depths, and also differently distributed at one depth, in

this case is sharply underscored or is weakened/attenuated.

Rocks, which generate in the first approximation, uniform layers,

whose thickness is substantially changed only at distances into ten
/

and hundreds of kilometers, are reason for anomalies with very large

correlation. The value of these anomalies, itself sufficiently large

- ten milligal, it depends first of all on the vertical extent of

species/rocks and their excess density, to the much smaller degree -

from the depth of bedding and order of alternating separate layers.

Since the dependence on the depth in this case plays secondary role,

the anomalies of lapse iv,, similar masses barely will affect.

Masses concentrated, with linear dimensions of the same order,

that also depth of bedding, creates anomalies, which sharply depend on

depth. In the case of point sources the intensity of anomalies is

inversely proportional to the square of distance. Transition from

anomalies Ag to anomalies W,, even more (to one degree) strengthens

this dependence. As a result it proves to be thLt the intensity and

the position of anomalies y.. are wholly determined by the special

features of geologic structure, which contain the interval of depths

from 0 to 2-5 km, and a preferred effect have the sources,

arranged/located on the deptns into ten and hundreds of meters.

Page 143.

Hence follows that a recount of anomalies Ag in anomaly -= 11',, can be

S/

- I
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realized only on the detailed maps/charts, as a rule scale

1:100000-1:50000 it is larger/coarser. General maps with a

cross-section of isoanomaly of 5 mgal are not completely suitable for

the kind of recounts, since they do not reflect the parts, which

determine the anomalies of the vertical force gradient of gravity.

All diagrams of calculation of anomalies IV,, on anomalies Ag are

based on utilization of integral of Poisson (IV, 34). From the point

of view of exploration geophysics this integral is important fact that

gives the value of the potential function U (including anomaly of

gravitational force) in the upper half-space in terms of its values,

measured at the initial level - the surface of the Earth.

Let us take cylindrical coordinate system, z axis it is directed

downward, towards anomaly-forming objects. Let us designate the

specified distribution of potential function on surface of z-0 through

U(6, 4, 0). With these designations the formula determines integral

of Poisson

U (0,O,-:) dpfd U (,.Q0) Q d (IV,34)

Neutralizing value of function U(, p, 0) on ring of radius p,

let us exclude dependence on angle o

U (0.0, -Q) =0) t dQ. (IV, 34,)(:I + V,)a S
0

The difference U(O, -z)-U(0.0) shows a change in function U with
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the recount upward to the height -z. Differentiating difference in z,

we find

d1IU(.-z)-U(O.0)J= a- 8 ((Q.0)- U (0,0) de]

=f [U(Qo)-u (oo)] ,+Q' /, Qd. ( V,35)

Page 144.

Taking into account that

dJU(O-,)-U (0.0) - au(o.-Z) au(o .)

d* ds di

and directing z40, we will obtain

0[
uooa f [U (Q, 0) -U(0, 0)] -

[Qo)]"." (I V, 36)

Integral (IV, 36) is improper with p-0. However, the anomalies

actually observed on the surface of the Earth always possess final

correlation, they do not contain jumps and breaks, being smoother

(Fig. 55). This means that rate of change in the horizontal gradient

(not gradient itself), and, consequently, and limit ihmU(0O)°-)U(OO) they

will be always final.

The form of formula (IV, 36) shows that transformation described

by it does not depend on parameters. This means that this method of

localization can be used for the minimum preliminary (a priori)

presentations/concepts about the character of the isolatable and

* eliminated anomalies. Virtually dependence on the parameter exists,
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although not so/such strong as in the methods of averaging and 0
variations. This dependence appears during the numerical

calculations.

For executing latter integral (IV, 36) is divided/marked off into

three parts

oU (0o 0) -I+,

where R$

, , W )-. (IV,57)

&13 and I, represent analogous integrals within limits from R, to R

and from R to .

0

0
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Fig. 55. Examples of anomalies with different correlation: a)

anomaly, in which rate of change in horizontal gradient between

adjacent points is final; b) anomaly, in which rate of change in

horizontal gradient, between adjacent points can be infinite.
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The first radius R. is selected so/such small that within circle,

described by it, it would be possible to consider function U constant.

* If
UIO, O-U(gO) O.

integral I, can be disregarded/neglected.

Integral I, is divided/marked off into sum of integrals of form

Q,. I U(O.0)-U - O)-L (IV,3)
Tu(~o- (Q, oQ.7

en

According to law of mean, each such integral can be represented

in the form of product of interval e,+,+e. at value of integrand at

certain point, included between Q,, and e. , The smallest error is

reached, when they assume/set

-:o
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f )e
01%

)0) Q"+ fn (IV,39)

Thus, I, is represented in the form of sum

, (- 0 ) : ) "
,= - 8 Uoo- (R/o)o(,, o)].di QQn+ I
n-O

-.16 V(Rn) "R- I, 0

If initial map/chart represents map/chart of anomalies Ag, whose

isolines are enumerated in milligals, and radii R. have dimensionality

in kilometers, then for expression of anomaly of lapse in Eotvoses (E)

it is necessary coefficients 4 -an' to increase ten times.

Theory of template for calculating anomalies w,= on anomalies dg

is presented by K. Ye. Veselov (1954). The circular template

proposed by them in the case of the map/chart of scale 1:100000 has

the following radii and the coefficients (Table 12) corresponding to

them.

The last radius is selected so that it would be possible to

disregard/neglect integral I,. If initial map/chart is constructed on

the larger/coarser scale, coefficients k, one should increase

proportional to the relation of scales, and in the case of lower range

- decrease.

On each ring it suffices to take 8 fiducial marks. Further

increase in the number of assemblies does not lead to the essential
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refinement of calculations ',,.

Investigations carried out by 0. A. Swank (1960), virtually

showed that account of integrals I, and I, unessentially affects

numerical value of coefficients in Table 12.

Page 146.

For the elimination of the effect of the random errors it is useful to

increase radius R.. For this purpose calculations are begun directly

with R-0.57. Naturally, in this case the error in the analytical

concept is increased; however, general/commnon error, as a rule, is

reduced.

In work of 0. A. Swank it is shown that for refining results

Ag(0 0) to define as Ag(O, 0), neutralizing anomaly value

within first circle of template.

In Fig. 56, 57 diagram of isoanomaly Ag and diagram uf isoanomaly

W, calculated on it are constructed by section 5E. The positive

anomaly of the vertical force gradient of gravity clearly contours the

zone of the uplift/rise of paleozoic species/rocks.

In the case of bivariate distribution of masses circular template

is substituted by linear. Basic equality for calculating the lapse

takes the form 4
oUWOO) f I U(0. 0)- U(z 0)- . (lV.41)
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This means that coefficients of linear template in v times less

than the coefficients indicated in Table 12. The distances of the

assemblies of template from the central point are numerically equal to

radii R.,
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Table 12. Radii of template for the calculations of anomalies.

7 I 5 5Z  Z 0 1 0 0 .9 4 0. 0341 0.29 0.2 0. .

Fig. 56. Diagram of isoanomaly Ag. According to 0. A. Swank (1960).
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Formally through distribution of anomalies Ag we find anomalies

of lapse However, taking into account that g differs from Ag by

the value of the normal field, led to photographing conditions, one

should recognize that gradients L and A = W,. coincide.

B. A. Andreyev (1957) proposed method of calu:lating anomalies

of vertical force gradient of gravity and any other potential function

U, based on direct study of distribution U on vertical line. As the

basis of the method the utilization of a Poisson integral lies. As

noted above, the latter allows according to the distribution of

function U on plane z=0 to compute values of U at the points of upper

half-space located at heights -z=h, 2h, 3h,, ..., nh. Value (au)/(az)

in the beginning of coordinates is expressed as the finite differences
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(Fig. 58)

as h 2 3) (IV,42)

where AU =U (0, -h) - U(0, 0),

AU=U (0, -2h) - 2U (0, -h) + U (0, 0),I
ATU (0, -3h) -3U (0, -2h) + 3U (0, -h) - I(~,

-U(0.,0).
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F .ig. 57. Diagram of isoanornaly iv,,, constructed on the basis Fig. 56.

Section of isoanomaly of 5E. According to 0. A. Swank (1960). 1 -

axial zone and the apex/vertex of the uplifts/rises oZT the Paleozoic

era.

* Page 148.

Substituting expression (IV, 43) into formula (IV, 42), we find,

being imited respectively to differences 1, 2 and the 3rd of orders,

d U ",IU 0 )-U(,-z

,. ,~ (0. It ' (0, -) -- U (0 -2101 .

as eL. itU 0

I tL Q) I 18U (0, - h)

(() ') --- 2 0 -3h)I.

Form'ulas (TV, 44) are valid for cases of assignment of initial

data both with respect oc area and w,* respe:t to profile.

Accuracy analysis of -ee formulas, carried out by B. A.

Andreyev (lS57), sho~wed that err .r, caused by inaccu-racy ,n a

* presentation/-oncept ( U)/(z), cepends s'.:bstantially on
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relationship/ratio of interval of h and average depth of bedding of

sources of anomalies. The effect of errors in the initial data proves

to be inversely proportional h.

Experiment shows that with low quality of initial data (error in

anomalies Ag it composes several the tenths of milligal) more

acceptable prove to be two first formulas (IV, 44).

0
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MO. g k,-h)

J110,4

0 JU(,A,.h > 4'U(,

l•o A NO),d> i'U).o

Fig. 58. Explanation to formula (IV, 42).
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Detailed description of templates for numerical determination of

U(-z) from values of U on initial level z-0 is given in S 27 of this

chapter.

Let us turn again to Poisson integral. Formula (IV, 34a) can be

represented in a somewhat different form

U(, z) fe-" ,a dad fJ(a(?) (QOo)jdQ, (IV, 4,5)
0 0

since

e- .o (u) Qa da = (IXV, 4;)
0

Differentiating expression (IV, 45) on z and assuming/setting

z-3, we obtain
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du(o,o) = CId'du (QO)Jo(-O)Qde. (IV,47)
0 0

By comparing the right sides of equalities (IV, 47) and (IV, 4),

we are convinced, that characteristic of transformation, realized upon

transfer from anomalies U to anomalies (aU)/(az), takes simple form

(IV, 48)

This gives possibility to easily consider filtering effect of

transformation, order of anomalies W, whicn correspond to initial

anomalies Ag, and also relative change in errors in initial data.

Substituting formula (IV, 48) into equality (IV, 15), we find

f ( US\',/g4)

2 f 4

Let us examine the following example. The intensity of the

chosen anomalies in the initial map/chart Ag is 2-3 mgal. In the

absence of the regional background of anomaly they would take the form

of maximums with linear dimensions on the order of 6-8 k. . It means,

the radius of autocorrelation somewhat less or is equal to 3-4 km.

Anomalies I1'. in this case will have an intensity of the order of

(2+3).10-1. 2 (10+ 20) 10-'CVC to+-2oE.
(j +- 4) -10'
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Let us assume that error of measurement Ag is 0.4 mgal arid

e , .
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* observations were conducted with step/pitch of 2 km. A relative error

in the local anomalies Ag is equal to approximately 13-20%. After

transformation the level of an error in the initial data there will be

the order
0,4.1-3.-2 crc 4E.

0,.i2 -10'

Relative error in local anomalies W,, will be increased to

20-40%. Phenomenon this is completely regular. The transformation of

anomalies Ag in anomaly Wz, eliminates or it substantially reduces the

effect of the regional special features of field Ag with the intensity

into ten milligal only because the correlation of these components is

too great. In exactly the same manner fine/small variations, with a

smail radius the autocorrelations, including of changes, caused by the

random errors, become significant.

in effect certain decrease of effect of random errors is achieved

by preliminary leveling of anomalies Ag and by increase in radius R,

of first ring of template. Those components of the complete error in

anomaly ag, which have the large correlation (error in the base net,

etc.), anomalies W,, will affect insignificantly.

S 26. Methods of the recount of anomalies Ag in anomaly

Effect of weakly correlated special features of anomalous fild

underscores the secondary differentiation of anomalies Ag on z in even

* greater measure. In the case of the sharply concentrated masses the
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slope of curve Wa stronger than in curves W,,; this characterizes

the increased resolution. Fig. 59 depicts curves Ag, W, W... for the

set of two circular cylinders, which imitate anomalous bodies. The

curve Ag has one overall maximum, a certain hint to the presence of

two sources gets underway by curve W,, and only in curve W, relief

are separated/liberated the maximums above each body.

To practical utilization of transformations of anomalies Ag and

to anomaly Wz contributed the fact that formulas for calculating

second vertical gradient of the force of gravity are much simpler than

for the first. This of formula directly they follow from Laplace's

equation

u + ,_u

Page 151.

Calculation of horizontal gradients 2U, and u in terms of
d :-'

values of function U(x, y) at discrete/digital points - junctions of

right angled grid is realized sufficiently simply with the help of

equalities

U'(a)m.-- -l2U(a)-U(a+h)-U(a-h)1, (IV,50)

' (a)- 4 fIL
U'( '- [ 3U(a+h)- ±U(a-h)+

SU (a + 2h) + Ii (a -2 21 (V.2)

where (a+nh) .... (a+h),a(a-/h).(a-nit)- points, arranged/located on one
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S straight line and distant behind friend at a distance of h; U" (a) -

second derivative of function U on horizontal coordinate at point a

(Fig. 60).

In simplest case

atu(0,o0) ( ', 53)

SI

S
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is 60
'V7

Fig. 59. Illustration on theoretical model of high resolution of

method Wzsz. According to M. U. Sagitov (1960).

Uj'a-h) U/-h) /a) Ua 4? UoZh)

a-2h a-h a 0-h a a.h

Fig. 60. Explanation to formulas (IV, 51) and (IV, 52).

Page 152.

Is analogous, for system of coordinates x', y', turned relative

to (x, y) on 45", we will obtain

alu (,oo) 4 rU(0) - (h1) (IV, 54)
dz' 2 - •(IV

Since the right sides of equalities IV, 53) and (IV, 54)

approximately determine -r, then their any linear combination will

also determine -Lu In this case will be changed in front the

coefficient confronting, inversely proportional to the square of the

distance between the network points. On this position are based the

numerous formulas, described in the geophysical literature

(Malovichko, 1955; ELcins 1951; Rosenbach, 1953). Some of them are

given below
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[U (0) - 8U (h) + 2C (h V72)] ($opiyaa Poaea6axa),
o () (IV, 55)

, d -u [0,71 U (0) + 0,26T (h) - 0,20 (h V )

- 0,77U(2h)] (4opMy.aa 3niuaca), (IV, 56)
0_ i [5U () - 5,33 U (h) + ,33U(2h)] (0opayAa Ma.noBu'no),[5+ (1 V, 57)

oaU g [ 3,47 U (0) - 2,27 U(/) 3,07 7 (h V 3") +

+ 1,87 U (2h) (opyaa Uflapna). (IV, 58)

Key: (1). Rosenbach formula; (2). Elcins formula; (3). Malovichko

formula; (4). Sharp formula.

One of the simple formulas for determination of -E- is based on

utilization of variaticn anomaly 6U. Taking into account equalities

(IV, 27) and (IV, 53), we find that

32U u = i 46U(1,0)
o,'/" l - (I V, 59)

Determination of limit (IV, 59) is easy to fulfill graphically

(Fig. 61) on variation anomaly at two-three values of parameter I.

Formula (IV, 59) is more pliable than formula (IV, 54-58), it better

calculates the relationship/ratio changing on the basis of area of the

radius of the autocor Alation of anomalies and mesh sizes, but it

requires additional constructions.

Calculation of second lapse and gradients of higher order

possibly also according to diagram, already described in preceding

paragraph, using distribution of anomaly on vertical line. For

calculating the finite difference in the second order it is necessary

to have a minimum of three values of function U.
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One value - U(0, 0) directly is removed/taken from the map/chart; U(0,

h) and U(0.2h) are calculated with the help of the templates described

in S 27. The approximation formula for calculation -u takes the form
di

'U 1
- - V. 1 [(0, 0) + U (0,-2h) -2U (0,-h)]. (I V, 60)

Formula (IV, 60) has accuracy greater than formula (IV, 53);

however, it requires much greater calculations.

Let us consider sensitivity of method i---2 to anomalies with

different correlation, independent of concrete calculating formulas.

Twice differentiating equality (IV, 45) on z and by assuming z=0, we

will obtain

f (0, 0) fauda f J(a,Q) U(Q,) QdQ. (I V, 61)
0 0

Comparing formula (IV, 61) with formula (IV, 4), we find that

transformation of anomalies Ag in anomaly W.,. has characteristic

V(a) U2. (IN',62)
Hence

- j2,S P ( a'" l~::da= A 2

1paTCw 2 2 4 / r

Amplitude of anomalies TV... is proportional to amplitude of

initial anomalies Ag is irversely proportional to square of radius of

aut. correlation.
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Fig. 61. Fig. 62.

Fig. 61. Graphic calculation Wz in terms of values of 6Ag.

Fig. 62. Explanation to formula (IV, 64). A - amplitude of anomaly;

h - distance between the assemblies of template.

Page 154.

For illustration of equality (IV, 63) let us give following

simple example. Let us assume that the template for calculation w,

stands in the center of anomaly with an amplitude of A (Fig. 62). The

assemblies of template are arranged/located on such distance, that the

anomaly at these points is in effect equal to zero. Then

approximately r-h

Will [Ag(0 - g(h)] -. (I V,. 4)

Equality (IV, 63) is correct for case, when transformation

realized in accuracy corresponds to transition from anomalies Ag to

anomalies W,,,. The in practice utilized for calculations formulas (IV,

53-59), etc. are characterized by one or the other error in the
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analytical approximation/approach e, which depends mainly on the

relationship/ratio between the radius of autocorrelation r of the

distributions of anomalies and the distance between the assemblies of

template h. Let us designate FX',...] the accurate value of A' after

transformation, A-si1aw- the same, calculated with the help of the

template. Then

• [(IV, 65'='-V

it will determine an error in the analytical approximation/approach.

In the first part'[able 13 are given the values e for one of the

formulas of the recount of anomalies ag in anomaly W, as the

function of ratio h/r. A gradual increase e with increase in h is

common for all formulas. With h/r of the order of one and more, the 0
error consists already tens of percent, and it has a systematic

character. Calculated values W.. as a whole prove to be lowered,

since with the large mesh size abrupt changes in the anomaly are

passed.

With very large h we calculate not second vertical derivative of

anomalies of gravitational force, and the value which only remotely

resembles it, having identical physical dimensionality.

Based on the example of formula (IV, 53), let us show how error e

was determined. The template, which corresponds to formula (IV, 53),

has parameters

ka=-, R 0=O, k, R
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In accordance with equality (IV, 16) we find

pu4= (1~)' [P (1) + P (-!' - 2S (A)]j. (I V, 66)

Page 155.

Taking into account that

L-a4 = e (0) 1,

we find

A~pac~ =~ 2 +)' I + P (h) -2S

2

With small h/r are valid expansions

P (())'1, (2 1 - 2 + 3

S e,( ~- (.) --( ) - '

i.e.

t P -2S ( h r 2 h o.

With increase in h/r error increases/grows as can be seen from

Table 13A.

Taking into account only data of Table 13A, it is possible to

arrive at the conclusion that for increasing accuracy of calculations

should be used templates with small distance between assemblies.
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However, this estimation is one-sided. It does not take into

consideration a relative increase of the errors initial data with the

decrease of interval of h. Just as the amplitude nf the anomalies

being isolated, magnitude of error in the initial data after

transformation are inversely proportional to the square of the

distance between the assemblies.

oA

S.1

_____ _____ _ i-
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* Table 13. Effect of the length of interval h between the assemblies

of template on an error in the calculation of anomalies I',

A. In the case of applying formula (IV,53).

(I ) OTIIOMCHHe . CTON '. imeuy
aToKappe.3R; I, h. r . . . 01 0, 2 04 0.6 0,8 1 1.2

L'3228143 ejiaax uopaoacn

a11a.1UTnqeccoro upeicTan- I
-eau 0e, . 0 3 11 23 3 42 57

5. in the case of applying the formula (IV,53).

PaccTonoe exy norpewDocTb orpemOT M 3 Te.bUaR uorpeC-
y3.Idun fla.Ierxu I ie0Cme~s

h, onpeACTaBUTelb- WHOCT16 cpeaieHUAH, CTU oaae i, SII AM1 Aa R X

0 58 58
3 45 46

4 -15 • 7 306 5 8 55

Key: (a). :n the case of applying the formula (IV, 53). (1). Ratio

* of the distance between assemblies of template to radius of

autocorrelation, h/r. (2). Relative error in analytical concept.

(3). Distance

between assemblies of template. (4). Relative error in

impressiveness of template. (5). Relative error due to quality of

in:ltial data. (6). Complete relative error in determination.

Page 156.

Since the errors are characterized by smaller correlation than the

anomalies being isolated, it is possible to select such interval of h.

with which an erro, in the analytical presentation/concept will be yet

very great, and an error in the initial data is not excessively

underscored, so that the square of the common relative error will have

. minimum value.
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Let us examine example, typical for practice of

liberation/precipitation of local anomalies. The map/chart of the

anomalies of Bouguer of sca'e 1:200000 are treated with the help of

the template of Rosenbach (1953), which has the parameters
6 80 0 ,

k. -'' -AII R - , k -- L, R, , h,

k , R h T.

Local anomalies being isoidted in initial map/chart have

amplitude V.2 on the order of 4 mgal and radius of autocorrelation,

close to 4 km. (This means that the maximums of anomalies Ag reach

4-6 mgal, and cross dimensions - 7-10 km). A root-mean-square error

of measurement is 0.6 mgal, and the radius of autocorrelation is

approximately equal to 2 km. Complex regional backgro'nd has an

intensity many ten milligal, which substantially is changed at the

distances into many tens of kilometers.

Putting to use formula (IV, 63), we find that after recount

intensity of r~gional background will compose only several units of

10-1' CGS, local anomalies - many tens of 10"' CGS and errors in

initial data - tens of 10"' CGS. Varying the distance between

assemblies of the template, we will change the complete relative error

in ancmalies a',,, within the limits indicated in Table 13B.

0
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* Page 157.

As we see, the relative error the smallest under given typical

conditions is such that quantitative interpretation of map/chart

cannot be reliable. If the conversion sets as its goal only the

liberation/precipitation of the anomalies, connected with the unknown

geologic objects, the determination of their position in the

plan/layout, then the problem considerably is simplified. Formulas

(IV, 53-59) can be examined only as formulas for the

liberation/precipitation of the local anomalies, expressed in units of

10-*' CGS. The relative change in the sensitivity to the masses,

located at depth z, depends substantially on sizes/dimensions of h.

Actually, according to equality (IV, 10), transformation with

transparency of Rosenbach has relative deep characteristic

, [ 81. __' N () i (.2+ ' +  1,2)3.}' 1

In ideal case this characteristic must be changed according to

the law

(,. {I XV, 6i)
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Fig. 63. Diagram of isoanomaly ag. According to L. N. Yelanskiy and

S. V. Pavel'yev (1960).
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Fig. 64. Diagram of isoanomay w,., constructed on the basis Fig. 63

with the help of formula (IV, 55). Step between nodes of transparency

is 2 km. According to L. N. Yelanskiy and S. V. Pavel'yev (1960).

42 0, 4 0 4? 0

Fig. u5. Diagram of isoanomaly . constructed on the basis of Fig.

63 with the help of formula (IV, 55). Step/pitch between the nodes of

transparency 4 km. According to L. N. Yelanskiy and S. V.

O Pavel'yev (i9601.
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With increase in distance between nodes sharply is reduced

sensitivity to mass, concentrated at small depth. Since sensitivity

to the deeply submerged masses remains invariable, as a whole this

leads to the significant decrease of the intensity of anomalies Wi.

Fig. 63-66 depicts for one and the same area initial map/chart Ag

and maps/charts Wa, with h-2; 4 and 8 km, constructed by L. N.

Yelanskiy and S. V. Pavel'yev (1960). With an increase in the mesh

size of map/chart considerably are simplified. The authors

(Yelanskiy, 1960) draw hence the conclusion that at depth on the order

of 6-8 km and more the sources of anomalies are absent. Actually, as

shown in Fig. 67, where represented are the curves N(z), anomalies

"1,:2 are simply insensitive to the masses located deeper than 7-8 km,

regardless of the fact how in what quantity are distributed the

sources of anomalies.

0
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Fig. 66. Diagram of isoanomaly w, constructed on the basis Fig. 63

with the help of formula (IV, 55). Step between the nodes of

t ransparency is 8 km. According to L. M. Yelanskiy and S. V.

Pavel'yev 1960).
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Summing up that presented, let us again note that anomalies

comparatively simply are calculated from anomalies Ag, clearly is

determined position of shallow sloping objects, it is very sensitive

to errors initial data, with contemporary quality gravimetric

materials (map Ag of a scale of 1:200000, 1:100000) can have a

relative error at tens of a percent. the maps/charts of anomalies Ag

of a scale smaller than 1:200000 to use for calculating the anomalies

11,it is completely cannot.

* S 27. Calculations of three-dimensional distribution of anomalies.
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As is shown in preceding of chapters, many tasks of

interpretation are simplified, if we know distribution of anomalies

not only on plane of observations, but also at points of space,

arranged/located above and below of surface of Earth. The important

practical and theoretical value of the study of the

three-dimensional/space picture of field repeatedly was underscored in

the work of Soviet researchers (Malkin, 1934; Zamorev, 1939, 1941;

Andreev, 1947-1954; Strakhov, 1959, 1960, etc.) and geophysicists of

the foreign countries (Reynbow, 1933; Hugh, 1942; Pearson, 1945,

etc.).

0
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Fig. 67. Relative deep characteristic, which corresponds to

transformation of anomalies Ag in anomaly wis according to lormula of

Rosenbach. The step of the grid: 1-8 km; 2-4 km; 3-2 km; 4 - ideal

case (error in the analytical presentation/concept it is equal to

zero).
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Sharpest shift/shear with respect to of practical study and

utilization for purposes of interpretation of three-dimensional/space

picture of anomalous field was done on border of 40th and 50's.

Specifically, at this time the jeneral theoretical positions, known

from Laplace's times, found wide application/appendix to the tasks of

exploration geophysics. Great merit in this question belongs to B.

* A. Andreyev (1947, 1948, 1949, 1950,, 1950, 1950,, 1952, 1954, 1955).
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At present calculations of spatial distribution of potential

fields it is very powerful apparatus of quantitative interpretation.

At the same time, on the recount of field one of the methods of

separation of anomalies, remarkable in the sense that it introduces

the minimum "distortions" in the anomaly - it makes it possible to

examine the sources of the observed anomalies from a new point of

view. The recount of field upward to a certain height leads to such

changes in the anomalies, which was observed at the initial level

during the subsidence of masses at the same depth.

Being congruent/equating distribution of anomalies on different

of level, it is possible to note, what parts of original picture

effaced, they became poorly expressed, such as remained virtually

constant.

Let us examine Fig. 68, which elucidates separation of anomalies

into regional and local components. Curve 1 - the observed anomaly of

gravitational force, caused by cumula.ive effect of two bodies, one of

which has large mass and will lie on the significant depth. Curve 2 -

the anomaly converted to height. The position of masses, noted by

dotted line, corresponds to it. Curve 3 - the difference of that

observed and that converted in the anomalies. It indicates the

position of local object to tap hole. the effect of the major mass,

arranged/located on the significant depth, substantially weakened,

since, first, the large part of the mass proved to be "cut out" during*
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* the subtraction, secondly, the effect of positive and negative masses

to a considerable extent it is compensated.

Numerical diagrams for executing calculations U(z, 0) and U(-z,

0) were proposed by many authors (Reynbow, 1933; Andreyev, 1947-1954;

Strakhov, 1959-1960, etc.). Let us examine some of them, first in

connection with the case of the assignment of initial data on the

profile, and then - over the area. In the two-dimensional of the case

the value of potential function at level z is determined through the

values on the surface of observation with tb- help of the integral

equality.

U(0,z) = f ,azda f U(z,O)cosuxdz. (IV,70)
0 - C

Page 162.

'7or calculations at points, in arranged/located higher than

observation level, i.e., in case oZ negative z, formula is simplified

U (0,-:) = e-*' da U (z, O)cosazdx =
0 -

J' U dx.oz (IV,71)

-00 z I

Si
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Fig. 68. Example which elucidates the separation of local and

regional components by method of recount of field to height. 1 -

initial curve Ag, reflection the summary effect of two bodies

(outlines of the section of bodies are shown by solid lines; 2 - curve

Ag, converted tt the height (recount to the height it is equivalent to

the additional subsidence o: masses; the outlines of the section of

bodies are shown by dotted line; 3 - difference of that observed and

that converted the anomalies (shaded area determines the -aasses, which

do not affect difference curve; signs + and - indicate the sign of the

density of the masses, which affect the shape of the curve 3).

Page 163.

We obtained known integral of Poisson. The mentionLd above
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* formula (IV, 34) is generalization (IV, 71) to the case of the

two-dimensional assignment to function U. For the numerical

determination of U (0, -z) L. V. Kantorovich and V. I. Krylov (1941,

1952) recommends the following method. New variable (Fig. 69) is

introduced

q=arctg, dqT= dr.

Equality (IV, 71) takes in this case following simple form:

U (0, -z) f - fU ((p, 0) d~. (IV, 72)

2

As we see value of U(-z, 0) at height z is defined as

average/mean inecarbon tetrachlorideal U(0, 0) on angle of visibility

o. Dividing/marking off entire half-plane by a system of rays/beams

occurring from one point (0, -z) and being deflected from each other

at a constant angle (, n ( - the integer, a sufficiently large

number, for example, 20) we find

where Ch- average/mean value of anomaly in the k interval, which is

visible from point (-z, 0) at angle of ff/n and is limited by the

points of intersection of rays/beams with x axis.

Formula (IV, 73) is the basis of two versions of transparency,

described by B. A. Andrcev (1950, 1954). The transparency, depicted
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in Fig. 70, can be used (without the rearrangement curved U) for 0
calculation of field at the different levels. The height of recount

is equal to the length of plumb ray/beam, expressed in units of the

horizontal scale of the graph. The practical example of calculation

of anomaly at the height is shown in Fig. 70.

For facilitating calculation of average/mean values U-

frequently previously is conducted on transparency system vertical of

lines. In this case become unnecessary the rays/beams, which diverge

from the point (-z, 0). The transparency takes the form depicted in

Fig. 71. In this form the transparency is suitable for the

recalculation of field only to one level, usually equal to 5 cm. For

calculating the anomaly at another height it is necessary to change

the horizontal scale of the curve.

6
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Fig. 69. Explanation to formulas (IV, 71-72).
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After this, the 5 cm along the horizontal axis of the graph will be

equal to the new level of recount.

Analogously it is realized calculations of anomalous field at

overlying level in magnetic prospecting (Logachev, 1955).

V. N. Strakhov proposed somewhat different transparency (Fig.

72). Basic special feature during calculations with it consists in

the fact that the determination of the average/mean values of anomaly

within the intervals is substituted by readings on the scales, which

is less tiresome, it is simpler and it is more rapid. So as during

calculations with the help of the transparency, depicted in Fig. 71,

the curve U(x, 0) is drawn on the tracing paper on the appropriate

horizontal scale (level of recount it is noted on the transparency in

the form of the segment of the specific length), vertical scale can be

arbitrary, but it is desirable so that anomaly variation would

comprise not less than 10-15 cm. The projection currents, in which is
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calculated U(0, -z), it is combined since the beginning of the

transparency. For each scale the reading, which they summarize, is

taken, and the sum, divided on v, is equal to value of U(0, -z) in the

millimeters of the ordinates of drawing.

During construction of transparency integral (IV, 70) with

infinite limits was decomposed into series/number of particular

integrals in final limits and remainders, which can be

disregarded/neglected. Each of the partial integrals is calculated

with the help of the quadrature formulas of Gauss, which with the

given number of ordinates are most accurate (Krylov, 1954).

Templates for calculation U in upper half-space according to

specified distribution of anomalies on plane z-0 are constructed in a

similar manner. Poisson's integral is represented in the form of the

sum
U (O, -- ) = U (1 ,O) . (V,7:1
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U11 1/ II
Fig. 70. Ray transparency of B. A. Andreev for recount of potential

physical field to overlying level. The height of recount h is equal

to the length of the vertical ray/beam, intercepted/detached from

below by the horizontal axis of the graph of anomaly.
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Fig. 71. Top Left.
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Fig. 71. Bottom Left.
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Fig. 71. 'Top Right.
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Fig. 71. Bottom Right.

Fig. 71. B. A. Andreev's transparency for recount of potential

physical field to overlying level (height of recount is equal to 5 cm

* of the horizontal scale of the graph.
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O Fig. 72. V. N. Strakhov's transparency for recount of potential

physical field to overlying level. The height of recount is h=l cm.

With a change in the scale of transparency, i.e., with the

nonconformity of the interval, indicated on transparency, to one

centimeter, the calculated value of the anomaly should be reduced 1

cm/b cm times.

0
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S Fig. 72a. V. N. Strakhov's transparency for calculating the field in

the lower half-plane according to the formula (IV, 88). The sum of

the readings of curve u. on the scales gives Z u

Page 165.

Basic difference in published transparencys consists in the fact

that some authcrs assume invariable coefficients k,, in consequence of

which radii R, are increased nonlinearly; others - previously select

system of radii, which are consecutively/serially increased by

constant of value, in this case coefficients ki are variables.

As first type transparency let us examine transparency of N. R.

S Malkin (1934), depicted in Fig. 73, whose description is given in A.

A. Logachev's book (1955). By the system of the rays/beams divergent

at an angle of 36*, and concentric circles/circumferences with the

radii, equal to 0.48: 0.75; 1.02; 1.33; 1.73; 2.28; 3.17; 4.91; 9.8

cm, entire/all plane it is divided/marked off on 100 pads. Ten

areas/sites from a total number are placed within the circle with

R-0.48 cm, and ten more areas/sites - beyond the limits of circle with

R-9.8 cm.

S
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0

Fig. 73. Circular transparency for calculating potential physical

field at overlying level.

Page 166.

Froi. each of the areas the average value of the anomaly is determined.

The sum of average/mean values, divid -d into 100, determines anomaly

value at the height, equal to scale of map/chart 1 cm. The anomaly is

calculated in the same units in which the numbering of the isolines of

initial map/chart is given.

For calculating the anomaly at another level, it is necessary to

proportionally change radii of a circle.
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Transparency of A. K. Malovichko (1956) is an example of a

transparency based on the other approach. Table 14 shows the values

of radii R, and corresponding coefficients.

Calculating formula, realized with the aelp of transparency,

takes form

U (0, -z) U(R, 0) + 2k, I F(R,) - 7(R,). (IV, 74)

Average/mean value of anomaly on ring of given radius is

determined in terms of 8 values. The height of recount is equal to

the radius of the first ring.

So as in the case of other transformations, let us examine

filtering effect of transparencys and sensitivity to errors in initial

data.

Above we noted that recount of field upward to height h was

equipollent to subsidence of masses at the same depth, if we examine

transformed field on surface of z-0. Therefore the relative deep

characteristic of transformation has the simple analytical expression

N(z) =.( h--'' "(\,
. (S hs(I V, 7)

Graph N(z) is constructed in Fig. 74. Depth is expressed in

* units of the level of recount. As we see, recomputation of the field
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upward substantially affects the anomalies, caused by the deeply 0
submerged masses. Even with the depth, ten times which exceeds the

level of recount, N(z) differs from one (N(z)-0.83). In Fig. 74 is

additionally constructed curve N(z), which corresponds to one concrete

transparency - the transparency of A. K. Malovichko, which has radii

and coefficients, indicated in Table 14.

o

O
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*Table 14. Values R, and k, for the transparency of A. K.

Malovichko.

ki 0.146 0,276 1 0,195 1' 0,102 1 0,060 1 0.039

Page 167.

The curves N(z) coincide, beginning with z/h=1. With small z a

considerable disagreement is planned. This special feature is

general/common for all transparencys. The recount of field is upward

with the satisfactory accuracy feasible only for the heights, greater

than a certain limiting value, usually equal to 0.5-0.8 cm to scale of

map/chart. Recalculation of anomalies to the small height - unstable

* operation.

Calculated distribution of anomalies at any level in upper

half-space can be used, together with distribution of averaged

anomalies, for characteristic of regional special features of field,

observed on surface of Earth. It is useful to establish/install, with

what relationship/ratio of the radius of averaging R and level of

recount h similar results are obtained, in the first approximation.

Business in the fact that the operation of the recount of anomalous

field to the overlying level makes visual physical sense, but requires

comparatively bulky calculations, whereas averaging is satisfied much

more simply.

K. V. Gladkiy (1961) established, on the basis of analysis of
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characteristics of transformation in two-dimensional case, that

-a |r. The obtained relationship/ratio is not completely convincing,

since it does not find confirmation in the practice. Actually, this

relationship/ratio is brought out under the assumption that the

greatest objectivity will be achieved/reached, if we consider the

spectral distribution of anomalies equiprobable in the limits of the

entire frequency band. Meanwhile, the observed anomalous field is

always correlated in the finite intervals. One of the reasons for

correlation consists in the fact that the anomalies in the surface of

the Earth reflect a nonuniform distribution of masses in the large

range of depths. The case, actually examined by K. V. Gladky, is

equipollent to the chaotic source distribution of anomalies on the

very surface of the Earth.
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Fig. 74. Relative deep characteristic of the method of recount to

height. 1 - theoretical dependence; 2 - for the transparency of A. K.

* Malovichko (Table 15).
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Theory of filters in the application to the transformations of

anomalies it must consider that smoothly changing components of

anomalous field always have large intensity.

We will obtain more reliable relationship/ratio of averaging and

recount of anomalies to height during analysis of results of these

transformations. In Fig. 75 there are plotted curves N(z), which

correspond to recount to height h-0.2R, 0.3R; 0.4R; 0.5R; R/v and to

averaging with a radius of R. As a comparison of the curves shows,

the greatest proximity is reached at R%3.5h. This relationship/ratio

is confirmed by practice. Thus, in the work of Yu. I. Nikol'skiy
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(1960), that generalizes experiment of the interpretation of anomalies@

ag in the limits of the geologically closed territories of the west of

Central Asia, are cited the data which show that the optimum height of

recount (h-5-7 km) remains invariable for the vast regions. The

comparable picture of regional field is reached at the averaging, if

the radius not less than 20 km.

Local anomalies, isolated with method of averaging and with

recount into height, also reveal similarity only with

relationship/ratio R/hZ4. As the example in Fig. 76 there are

constructed the diagrams of the isolines of the local anomalies above

one brachianticlinal structural for cases of R-4; 8 km and h-1 km.

The configuation and intensity of the chosen anomalies in all cases

they indicate the presence of the large/coarse fold, whose eastern

pericline is complicated by additional uplift/:ise. If we consider

the diagrams of isolines as the results of one type transformation

with the consecutively/serially increased parameter, should be placed

diagram . following diagram ,

We will obtain anomaly variation with a different correlation

after recount to height, substituting characteristic cf transformation

into equality (IV, 15). The comparison of Poisson's integral (IV, 45)

with the integral (IV, 4) shows that the characteristic of the

transformation, realized with the recount of anomalies into the upper

half-space to the level - z-h, takes the form

W 1)-e-"h
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Fig. 75. Comparison of relative deep characteristics N(z) by method

of averaging and recount to height. 1 - curve N(z) for the recount to

the height with h-R; VI ; 2 - the same, R-2.00h; 3 - the same, R=2.50h;

4 - the same, R-3.33h; 5 - the same, R-5.00h; 6 - curve N(z) for the

method of averaging.

®a

e-
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A

Fig. 76. Diagrams of isolines of local field %g above ant iclinal

structure: a) method of av2raging, R-8 kmn; b) method of recount to

height, h-1 kin: c) method oA. averaging, R-4 km.

Page 170.
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Hence

0

((IV, 76)

Graph/curve of relative change of amplitude of anomalies as

function of relationship/ratio of height of recount and radius of

autocorrelation it is given in Fig. 77. Those components of the

anomalous field, which are correlated on the large of distance, with

the recount remain almost invariable. If the radius of

autocorrelation is considerably lower than the level of recount, is

observed the approximate equality

Recount of field upward reduces effect of accidental errors of

observation and effect of anomalies of high order, conditioned by

small dense heterogeneity of geologic bodies. Taking into account

this, many researchers recommlend the calculating of the anomalies of

the vertical force gradient of gravity ',, and anomaly W,,, not a

certain level higher than surface of the Earth in order to

weaken/attenuate the distorting effect/action of interference.

Analytical continuation of anomclies, measured on surface of

Earth, into lower half-space or half-plane is more interesting and at

the same time more complex problem. Data about field distribution of

O the force of gravity or higher derivatives of the gravitational
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potential W are of practical use during the study of the relief of

contact surface, during the determination of the depth of the bedding

of the singulhr points of the anomaly-forming bodies.

Proposition of American geophysicist Pearson (1945), who examined

construction of field on auxiliary plane between earth's surface and

perturbing masses as effect/action of optical lens, which focuses

image of object of study, is widely known.

One of the first problems about the analytical continuation of

field downward was examined by Reynbow (1933).

e9
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Fig. 77. Relative change in anomalies of different correlation after

a recount to height. h r - ratio of the height of recount to the

radius of autocorrelation.
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Brought out by it formula, which gives value of U(0, z) in terms of

values of U(x, 0), can be obtained from the equality (IV, 70).

Let us decompose integral in the right side of equality (IV, 70)

to two terms

f;a'da f U(z,O)cosazdz=
0 -

=f e'da,: f U(z,O)cosazdz+1(B). (IV,-8)
0 - 0

In view of the fact that actually observed anomalies always

possess terminal radius of autocorre]ation, integration can be

replaced with summation, after taking readings of anomaly in isolated

point. In information theory (Goldman, 1957) it is proven, that the

P behavior of continuous function is completely described by the
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discrete/digital readings, undertaken at the points, distant behind

each other at a distance of h, if function does not contain components

with the frequencies of more than the certain boundary a-r/h.

Therefore, selecting the interval between the points by such so that

would not be smoothed out the essential features of the curve U(x, 0),

it is possible to place B 2-,z = h, z.na(n integer).

After using trapezoid rule, we will obtain

U (0.1h WU (nh, 0)
•_..I+.,(IV, 79)

Formula (IV,79) was derived by Reynbow in 1933, when yet there

was no information theory and it was not widely known to one of its

fundamental theorems - sampling theorem, proved by V. A. Kotelnikov

(1933). Is to a considerable extent intuitively for Reynbow selected

the best ratio of step h, depth of recount and boundary of cutting

a-r/h. 0. A. Swank, S. V. Shalayev et al. investigated formula

(IV, 79). Its strict basis (1959) belongs to S. V. Shalayev.

Graph of relative error, constructed in Fig. 78, shows that

calculations according to formula (Iv, 79) give satisfactory results,

if depth of recount h does not exceed half of depth of bedding of

sources.

Simple formulas for calculating any potential function in lower

half-plane and half-space escape/ensue from law of mean. Under the
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I conditions of the tvo-dimensional problem the value of function in the

center of circle is equal to the integral average of its values taken

on a circle.

I

I
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Substituting integral average arithmetic mean of four readings,

we will obtain

U(O,h)=4U(OO)--U(O,-/)+U(--h,O)+U(hO)" (IV,80)

Position of points is shown in Fig. 79.

In the case of three- dimensional field distribution integral

average over surface of sphere is substituted arithmetic mean of six

values

U(O,O,h)=6U(O,O,O)-U(O,O-h)+V(O,-h,O)+

+U(O,h,O)+ U(-h,O,O)+U(h,O,O)1. (IV, 8I)

Formulas (IV, 80) and (IV, 81) are the basis net point method.

Let us examine the latter based on the example of two- dimensional

problem. The vertical plane xoz is divided/marked off by the system

of the vertical and horizontal lines, distant in the equal intervals.

The points of intersection of lines form nodes. In those nodes, which

are arranged/located on level z-0, the values of anomaly are written

out directly according to the results of measurements. At the points,

in arranged/located above the lines of observation, anomalies are

calculated with the help of the templates (measuring grids] of B. A.

Andreyev, V. N. Strakhov et al. Thus, with the help of the relation

(IV, 80) it is possible to compute values of U(x, z) at any point at

level z=h (F~g. 80), and then in a similar manner to compute values of

U at level z-2h and so forth, including the entire, interesting to us,

part of the lower half- plane. This region must not incl de the

singular points of anomalous field.
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Fig. 78. Fig. 79.

Fig. 78. Graph of relative error in calculation e, caused by

rejection of components with a>v/h. Case of the line source, located

on depth z. According to S. V. Shalayev (1959).

Fig. 79. Explanation to formula (IV, 80).

Page 173.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to go down lower than to 2-3

steps usually due to errors, which unavoidably accompany process of

calculation (round-off error, observation error, etc.). On the basis

of the formula (IV, 80), it is easy to find that the error e at the

point (0, x) of the initial profile z=0 engenders on the lower

profiles the whole "field of the errors", whose numerical values

increase very rapidly (Fig. 81): at point (x, h) the error is equal

to 4 e: at point (x, 2h) - 17 e and at point (x, 3h) - 80 e.

This instability can be to high degree weakened/attenuated, if

calculations U(x, z) are implemented on periphery of anomalous zone

O and function U(z, x) along any vertical profile has general/common
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special features of distribution at identical levels. Thus, for

example, if U(x, z) reaches maximum value or it becomes zero on the

same level, it is possible to find the latter summarizing the values,

calculated by the net point method according to several points located

at one depth'.

FOOTNOTE'. Proposition of B. A. Andreyev. It is published for the

first time. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The general/common special features of field in this case are

retained, for example the sum of maximum values will give maximum.

These special features will be even underscored, they appear in the

clearer form than along the single vertical profiles, and errors

substantially compensate for, since they always have different signs

at contiguous points.
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Fig. 80. Diagram of successive recount to underlying levels according

to net point method.

Page 174.

Actually, the sum of the errors, generated by error in one point, has

the following values along the profiles: z-h-2e, z-2h-3e, z-3h-4e,

i.e., these values are relatively low and slowly they increase with

the transition to the lower levels.

Fig. 82 gives examples of practical determination of special

feature of distribution of anomalous field with depth - transition

point through zero. With a similar problem they are encountered with

the interpretation of anomalies IV,,,and also anomalies Z, in magnetic

prospecting. On the vertical profiles assigned in the side from the

anomalous body, the transition point through zero is placed at the

level of the upper edge of body. (Course/strike at the depth it is

* assumed to be significant, so that the effect of the lower edge of
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body can be disregarded/neglected).

Fig. 83 shows specific on theoretical models and practical curve

Ag distribution of anomalies Ag and I,, in the case, when

course/strike of body at depth not many times exceeds depth of up to

upper edge. At the level of recount, which corresponds to the

position of upper edge and equal for the practical example 3.5-4.0 km,

total variation in the anomaly satisfies the equality

(W*)ag - C ) .- 2:% fAa. (IV, 82)

Hence we find the drop/jump in density on contact of

anomaly-forming body and enclosing rocks

6,.40. !10"AU W .-67-10_- 0, O,| /C.U. (I V, 83)

Key: (1). g/cm3.

0
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Fig. 81. "ield of errors", engendered 
by error in initial point.
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Page 175.

- -9 '- -6 - -j - - I, -J 4 f ? t; J 14 ,,,,

~ oto

'00

Fig. 82. Example of calculation of potential field in lower

half-plane according to net point method. The conversion step h is

equal to 0.5 km.

Key: (1). 50 cony. Lnit.
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O Pages 176-177.

'0

z 2 3 4 3 5 7 6 Y V ff 12 I. 14 I5 S i ,tw,
JV 243 V2 3S 34. Vd2 36 W4 24.3 23 19.2 '45 fi4 fA5 22. 2,5

0~ 443,452 . .1. 2 * '3 .1 ' / . '21 2 . 1 . .D

I, U J1,1 JO49 .0i jg, -I M2 2 11, /IS /V / 4 V

48 VU.4 -fJf V*) Pa ) ,U)r

Z I t

Z-0 IAN

-2a0

Fig. 83. Example of calculation in lower half-plane of anomalies Ag

and -f- Step/pitch between the network points 2 km. the numeral
,2

above the network point - anomaly ag in the milligals, numeral in the

parentheses - anomaly -:: in Eotvoses: a) theoretical curves i::

above the body of infinite course/strike at the depth; b) the same, of

* final course/strike at the depth; c) practical curves.

Key: (1). Ag, mgal. (2). N, points.
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Fig. 84. Explanation to formulas (IV, 84-85).

Page 178.

In each specific case of applying net point method can be used

different methods, which make it possible to make more precise

calculated values of U(z, x). Thus, with an abrupt change in the

anomalous field near the body the calculated value U(x, z) can be

controlled, after including the point interesting in the nev set of

points (Fig. 84). Value U(0, 1) in the first version is determined by

the equality

L' (f), 1) -- 0,"(O ) - U (- 1 ) 1- 0 ) - U (o. - I ). (1I\ S'.8 )

To check this value is possible, using points (- 2, -1); (0, -1);

(-2, 1); (-!.0):

U 0). 1) : 1"( - , 0)) - 1'( 2, -1) o 1. (, -1) -

- r' (-2, 1 . (I. \',9,5)

In this case the operation of analytical continuation of field to

side controls analytical continuation downward.
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Original tempiate for analytical continuation of potential field

into lower half- plane is proposed by V. N. Strakhov (1961). Taking

into account finite differences in the third order anomaly value at

point U(0, h) can be expressed through its values at the points of

upper half- plane by the equality

U (0, h) = 4U (0, 0) - OU (0, -- h) + 4U (), -- 2h) -

- U(0,-3h). (IV,86)

Taking into account integral of Poisson (IV, 71), we find

+4 ccM_ 
_ _ .3h J I

(0, h) -- U(r,0) .FI, ,t--7 +-J-4

+ ' (0, 0). (IV, S7)

S Integral in (IV, 87) is divided into a number of particular

integrals, each of which is calculated with the help of qu-adrature

formulas of Gau3s. For calculation U(0, h) the template is laid under

graph U(x, 0), traced on the sheet of tracing paper. The projection

of the point, at which is calculated U(h), it is combined with the

center of template. In the points of the intersection with the curve

U(x, 0) with the scales are taken the readings, whose sum composes

value ZU. Anomaly U(0, h) (in the millimeters of the ordinates of

drawing) is found by the formula

U J (1 ), = U (1'. ) - U 1'

where U(0, 0) - the value of field at the center of template in the

millimeters.
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Level of recount is equal to 1 cm and usually it is indicated on

template in the form of segment of specific length.

Page 179.

S. V. Shalayev downward fulfilled significant investigations on

analytical continuation of field. Referring reader after the details

in his works (1959, 1960), let us write out the brought out by it

formula for the finding

U(0, h) + U(0, -h)

kU (0, 0) + k, IU (nh, 0) + U (-ni, 0)1. (IV, 89)

= 6,665; k, = -3,015 k, = 0,8935; k3 = -0,2710:
k = 0,07918; ks = -0.02104; k, = 0,004921, k, = -0,0009929.

Formula (IV, 89) is analog of formula to Reynbow, possessing more@

rapid convergence.

S 28. Comparison of the different methods of the separation of

anomalies.

After laying aside methods of separation of anomalous field of

based on attraction additional geologic data (methods most reliable

and at the same time expensive - cost of additional information can

exceed cost of gravimetric survey), it is summed up most important

special features of those methods, which are based on account of

different correlation of anomalies.

0Isolation of regional anomalies is realized by the method of
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averaging or via recount of anomalous field to height. Both methods

give stable results. On the basis of the theoretical positions, the

recount of anomalies into the upper half-space is more acceptable.

The conversion, realized with the recount, is equipollent to simple

removal/distance from the sources of anomalies. In exactly the same

manner in the museum or to picture gallery we make step/pitch back/ago

from the picture in question in order with one view to contain its

composition.

Mass calculations for purpose of construction of maps/charts of

regional field by this method are impossible without application of

special technical equipment - computers (Klushin, Nicol, 1959), etc.

I
Method of averaging is considerably more simple in a technical

sense. On the relationship/ratio of averaging and recount of

anomalies to the height it spoke above.

Maps/charts of regional field are built with section, equal to

section of initial map/chart or which exceeds it.

Liberation/precipitation of local anomalies is realized without

large additional calculations with liberation/precipitation of

regional anomalies. At the same time are used the special- methods of

localization - calculation of the variation anomalies 6Ag, the recount

of anomalies Ag in anomaly iI:, and I1,:: and so forth.

Page 180.
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Results of calculations to a considerable extent depend on

parameter of conversion also to a lesser degree - from form of

conversion. This position is widely confirmed by the practice of

working the maps/charts of anomalies. As the obvious case let us

examine Fig. 85-90, in which are consecutively/serially represented

the following maps/charts:

I) the map/chart of Bouguer's anomalies, with the section of

isoanomaly through 1 mgal, for one of the regions in the coast of

Mediterranean (Soliani, 1954);

2) the map/chart of the vertical force gradient of gravity

(section of isoanomaly through 10 E);

3) the map/chart of the local anomalies, isolated with the

method, similar to the calculation of variation anomalies (1-1.12 km,

the section of isoanomaly through 0.2 mgJ).

4) the map/chart of the local anomalies, isolated analogously

with 1-2.24 km;

5) the map/chart of anomalies It,,,, calculated with the help of the

template of Rosenbach (distance between the network points 1 km, the

section of isoanomaly I mg~km'100.10''1 CGS);

6) the map/chart of anomalies IV,,,. calculated with the help of

the template of Elkins, the section of isoanomaly is the same.

Basic conclusion/derivation, which follows from analysis of

maps/charts indicated, is reduced to the fact that anomalies, isolated

with different methods, approximately retain their form and position. *
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They are such intensive positive anomaly in the center of plane table,

the anomaly of complex form in northwestern angle, etc. Are kept

constants also many parts of local anomalies.

If localization is produced for territory with proved confinement

of gravity anomalies of small value to objects interesting geologists,

for example, for the purpose of determination of structures of

sedimentary formations all enumerated methods can prove to be

suitable. The geologic efficiency of each of them will be

approximately identical. At the same time the laboriousness for

calculations depends substantially on the method of the

liberation/precipitation of anomalies. Together with the labor

expense important value has a relative increase in the level of errors

in the initial data.

In contemporary accuracy of gravimetric surveys and absence of

special calculating means, the most acceptable method of localization

is calculation of variations in anomalous field Ag. Virtually

recommended themselves the different modifications of the method of

variations, including liberation/precipitation of anomalies on a

difference in the variations

h .i)Ic l) I) -\ l
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'NS

Fig. 85. Map/chart of Bouguer's anomalies one of regions0

Mediterranean coast. Section of isoanomnaly of 1 mg'. (Fig. 85-90

according to Soliani, 1954).

Key: (1). Latina.
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* Page 182.

.5, IS

-~Q,

I. '-20 "

0 Fig. 86. Map of anomalies tw , constructed on the basis Fig. 85.

Section of isoanornaly of 10 E.

Key: (1). Latina.
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Page 183.

0/

00 L O

Fig. 87. Map of local anomalies 6Ag(-l.12 km). Section of

isoanomaly of 0.2 mgj.

Key: (1). Latina.

0
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~5'A5

Fig. 88. Map of local anomalies 6&g(i-2.24 kin). Section of

* isoanomaly 1 mng).

Key: (1). Latina.
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.6

aa

el--

. "../ M

Fig. 89. Map of anomalies w,, calculated according to formula of 0
Rosenbach. Dimension of the first radius of 1 km. Section of the

isolines 110-1" CGS.

Key: (1). Latina.

0
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Fig. ,', 90. map of an ml e ;v.,,.cl u a e c od n o f r u a o

°, K -' -- ',,V')i , -

..,,,.', -,---

Fig. 90. Map of anomalies ;v,, calculated according to formula of

Elkins. Dimension of the first radius of 1 km. Section of isoanomaly
2-1~0"*" CGS.

Key: (1). Latina.

Page 187.

Anomalies isolated with method of variations have similar

configuration with anomalies W,,,. In many respects Above was examined

the method, which makes it possible calculate W,,, on Sag. At the same

time, the operation of calculation 6Ag is not accompanied by a sharp

increase in the level of errors in the initial data, which is

characteristic for anomalies It,,,. Convenient is the fact that

anomalies 6ag have a dinensionality of the initial anomalies ag.

The laborious calculation of anomalies of vertical force gradient

of gravity Is,, is justified only in those comparatively rare cases,
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when quantitative interpretation is assumed. The major advantages of

method TV,,: weak dependence on the parameter of conversion, and thereby

- simple tastes to the completeness of preliminary

presentations/concepts, the sufficiently effective

exception/elimination of regional background at the moderate increase

in the interference level.

0

0
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---- 2

Fig. 91. Diagram of results of processing map/chart Ag. The zones

* relative to positive anomalies, which supposedly coincide with the

uplifts/rises of sedimentary cover, are shaded. According to Yu. !.

Nikol'skiy (1960). 1 - boundary of the predicted uplifts/rises; 2 -

boundary of the predicted downwarps/troughs; remaining lines designate

the position of the zero isolines of the local anomalies, isolated

with different methods (averaging with R-40 and 20 km, variation with

1-10, 16, 30 and 40 km).

0
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Table 15. Recommendations regarding the application of

transformations.

(, XapaKrepucTama OCIo3Ddll .IbHHIX (1) npixemaeRa TpaHC4)pMaulsn

(4) T e7l CqeT BhMquaerhlje
Ceqe(e Ocpeaee anomaa k ap Hla Baqnc.e!ne BuTnceine une oTa-

.M[acurra6 xapima aro'aa. fi uioasoxaa. a noma.luf, g a o aioMat-U aluomaliu TO'IIX Jl).M,.,e ieaa- an -" A I dm w.. o.'a.iaauaz nono S... Agape- 2 W.-::: CaKCOBY IYPOOe., e "y I Ifurap.ay

I110000000-112500000 5--tO +--__

t ' 100C O-1 500 000 5 + + + -- -----

t 1200000-t 100000 2- + + -+ -

I I (A) 0- 1' 50000 1-0.5 + + ++ + + + --

, 50 000-1 25 OW 0.5-0,2 + - ++ ++ ++ -

t 25000-t10000 0,2-0.1 +- " ++ + + + + +
N Kpyn,,e 14

Note. The quality of the initial data: *. completely

corresponds to the transformation used; + corresponds; -+ completely

it does not correspond; - does not correspond.

Key: (1). Characteristic of initial data. (2). Transformation

used. (3). Map scale of anomalies. (4). Section of isoanomaly,

mgal. (5). Averaging of anomalies &g. (6). Recount of anomalies Ag

to overlying level. (7). Calculation of variations in anomalies 6&g

according to B. A. Andr.ev. (8). Calculation of anomalies. (9).

Calculation of residual anomalies on Saksov and Nyggard. (10). and

larger.

Page 189.
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If at the disposal of the interpreter productive calculating

means are located, an undoubted sense has utilization of two-three

methods of liberation/precipitation of anomalies, at condition of

variation of parameter of conversion. The work consuming assignment

of initial data will be general/common for all calculations.

Comparing the maps of the transformed anomalies, it will be possible

to make more precise the outlines of the anomalies of different order

and, consequently, the boundaries of geologic structures (Fig. 91).

Table 15 gives recommendations regarding the application of different

transformations depending on initial data.

S S 29. Diagrams of working out maps of anorialies with the application

of computers and computers.

Conversions and recounts of anomalies of gravitational force

require significant volume of calculations. For facilitation and

accelerating this work both abroad and in the Soviet Union are

conducted experiments in the application of the specialized computers

and universal computers (Hear, 1955; Klushin, Nic:ol, 1959; Shalayev,

1961; Kogbetliantz, 1956). In all cases it is necessary to transfer

the distribution of anomalous field from map/chart Ag into the diagram

of input of initial data. For this purpose the nap/chart of the

anomalies of gravitational force is divided/'markefd off by the system

of the lines, which generate quadratic grid wi!.h the distance between

* the nodes, usually equal to 1 cm. In certain cases is divided/marked
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off the triangular grid (Fig. 92), which is more convenient during the@

replacement of circles by the system of points.

As follows from paragraphs examined above, overall diagram of

calculations takes form

U (0, f)r,'. - = fU (Q) P(Q, .) QdQ, (IV, 90)
0

where P(p, X) - nucleus of conversion, which depends on parameter X.

With quadratic grid with step/pitch of a can be accepted, for

example, following system of radii, which sufficiently fully considers

values of field at points, which surround central (Henderson, 1960):

7o' _a 4 a s 7ji 4
TI T , a ' - ; a "M 2'

8 I

1-2 ' 8T 1T"

Numeral in denominator indicates number of fiducial marks on a

circle of given radius.

Page 190.

Integral (IV, 90) is represented in the form of sum of particular

integrals

t:~~~~ *ti W)rvc 1) P (L, X) QAQ
.k I),

where C(Q,) - average/mean value U(p) in range from o, to ,
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Qt+!i

kiW)= f P(Q. 1)Qde. (IV, 92)

Transformed anomaly is calculated with some discrete/digital

values of parameter of conversion, usually multiple to step/pitch of

grid

x.= Ma; m L, 2, 3 -.. n.

I

*

I
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Fig. 92. Triangular grid of assignment of initial data.

Page 191.

Continuous function of parameter of conversion, and also

continuous function of coordinates is calculated with the help of

interpolated polynomials. Most frequently is used the interpolated

polynomial of Lagrange - polynomial L(x) of degree n, which in n+l the

given points

S I  '2o.

takes, respectively, the given values

YO. Y1, Yl..... Y".

Polynomial L(x) is built with the help of expression

n(,) \ , ( - o . . ' .,, , ( -,,, ) . ( - ,,, , (Z ;,0 O;. 111-(- '-, 7 ) Ti --,)"( \ :)
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With n-2 we obtain

U(O, U(O, a),.a[j f'f + 3]

+ U (0, 2a)TPaiC -- + 4 - 3 +
2 a 2 a I

It is easy to ascertain that if X-a, in the right side of the equality

(IV, 94) remains only term U(0.a)p&a..

During calculations with the help of computers of anoraly value,

taken/remuved in network points, are transferred to punched card or

punched tape. A special device with the passage of maps/charts with

the openings sends electric signals into the machine. For each point

the average value of anomaly on its surrounding rings (in effect it is

located not average/mean value, but the sum of values at the n points,

which lie on the ring) is calculated by machine. Multiplier 1/n is

joined with coefficient !.,. Average/mean values or sums on the rings

are written/recorded on the magnetic tape and are transmitted to the

memory of machine, just as the sequence of coefficients A,. which

correspond to this transformation.

Machine produces multiplication of sums by coefficients and

issues result.

Attained accuracy of calculations can be illustrated by example

(Fig. 93). The graphs of the gravity anomalies above the complex
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theoretical model are here constructed. the anomalies, assigned at

level z=0, are analytically continued into the lower half-space and

are compared with the actual values. Calculation formula uses U(0, p)

with 10 values p. (Interpolated polynomial of Lagrange of the 5th

order).

Page 192.

During estimation of possibilities of contemporary computers,

which found use in the LSSR, should be taken into account volume of

their active or working storage. Thus, the disseminated machine

"Ural", which belongs to the class of the small machines of universal

designation/purpose, has core storage capacity 1024 number (Kitov,

1961). (External accumulator/storage of machine; that not directly

connected with the arithmetic unit, it has with capacity 40000

numbers). The significant volume of working storage must be used for

the memorization of routine and coefficients, which correspond to

different conversions.

Electronic computer "Strela", which belongs to class of large

machines, has doubly large working storage - 2048 numbers (Kitov,

1961). External accumulator/storage is calculated for 200000 numbers,

which are written/recorded on the magnetic tape.

Speed of machine computation "Ural" composes 100 commands per

second, in machine "Strela" - 2-3 thousand commands.
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Together with universal calculators for working of maps/charts of

anomalies narrowly specialized simulators are used. Such devices,

which execute the limited circle of operations, have small clearance

and small cost/value, only several times the exceeding cost/value of

gravimeter.

I,
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S

Fig. 93. Illustration of accuracy, attained during calculations with

the help of electronic digital computer. According to Henderson

(1960). Complex anomaly from two bodies analytically is continued

into the lower half-space.

Key: (1). Ag cony. unit. (2). Cells.f Z:J 'a 04
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a.emo,#ww Iaiuo~rn

M~dU OOOQve iwoda da dO*,.*,

1d1De0alu -4 da f oe? d

Q . o 0 o

z2 ) 20o O

t MI

Fig. 94. Schematic diagram of computer for separation of anomalous

fields. The assignment of initial data is realized from the common

divisor. According to I. G. Klushin and Yu. I. Nikol'skiy (1959).

Key: (1). "Template" (simplest version of the method of variations).

(2). Modeling of initial data (map/chart Ag or AT). (3). point.

(4). The rest 40. (5). setting field. (6). Contacts of setting

field. (7). The rest 1. (8). Divider/denominator. (9). V. (10).

Stabilizer. (11). Rectifier (with filter).

Page 194.

Distribution of anomalous field is modeled by distribution of

electric potentials. Different practical methods of solution of this

problem are possible: voltage is supplied immediately tc entire set
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of points from one common divisor of stress/voltage (Fig. 94), or

independent dividers/denominators are connected to the series of those

points, which participate at the present moment/torque in calculations

(Fig. 95). The dynamic range of similar devices, depending on type,

is from 200 to 500. If we take the latter number, then in the case of

changes Ag within the limits from 0 to 50 mgal of anomaly they can be

assigned with the accuracy 0.1 mgg.

A constant component of anomalous field with all of conversion

either remains invariable or completely it is eliminated; therefore it

is possible to preliminarily take into account it, after rounding off

to ten milligals in order to ensure more detailed assignment to

variable component.

System of rings of template with nodes or fiducial marks is

substituted by system of electrical resistance and contacts. The

electric current, recorded by accurate microammeter, is determined by

the equality

I '/ 1,, . I .

0
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0

"4, .'¢,e -#"e ,,u- ,o, ,. -- -,., Jcto,, E I , mi-"-

Fig. 95. Schematic diagram of assignment of initial data with

autonomous dividers. According to Yu. I. Nikol'skiy (1960).

Key: (). series/number. (2). Contacts of "template". (3).

* Isolines of original function. (4). Voltage dividers. (5).

Quadratic grid of interpolation of original function. (6). Diagram

of averaging ("Kol'tsa") of contacts of template.

Page 195.

As we see, this equality in perfect analogy with equality (IV,

91), if we place in it: , - potential of point relative to zero;

- conductivity; - .,,,,. - recorded current.

Fig. 96, 97 show appearance and electric circuit of device,

developed by Yu. I. Nikol'skiy et al. and prepared by OKB [Special

Design Office] of Geolkom of SSR and plant "Geologorazvedka" for

All-Union Scientific Research Geclogical Institute (vSEGEI). Device

executes transformations of the type of averaging, recount to the
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height, localizations according to the method of variations, etc.

There is a universal template with the variable coefficients, which

can be used for executing such operations as the calculation of

anomalies in the case of three-dimensional bodies, etc.

Practical expenditures of time for conversions and recounts of

anomalies are reduced 5-10 times. The application of simulator makes

it possible to build the different maps/charts of the transformed

anomalies for the vast geologic regions.
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Fig. 96. General view of computer, prepared by 0KB of Geolkom ofS USSR for VSEGEI.

0
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S30. Analysis of transformations on the basis of Fourier integral.

In the case of bivariate distribution of field convenient

apparatus for analysis of transformations represents integral of

Fourier

U(X)= f e'G1 da U(S)-sdS. (IV, 96)

Integral formula (IV, 96) expresses nonperiodic function in the

form of infinite sum of harmonic functions. At first glance can seem

by strange, why occur physical field relatively invariable in the time

(depending only on the geologic scales) in the form of the sum of

alternating sign harmonic functions. But the fact is that we examine

not fluctuations in the time, but change along the line of profile.

In this case the oscillations/vibrations of anomaly make completely

real sense.

Basic convenience in utilization of integral formula (IV, 96)

consists in the fact that it makes it possible to examine different

transformations from point of view of filter cheory. Thii

opens/discloses completely real ways for the automation of

calculations. Converting the curve U(x) into the electric signal

U(t), i.e., by substituting graphic scale with time scaie, it is

p possible with the help of the collection of the filters, which play
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the role of usual templates, to obtain the graphs of the transformed

anomalies (as they obtain, for example, well curves with different

probes). Investigations in this direction are carried out by K. V.

Cladkiy (1960).

It is possible to indicate one more aspect, which imparts to

utilization of Fourier's integral physical sense for decomposition of

anomalies. Any anomaly Ag can be considered as the thickening track

of motions and caused by the latter real changes, which were being

developed in this section of the Earth during the entire geologic

history and in particular in those stages, when observed mass

distribution stored/added up. With the tectonic motions the

downwarps/troughs and the uplifts/rises of deep interfaces of the

earth's crust, which are structural boundaries, are directly

connected. Almost in the same measure this relates to

structural-erosion surface of crystalline basement, and thereby - to

the total power of sedimentary cover.

Indirectly tectonic motions determine lithologic composition of

sedimentary formations, manifestation of magmatism, etc.

Separating on maps/cl'arts of gravity anomalies vast maximums and

minima, it is possible to consider latter/last a- sections, which are

characterized by general/common directionality of tectonic oscillating

processes.

Page 198. 0
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The practice of geologic interpretation confirms this, such anomalies,

connected with the large/coarse anticlinal structures of Central Asia

(Mangyshlak, Bol'shoy Balkhan, Tuarkyr, etc.), Russian platform

(Pilyuginsko-Buzuluksiy, Balakovskiy, etc. anticlines), Siberia, etc.

As an example is presented anticline geolog-geophysical section/cut

along r. Yenisey (Fig. 98), constructed by D. B. Tal'virskiy and Ye.

M. Khakhalev.

In whole series of cases sign of regional anomalies and sign of

tectonic motions, which were being developed in this territory during

latter/last stages of geologic history, can not coincide. Thus, for

example, in the limits of the geosynclinal regions of the zone of

negative gravity anomalies on the location usually correspond to

deepest downwarps/troughs, and the zones of positive anomalies - to

sections of the most significant uplifts/rises of pre-inversion cycle

(Andreyev, 1960).

In this sense the expansion into components, analysis of

gravitational field can have the same value for analysis of tectonic

motions as gravimetric method as a whole for studying tectonics.

If formula of transformation, realized with the help of template,

takes form

,... - ,'(z) ~ IL' (x I~j ~ (: . MI. 1'7)

Ii
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characteristic of transformation depends on coefficients k, and 0
position of fiducial marks x±R R relative to central point x as

follows:

'V (a) = ko + 2. ki cosa Rt. (IV, 98)

Actually,

+

U(X+ I?)-u(x-R)+ e f (ex+R) eC (2-R) da

+

x fU(S)e-'0 SdS,

el (+R) + e l (X-R) = e" xIeiaR + et.a

Taking into account that

- cOsu/? -isin a/?. e- =cosa I? -i sina RI, (iV, 911)

we find 

t

U(z-+ . ) 1- U (.r-f)

4 ' 

,'- . J &'u2cosaRda U(S)e- "sdS. (I V, IO0)

oo 1
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(3)~~. .......

1~ 41Z

to z

L Ie I

4i 
S

Fig. 98. Geological-geophysical section/cut along r. Yenisey, which

illustrates conformity of regional anomalies and regional structures.

According to D. B. Tal'virskiy and Ye. M. Khakhalev (1961). 1 -

line of compound section/cut; 2 - seismic profiles (soundings KMPV

r-correlation method of refracted waves]); 3 -

structural-prospecting blowholes (on the plan/layout); 4 - deep

bl.owhole (on the plan/layout); 5 - surface of the pre-Jurassic

basement: a) accoiding to the data of seismic survey and drilling, b)

predicted; 6 - predicted boundaries within the Paleozoic complex of

rocks; 7 - disjunctive disturbances/breakdowns.

Key: (1). Yakuts. (2). Hole. (3). Hollow. (4). Igarka. (5).

Plakhinc. (6). Lotapovo. (7). Nikol'sk. (8). Dudinka. (9).

Ust'-Port. (10). Lower Baikha. (11). Turukhan. (12). Turukhansk.

(13). Kureyka. (14). Yermnakovo.
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Hence, taking into account equality (IV, 96), we obtain formula

(IV, 98).

From theory of spectra (Charkevich, 1954) it is known that

spectrum of transformed function S1 .,.(c) is equal to product of

spectrum of original function S(a) to characteristic of transformation

4, (a)
S p . (a) =S (a) IF (a) . (IV , 101)
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0 In general case spectra s..,c0(a) and S(a) are complex. Function

4,(a), that describes the transformations of form (IV, 97), is real and

acts only on the amplitudes of separate components, but not on their

phases. Analytical expression a() for some transformations is

indicated in Table 16.

During correlation of anomalies of gravitational force with data

of other geophysical methods can arise need for transformations with

complex characteristic %Y(a). Such transformations are the more

general case in comparison with those particular versions, which

extensively are used in practice. Let us clarify this, changing from

the simple to the more complex case.

Seismic profile of considerable range (many tens or first

hunc. eds of kilometers) intersects area of gravimetric survey.

Comparing changes in the anomaly of gravitational force with the

relief of the surface of the reference seismic horizon/level, we are

convinced that between them there is an approximate dependence of the

f o rrr.
A K (-,d - \- A {12 1 -- ". !A 11 .r) : 1, . i .I .

where Ag(x) - anomaly value at point x;

x,, x, - points of profile, sufficiently d:stant from each other;

f - gravitational constant;

Ao - excess density;

z(x) - de ,.:. of the bedding of the reference horizon/level.

0
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Table 16. Values of functions 49(a) during different transformations.

( ) rlpeo6pa3oSaHXR T (u)

4 )OcP@; eae eve i s R Tepsane 2R sin ON--
aR

'nepecvqe Ha B COTY h 
-

'-IBuqacnease k-f BepTnKaabuoi npOe38o Hoi

Key: (1). Transformations. (2). Averaging in interval 2R. (3).

Recount to height h. (4). Calculation of k vertical derivative.
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This dependen-: an be used for study ac:ording to gravimetric

data of part of territory, which directly adjcins profile.

Putting tc use established/installed bond, we will transform

map/chart Ag into map/chart of surface of geologic horiz)n/level. The

characteristic of transformation follows from the equality (IV, 102)

'P (,I) k cnn.t. (IV, ! 0 3

where k--2rfAo (minus sign indicates that an increase in the depth is

acc'mpanied by the decrease of anomaly). 0
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Models of all components, independent of frequency, are

multiplied to constant coefficient, phases of oscillations of anomaly

and excesses of relief of surface of reference horizon/level

completely coincide, for example, maximum of anomaly corresponds to

maximum uplift of horizon/level.

Similar bond is very idealized, although virtually it can have

important value, even if it is satisfied in rough approximation and in

limited intervals.

In certain cases it is possible to establish/install formal

conformity of anomalies Ag to behavior of one of interfaces of density

with factual effect on anomalous field of several approximately

agreeing boundaries. It is obvious that the excess density, entering

coefficient k of equality (IV, 103), will differ from a real

differen-3 in the density by the studied boundary. (The numerical

ratios, which relate to this case, are in more detail examined in

S48). However, this does not change the general character of bond.

Extrapolation of data of seismic survey, obtained along profile,

to adjacent area can be done with the help of map/chart of anomalies

of gravitational force, even in such a case, when sharp conformity to

curve Ag and reiief of studied boundary is absent. Actually this

means that the effect of boundary is covered with the effect of other

factors. Task is formulated as follows: how must be transformation,

i.e., what form take frequency and phase responses, in order to
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approximately transform the curve Ag into relief curve of the surface

of the studied boundary.

Representing curve Ag along profile in the form

here eg(z)-- , 0a 1S (a) dex, (IV. 104)

where -

SC(a) A (t) - 2 fdt. (IV, 105)

and analogously curve of relief of surface of boundary

( F ei *S:(a) da. (IV, I0i)

we find

s, (n) sit (a) r (a). ((V, 107)

, () ,B(a) IV(11) ! d (IV, 109)

Modulus/module of characteristic of transformation (strictly

frequency characteristic of transformation) is determined by equality

Page 202.

Argument (phase response of transformation) is found by formula

ii (It )

Hence
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For calculations cf integrals (IV, 105) and (IV, 111), i.e., for

analysis and synthesis of curves, can be used general/common means of

harmonic analysis, including tables, described in work of F. M.

Holzman and T. B. Kalinina (1958).

It is natural that charactb.istic *(a) determined experimentally

makes statistical sense and only under conditions, uniform with those

that are established/installed by seismic profile. Its utilization is

lawfull to the same degree and with the same limitations as constant

* coefficients in the empirical bonds, for example, between the velocity

of propagation of elastic waves and the density for some types of

species.

Similar approach to interpretation was developed and used by I.

S. Vol'vovskiy, V. Z. Ryabyy and V. I. Shraybman for interpretation

of gravitational field in Bukharo-Khivin oil and gas-bearing province

on basis of materials of deep seismic soundings.

S31. Separation of anomalies at the interference level.

One of basic criteria of perfection of each geophysical nethod of

prospecting is its resolution, i.e., capacity to isolate against the

' --Ikground of common picture these or other parts, which can be used
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for solution of geologic problems.

Utilized at present geophysical equipment does not always possess

necessary accuracy, which is serious obstacle during solution of many

problems of ore and structural geophysics. However, a straight/direct

increase in the accuracy of measurements compulsorily does not lead to

the desired results, since in this case ever more obvious becomes the

role of the interference of geologic origin, not visible in the rough

measurements. The anomalies of high order, caused by a nonuniform

distribution of the physical properties of the rocks of identical

petrographic characteristic, are frequently these interferences.

Accuracy of geophysical works can be increased due to strict

account of correlation of interference and their subsequent

filtration.

Separation of anomalies at interference level is analogous with

separation of signal, strongly distorted by noise. Latter/last task

obtained the being all-inclusiv. bolution in information theory

(Goldman, 1957). Questions of the mathematical processing of the

results of geophysical observations are examined in the series/number

of the works, among 'hich should be noted the especially important

work of L. A. Khalfin (1958).
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Some gravimetric analysts (Malovichko, 1961) made the attempts to
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S demonstrate the strictly substantiated in the contiguous regions of

scientific knowledge positions with the help of the specially selected

examples.

Taking into account important and ever increasing role of

information theory and great interest in its conclusions/derivations,

we consider it necessary at least in short form to present positions

of linear minimal-quadratic theory of leveling, developed in classical

works of A. N. Kolmogorov (1941), N. Wiener (1949), K. Shannon and G.

Bode (1950).

Basic question is formulated as follows. The results of

S measurements along the profile represent the sum of anomaly A(x) and

its complicating interference a(x)

U(z)- A(z)+a (). (IV, t12)

It is desirable so to treat U(x) in order to obtain anomaly A(x),

maximally "purified" from interference.

Theory is based on following positions:

:) distribution of anomalies and interference in limits of

profile is statistically uniform;

2) filtration of interference is realized in suzh a way as to

ensure smallest possible under given conditions for photographing

standard deviation of true and chosen anomalies.

S
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Thus, function a(x) is distribution of technical and geologic

interference on profile with length L. The length of profile must be

sufficiently large so that the average/mean value a would be equal to

zero. Therefore subsequently by a2 we will understand the

average/mean value of the square of interference, which is obtained in

the limit
L+

a lim I a2 (x)dz. (IV, 113)
LL

For calculations it is necessary to know not only interference

level, but also their correlation, i.e., correlation coefficient as

function of displacement - RH. ().
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According to Khinchin-Wiener equality

a'l.,t(T) JG (tI) CO IT &I. (IV, t1 /0

U

where G(a) - "energy" interference spectrum ,. which shows value of

its separate components

I n

Total value ,- is obtained by integration for all components.
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After processing/treatment the annoyance value is decreased and

it will comprise

f G(a)I (a)12 da, (IV, 117)

where %Y(a) - characteristic of unknown transformation.

Transformation will introduce specific distortions, also, into

anomaly A(x). The error, caused by the filtration of anomaly in the

process of processing/treatment, let us find from the equality (IV,

118)

fit --P (a)I (a) da. (IV. 118)

where f(a) - the "energy" spectrum A2 .

Accumulated error after transformation of curve U(x) will be

represented in the form

* jG (a)ti,(u)I1  4- (a) 1 - V (a), 'I du. (IV. IN)

Characteristic of transformation (a) must ensure minimum of

integral (IV, 119).

Determination 4(a) is facilitated by the fact that perfecting

geophysical observations begins at moment, when field observations are

completed. There is curve U(x)-A(x)+a(x) along entire profile L(L--).
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Requirement L-- means that both to the right, and to the left of the

point, where is calculated the "purified" from the interference value

of anomaly, must be placed the sufficiently large section of profile.

Since the anomalies and interference enter into equality (IV, 119) in

the form of the "energy" spectra, which consider only the amplitudes

of components, but not their phase, characteristic *(a) in this case

must be real function.

Let us designate for brevity V(a)---,',(r)--D. G(a)=G. Supplementing

and subtracting under the integral sign in the formula (IV, 119) value

,ii+c -we will obtain

G , DII-V I's +) 1 u
iL+ L' +L V GJ

+ da., (IV. IL10)
f,
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Term in bracket is square of real number; therefore it is

positive or equal to zero. For the decrease (IV, 120) it should be

made equal to zero

IV iI,b I -'(,;

Hence
,0, (,I) IV, 121)
)( t GO(,lI

It is known that

U ,' ox di 40~~e~'tl;(, (1 ,'I
2ad

, - LA
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After the processing/treatment
+C +C0

IU (z)e a.4 f t1W i V (a) da U ( ) e 'di. (IV, 1=)

Usually function %Y(a) is such, which ensures uniform convergence

of integral (IV, 123)

S) (a) d (a). •(TV, U-1)
0

This makes it possible to change order of integration in right

side of equality (IV, 122)

+00
I[U (Z)lpc f-: V (t)lk(z-t)ldt, (IV, 12.10

where

k(z-t) el (1 1 ) -

o r

0

Application of formula (IV, 124) is illustrated by example (Fig.

F9). Distribution of anomalies is complicated by interference,

moreover level of anomalies and interference is identical

Anomalies are correlated at a distance, 5 times greater than
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interference: rA=5; =1. Assuming that

Rj (T) = PK-x F2-"")

let us find, following equalities (IV, 114), and (IV, 115),

G()= 'r - exp (IV M)/
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Characteristic of optimal transformation for filtering

interference will take form

,ID (a) 1
'V ( i) 4 a) ( a ) ,--, I ' I r i p

( (IV, 12;.)

where

-(r 2 (IV. 2)k it - t) '2 I . . . t, I ,1

After determining k(x-t) according to formulas of numerical

integration and after using trapezoid rule for calculating integral

(IV, 124), after some transformations we will obtain approximation

working formula

m
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+ ' 0 .17.2 ( Z - t )n -0 4 ( z - ' ]j c (t) 0.293 --.8(Z-t) U'172 U.4(z-t)

n) I. , 0.118 U (n) +U,136 LU (n+ 1)±r: (n - 1)1 +

+O.0O7 (n2) -C ( n- 2)] -;-0,069 [U (n 3)-- U (n - 3)1 +

- 003 [ U (n !- 1) (n -4)1 + .. (IV, 130)

where n - ordinal number of point of profile.

Results of processing of curve U(x) are also shown in Fig. 99.
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o3Ao - /00 Z
-o O1 1 ,' ] .. . 0 ~ o

Fig. 99. Example, which elucidates application of theory of

minimal-quadratic leveling (filtration of interference). 1 -

specified distribution of anomalies; 2 - distribution of anomalies,

complicated by interference; 3 - distribution of anomalies, "purified"

of interference.

Key: (1). N-points.
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Methods of processing materials of geophysical observations,

based on correlation of observed and expected distribution of

anomalies, deserve serious attention. We will consider as before that

r) .. (.) ' a (x),

where A(x-x.) - expected distribution of anomaly; pcint x, is the

coordinate of the epicpnter of anomaly, which should be determined. 7

Let us corpute integral

2

lam I .'(. - T),Ir lirn .1 (r)

A .,(z -- ., T), I liu tt a (x) I ( - t)Ir. (I\ I
! " tN

tA
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If distributions of anomaly A(x) and interference a(x) are

independent, second integral in right side of equality (IV, 131) will

be close to zero. The integral

f A(z)A(z - .+T)dx IV. 132)

attains maximum value during displacement rxx,.

Virtually calculations are reduced to determination of sums of

form

' .(n) A! (n).

n I

1 -(n).Il 2

where 1, 2, 3, ... , k - points of profile.

Expected anomaly A(x) is shifted each time to one step/pitch and

the process of correldtion, comparison again is repeated. The

application of this method (the "method of reverse probability") Is in

detail presented in the work of A. G. Tarkhov and \. A. Sidorov

(1960). Fig. 100, 101 give the examples of its application on the

theoretical model and the practical materials.

PPage 208.
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Let us note that task of separation of anomalies at interference

level is closely related also to task of levelling or smoothing of

observed values. Latter/last operations have long since been used in

the statistic studies. The essence of leveling consists in the

approximation of the observed values of anomaly, which correspond to

the equidistant points of profile, by the polynomial of the form

U (z) -- a -- bz + ca:$ 4-...+ kz n .

Approximation is most extensively used by polynomial of second

power. In this case, depending on a number of points, which

participate in the leveling, can be used the following formulas

(Whittaker and Robinson, 1935):

[U(.)l.,,,.,. - (n) -2 U (n + 1) + U(n - I)1 -

- U (n 2) + U (n -2)1, (IV, 1:4)

22

IU ,, - " U (n) - (n + ) + U (t. - )- I1 -

t 2)

I I't, -4) - ' (n - 4)1, (I', 13 )
. I
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Fig. 100. Theoretical example, which illustrates application of

method of "reverse probability". According to A. G. Tarkhov and A.

A. Sidorov (1960). a) theoretical signal; b) the distribution of

interference; c) the sum of signal and interference; d) the function,

* which characterizes the correlation of theoretical signal and observed

curve, complicated by interference; e) the curve of function ,(AX+,TIII
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The greater the number of points is drawn in for obtaining

smoothed value of anomaly at central point, the greater correlation we

assume in anomaly being isolated.
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Fig. 101. Practical example of application of method of "reverse

prbability". (One of the central Kazakhstan deposits, the matcrials

of A. K. Auzin, 1961). 1 - observed curve; 2 - function of the

correlation of theoretical curve (curve "a" Fig. 100) and observed

(are constructed only positive values); 3 - curve of potential

gradient with the charge of body in hole 4; 4 - the same, in hole 7; 5

- porphyrite; 6 - secondary quartzite; 7 - iron cap; 8 - ore body.

Key: (1). Hole.

Page 210.
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For facilitating calculations according to formulas (IV, 134-136)

can be constructed templates with scales, which consider values of

coefficients before brackets.

S32. The "anisotropic" transformations of anomalies with the

separation of linear tectonic dislocations.

All transformations exarlined above of anomalies for purpose of

separation of regional and local components or for purpose of

filtration of interference are based on differences on correlation.

The average/mean value of th- sqjare '- anomaly and the radius of

autocorrelation (-r autocortelation functi - itseili 'he basic

parameters, which we used in a-, calculatiOns, The radius

autocorrelation was considered as a nunz. but n,: as

Together with "isotropic" transformations (suc,. -:.

actually were only and examined until recently in geophysico-

literature) important practical application can have "anisotropic"

transformations, i.e., such transformations, which have different

sensitivity to anomalies, which are correlated in this or another

direction. First of all "anisctropic" transformations can be used in

such cases, when against the background of the variegated picture of

the physical field being investigated, which reflects the local

heterogeneities of geologic section/cut, it is necessary to isclate

the rela,.ively narrow linear zones, caused by the deep dislocations

* uhin, Tolstikhin, 1961). These zones can have the most different,
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previously unknown courses/strikes. Their objective separation using

the geophysical materials is of special interest, since they are the

reflection of tectonic disturbances/breakdowns of the type of faults,

to which are coordinated frequently the deposits of useful minerals.

As usual, before working of map/chart of physical field (or

structural relief) it is necessary to visualize probable bonds of

observed changes in anomalies with that part of information, which we

wish to isolate. In particular, the edge dislocations, whose effects

irterest us, are char,7cterlzed by the following signs:

1) by considerable range, several times exceeding cross

sizes/dimensions;

2) by the unknown, but invariable within the limits of the

limited sections course/strike.

Radius of autocorrelation of anomalies, connected with edge

dislocations, is sharply anisotropic value. It is sufficiently great

on the course/strike and is small transverse to course/strike.

Page 211.

Relative to background of interference, which shades picture

interesting us, it is possible to make assumption that it contains

components with different correlation, radius of autocorrelation not

depending on direction. This can be the sharp anomalies, which

generate complex "mosaic" design, and the smooth changes in the

fields, which have different courses/strikes.
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For exception/elimination of sharply variable, "mosaic" component

of anomalous field transformation must have cna--ater of averaging or

recount to height. For the emphasis of field variations in the zones

of dislocations the transformation must have a character of

differentiation. The simultaneous execution of these operations is

realized with the help of the template, depicted in Fig. 102.

Template has a form of the elongated rectangle, divided into four

strips. In its center the dividing dial through 450 is replaced. The

center of template is combined with the calculation point on the

map/chart. Thus, on each point template is set in four positions.

The rotation of template is equivalent to the change in the direction,

* in which is ensured the greatest sensitivity to the extended changes

in the anomalies.

Calculations are reduced to the fact that in limits of each of

four strips average/mean value of anomalous field, taken/renoved from

map/chart of isolines, is counted. A number of fiducial marks within

each longitudinal strip can vary from 10 to 20 depending on complexity

and changeability of anomalies. Average/mean values t, for each strip

are used for calculating the differences

,A1  - -I \ I , 1

'2 I'' I - Ii "(1s, I S)

Calculations according to formula (IV, 135) will give maximum

* value in presence of edge dislocations, whose cross section is
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represented in the form relative to symmetrical maximum (with negative

sign of result of calculations - minimum). Analogously, during the

calculations according to the formula (IV, 134) maximum values will

testify about the presence of skew-symmetric changes - anomaly of the

type of "step/stage".
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0.1

Fig. 102. General view of template for anisotropic transformation of

rn anomalous field.
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If template is placed on map/chart out of zone of edge

dislocations, then fine/small variations in picture being

investigated, which are repeatedly changed in interval, equal to

length of template, will be excluded from calculations only due to

their averaging in limits of each strip. Smooth, correlated changes,

which characterize general/cnmmon regional background, after the

calculation of differences will give small or zero values. Analogous

result will be obtained in the case, if template is placed in the

limits of the zone of edge dislocation, but the axis of template is

directed approximately perpendicular to basic course/strike.

I
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Consecuti'ely changing direction of axis of template in each of

calculation points and taking into account value of differences 4, and

A,, it is possible to establish/install course/strike of unknown edge

dislocations, their position in plan/layout and form of cross section

of anomalies connected with them. If course/strike is established

according to independent data, it is possible to be bounded to one

position of template at each calculation point, which accelerates

processing/treatment.
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F-Ig. 1303. Diagram of isolines of anomalous field above theoretical

model. I - isoanomalies; 2 - points, at which was produced the

calculation of vectors.
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Page 213. 0

I'

Fig. 104. Diagram of isolines of anomalous field above theoretical

model, complicated by interference (conventional designations the same

as *., Fig. 103).

o € p o

0 Q,

.00'

:;:16" o 6
6

Fig. 105. Plan/layout of vectors, obtained during

processing/treatment of initial field, complicated by interference. I

- calculation points with the vectors calculated according to the

formula (IV, 134) (solid lines) and to formula (IV, 135) (dotted

lines); 2 - line of abrupt change in the field.
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F .g. ",3.. Prac::ca1 example of determ~rat'.on ,: ;,::to' cf eage

dislocation according to schematic of vectors A, and A. According to

i. G. Klushin and I. N. Tolstikhin (1961). 1 - emergences/outcrcp of
Preca-,brian metamorphic rock; 2 - intrusion of the ultiabasic rocks; 3

- fa-.ts, established/installed according to geologic data; 4 -
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vectors, obtained during processing/treatment of the diagram of 6
isolines AT; 5 - axis of the predicted edge dislocation of crystalline

basement, which is developed in structure of sedimentary cover and,

partially, geomorphology of region; 6 - gently sloping structures of

the Mesozoic complex: a) Sagiz uplift/rise; b) Emba-Sagiz

downwarp/trough. According to M. P. Zazakov.

Key: (1). Urals. (2). Orenburg. (3). Khobda. (4). Aktyubinok.

Page 215.

Sizes/dimensions of template depend on sizes/dimensions of

predicted linear zones and anomaly-interference. Its width to scale

of map/chart must be close to the sizes/dimensions of separate

"spots", but not less than the width of the zone being isolated. With

an increase in the length of template azimuthal sensitivity is

improved and interference suppression is strengthened. However, for

t~.e safeguard of the independent conducting of the zones being

isolated at different points of map/chart it is necessary that the

length of template was at least two times less than the minimum extent

of edge dislocations. Therefore on the high level of the correlated

interference it is possible to separate/liberate only the very

extended zones of dislocations. In Fig. 103 is constructed the

diagram -,f the isolines of the anomalous field above the theoretical

model, while in Fig. 104 - the diagram of the isolines of the

anomalous field, complicated by interference. Root-mean-square

annoyance value is approximately equal to the intensity of anomalies.

E
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Position of banded zones of abrupt change in field, distinctly

visible in Fig. 103, is considerably shaded in Fig. 104. The results

of the transformation of latter/last diagram are shown in Fig. 105 in

the form of the vectors, whose direction corresponds to the direction

of the axis of template, and value is propor'onnal to difference A,

(solid lines) and A, (dotted lines). In each calculation point the

circle, which corresponds to interference level, is replaced.

Schematic of vectors clearly indicates position of linear zone of

abrupt change in field, which has northeastern course/strike. The

zone of meridian course/strike proved to be expressed less clearly,

the intensity of vectors only insignificantly exceeds interference

level; however, in this case attention is drawn to the stable

repetition of the sense of the vector on many contiguous points. For

-ogging of zones profileE A and B are calculated additionally.

In Fig. 106 practical example of processing/treatment of diagram

of isoanomalies is given.
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Page 216.

Chapter V.

INTERPRETATION OF GRAVITY ANOMALIES ?OR BODIES OF CORRECT GEOMETRIC

FORM.

S33. Generalities.

During quantitative geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies

assumption about the fact that the causing these anomalies geologic

bodies have correct geometric form, frequently is made. In such

cases, when this likening closely corresponds to reality, for example

in the case of step, bed, etc., the corresponding methods of

interpretation give the possibility to sufficiently accurately

determine the elements of bedding, and sometimes also the excess

density of geologic bodies on the gravity anomalies. In other, more

numerous cases, when one or the other geologic body, which causes

gravity anomaly, only very approximately can be likened to the

geometric solid of simple correct form, the application of the

corresponding methods of interpretation frequently nevertheless proves

to be useful. In these cases we, naturally, do not obtain from

gravitational data the accurate characteristic of body, but frequently

we can sufficiently reliably consider some quantitative data, which

characterize the object of anomaly, for example the order of the depth

of its bedding, possible mass, volume, etc. Having such data, during

the searches for structures or ore bodies it is possible with respect

to one or the other anomaly to make the conclusion about that, does
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O deserve this anomaly attention from the point of view by decided

gravitational photographing of the prospecting task, such as must

gravitational photographing of prospecting task, what must be the

depth of the drill hole or bore pit, assigned for the purpose of the

check of anomaly, etc.

vor each of bodies of correct geometric form in question first is

solved straight/direct problem, i.e. formulas, which express

gravitational effect/action of body on these or other derivatives of

potential, are found. For some cases such formulas are brought out

and for the converted forms of anomaly, for example for the variation

anomaly of the force of gravity 8Ag. whose determination is given in

SChapter IV, for derivative 1$,, and so forth.

Page 217.

Further there are two ways of the construction of apparatus for

solving the inverse problem (for some shapes of bodies they are used

both ways).

First path is such: investigating formulas, which represent

solution of direct problem for one or the other derivative of

potential, we determine coordinates of characteristic points of this

derivative - points of maximum and minimum, half-maximum, zero values,

etc., we find also values of anomaly at points of maximum and minimum.

This gives us the system of equations, from which the elements of the

* bedding of body directly are determined, i.e., the solution of inverse

I
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problem is obtained. 0

Alternate path consists in the fact that, using formulas of

solution of direct problem, are built atlases of theoretical curves

(template) 1 corresponding derivatives of gravitational potential for

different sizes/dimensions, depths of bedding and values of other

parameters of disturbing body of this geometric form; such

constructions are done for profile, which passes abcve body.

FOOTNOTE * Term "template" (by analogy with the electrical

prospecting) we relate below to the atlases of the theoretical curve:-,

constructed, first of all, on the logarithmic or semilogarithmic

scales. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The comparison of these curves with that obtained from the

observations actually gives the possibility to select the theoretical

curve, which most corresponds to observed, and thereby to obtain the

solution of inverse problem; in this case the degree of confidence of

this comparison gives the possibility to consider the degree of

reliability of the obtained solution. As we will see below, even for

some bodies of simple geometric form the analytical solution of direct

problem in the final form is not obtained, however this solution can

be obtained approximately to any degree of accuracy and it is possible

to depict it in the form of the series of theoretical curves.

During construction of atlases of theoretical curves relative
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* scale usually is used, i.e., along horizontal axis are deposited not

absolute values of horizontal coordinate, but its relation to any

linear parameter on vertical line, for example to depth of bedding of

body. In a number of cases is used (but in the p:actice of

gravitational prospecting thus far wide application it did not -Ltain)

the construction of theoretical curves on the logarithmic or

semiloqarithmic scale; such constructions make sense during the

analysis of the single or very well localized anomalies. The first of

the methods of solution of inverse problem indicated we will briefly

call analytical, the second - graphic (measuring grid).

Page 218.

Important value with interpretation can have utilization of space

patterns of anomalous field in the form of curves along system of

vertical and horizontal profiles or in isolines of values of

corresponding derivative of potential. In this book we propagandize

this method, until now, barely used in gravitational prospecting, and

we show in a number of examples its practical value. The special

importance of such kind of approach to examination and investigation

of anomalies can gain with the development of subterranean and air

gravitational prospcting.

Debatable in gravitational prospecting is question about

worthwhileness of examination with interpretation, besides simplest

elementary bodies of correct geometric form, also more complex forms,

* for example ellipsoid and so forth majority of specialists in region
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of gravitational prospecting (both theoreticians and practitioners) isO

considered worthwhile to be bounded with interpretation to examination

only of simplest shapes of bodies. The same point of view is accepted

also in the program on the course of gravitational prospecting,

prelicated by the Ministry of Highest and Special secondary Educatic

of the USSR for geological exploration VUZ L:- Institute of Higher

Education]. Different is the point of view of the collective of

geophysicists, led by Prof. A. A Yun'kov (Dnepropetrovski mining

institute), and some individual researchers (I. S. Gelfand, L. I.

Gavrilov, N. N. Pariyskiy) - by them are systematically pabllshed

works on the solution of straight/direct and inverse problem for the

bodies of complex form (general ellipsoid and ellipsoid of revolution,

paraboloid and parabolic cylinder, hyperbolic dome, etc.). This

question is examined purely theoretically - without the reduction of

practical examples.

Opinion of authors cn question indicated is reduced to following.

Practice requires certain increase in the number of models of the

bodies of correct geometric form, utilized with the interpretation

against their small number, which is examined in the textbooks,

especially for the three-dimensional task. At the same time the

solution of straight/direct and in particular the reverse tasks almost

for each of such complicated models is connected, as a rule, with the

calculation according to the unusually bulky formulas. If we take

into account that the conformity of the mod.,Is in question to real

geologic bodies nevertheless approximated, and initial data for the
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* calculations are also approximated, then for such cases the solution

of inverse problem analytically is unstable and, apparently, it is

inexpedient. However, for some of such more complex cases is

expedient the construction of the atlases of theoretical curves, and

also space patterns of anomalous fields for solving the inverse

problem of interpretation by graphic (measuring grid) method.

On the basis of all these consideration, in the present work we

somewhat increased number of models of bodies of correct geometric

iorm against usually those examined/considered, but in number of cases

solutions of direct problem of interpretation were bounded to

reduction only of formulas.

Page 219. For the important from the point of view of practice cases

of the bodies of correct geometric form the examination of the methods

of solving direct and reverse problems in this book is conducted by us

very thoroughly - in much more detail, than this was done in the

previously released manuals.

The examined below methods of interpretation it is possible to

divide into two following groups:

1) accurate methods, i.e., methods, specially fitted out for

investigation of one model or tie other and which give for it exact

solution of inverse problem.

2) the approximate (asymptotic) methods, i.e., the methods, which

* only under some boundary conditions - with respect to sizes/dimensions

and form of the perturbing masses, with respect to the very procedure
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of calculations and so forth - can give results, more or less neing

adequate/approaching for this model.

Application of accurate methods further is clarified based on

some practical examples, application of approximation methods, as a

rule, based on examples of theoretical, which correspond to assigned

model.

S34. Material point and sphere.

As we already indicated in S1 of Chapter I, attraction of body of

spherical form of uniform density, or consisting of concentric layers

uniform in density, identical to attraction of material point, located@

in center of spherical body, whose mass was equal to mass of this

body. This is correct for any point of the space, external with

respect to this spherical body. Therefore the anomaly of

gravitational force, which presents the attraction of spherical body,

under conditions indicated above will coincide with the anomaly of the

force of gravity, caused by the effect/action of material point.

Geologic bodies, more or less isometric form, whose cross

sizes/dimensions in all measurements of one order, can be during

calculation of their gravitational effect/action likened to spherical

or mass point.. Accuracy of this likening is greater, the greater the

distance from the body to the attracted/tightened point. The geologic

bodies of this type are very different: ore shoots of boss-shaped and 0
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Snest-shaped form, salt/hydrochloric domes, karst holes, etc.
Furthermore, it is necessary to have in mind that if we examine the

summary gravitational effect/action of several spherical bodies or

material points, arranged/located correspondingly, then it is possible

with the approximation/approach sufficient for practice to present the

gravitational effect/action of the bodies of very complex form. In

this case is completely possible the solution not only of straight

line, but also the inverse problems of interpretation - true no longer

analytical, but only graphic method.

Page 220.

Hence is clear great practical value of this case, in detail taken

apart below.

Let us examine uniform body of spherical form with center C,

which lies at plane xoz (Fig. 107). The coordinates of the center of

sphere let us designate as follows: z1.= x* Y,: - 0: zc  11.

Let us designate total mass of sphere through M.

Instead of spherical body fur space, external to its surface, we

can examine material point with mass M, located in center of body.

Consequently, in this case the formulas, which express the

gravitational effect/action of body, can be obtained without the

calculation of the corresponding volumetric integrals - directly from

the integrands of formulas (II118), if we in them write instead of x,
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y, z the corresponding values of the coordinates of the center of 0
sphere, and instead of dm - total mass of sphere M. For the origin of

coordinates we obtain the following expressions:

Ag - M - - ,

IV 3/31( 1

IV,,= IM -- _ _ 2-0h

V,,= 21.V,, = 0.

where r- .+h 2 .

0
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Fig. 107. For determination of gravitational effect/action of

spherical body

Page 221.

pAfter obtaining these formulas, to us it is more convenient to
somewhat convert them, precisely, to place center of sphere under

origin of coordinates to extra-mobile point (0, 0, h), and observation

point - into flowing point with coordinate x. It is easy to see that

this is equipollent simply to a change in the sign ir coordinate x in

the formula (V, 1). We obtain:

IV fIM1 jh

:, (V,2)

IV" / 2h2 - -'

IV,,= 21Vv :0,

where, as before:

Advantage of formulas (V, 2) over (v, 1) is the fact that they
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correspond to natural state of affairs: disturbing body is

motionless, and moves in plane z=O (plane of observations) along axis

x (line of observations) point x, for which formulas (V, 2) give

values of derivatives of gravitational potential, i.e. observation

point. In such cases, when they investigate a change in one or the

other dErivative of gravitational potential on the vertical line, in

the formulas (V, 2) instead of h they write h-z, where z characterizes

the position of the point in question relative to the plane of

observations z=0. We will conduct simultaneously research of the form

of the curves of derivatives of potential with the examination of the

methods of solving the inverse problem of interpretation.

Let us begin from anomaly of force of gravity

Corresponding curve Ag is everywhere positive, I moreover

S(-X) = Ag(-z).

FOOTNOTE '. It is assumed, as it is everywhere further, if there are

no special stipulations, that the excess mass M>0 and excess density

o>0. Otherwise Lg - everywhere negative function. ENDFOOTNOTE.

From condition N (g) ( we find r, 0, i.e., the maximum of curve is

arranged/located above the center of spherical body. Anomaly Ag

becomes zero with x=±-. The form of the curve Ag is shown in Fig.

108.

4
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Assuming/setting x-0 in formula for ag, we find value of maximum

Agmax -/M (V.3)

Page 222.

Let us find abscissa of curve, for which Ag--- (Fig. 108)

let us designate its value through xyj. It is determined by the

condition

(~j ,,+h231 )S

Whence after abbreviations and reductions we find

= h V T-- = 0,7664i. (v,4)

Depth of center of sphere h and its excess mass M are unknowns in

the case of inverse problem. Determining these values from the

formulas (V, 4) and (V, 3), we obtain:

h= 1,31 x,, , )

: I

where x,, and Agm,, directly are determined on the curve Ag.

If excess density a of spherical body is known, then it is

possible to determine its volume V and radius R from

relationship/ratio

__ l- Ua -- tI'r\,i

V and depth H of upper surface of sphere from plane of obsprva! s

II h I. \. %
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9 I

h

Fig. 108. Curve Ag above body of spherical form.
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Since measuring system of gravimeter is arranged/located close to

earth's surface, H it is possible to take as equal to depth of upper

surface of spherical body, counted from this surface. Generally depth

from the earth's surface is equal to H - I, where I - height of

instrument.

Let us write now Ag in more general view

h-: (V' )

and we investigate change Ag with change in vertical coordinate z of

observation point.

Let us examine first the case: when r , 0. i.e., change of Ag

along side vertical profile. Condition -" (%R I gives the values

, M A T1
= - 1 \ 'fl!

:i,,,. ,, , :- - I " "
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Anomaly Ag becomes zero with

Z e 0 O, (v10)

and also, obviously, with z-z.-±=.

Character of change Ag along lateral vertical profile is shown in

Fig. 109.

Conditions (V, 9) or (V, 10) determine h, and substitution of the

first of equations (V, 9) in (V, 8) gives equation for determining of

M.

With x=0 formula (V, 8) gives

Ag (V, 11)

from which it is clear that Ag on one vertical line with material

point continuously increases with increase in z from 0 to h, while

with h-zag- -.

Point with coordinates x-0, z-h - singular point of anomalous

field.

On lateral vertical profile, as we saw above, level of this

singular point is noted by zero value of ag.

At this point goes to infinity value Ag for material point, and
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also value Ag for material sphere, analytically continued through its

surface with the help of formula (V, 11).

Page 224.

Does correspond, however, this value to actual value Ag for

center of material sphere? Basis/base to setting of a similar

question is the following consideration: formula (V, 11),

unconditionally, is real out of the perturbing masses, there where the

potential field is subordinated to Laplace equation, but it,

apparently, is ineffective within the perturbing masses - there where

the potential field is subordinated to the equation of Poisson (about

these equations see in S3 of Chapter I).

0
Similar study of problem shows that formula (V, 11) for points,

arranged/located within sphere, does not correspond to actually

existing there gravitational field. In order of this to be convinced,

let us take into consideration the following theorem of the theory of

the attraction: attraction of uniform spherical material layer to the

material point, arranged/located within the layer, is equal to zero.

Let us give elementary purely geometric proof of this theorem, given

already by I. Newton (1687). Let there be the material point M,

arranged/located somewhere within the uniform infinitely thin

spherical layer; let us examine the effect/action on this point of the

mutually inverse elements of layer AB and CD, arranged/located within

the elementarily small solid angle ' 8 (Fig. 110).
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* FOOTNOTE 1. Let us recall that the solid (spherical) angle is

measured by the surface area of the sphere of unitary radius,

arranged/located within this angle, with the center at the point

(vertex of angle) in question. ENDFOOTNOTE.

0
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' /

Fig. 109. Curve Ag for body of spherical form along lateral vertical

profile. 0
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These elements can-be replaced respectively by spherical elements AB',

described radius MA and C'D, described radius MD. The areas of these

elements, and consequently, their mass are proportional to the squares

of these radii, and their attractions, in accordance with Newton law,

are inversely proportional to the squares of these radii; since these

elements are mutually contradictory, their cumulative effect on point

M is equal to zero. Material spherical layer represents the set of

such mutually inverse elements; consequently, it as a whole does not

affect the internal point.

Infinitely thin spherical layer can be considered as element of 0
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uniform spherical layer of finite thickness. It is hence obvious that

also for the uniform layer of finite thickness the given theorem is

also real. And what is more, theorem, obviously, retains force for

the spherical layer and the solid material sphere, that consist of

concentric spherical layers different in the density.

If we have material point with mass, equal to one,

arranged/located within solid uniform material sphere of density a and

radius R at a distance Q from center of sphere (Fig. llla) (Q< I?).

then effect/action of this sphere on unitary material point is equal

to effect/action of sphere of radius Q, since external spherical layer

with thickness of I?- e. as we explained, does not act on point in

* question.
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C0

Fig. 110. For determination of attraction of material spherical layer

to internal point.
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Thus,

-7____ 0 1)A¢ u' : "7 -, on " (Q B ,). ')

Consequently, real law of change in anomaly of force of gravity

Ag for case of material sphere is such: with approximation/approach

to surface of sphere on vertical line Ag it increases/grows, on

surface of sphere it reaches maximum value

but further it decreases according to linear law in accordance with

(V, 12) and it becomes zero when L o. in center of sphere (Fig.
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* lb). Thus, actual value Ag for the center of material sphere

entirely is different, than for the material point. Their

effect/action is equivalent only in the space, external with respect

to the surface of spherical mass.

Formula (V, 12) shows change Ag within sphere of uniform density.

If density varies along the radius of sphere, then Ag varies according

to the more complex nonlinear law, but also it becomes zero in the

center of sphere. The example of this body is our planet the Earth;

in this case very force of gravity g plays the role of anomaly Ag.

Within the Earth gravitational force virtually is unchanged to the

depth of 2900 km, and then it begins rapidly to decrease and it

* becomes zero in its center (Andreyev, 1960).

Consideration developed above about three-dimensional/space

change of Ag has common sense in two cases: 1) during calculation of

Ag along lateral vertical profiles, for example with utilization of

net point method (see Chapter IV); 2) during subterranean

gravitational photographing. We will have these two possibilities in

mind also in the following presentation.

We change to examination of horizontal gradient of force of

gravity

tv" - -wm%1,
v ft 'i

O Curve for this 9unction is positive with x'0 and is negative with
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x>0, moreover lK(-) lI1 +).With x-0 and also vhen0

x :L- 0 zs (Fig. 112).

Condition " V )gives

- i (V, 14)

Xuin-
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,a

Fig. 111. For determination of attraction of material sphere to

external and internal point, a) construction to the determination of

( -it and Q--h

the attraction of sphere to the internal point; b) curve Nc(o when

Page 228.

Thus, if we designate distance along profile between points of

minimum and maximum iu', i, then, it is obvious,

I - 28.f - (.*, I')

which immediately and very simply determines depth of center of sphere
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h.

h
Assuming/setting in general formula for lU'z- we find

IV j= 0=88 3M-- h (V, 16)

whence excess mass of sphere M is determined.

Let us examine now value

IVA = -3/M-;-

This value is everywhere negative with exception of point x=0, at

which IV, = 0. In this case it',(-) = W (+). Further

investigation of the corresponding equation shows that

Xmin =t h (V, 17)

(Va)mn -0,558 )(V,1)

From latter/last equations are also determined h and M during

solution of inverse problem. Knowing a, it is possible to determine

also radius R of sphere and depth of the bedding of its upper surface

(see pg. 222).

0
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Fig. 112. Curves w.. and W. above spherical body.
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Singular point in center of sphere is developed also in second

derivatives of potential. Thus, from general formula for 1'I, and the

condition (V, 15) ensues the following character of change in this

derivative along the profile at level h:IV,, turns into +- with the

approach to the singular point to the left and into -- with the

approach to it to the right.

If line of observation (x axis) passes above center of sphere,

then tv, = 0. consequently, IV, G = 1 (IV,,) - (W,)' at all observation

points. If the Line of , bservations does not pass above the center of

spherical body, but zway from it, then Wv1 , is generally nonzero and the

vectors of total horizontal gradient take the form, shown in Fig. 113;

they intersect at the point, arranged/located above the center of the

sphere higher than point 0. This gives the possibility to reduce the

form of the curve of gradient on the epicentral profile: role x play

in this case distances from the point of intersection of vectors to

appropriate observation point, and role w,, - the value of the total
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horizontal gradient G.

Vertical gradient of force of gravity

V =/M 
2
)- r60

is positive with xz<2h3, it is negative with x2>2h' and becomes zero

with

= ± h]/(V . (V, 19)

Reaches maximum value iv, with x=0, w:reover

20 f (V, 20)

Formulas (V, 19) and (V, 20) determine unknowns M and h.

At level z=h

b3

but at singular point (0, h ) It",, = -
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Fig. 113. Vectors of total horizontal gradient G in horizontal plane

z=0 in the case, when x axis (line of observations) does not pass

above center of spherical body.
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Based on example of sphere and material point it is clearly

evident that solution of inverse problem actually is reduced to

position finding of singular point (source) of anomalous field,

situated in this case in center of sphere, and anomalous mass of body

(source power). The real surface of sphere does not affect the

character of field out of the sphere and directly it is not

det-rmined; it is possible to determine it only in the presence of

additional information - knowledge of the value of the excess density

of sphere.

So is the matter in the case of any body, limited by smooth

surface, on which are not located singular points of anomalous

gravitational field.

* ;35. Vertical material rod, circular disk and vertical circular
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cylinder. 0

It is possible to liken to vertical material rod the different

geologic bodies, elongated on vertical line, more or less isometric

section in such cases, when their cross sizes/dimensions are small in

comparison with depth of bedding and their vertical sizes/dimensions.

Such bodies can be the salt domes of small cross sizes/dimensions and

wide distribution to the depth, some types of intrusive bodies, for

example diamond-bearing kimberlitic tubes, the ore bodies of

column-like form, etc.

We will be bounded to examination of direct and reverse problem

of interpretation for vertical rod on anomaly of force of gravity Ag,
S

by assuming that distribution of anomaly is assigned along profile (x

axis), passing through projection of upper end of rod on earth's

surface. The horizontal coordinate of this-point let us designate

through x, depth of upper end of the rod - through z,, lower end -

through z,. The mass of rod with the length, equal to one, let us

designate through X, so that

tm. A 1:.

With these conditions the first of formulas (111.8) gives

In h p c cw

In the particular case with z2-- we will have0
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! (%-.22)z g /,+:,
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On the basis of physical sense of task, radicals in formulas (V,

21) and (V 22) should be implied with plus sign.

Since into formulas (V, 21) and (V, 22) x enters only squared,

their form remains invariable, if rod is counted located under origin

of coordinates, and we by coordinate x note position of observation

point on profile.

Inverse problem for rod (with z,--) is solved so simply, as in

the ca,. of sharpened mass. The maximum value of Ag we have at point

x-0, arranged/located above the rod

Agm=. (V. 23)
:I

We will obtain second equation for determining unknowns z, and X,

after determining position of abscissa of half-maximum x,/,, in which

SAgma. We find

X : (\, .0

and obtain z, and X from the formulas (V, 23) and (V, 24).

Let us examine change Ag on vertical line, for which let us

represent formula (V, 22) in more general form
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0

-g= (V, 23)

Let us allow first that x*O, i.e., that we are found on lateral

vertical profile. If z increases from 0 to z,, then Ag

increases/grows and with z=z, it reaches the maximum value

= l' (V.24)

and gradually it decreases with further increase in z (Fig. 114)

with

:,2 ,(V.25)

0
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Fig. 114. Change of Ag on horizontal and on lateral vertical profiles

in the case of vertical semi-infinite rod.

Page 232.

If x is known, then formulas (V, 24) and (V, 25) make it possible

to determine X and z,.

But if x=0, then Ag increases/grows with increase in z from 0 to

z1, moreover with z-z, Ag=+-. Thus, upper end of the rod represents

the singular point of anomalous field.

Analogous research can be conducted, also, for formula (V, 21),

* i.e., case of limited on incidence/drop rod. Since here are not two,
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but three unknowns, it is possible to examine three values of Ag

Q)
Agm,1 R X=0.

_ AgmX 2 ,4-4

Key: (1). with.

which gives the system of equations, necessary for solving the inverse

problem. In this case it is necessary to have in mind that if z,>>z,,

then, as can be seen from formula (V, 21), effect of z, on Ag is much

less than effect z,, and consequently, z, with the interpretation will

be determined considerably less accurately than z,.

Let us examine now question about attraction of uniform

flat/plane horizontal layer, limited by arbitrary outline. The

density of plane layer, i.e., the mass of the element of layer, with

the area, equal to one, let us designate through a. Let us take

infinitesimal element of layer dS with the center at point M (Fig.

115). Attraction dF of the element of layer to the external point 0

(with the unitary mass), according to Newton's law, will be equal to

dF , !LL..__ (1? ib).

Z axis let us direct downward along the normal to plane of layer

and let us designate angle between axis g and OM through 0. In that

case vertical component of the attraction of the element of layer will

be registered in the following form:

dF, _111 -' IS 1 ItIts
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Fig. 115. For conclusion/derivation of expression of ancrmaly Ag for

horizontal plane layer.

Page 233.

Let us lead surface of sphere of radius R with center in 0

through point M. Let us designate through dw the elementary solid

angle, at which is visible element dS from point 0. Corresponding to

this angle element of the surface of auxiliary sphere will be,

obviously, equal to R'dw. It is easy to see that

B ̂ do), ( IS co,-4 T

and, consequently,
dF, = / Ldw.

Hence total value F.. which presents anomaly Ag for entire layer,

will be expressed as follows:

F, (y o% g

* where ~ total solid angle of visibility of layer from point A.
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In the case ot infinite material pldne 2 w ar.

Ag = 21 p. (V, 26a)

The same result, obviously, will be obtained also for layer of

finite horizontal dimensions in the extreme case, when point A

approaches up to infinitesimal distance plane of layer, proving to be

within outline of its section. If point A approaches plane of layer

out of its outline, then in this case limiting value w is equal to

zero, and consequently, Ag=0.

Above we examined gravitational effect/action of horizontal plane

layer, limited by arbitrary outline, and we were limited by

examination of vertical component of attraction, which acts along the

normal to plane of layer. In connection with the tasks of mine/shaft

gravimetry the calculation of the gravitational effect/action of

arbitrarily arranged/located plane layer (leaflet) is of interest;

about this will be described in Chapter IX.

Formula (V, 26) gives, in particular, value of anomaly ag for

horizontal flat/plane circular disk. As its geologic analogs can

serve the dome-shaped platform structures of a small amplitude,

arranged/located on the significant depth from the surface,

laccolite-like intrusion bodies, some ore shoots, etc.

Case in question is investigated in works of L. Nettleton (1942),
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* I. S. Ogarinov (1958) and other authors. Value Ag for the case in

question is expressed only approximately and besides by the very

complex bulky formula, whose direct analysis for the

conclusion/derivation of the rules of the solution of inverse problem

so, as this is done usually and as we did above for the case of

sphere, is clearly unsuitable.

0
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Page 234. 0
X

I T

Tenecm88/blf

"2 Z

7

00 02 0. 0.5 0.8 0.

Fig. 116. Nomogram for determining solid angle of visibility w in the

case of horizontal circular disk. According to L. Nettleton (1942)

with the addition of I. S. Ogar, jv (1958).

Key: (1). Solid angles.

Page 235.

Instead of this L. Nettleton constructed the convenient nomogram,

which gives value w for the circular disk in the form

where x - horizontal distance from point A to the center of disk.

z - depth of bedding of disk.

R -radius of disk.
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I
This nomogram was checked, reconstructed in another form and

somewhat supplemented by I. S. Ogarinov; in this form it was given

in Fig. 116. Putting to use nomogram and formula (V, 26), it is

possible to construct the series of the theoretical curves, whose

comparison with the curve, obtained from the observations, makes it

possible to determine probable values of z, R and m for the body,

which causes the anomaly being investigated.

Gravitational effect/action of body of revolution with arbitrary

generatrix can be approximately computed, substituting this body by

system of material disks (Fig. 117).

I
Following important model - vertical circular cylinder. With the

relatively small vertical sizes/dimensions of cylinder (in comparison

with the depth of its bedding) this cylinder can be approximately

replaced with the circular horizontal material disk, arranged/located

in the middle between the upper and lower bases.

With this likening one should assume

where a - volumetric density.

Az - low height of cylinder.

However, during this replacement errors in determination of value

Ag can be significant, in particular with low values of x, reaching
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15-25%. Therefore the direct calculation Ag for the vertical cylinderO

is of interest. Anomaly Ag for the case indicated so, as in the case

of circular disk, is not determined in the final form and is expressed

in the form of the so-called elliptical integrals. The numerical

value Ag in this case can be determined only approximately, true with

any desired degree of accuracy.

Initial integral expression Ag for vertical material circular

cylinder of radius R with centerline along z axis, depth of upper

end/face z, and lower end/face of z. (Fig. 118) in horizontal

cylindrical coordinate system (i, a, z):
R 2 :

R. .A idt dadz
AK JO J 3 3 2XLC OSU)

3 (
U U

where x-1 cos a.

0
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/\

Fig. 11.7. Approximate presentation/concept of body of revolution

with arbitrary generating system of material disks.

I
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Page 236.

In work of I. S. Ogarinov (1958) it is expressed in the

following form:

,g 2 a R( 'D (X. z~-I(,z),(V. 28)

where =

V - ,' (D 7' ? + + ) "' (k) + )
2i', [1 ) (V,'+(+ + ( k)IV-'+ +0

+-

4z
k= )''; 6=arcsink;

-f- - -t i I

a=rc si V -; -I V + ,=arc sin .'

+ + / + t

l(k),E(k),%(k.) - respectively complete elliptic integrals of the first,

second and third kinds, and 0(i, z,) and (x, z,) are expressed

analogously with appropriate replacement of z, for z".

0
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Fig. 118. To formula, which expresses gravitational effect/action of

vertical cylinder.

Page 237.

There Are elliptical integrals of form f R 1. I T,--- dr. which are not

expressed in the final form, where R - the rational integral function

of its arguments, but P(x) - polynomial of the third or fourth power.

In more detail about these integrals see in V. I. Smirnov (1958, Vol.

3).

For calculation *(x, z,) and 4(x, z,) in formula (V, 28) I. S.

Ogarinov compiled the nomogram given in Fig. 119, on vertical axis of

which is deposited value x, and on horizontal - z, or z,; on point of

* intersection of corresponding coordination tracks of interpolation
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between enumerated isolines is located unknown value (x, z,) or (x, *
z'). With the help of the nomogram and the formula (V, 28) can be

calculated the theoretical curves ag for the vertical cylinders, whose

comparison with the factual curve makes it possible to determine

probable values of z,, z,, R and a the cylindrical body, by

effect/action of which can be caused the anomaly being investigated.

It is necessary to note that at points, arranged/located above

axis of vertical cylinder, i.e., points of maximum of anomaly, value

Ag is determined by simple final expression. Actually,

assuming/setting x=0 in the initial formula and implementing

integration, we obtain

R 27t f l d zidid0

(:.2..L) 3 ,  
. (:'+L)3

0 0 z I  0 zl

A 2Io 1 dz

=2/no 4- , '::+R VZ- l. +v R'

With the help of formula (V, 29) it is possible to compute

distribution of anomaly Ag along centerline of cylinder above its

upper end/face. The anomalous field above the cylinder, obviously,

possesses the property of axial symmetry. From the theory of

potential it is known that in this case, knowing field distribution

along the centerline, it is possible to determine its distribution

along the line, perpendicular to axis, using the series/number, as

coefficients of which serve Legendre's polynomials (Idel'son, 1936,

pg. 2C5-208).
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* Page 238.

This gives another method of calculation Ag for the vertical cylinder

according to the profile which intersects its centerline, which can be

considered the independent testing of calculations using the method

described above. This method of calculation Ag also approximated,

since it is necessary to be limited to the determination of several

first terms of series/number.

Let us note two special cases of formula (V, 29). With R-- we

have
_%g (0) 2 30 (:t- :,). (V .0)

since two latter/last members in the formula (V, 29) can be converted

* to the following expression:

which becomes zero with R--.

0
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O0 42, ! 0, ae 1 2 L.9 I.# 14, 0 2. 2 .62* z . 3 0 323 .,6 i.4 ,. ' a : "

Fig. 119. I. S. Ogarinov's nomogram for determining auxiliary

functions *(x, z') and *(x, z,) during calculation of anomaly Ag,

caused by effect/action of vertical cylinder.

Page 239.

Comparison (V, 30) (V, 26a) shows that the attraction of infinite

material plane is equivalent to the attraction of infinite plane layer

of bulk density a and pover/thickness (z2-z1 ), if the density u of

material plane taken in the form

6 .(- -:) (V, Al1

With z,-m we have

t A;
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since terms with z, they are converted to the expression
-RS

which becomes zero with z,--.

As we already indicated, expression Ag(0) represents maximum

value of Ag, caused by effect/action of vertical cylinder. Formulas

(V 23) and) V, 32) show that Ag remains final both in the case of

vertical material rod and in the case of the vertical cylinder of the

terminal radius, when the lower end of the rod or of cylinder is found

at infinite removal/distance from the plane of observations.

I
Formula (V 32) can be converted also to following form:

! (0) 2 R (V,.1)
+ :'R" +z

S 36. Rectangular prism.

As geologic analogs of rectanguiar prism can serve block

structures of type of horsts or grabens, some ore shoots, whose form

in final form is determined by the fault-shift displacement, etc. The

examination of this case is of interest, also, in other respects:

during the construction of measuring grids for calculating the

gravitation effect of the three-dimensional bodies of the arbitrary

form (see Chapter VI), during the calculation of gravitation effect of

mine workings under the conditions of subterranean gravitational
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prospecting (Mudretsova, 1960). Of the formulas of the gravitational

effect/action for the parallelepiped we below will obtain how a

special case, formula for the step and the vertical bed.

Analytical solution of inverse problem for case in question is

not developed, the reason for which is the complexity of the

corresponding formulas. Below we are limited to the solution of

direct problem of interpretation for 1g, IV,, IA and , and by

graphical solution of inverse problem on IV,, for one special case.

Let us examine rectangular prism, limited by planes

j-y. z=z, y = y,Y. z= z, and z-z, (Fig. 120).

Page 240.

Let us designate the excess density of the parallelepiped by a. The

first of the formulas (II, 8) under the conditions indicated gives

the following expression Ag:
XI. '/2 .?p

= - / a z In (y + R ) - ij Y III C + : a rc tr .- 5 ")

SI. t. A!

Let us transfer origin of coordinates from observation point to

center of rectangle, which represents prcjection of parallelepiped on

plane xoy (i.e. let us change sign in x and y) and will designate

length of this rectangle along x axis by 2a, and the length along y

axis - by 2b. Then
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, ,.O , +=,°glfc ,,, n ,-,,) + ,,,..n.-z)-zat-!,, I

"c --b, --C

a2/ofaln r. -.-bln- a -2arctg-r-_, (V,34)
2/ r+6- r-T- 4 abi

where ",

r =a 2 + b + z2

Formulas (V, 33) and (V, 34) are fairly complicated: (V, 33)

present result of successive substitution of six limiting values into

trinomial, i.e., in expanded form are included 24 members; (V, 34)

include 6 members, more complex structure than in (V, 33).

Expressions of second derivatives are much more simply obtained.

The second of the formulas (III, 8) gives:

W z I.z: ,f.. d ,, . * = - ffu df ly : 2IV,,=31o a z+y .: Y, (+ -:)'

= /oi (.zt+y v' i)' + R .. (v,)3:5)

where as before I, X V x y2+ y -2
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I /

Fig. 120. Rectangular prism.

Page 241.

The third of the formulas (III, 8) gives:

V, = 3/ a 20f + s), ddydz
3V =-- Rs dxdy dz=~ /of f f 1(, ,,=,)1 ,

of coorinatesof cete ofhiznt+ rjetin+faalelpiedo

foriu VIM 35) Illowv,:

/xpression W, from appropriate formula (III, 8)

/1= -31b. -

I rc I g (V ,37)

During transfer, it is analogous with ti.- preceding, the origin

of coordinates to center of horizontal projection of parallelepiped of ....

formula (V, 35), (Vy 36) and (V, 37) change into following:

W 1l,rg li! )K. ~ (V\',38),

- z-ctg - arctg in b, ' '

IV Il : a. b. ,, (V.'.U))

where 3s before 2a - length of parallelepiped along x axis; 2b - along ~

yt axis.
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It is known about utilization of expre:ssion (V, 40) for special

case of zn-, i.e., virtually for case of right angled block or beam

of very large vertical sizes/dimensions. In this case the formula (V,

40) is simplified and can be rewritten in the form

Soarctg _, . (V, 41)W,,= -- ] _ 1,g - -b

French geophysicists (G. Shasne de Je:-i and A. Odi, 1957)

published two log-log measuring grids for solving inverse problem of

interpretation on W, on the basis of formu.a (V, 41), for two cases,

given in Fig. 121 and 122:

b =a,

b = 2a.

__-
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Page 242.

21a 'y flI

WIZ

Fig. 121. Template for ;v,2 in the case of right angled beam with

z,,--, b-a. According to G. Shasne de Jeri and A. Odi (1957).
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Page 243.

4..

IA

II/Y/*/
z

Fig. 122. The measuring grid for w,, in the case of right angled beam

with z,-, b-2a. According to G. StaS- de Jeri and A. Odi

(1957).

Page 244.

According to these measuring grids, via coincidence of segment of

factual curve (constructed also on the log-log scale) with most

adequate/approaching theoretical curie, is determined depth z, (on

left vertical straight line), multiplier K=fa (on upper horizontal

line) and position of edge of block (x-a) along secant curved line of

measuring grid.I
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It is possible to demonstrate, on the basis of formula (V, 25), 0
what by formula, analogous (V, 41), can be expressed also

gravitational effect/action on Ag element of plane layer with surface

density of =-oAz (Az - small value) with boundary outline, which

presents horizontal section of right angled block and situated on

depth z,. Thus, if we there is the basis/base assume that value Az is

low, that on anomaly Ag with the help of the given measuring grids it

is possible to determine depth z,, value m-oaz and coordinate x=a. If

o is assigned, then is determined Az.

S 37. Other cases of the three-dimensional problem.

Based on example of vertical cylinder we clearly saw that

calculation of gravitation effect can prove to be difficult even for

bodies of very simple geometric form: anomaly either not at all is

expressed in final form or it is expressed by very bulky formulas,

extremely inconvient for direct utilization. In all similar cases in

practice worthwhile is not the analytical, but graphic (measuring

grid) method of solving the inverse problem: construction and

utilization of nomograms and atlases of the theoretical curves of

anomaly for the bodies of one or the other form and the comparison of

these curves with anomaly curves, obtained from the field

observations. Certainly, latter/last wa in the majority of the cases

is not simple and lung, since it requires constructions for the whole

class of the solutions of direct problem, that not is only connected

with the large volume of calculating and drawing work, but, the main
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thing, it requires the good agreement of geometric model to the real

shape of geologic bodies, in what we far from always can be assured.

In the absence of a similar conformity can prove to be preferable the

methods of interpretation for the bodies of the arbitrary form, to

presentation of which is dedicated the following chapter.

Here we give short survey/coverage of experiments, carried out

according to theory of interpretation for cases of some

three-dimensional bodies of correct geometric of form.

By L. I. Gavrilov (1945) and A. A. Yun'kov (1952) examined cases

of paraboloid of revolution and elliptical paraboloid, elongated along

vertical axis. These authors indicate the methods of solving direct

and reverse problems of interpretation for the paraboloid on a. i'

and wy According to gravitational data they are determined the depth

of focus of paraboloid and, at the known excess density o, parameter p

of the parabolas, which present the sections of the lateral surface of

paraboloid'.

FOOTNOTE'. Without knowledge of a there is determined only the

product of a p for the paraboloid. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Subsequently, by A. A. Yun'kov and N. A. Fedotovoy (1952) examined

the case of sloping elliptical paraboloid.

By N. N. Pariyskiy (1950) is indicated the method of calculating
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anomaly Ag for case of vertical hyperbolic dome. For this case the

solution of direct problem is obtained in the final form, but it is

represented by very complex expression.

Page 245.

In work I. S. Gelfand (1949) there is derived the formula which

presents gravitational effect of the body in the form of hemisphere.

In works of A. A. Yun'kov (1952), A. A. Yun'kov and N. L.

Afanas'yev (1952) the solution to direct and reverse problems for

general ellipsoid and ellipsoid of revolution is given. The

corresponding formulas are very complex and bulky. Without the

knowledge of excess density o are determined t'7e depth of the center

of ellipsoid, a difference in the squares of its semi-axes and excess

mass; with the given one a are determined the absolute

sizes/dimensions of semi-axes. The point of the maximum value Ag and,

respectively, the zero value of horizontal gradient proves to be that

coinciding with the projection of the center of ellipsoid on the plane

of observations. N. L. Afanas'yev (1952) examined also direct and

reverse problems for the layers of elliptical paraboloid and

paraboloid of revolution.

For the majority of the cases enumerated above auxiliary

nomograms, which facilitate construction of corresponding theoretical

anomalous curves (Yun'kov, Afamas'yev, Fedorov, 1953), are published.
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* S 38. Horizontal material rod, horizontal circular cylinder.

As geologic analogs of circular horizontal cylinder can serve

linear structures (anticlinal and synclinal folds), ore shoots of

vein-like and lenticular form, etc.

Above (S 34) we indicated the equivalency of gravitational effect

of spherical and mass point; the same kind equivalency occurs with

respect to gravitational effect/action of infinite uniform clrcular

cylinder and infinite material rod. Cylinder conditions the same

anomalous gravitational field as material linear rod with the same

mass distribution per unit of length, arranged/located along the

* centerline of cylinder (Zhukovskiy, 1950, pp. 733-737).

Fact indicated gives possibility immediately, without any

calculations, to write formulas, which express gravitational

effect/action of infinite horizontal circular cylinder with

utilization of integrands of formulas (I1, 19). However, we will

obtain the same formulas somewhat by more complex way - their

immediate conclusion for the cases of first final, and then infinitely

long material rod, since the comparison of formulas for the cases

indicated will permit us to obtain the visual presentation/concept

about the conditions and the possibilities of the assumption of the

infinite course/strike of geologic bodies, which we will repeatedly

make subsequently.

0
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Thus, let us examine the first problem of final horizontal linear@

material rod, arranged/located symmetrically relative to coordination

plane xoz (Fig. 123). For the calculation we will use horizontal

cylindrical coordinate system.

Page 246.

The coordinates of the ends of the rod let us designate through (x, y,

h), and (x, -y, h), and its linear density by N. From the formulas

(III, 9), assuming/setting in them dm=Xdy, we have for the origin of

the coordinates

- % f y n 1 dy =/XQ sin0i, (y)j _

- - -dy /XQ2iulb (li' . 'I). ' o i z y :

-- _VW 4

II (y ) .2 •. (o).1 _ ,) "
'I -'I

f : , III, ('i)l_ -Q
2 (t j-c,,

20)[I,(yH '

I - I -

'w

'4

where I1(y) and I2(y) - integrals calculated in 17 of Chapter III.

ta
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Fig. 123. Determination of gravitational effect of linear material

rod.

* Page 247.

Taking into account values of these integrals, making

substitutions indicated and returning in basic (independent from y)

expression to right angled coordinates, connected with cylindrical

relationships/ratios

X Q COSO,
z , 0 d k1(),

Y - /.

and accepting z-h, we obtain following resultant expressions

Ajv, W It', and I,, for final linear rod:

Nz- 2 . I (Y),

:V,, 2 2/. X .-h 1 -1/, (y) - /: (y)1,

0 I I ' , .- 2 / . , ) I - 3 z X 2 f ( Y ) . ( z ' + Q 2 ) jV ,1.( / l , 2

W ,, ,1 . - - ____I_
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where

1,(y) - V. v 3

12 (Y)=

With y__ f,(y)_f.(y)=l, and we obtain appropriate expressions for

infinite linear rod:

Ag=2=X --2/"- I

- I / Z (Vt h,)

Here, as always in the case of two-dimensional problem (see S

17-18, Chapter III), we have V,. =IV',. In the following presentation we@

retain only the first of these designations.

Page 248.

Formulas (V, 44) express gravitational effect also of infinite

circular horizontal cylinder, moreover, in this case by X there should

be understood the product of volumetric excess density o of cylinder

to area of its cross section, i.e.

X oS o. ', V.

where R - radius of cross section of cylinder.

Subsequently we examine series/number of cases of bodies of

infinite course/strike, i.e. cases of two-dimensional problem of

interpretation. All real geologic bodies have finite dimensions on
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the course/strike. Above (S 18, Chapter III) we already indicated

that for many such bodies with the interpretation of the gravity

anomalies caused by them it is possible to put to use the formulas of

the two-dimensional problem, i.e., to accept assumption about their

infinite course/strike. Now, comparing formulas (V, 42) and (V, 44),

we can be convinced of the possibility of this assumption based on the

example of horizontal linear rod.

Let us designate values, which stand in left sides of formulas

(V, 42) and relating to crux of finite dimensions, by index k, and

value in left sides of formulas (V, 35), that relate to infinitely

long rod, by index *. Let us introduce into the examinatior the

* following relations':

AC, - 69h

S (W~)~.)
(Wa) -(W,) h

FOOTNOTE '. The examination of the relations indicated makes sense,

of course, only for the different from zero values anomalous elements.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

These values characteri - relative value of disagreement of

values ,%g t lI and W,, upon transfer from crux of finite length to

infinitely long rod. From the formulas (V, 42) and (V, 43) it is

possible to see that these disagreements depend on the relation

p . ,
v

. /
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since formula (V, 43) it is possible to rewrite in the form

,(Y) = __-_-_ = (1 +e')-',+

A (Y) = I = ( + e2)-3
(+ e

2
), I

Page 249.

For points located near the axis of the rod, i.e., in the region

of the most intensive manifestation of anomaly caused by it, in

majority of cases assumption e<1 is correct. Then it is possible to

write

1 8 ( , 47)

,(Y) = I -eg + - - ...

Being limited to terms e4 in written expressions and taking into

account formula (V, 42), (V, 43), (V, 44) and (V, 46), we obtain:

2 e2+ I
= - e4,

I I-,3x1l, (y) + (h' + Q') I2 (Y)1,
A' [ ,,'

L /I (Y)- /2 (Y )

As we see, errors for the noninfinity of course/strike in ag and

1 I, have constant values in segment of profile, within which e<!. At

the same time, errors in w. and I',, are functions x and h, i.e., by

values by variables. with x-O and h-p, i.e., above the centerline of

rod 1, error h and 6,, have the following values:
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C2 + 2 2. E4
2 8

FOOTNOTE'. Below we will see, that with x=0 wS and w,,, Ag have the

maximum values. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Formulas (V, 48) and (V, 48a) show that effect of the noninfinity

of course/strike on different derivatives must be sharply different.

With e=0.5(y-2p) and x-0 we have, for example:

C' = 0,2500,

e4= 0,0625,

8, = -.0,2500 + -0,062 = 0, 1250 + 0,02:34 = 0,1484,

6 = .0,0625 = 0,0234,

- -. .0,2500-- i'.0,0 6 25 =- 0,3750 - 0,11 70 0.2581).

,:--" 0,2500 + 2 .0.0625 = -0.1250 +- 0.0702 - 0,0548.

Page 250.

Thus, absolute magnitudes of error for the noninfinity of

course/strike of rod for different derivatives of gravitational

potential in this case comprise: for Aq,-If5,, for 1'. -,, for

- 26.;, for it',-5%.

With further decrease e, i.e., with increase in length of rod,

errors for all derivatives are sharply reduced (Table 17).

Most interesting fact as results of those produced of above
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calculations (not noted, until now, in the literature on gravitational

prospecting) consists in sharp difference in effect of noninfinity of

courses/strikes of rod on w a and W, whose values, as we already know,

identically coincide for infinitely long rod.

How it is possible to explain relatively great effect of

noninfinity of course/strike on value WA? The fact here is that into

the expression

IV = '-f 8tW

directly enters the derivative "--' in the direction of the
dy-

course/strike of rod (equal to zero with y-- and not entering into

expression Iv,,). most sensitive to the noninfinity of course/strike

along y axis is obvious.

Let us explain now effect of noninfinity of course/strike of rod

on variation anomaly

hAa .(x, 1) Ag (x) -~ z4L (N"41))

where x - moving coo-;inate of point on axis x (line of observations

of that going transversely of course/strike of rod); I - linear

parameter.
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Table 17. Absolute values 6g. 6x,6, and t,, (in the percentages).

I 6g ~~ 1~A 1641

0.500 15 2 26 5
0,*w1 4 0 12 4
0.2(W 2 0 6 2
,), 1UO 0 t 0

Page 251.

On the basis of those written above expression; [see first of

formulas (%.42), (V.43). (V.44), (V. 47)L.values of anonialous elements in

formula (V, 49) they can expressed as follows.

For it is infinite rod:

A g.(z) 2/).. h '

A g,(x -F 1) :: 2I.(-- ;.- 'h

For final rod, half of length of which is equal :o y:

..) 2 X h - I -, _ 
h 

_I
t L

( ,- : I .,
.%., , (.r ? l)~ -21( -- .', I I .,+, ;; )

.\Vh.r-I) 02/ ( I: •.I I h2

Hence we find

6A

12 '7 h -' (

or in the particular case with x-01, i.e., for point, arranged/located

above axis of rod:

__-, -
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8

where, it is analogous with preceding, is marked

h
y

FOOTNOTE'. Below we will see, which 5Ag(x, I) reaches maximum value

with x-0. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Let us compare formulas (V, 50a) (V, 48). Let us assume that

1<<y, then from (V, 50a) we have

i.e. in this case an effect of noninfinity of the course/strike of rod

on 6Ag(x, I) almost the same as on W',,, it is very small (see Table

17).

Page 252.

Let us allow now that 1-y. In this case we have from the formula

(V 50a)

66 W + y ).

As we see, in this case 66 But if

0

then value h. has ihe intermediate value between values t,, and ,.

Hence follows that at calculation A g(z, 1) parameter I it is

necessary to try to take by such so that there would be I<y, where y -0
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distance of nearest to profile end of intersected by it banded linear

anomaly (i.e. to zone of closing/shorting those contouring anomaly of

the isoanomaly).

Conclusions about the effect of noninfinity of course/strike

(based on example of horizontal material rod) it is possible to do

similar:

1. It proves to be that even without resorting to the special

calculating operations, which weaken the effect of the finite

dimensions of geologic bodies on their course/strike, like the

summation of the values of anomalous elements along the parallel

profiles, described above in chapter III, it is possible in many

' instances of practice to disregard this effect and to put to use with

the interpretation of anomalies the formulas of two-dimensional

problem.

2. Difference in gravitational effect/action of final and

infinite on course/strike body proves to be sharply different

depending on value of ratio of length of body to depth of its bedding;

it considerably increases/grows with decrease of this relation and is

reduced with its increase.

3. Effect of noninfinity of course/strike proves to be sharply

different for different elements of anomalous gravitational field. In

the ascending order of this effect from the minimum relative values to

the maximum the elements of anomalous gravitational field are placed
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(approximately) in this sequence: I,,; W, and 6g; Ag; V.

Thus, for utilization of two-dimensional models of geologic

bodies with quantitative interpretation most suitable (of that

examined above) are following elements of anomalous gravitational

field: horizontal gradient WXZ, lapse W. and variation anomaly 6&g.

Page 253.

Let us return now to formulas (V, 35), that expresses

gravitational effect/action of horizontal circular cylinder or

material crux of infinite course/strike. Let us change the sign in

coordinate x in these formulas, i.e., we convert them to that case,

when the origin of coordinates is placed above the centerline of

cylinder, and x represents observation point on the profile (x axis),

which goes transversely the course/strike of cylindrical body. We

will obtain for this case the following expressions:

Ag2/ 1 2
W', -4A . r _Z _ h -) (V,51)

ho - 0
W 21 =2X =

It is earlier than to turn to examination of each from written

expressions of derivatives of potential individually, let us note the

interesting formal bond between these derivatives, which directly

escapes/ensues from formulas (V, 51)

Ag - -Ul,+hU,,. (V.52)

0This bond - particular result of more general/more common
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relationship/ratio, which joins derivatives of potential in the case

of two-dimensional problem

fAg ds= -fzU,, ds+ fhU. ds, (V, 53)
8 1 6

where (x, h) - coordinate of flowing point within section of body, and

integration is produced on area s of its cross section.

Formula (V, 53) directly escapes/ensues from general integral

formulas of two-dimensional problem.

If gravity anomaly, caused by effect/action of infinite rod or

cylinder, is known in the form Ag, W,, and W$',, then relation (V, 52)

can be used for the definition of depth h of center of rod or cylinder

(as let us see below, coordinate x in this case it is possible to

consider as the assigned magnitude). The equa:ions, which determine

h, we in this case will have as much, as we have observation points on

the profile. If h - known value, and is also known ag and 1u,, then

from the formula (V, 52) can be determined value iv,, respectively for

each of observation points.

Let us examine now separately each of anomalous elements

investigated by us.

Anomaly

t - 21 u h

with '.-U - everywhere positive /unction, which has maximum with x=0,
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i.e., above axis of cylinder; in this case Ag - function even, i.e.,

,g (+x) = Ag(-x). and g (. -oc)- Ai- 0. Graph Ag is given in Fig. 124.

Page 254.

Maximum value

2! X (V. -4)

Let us find value of x=xV,, with which Ng = _. Ag,,,3,.

Substituting this value into the first of fo-mulas (V, 51), we

find xy,=th, whence

h= Ik V 355)

Formulas (V, 54) and (V, 55) give X and h. If it is known a,

then from the formula (V, 45) is determined radius R of cylinder and

the depth of its upper edge (from the horizon/level of instrument)

S-h -R.

Let us write now Ag in more general view

' - (h ,z l---

and let us examine how varies Ag to vertical direction, i.e., with

change in coordinate z.
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a1g

0/

Fig. 124. Curve of anomaly Ag above circular horizontal cylinder.

Page 255.

Let us allow first that x*0, i.e., we are found on lateral

vertical profile. First of all we see that on this profile ag>O with

z<h and Lg<O about z>h, moreover Ar' - -\g=,-. With zzz.=h, Ag=O

kFig. 125) thus

( V 7,7

Differentiating formula (V, 56) through z and equalizing to zero

derivative, we find

'n

Her-e follows that : ,, I with x=h, i.e., with this va 1 x

max;-Jr valje ag is located on level of plane of observations. This

gives the simple method of determii,a.ion h, if dlistribution ag is
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known for several lateral vertical profiles, including that for which

x-h.

Maximum value Ag on lateral vertical profile will be

g =-/X. (V,59)

Conditions (V, 57) and (V. 59) determine values of h and X. With

x=0 we have
Ag 2fX (V,1O)

whence Ag-= with z-h. Consequently, point (0, h), i.e., the center of

rod or cylinder, represents singular point for anomaly Ag.

I
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0-

Fig. 125. Curve of anomaly Ag on lateral vertical profile in the case

of circular horizontal cylinder.

0

0
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Page 256.

Let us examine now upper ser,,ent (z<0) of vertical profile,

passing through point x=0. From the formula (V, 60) it is evident

that in this segment Ag gradually decreases to the zero value with

Let us find point (0, :/,), at which Ag_- Ag- .0

Formula (V, 60) shows that decrease Ag twice occurs when

=,-It, which also gives possibility to determine depth h.

It is shown by the author (Andreyev, 1949), that analytical

continuation of any potential function U(x, z), assigned on x axis, too

point (x', h) of lower half-plane (h>0) can be realized by summation

of series

where Su (Z, h)- V r', h),

'A' (', - h j \~_ 1 , (z, h) - (:'( ,\ '( ' h) - ---i (I-':•h (V.,f,

ALU (z', h) = U (z'. 0)

in region of convergence of this series.

Anomaly Ag for linear material rod is proportional to real part

of analytic complex variable function (:, I LW "

) (:J-- ) (Z__ - W_

- - - - --- -
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0 Series, analogous to SU(x', h), for in case in question

proves to be possible to represent in the form

. A O-rh). .. 0

Q . so-i).

In analysis it is proved (Norlund, 1924) that this series, and

consequently, process of analytical continuation for Ag descends

evenly with h<z, and it diverges with haz..

With x-x,, h-z. real part of SO(3) gives

+-+I + .+. .+ ±+...}

* (In parentheses stands the harmonic divergent series).

- Thus, analytical continuation of anomaly Ag to horizontal profile

z=h of lower half-plane is possible only to level of singular point

(x., z.) of anomalous field.

Page 257.

Horizontal gradient It,, (the second of formulas (V, 51)

represents function positive with x<0 and negative with x>0,
tv , .,I

(-) -r,( ). -. epresents odd function x. With x-03 x ± ,

becomes zero (Fig. 126). Differentiating IV,, through x and equalizing

to zero derivative, -e find
h
! .1

0 I
Jm,. - 3
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whence
h = Of87 l, (V, 63)

where I= z, .', Athe distance between the points of maximum and

minimum W.

Value of maximum

4 VS hS

whence t h'. (V, 64)

Distribution W', on lateral vertical profile pre1.onts function
of form

W.,=-4 - (V, 65)

where x constant (not equal to zero) value of horizontal coordinate,.

For the

certainty we will count x<0. Then, oD-iously, W.;- with z<h and

v,,-0 with z>h. With z=z,-h It',, -0 (Fig. 127) At the singular

point (0, h) (center of -cd)tv., = -,o with the approach to the point

to the left and It'z - with the approach to the right.

0
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~/\

//

Fig. 126. Curves w,, and w. above circular horizontal cylinder.

Page 258.

0 Differentiating expression (V, 65) on z and assuming/setting to

zero obtained derivative, we find

2

ZmaZ h.I - -'Z

Zmin I +'

and value of maximum

II, z* "(V, 67)

Depth h is determined on position on lateral vertical profile

either of zero point or point of maximum lv',. on the basis of formula

(V, 66). From the equation (V, 67) is determined the value X.

Lapse W,, and curvature ' identically are indentical for rod,

cylinder and for any body with infinite course/strike in y axis.
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-.wSince subsequently we examine only the bodies of infinite

course/strike, we introduce for the values indicated single

designation W,, implying everywhere IV"= IV.

If
IV.,= 21% h-

(z 2 
+h2)2

then W=, is function of positive in interval of Ixl<h and negative

witi- jxf>h. W, is equal to zero with jxj=h, and also with x=±-.

Hence

h = xol, (V. 68)

where x. - abscissa of zero value W,.
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Fig 17. Cuve W an w, o ltealvetial roil i te as o

circlar orizntalcylider

Page259

Fig. 127 curve Wand is son latra verica prflei2tecaeo

circ ula ingtl clne xs n mn no.nrl oml o

Pae 259.i

Investigati~n of derivative hiVshstatWhsmxiur

when Zmaz o and two minima whe I wn mn=-h13.Fotelaeras

condiion w hav
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Each of these relationships/ratios gives possibility to determine

Let us represent now lv2, in the form

W=21X(h- z)- (V, 7)
Wz1 -(h-:)Sp

and we investigate change in this value in vertical direction. Let us

begin from the examination of lateral vertical profile, i.e., the

case, when x in the formula (V, 71) has the constant value, not equal

to zero. The investigation of formula (V, 71) shows the following.

We have zero values 11".. with z=z.=h±x.

Thus,

h = (zo).,p, + IX (o).,,n xz (V, 72)

Condition "d-iv,. = o gives ordinates of maximum and minimum:

Z,, 1 1 /I±" Zl .-i .
-, h. (V, 73)

whence we have:

IWIzsm., ,K-r I (V, 7/i)

Since x, o viously, it is possible to consider as the known

value, equations (V, 73) give possibility of determination of h, and

'V, 74) determine X. Change tt',. the vertical line is shown in Fig.
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127.

With x=O we have

S = 2/ (V,75)

Page 260.

Comparing formula (V, 75) with (V, 60), we see that character of

change W, and Ag in this case is similar, but W, more rapidly

decreases with removal/distance from rod.

Let us examine now variation anomaly of force of gravity

6 Ag (x. 1)
2/ zh 2 + (-il+h " ,

Investigation of formula (V, 76) shows that curve 6ag(x, i) is

symmetrical relative to origin of coordinates, so that

tg(z. 1) - Ag(-x, I). In this case xma, = . g as Ag, has the maximum

value above the axis of rod or cylinder (Fig. 128).

Maximum value will be

2/ 7(V77)

We obtained one of equations for determining unknowns h and X.

The second equation most simply is obtained, if we determine the
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values of abscissa x, of the zero value 6&g. From the formula (V, 76)

it follows that

whence

h -3.%-V (V 70
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Fig. 128. Curve S g(x, 1) above circular vertical cylinder.

Page 261.

Formulas (V, 77) and (V, 78) are published by G. D. Managadze

(1957).

varying parameter I in formula (V, 76), we obtain different

curves 6g. On each of such curves with the help of the equations (V,

77) and (V, 78) it is possible to determine parameters h and X of rod

or cylinder. Knowing a for the cylinder, it is possible, as shown

above, to determine radius R of cylinder and depth up to its upper

edge.

In conclusion let us present following theoretical example, which

shows possibility of applying method described above of interpretation

of anomaly 6Ag for cylinder. We already said above that the

symmetrical anticlinal or sync]inal folds can serve as the geologic

analog of circular horizontal cylinder. It is clear that this type of
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likenings are possible only in such cases, when amplitude and width ofe

structures are commensurate between themselves; very narrow

sharp/acute folds, and also very wide and gently sloping, obviously,

no longer can serve as the analogs of horizontp' cylinder. In this

case, obviously, anticlinal folds better are suitable for such

comparisons than synclinal, since the essential nonconformity in the

section/cut of anticline and circular cylinder (with the

commensurability of amplitude and cross sizes/dimensions of structure)

will be observed only in the basis/base of fold, i.e., at considerable

depth from the surface. For the interpretation best of all wi~l be

suitable not the anomaly of the fo'rce of gravity Ag, but the variation

anomaly 8Ag, on which near masses will act much more strongly than the

masses, arranged/located on the large depth from the earth's surface.

Most reliably in this case, obviously, will be determined the position

of the apex/vertex of structure.

We assign the section/cut of symmetrical anticlinal fold and

excess density a of composed by it rocks (Fig. 129); in example in

question is taken o=0.5 g/cml. Having these data and putting to use

the method, which will be described in S46 of Chapter V1, it is

possible to calcuilate the curve of anomaly Ag, which preserts the

gravitational effect/action of fold. After assigrning further 1, on

the curve Ag we build curve 6Ag(x, i,.

Since fold is symmetrical, curves Ao and 6'g for it are

symmetrical relative to point of maximu", sim..ar in their form to 0

7m1
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* curves Ag and 6Ag for circular cylinder. Let us pose this problem:

co determine the depth of the bedding of the apex/vertex of structure,

likening it with the interpretation to circular horizontal cylinder.

In this cas- according to the rules described above we determir.e h and

X for the cylinder, then, knowing a, we find its radius R and depth of

the bedding of upper edge H=h-R; this latter/last value is carried to

the apex/vertex cf structure. Calculations h and X we conduct

according to the curve Ag according to the formulas (V, 54) and (V,

55), and also along curves 6ag, constructed according to curve Ag with

1=300 m and 1=400 m according to the formulas (V, 77) and (V, 78).

Radius R of cylinder is determined according to the formula (V, 36).

0
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Par-e 262.0

~7aa

Fig. 129. Section/cut of anticlinal fold and the corresponding to it

curve of anomaly 1g. Position of the vertical cylinder, determined ong

the curve Ag (dotted curve).

Key: (I). mngl

6A 6g(l OM~)

&M-"I

Fig. 130. Section/cut of anticlinal fold and correspornding curves of
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* variation anomaly 6ag with (-300 m and (=400 m. Position of the

vertical cylinders, determined on the curves 6Ag (dotted curves 1 and

2).

Key: (1). 3 mg).

Page 263.

Finally we obtain following data about depth of bedding of

apex/'verLex of ztructure:

Depth, factual ... 100 m.

Depth on curve Ag ... 85 m.

Depth on curve 6ag (1-350 m) ... 94 m.

Depth on curve 6Lg (1-400 m) ... 101 m.

As we see, best results are obtained with interpretation of

anomaly 6&q. The average/mean value of depth from two versions of the

curve 6ag examined is 97 m; in error in this value against the real -

3 m (3%).

Results of calculations in t~ie form of corresponding

sections/cuts of cylinders are shown also in Fig. 129 and 130.

S39. Horizontal material half-plane.

Vertical drops of rmall amplitude, which condition presence of

ledged bedding of horizontal interface of density (for example, within

* horizontally layered structure), zones of tapering of horizontally
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sloping beds of small power/thickness, etc, can serve as geologic

analogs of horizontal material half-plane (Fig. 131).

Let us assume that half-plane with surface density u will lie on

depth h from surface and its boundary is arranged/located in parallel

tc y axis. Let us designate the horizontal coordinate of the

projection of the edge of half-plane through x.

0
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0. Z

Fig. 131. Material half-plane.

Page 264.

For calculating corresponding to case in question anomalous

elements we must in general formulas (III, 19) assume u=odz, z=h and

integration produce only on variable x, from x to . This gives for

anomaly Ag

* am
2-=t2f f t are tg -,

or

2f arct i ) g V. 79)

For gradient Ix: we have:

W , h  f T; & i - ,

or

For II,, we have:

0
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W- = 2/ {' d = 21 (j h -222) d

f 411 + hs)' (.J1+ h2)2

co d0 C 2 dx f (
ZJ+ h3I(z2 + h)2h\2a

X X

22/A, +h I j , Tx--

or Is

For case, when edge of half-plane is arranged/located under

origin of coordinates, and x represents coordinate of observation

point, reversing sign in x in preceding formulas, we have:

Ag - 2f j-! +arctg1 ) ,

2 h (V, 82)TI'Z = 2I L--, (V,,2

As we see, all anomalous elements, including anomaly Ag, in case

in question are expressed by very simple formulas. The sufficiently

simple form in this case take the expressions of the variation

anomalies 6dg and 6 IW,,.

Page 265.

Actually, from the general/common expression of the variation anomaly

and the first two formulas (V, 82) we have respectively:

gI r c I ~ •z a r; rr t£I- 1 -

6 \g --2hLlir.ti-' - X rc------ r

AiV 12-"l fllh I-r--.-
",

1 Z I1",h (, M. ':
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Anomaly of force of gravity Ag (first of formulas V, 82) in case

in question is characterized by following relationships/ratios:

x .A=.- g =2/np,

Key: (1). with.

Form of curve Ag is shown in Fig. 132.

As we see, curve Ag in this case does not have easily determined

characteristic points and therefore its utilization for quantitative

interpretation is difficult. It is possible, however, for the

* approximate determination u to use value of Ag at point of inflection

of curve with x-0, which gives

.1
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Fig. 132. Curve of anomaly &g above material half-plane.

P-age 266.

For approximate determination of h it is possible to determine in

curve Ag point with coordinate ' = /% in which

orII

2fi(4 arc t
h 7

FOOTNOTE '.Since Lg<1/2Ag(0) with x<0, x1,/, negative value. For

convenience its absolute value i further is examined.

END FOOTNOTE.

Hence arc .--

i.e. h-(~~
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We investigate spatial distribution of anomaly Ag, for this let

us write its expression in the form

AC = 2 + R ( (V, 87)A=2 + +ar tg

With z=h from formuli (V, 87) we have

Ag = 0 (Z < 0), (V ,88
Ag=±2rp(:O) J (V, 88)

(sign +, if we approach half-plane on top; sign -, if we approach from

below).

On lateral vertical profile (with x*O) we have from formula (V,

@ 87) and conditions a/az6g=O:

zmz = +oo, -Ag.in = Ip,

Finally, with x-0 we have

acinoy npa z h Ng
# * : h .a -- n,

Key: (1). everywhere with.

Fig. 133 illustrates character of spatial distribution Ag in the

case of material half-plane.

Formula (V, 82) for horizontal gradient II'- in this case is

analogous to formula Ag for case of vertical cylinder (V, 51), if in
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latter linear density X is replaced by surface density, and we center

of cylinder combine with edge of half-plane.

Page 267.

IVx, as Ag in formula (V, 51), represents even positive function

with maximum with x=0, i.e., in this case above edge of half-plane

(Fig. 134). Aralogous with formulas (V, 54) and (V, 55) we have

formulas for solving te inverse problem:

9'= ,2 (V, 89)

where z,,,- abscissas of half value IV,,],,,.

Spatial distribution W., is also analogous with distribution Ag

for case of rod (see formulas (V, 56-V, 60) and Fig. 125), edge of

half-plane representing singular point for W,, at which this

derivative goes to infinity.

Let us turn now to formula (V, 82) for W,,:

0
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Fig. 133. Curves of anomaly Ag on lateral vertical profiles in the

case of material half-plane.

i

Fig. 134. Curves ", and i,, above material half-plane.

Page 268.

As we se-, II.. function odd, i.e., iv,, (-W-W,, , when

t- t w -,,- (Fig. 134). Differentiating VV,, through x and equalizing

derivative zero, we find

,inst ±' /,

S
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whence is determined h. For the determination u we find

IIVzlma = !_t (V 92)h '

If we write '1z: in more general view

TV: = 2fu X (V.93)I V : , = 2 f u . 4 -(h - : )

then it is possible to explain special features of satial

distribution of this derivative. On the lateral vertical profile

extreme value IVzz is obtained with

z ,= = h. (V.94)

With x>0 this will be maximum, when x<0 - minimum (Fig. 135).

Numerical value of the minimum

I W IZ o= - . (V,95)

Formulas (V, 94) and (V, 95) determine h and m.

At singular point (0, h) (edge of half-plane) limiting value

is -- with approximation/approach tc point indicated to the right (in

region x>0) and -- with approximation/approach to the left (in region

x<0).

Let us examine now variation anomaly

I .7 - X I rc6 g(x, 1) = -2fI! Mr ti - -- MCtg -- arc tg- - •L0
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Zm

Fig. 135. Curve w.on vertical lateral profile in the case of

material half-plane.

P age 
269.

O Investigation of this formula shows that with x-06Ag(x, t)=0.

Thus, with any value the edge of half-plane is noted by the zero value

of 6Ag(x, 1). If x<0 6ag(x, 0)<0, while if x>06Ag(x, 1)>0, moreover

6ag(x, i)-6&g(-x, 1) (Fig. 136).

Further investigation of formrula shows that

whence

From written relationships/ratios it follows that at any level,

when 135. uvl e and when hla t On the other hand, if
Inetgainthen from the formula (V, 96) we have
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0
h I ,, vT I (I. lzrb. (V, 96a)

Substitution of value Z= x-ax into general formula for Sdg(x, 1)

gives
,aA r g2hrzmax + 7 " (V, 97)

whence m is determined.

I
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8 Wrr

Fig. 136. Curves of variation anomaly Ag and 6W., above material

half-plane.

Page 270.

Let us focus attention on following fact. As we indicated above,

* the curve Ag for the half-plane does not have easily determined

characteristic points and its utilization with the quantitative

interpretation is difficult. On the other hand, from the analysis of

curve 6ag(x, 1) given above for the half-plane it follows that this

curve takes the form, which is completely adequate/approach for the

quantitative interpretation. It is necessary to also have in mind

that we have the capability, varying the parameter 1, to obtain

different presentations/concepts 6Ag(x, 1) and for each of them to

determine values of h and m, on the basis of the formulas (V, 96) and

(V, 97).

Thus, transition from Lg to 64g considerably improves

possibilities of quantitative interpretation of gravity anomalies. Is

hence obvious the groundlessness of the assertion of some
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geophysicists about the fact that the application of methods of

localization of gravity anomalies allegedly is incompatible with the

solution of the inverse problem of interpretation (Malovichko, 1956,

pg. 32).

Variation anomalies has sense to examine not only in the form of

M g, but also in the form 61V. For this purpose let us examine

formula for ( I VX, (V, 83):

6(z W-,),-rh, + (1-))h1 -f 21

Investigation of formula shows that 8',- even function, which

has maximum value when z = x,.,= 0, which turns into zero with

S= z,= ± j/ ' '(V,98)

and proving to be negative when IJ:> Iz,1 (Fig. 136). For solving

the inverse problem it is convenient to use point of maximum and point

of zero value 6 , From the formula (V, 98)

h -I I 7 r i 1 , ( V , 9 1

and, substituting x-0 in the general formula for 6 w,,, we find

AW ,,l,*,, - 1 o. - A,.t,!. (\'.1lh

whence

{ 
h h -ll

::! h - ,-.['0
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Formulas given here for solving inverse problem of interpretation

on 6,ag and 6$I1.. for case of material half-plane are published by G.

D. Managadze (1958).

Page 271.

K. V. Gladkiy (1957) published convenient auxiliary table for

construction of theoretical curves of anomaly Ag, representing

gravita-.ional effect/action of material half-plane. Table gives the

possibility to obtain values of Ag not for the points of profile,

arranged/located through the equal intervals, as usually is done in

this type tables, but the value of coordinate x (i.e. the distances

along the profile, counted from the origin of coordinates), which

* correspond to the boundaries of the equal intervals of values Ag,

counted in fractions/portions Agm.. Number n of such intervals is

accepted equal to 20, so that each interval composes 0.05 AL!",, with

exception of the latter, that constitutes 0.01 AAI,,. On the basis of

the formulas (V, 82) and (V, 84):

Ag 211t + arct z).
'V .,=2nit,

is determined the value

l2k- h

where i-- -j-tm. and coefficient P is given in Table 18.

Table 18 can be used also for determining depth of value h of

half-plane. Let, for example, Ag compose 0.15 A.,,,, for the anomaly,

which is interpreted, counting its caused by the effect/action of
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material half-plane. Consequently,

0,5 k=0,5P=196

where the latter/last value is determined from Table 18.
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O Table 18. Values of coefficient P in the formula (V, 102).

k k

00t -31.67 0,55 0.16
0.05 -6.31 0.60 0.32
0.10 -,X 0.65 0.5t
0.15 -1.96 0,70 0,73
0.20 -1.3 0-5 1.0K)
0.25 - 1.00 0.80 11,38
0.30 -0,73 0.85 1.!f6
n, i5 -0.51 0.0k 3.08
o,40 -0.32 0.95 6.31
(.45 -0.16 0.2 31.67
0.50 .0 W

Page 272.

Further we find

h .U :,9 . .u -2.0 K..

P 1,96

In work indicated above of K. V. Gladkiy of analogous type

auxiliary tables are given also for cases of sphere and circular

horizontal cylinder.

S40. Vertical step.

By vertical step in theory of interpretation of oravity anomalies

is implied body of infinite course/strike, limited by two horizontal

and one vextical pline, that has in cross section form of

semi-infinite right angled strip with sides, parallel to coordination

x and z axes (Fig. 137). From the comparison of Fig. 137a with Fig.

* 131 it follows that the vertical step presents the case, similar to
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the case of horizontal material half-plane, but more general and,

consequently, more complex: it is assumed that the horizontal planes,

which limit body, are arranged/located not on infinitesimal, but on

finite arbitrary distance.

In given definition of vertical step it is assumed that

disturbing body, limited by planes indicated above (by two horizontal

and by one vertical), has certain excess density a relative to zero

excess density of its accomodating medium. However, if we will assume

that in entire half-space, arranged/located lower than the step,

excess density is not zero, but different from zero constant values,

equal to o, then, it is obvious, the anomalous gravitational field,

caused by step, will not be changed (anomalies are engendered only by

density variations in the horizontal direction;. Consequently, is

possible following, equivalent to given above, determination of the

vertical step: this is the form of the relief of interface with the

excess density a, which has the form of step/stage, finite vertical

dimensions, limited from the side by vertical, and from aborve by the

horizontal plane (Fig. 137b).
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r

Fig. 137. Vertical step (a) and its equivalent presentation/concept

(b).

Page 273.

This equivalent determination formally is suitable also for case

examined above of material half-plane, but in this case it does not

have visual physical sense - for us it would be necessary to speak

about the step/stage of infinitesimal vertical sizes/dimensions.

After given elucidations let us point out geologic analogs of

vertical step. These will be all those elements of the geologic

structure, whose basic gravitational effect/action is caused by the

presence of one vertical or steep contact of two media of different

density: faults with the steep/abrupt drop in the plane of ejector in

the thickness of the rocks, whose density varies on the vertical line,

the contacts in the thickness of -he steep rocks, which are

distinguished by the density (for example, in the thickness of

crystalline basement), the contacts of solar domes or intrusion masses

with the enclosing rocks, the zone of abrupt charges in
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faciles-lithologic composition of sedimentary rocks, etc. It is

possible to say that the case of vertical step - one of the basic

questions of theory and practice of the interpretation of gravity

anomalies.

We give conclusion/derivation of formulas, which express

gravitational effect/action of vertical step. Let us designate

chrough x the horizontal cocrdinate of the edge of step, through z,

3nd z, - depth of the bedding of the upper and lower horizontal

planes, which limit step.

For calculations it would be possible to use general formulas

(I1, 19) for two-dimensional task. However, in this case we more

rapidly will lead to the target the utilization of those already

brought out above in S36 formulas for rectangular prism. By their

successive simplification we will obtain first formulas for

rectangular prism with the infinite course or the infinite prism

(beam), which are for us of independent interest and

examined/considered in S42, and then formula for the vertical step.

Assuming/setting in formulas (V, 33), (V, 35), (V, 36)

Y- .,/r 1h -Y and then changing to limiting value of y=, we obtain

following formulas fcr rectangular prism with infinite course/strike:

', I/ a rin ., ,,fl :2
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Page 274.

Assuming/setting in formulas (V, 103) x,=x, x,=, we obtain

formulas for case of vertical step:

A - It z - 2: arctg z-- In (x2 + :)1

IV.: I IIn (z2 + :-)IZ

IV,= 2/a [arc1 .

Varying now as usually, sign for x, i.e., transferring origin of

coordinates into point, arranged/located above edge of step, and

* making substitutions z, and z, we finally obtain:

LL =/O [(:2--:1)~:."' . arctg.---2:1 arc t .-i +

I __ ;_' o :1

+zln _.
'" "' "(V, Ji))

IV,,, -/ I n - -

2/ a(arc I g _ arrtl

£ J

Formulas (V, 104), especially expression for Ag, according to

their form are more complex than formulas (V, 82) for material

half-plane. Formulas (V, 82) for the half-plane are obtained from (V,

105), if we in the latter ccnsider z,-z, as the low value and assume

o(z,-z,)-a. Under this condition, removing the parentheses in the

formula (V 104) for Ag, we can write
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21o z arctg-:. - : arctg 'r =t2/garctg ,

In- - = 0-- _ O

that also gives the appropriate formula (V, 82). analogously can be

converted expressions for W, and W,.

Let us turn to examination of formula Ag for vertical step

(z. - ) acti-z. - 2z arctg - -;- In _

Page 275.

Its investigation shows that

ups z=--oo Ag=0.
* z=O \g =/c.,t::-:,h I (' 0,

0 z = -4.-oo Aig 2/ afri (z. *zj), )

Ag(+z) + Ag(--.) = 2/oi ( . - z,).

Key: (1). with.

Curve Ag for step proves to be same-type with curve 4g for

material half-plane (see Fig. 132), and expressions (V, 105) are

identical to (V, 88), if we in latter take J-o(z,-z,).

Let us taKe vertical -tep with excess density a with depths of

upper and lower bounds of z, and z, (Fig. 138) and will count for it

values of anomaly of force of gravity ag according to appropriate
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. formula (V, 104). Let us take further material half-plane with

density M=a(z,-z,) at the depth

h= Zj+Z
'

and with the same position of left edge, as in vertical step. Let us

count for it anomaly value of gravitational force according to the

appropriate formula (V, 82) and designate it through Ag. If we now

count the values of the relative deflection

E

for the different values of ratio x/h, then it proves to be that the

values e on the whole are small and do not exceed in the extreme case

7.2% (Fig. 139).

S

S
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Z,

z2

Fig. 138. Mutual arrangement of vertical step and half-plane during

comparison of their gravitational effect/action.

Page 276.

We have this limiting case with x/h-l/4, when z,=0, and z,-z,=2h,

i.e., face side of step coincides with the plane of observations. But.

if x/h-l, then e composes only 3.4%. This fact, explained in the work

of K. V. Gladkiy (1957), gave to its author the foundation for making

the following conclusion: "... virtually in all cases during the

determination of the depth of the bedding of the plane, situated

halfway between the upper and lower bounds of intinite vertical

step/stage, it is possible to use the relationships/ratios, brought

out for real half-plane". The discussion here deals with the formula

(V, 86)
h xl , l,

brought out above for the case of material half-plane. It proves to

be that it is in practice applicable for the vertical step of finite

vertical dimensions, if we by h understand average value from depths

z, and z,.
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Actually, this value is determined on position of point in that

section, where corresponding curves for step and half-plane are not

distinguished between themselves more than 3*.

Given conclusion/derivation is accurate only for anomaly Ag and

only for determination from this value of average/mean value from

depths z, and z. of step. For I;v. and It',, in the case of step, as we

see below, are required other methods of interpretation, different

from the methods of interpretation for the material half-plane.

However, for the anomaly Ag in the general case also cannot be spoken

about the equivalency of the effect/action of step and material

* half-plane: although the difference between them is relatively small,

it has systematic character, without varying on the sign on entire

profile (see Fig. 139). This will be especially clearly evidert

below, when we will examine spatial distribution of anomaly Lg for the

step.
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x

Fig. 139. Relative disagreement e (in %) of values of anomalies of

force of gravity Ag for vertical step Ag for material half-plane.

0O% (according to K. V. Gladkov).

Page 277.

Primary task with interpretation of gravity anomalies for step

consists not in determination of average depth h, but in determination

of depths themselves z, and z,. This task, even if it can be solved

on anomaly Ag, then, obviously, only for the case of step. It,

actually, does not make sense for the case of material half-plane.

In S42 we give tables, with the help of which it is possible to

easily build theoretical curves Ag, w,, and W,, for any bodies with

rectangular cross section - including for vertical step.

Let us pause at question about special features of spatial

distribution of anomaly Ag in the case of vertical step. Formula

(V.('4)for Ag is valid for the half-space, arranged/located above face

side of step. For the half-space, arranged/located below lower bound

of step, is valid the same formula, but, obviously, in this case it is

necessary to take values of z, and z, with minus sign, and this is 0

SI
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* equipollent to sign change in the expression for Ag: positive anomaly

on the upper profile is converted into the negative on the lower

profile, moreover, if these profiles are arranged/located

symmetrically relative to step, then for one and the same x anomaly

will be identical with respect to absolute value. The physical sense

of sign change in Ag in this case is analogous to change Ag in the

case of material half-plane and does not require new elucidations.

Let us examine now distribution Ag in layer between upper and

lower boundary planes of step. The basic special features of

distribution Ag in this layer can be established from the simple

physical consideration. Let there be point A, arranged/located on the

side from the step (Fig. 140). We conduct the horizontal plane

through point A; it will separate from the step Part I - also in the

form of the vertical step, arranged/located on top of the plane

indicated. Let us construct step II, similar to step I and

arranged/located from below from the horizontal plane, carried out

through point A, i.e., representing as the mirror image of step I. It

is easy to comprehend that the gravitational effect/action of steps I

and II on vertical component ag is equal in the value, but it is

contradictory on the sign and, consequently, cumulative effect of

steps I and II on Ag is equal to zero.

Consequently, gravitational effect/action of entire step on Ag at

point A is reduced only to effect/action of its remaining part III,

located below step II (see Fig. 140). If point A is arranged/located
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on the horizontal plane, which separates step in half (point A, in

Fig. 140), then the effect/action of step at this point is equal to

zero, moreover with any arrangement of point with respect to the step

both outside and within it.
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* Page 278.

From all the aforesaid the following law of change Ag on vertical

profile, carried out through edge of step (with x-0) above

escapes/ensues:

Ag= /an(:2-z ) everywhere when z< ,; A linearly decreases when :, z: Z2,

becoming zero when "- '+- A9= i, -z,) everywhere with zz.

Change &g with x-O as functions z is shown graphically in Fig.

141. Graphs Ag(z) with x<0 and with x>0 are given here.

Being congruent/equating Fig. 141 and 133, we see that character

of three-dimensional/space change Ag is substantially various for

Scases of material half-plane and vertical step, what, however, is

natural in view of different arrangement of singular points, which

determine structure of anomalous field: in the case of half-plane

this point only one (edge of half-plane), in the case of step their

two - in upper and lower points of inflection of its cross section.

For case of step it is easy to investigate question, that gives

analytical continuation of anomaly Ag along positive direction of z

axis, i.e., in lower half-plane on vertical line, passing through

points of inflection of step, if distribution Ag is known along line

of observations (x axis), also, in upper half-plane along negative

direction of z axis. On the basis of formula (V, 104) we have

Key: (1). for any.
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Fig. 140. Determination of gravitational effect of vertical step in

layer, situated between its upper and lower boundary planes.

Page 279.

if we now use formula (IV, 80) of net point method, then, afterI

replacing there z-h, it is possible to write:

A9 (0. z) -f 4Ag (0, 0) - I.g (, 0) + Ag (-z. 0) + Ag (0, - z)l

and making appropriate substitutions, we obtain

A (~c=Jn(---,)with any z>0.

This formula gives completely accurate result under condition

z~z,, i.e., to level of nearest singular point (0, z,) of function Ag.

It is lower than the singular point, i.e., with z<z,, formula net

point method gives thce result, which does not correspond to the real

distribution 4g along axis z (see Fig. 141).

Let us turn now to formula (V, 104) for gradiet, I,

ZI

I II I
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*it reaches maximum at point x-O, moreover

[WI... = 2f In -1, (V, 106)

even positive function, are decreased with increase Ix and

turning zero with x-ta (Fig. 142).

S
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Pdrtzt-z,) Z dffi 2 -z,

0I
I

Fig. 141. Change in anomaly Ag on lateral vertical profiles in the

case of vertical step.

Page 280. 0
Values z,, z. and a can be expressed through abscissas x,, and

x,/ points, where W,, it reaches values 7 IJ., and - nd

value f111,Im.. (method of P. M. Nikiforov).

For points indicated we have respectively:

iiii

either

I i

or 0
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o+
-I Z .

-rI a In -z 4

or

' -)

The first of given relations gives

Z:: = ."l 2,

but from the second we obtain after some transformations

I I

S+ l =11

Whence, using property of square roots equation, directly we find

z, m - -r,.

m 7r-z

where it is marked

2
mI (%. 107a)

After determining z, and z, and after substituting obtained

values into formula (V, 106), we find value a

0 . . V I
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0

I

W rz

2

Fig. 142. Curves w=, and Wu, above vertical step.

Page 281.

Let us focus attention to the fact that in this case we have the

capability of immediate determination according to gravitational data

by coma of surface of disturbing body and its excess density, we did

not have what in cases of sphere and circular cylinder. The reason

for this was made clear above in S 19 of Chapter III: the surface of

step angular, its section has the singular points of the anomalous

gravitational field, situated on the t)dy surface. Therefore in this

case during the solution of the inverse problem, which gives the

position of the singular points of field, we directly determine both

the surface of disturbing body and its excess density.

It is here appropriate to explain this question: all parameters

of step z,, z, and a are theoretically determined unambiguously, but
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* does mean this that all these parameters are determined equally

stably. (Question about the stability of the solution of inverse

problem we already was examined in general form in S 19 of Chapter

III). To this question in this case it is possible to give this

answer: depth z, (i.e. the position of the nearest to the plane of

the observations of the singular point of anomalous field) most stably

is determined, values z, and a are determined much less stably. In

this case the error in z, strongly influences the accuracy of

determination a, but it little affects the determination of z,.

If instead of constant value o-o, to take linear dependence a on

depth in the form

'7 = '1 0 + M ( -,)

that it is possible, after introducing this value into integral

expressions IV., and W' to obtain following expressions (Berzon,

1939):
= (i - -5.) ;.,. + , ± 2fm ( -

I,, = (t - ,) V,, - m ,.

where W,,o and W,,.- value of these quantities with o-.

Comparison of curves IV,, and It'. constructed according to given

formulas, with curves for case o-o. shows that coefficient m (gradient

of excess density in depth) very strongly influences z, and little

affects value of z, (Fig. 143).

We investigate spatial distribution ir,,,after representing it in

S the form
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In : (-2-:) (V. 109)

z2 -( i-:)3'

Differentiating (V, 109) on z and by equalizing zero derivative,

we will obtain:

"% (V,110)

Page 262.

I f

then we have from formula (V, 110)

n, ay :. (1,. f 1Oa)-:np~n : 2.

Consequently, structure of field in the case of step is

determined by no means midpoint with depth -,but by position of

singular points (0, z,) and (0, z,) - points of inflection of step.

If we assume in formulas (V, 110)

:..L- = : . -:, 0.

then we arrive at formulas (V, 58) for :mI, , nd :,,n. valid for II,, in the

case of material half-plane (see pg. 255), and also for Ag in the case

of linear material rod.

0
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zz

- ' . ) Y C'7o d', , 050o.2VE ,u

0go 1. 00 0.3 o 0003
-- i- ,,0 550 0.3 { aoo

Fig. 143. Comparison of curves w, and iv,, in the case of vertical

step with constant and variable/alternating (on vertical line) excess

' density. According to I. S. Berzon (1939).

Key: (1). The conventional designations.

Page 283.

Let us look, with what value xzma--O for case of step. Making

this substitution in the first of the formulas (V, 110), we find

If we know distribution IV, in series/number of lateral vertical

profiles, which include that, on which maximum value Iv., proves to be

at level of plane of observations, then this gives to us possibility

to determine geometric mean from depths z, and z, step.

I
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If we substitute expression Z=z1Zm from formula (V, 110) into (V,

109) and to designate for abbreviation

.;I-: Z, d,

we will obtain that

a In r2:t-d2 -d (V, 112)

Zero value WVn (besides obvious value of z=± -) we have with

2 (V, 113)

From formulas (V, 111), (V, 112), (V, 113) values z,, z, and a for the

step can be determined.

Distribution W,, on lateral vertical profile is shown in Fig.

144.

At singular point (0, zi) 11,, = +o., while at singular point (0, z,)
wVxz = -oo.

Theoretical values of gradient WIZZ in the case of vertical step

of intended sizes and depth for any point of profile (x axis), its

going transversely course/strike, can be easily found at application

of nomogram, proposed by D. M. Khramov (Ris. 145). The initial

formula, which is used for its construction, is obtained as follows.

Let us designate m = -:,n= _I and then we obtbin from the formula (v,04'

104)0
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SIn'4m

For calculation WIs in terms of given values of z,, z,, a and x

we enter as follows. We are assigned by values of m and n and find on

the extreme scales of the nomogram of point, which correspond to

values S-m and 4= .Drawing through these points straight line, let us

read value ---=at the point of intersection with this straight lineU

with the average/mean scale G Multiplying this value on a, we obtain

unknown value W=.

Page 284.

Let us examine now curved IV.,, determined by appropriate equation
* (V, 104)

;,: 21a (arc t - - arc tg

In this case 0U',-0 with x=0 and x-±-. 11,,- function odd,

negative with x<0 and positive with x>0 (see Fig. 142).

,!

From condition o II, we find

so that

7-
(it'. ~ ~ ,,, r rrtk : ..z ,,( ) 1,
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If for step a it is known, then from the last two equations it is*

possible to find

, = ( A 1+1 -A) z=,z,

: 2 ( l'A 2+ I + A ) mz . J (V ,11)

b A = tg -'Vki,
21 a
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0

Fig. 144. Curves wxz: and w, on lateral vertical profile in the case

* of vertical step.

Page 285.

If a is unknown, then it is possible to determine value of x-x ,,

with which I*:,-= .- , This, in addition to equations (V, 114) and

(V, 115), gives system of equations, which determine z,, :. and o.

It is necessary to keep in mind that if a step is known, then z,

and z, are determined more simply and accurately on any derivatives.

0
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Fig. 145. D. M. Khramov's nomogram for calculation 'i ., in the case

of vertical step.

Page 286.

Thus, with o the known irops out the necessity of determination x v . on

the force gradients of gravity, and z, and z, easily are determined

from the equation (V, 106)

and the conditions

:I 2"
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Hence, after introducing designation

(Wy)Ma,

can be obtained

'- (V, 117)

Let us return to W If besides IV"= II'S known also 2 Wv,. then, as

it follows from the formulas (I, 17) and (I, 18), it is possible to

construct the "vectors of curvature" having very characteristic view

of the profile, which goes transversely the course/strike of the

* vertical step: vectors are oriented along the profile above the upper

part of the step and it is perpendicular to the profile above its

lower part, changing direction on 900 above step itself (Fig. 146).

It is possible to construct template for interpretation of

anomaly iv,, in the case of vertical step on log-log scale. The

special feature of template is the fact that curves on it they are

constructed not from zero level It*,. but from level (W,),,n. Is explained

this by the fact that the point with I',,-;) cannot be depicted on the

logarithmic scale (since igO=--). The depicted on the template

segment of a curve I',, is shown in the left, template itself in the

right side of Fig. 147.
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Fig. 146. Character of "vectors of curvature" along profile above

vertical step.

S

S
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* Page 287.

\\\ \

Fig. 147. Template for interpretation of curves w. in the case of

vertical step. According to G. Shasne de Jeri and A. Odi (1957).

Page 288.

With the coincidence of the template observed curved with one of the

theoretical curves on the vertical straight line value z, is

determined, and on the horizontal - excess density a (more accurate,

product f a). Along the secant curved line value x.-Vz,, Z, is

further determined, whence z, is located.

let us examine distribution I: on vertical line, for which let
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us write initial equation in the form 0

W,. = 2f (arctg arctg (V, 118)

Investigation of formula gives
- -- ,

:m rin = 1

(Wzz)min 2/a arctg 4zd(
4z'--d '

x ,A 0)

Key: (1). with.

where as before

z

Taking into account formula (V, 118), relationship/ratio

a AWz = W.: A

and character of distribution of anomaly Ag along z axis, passing

through edge of step (see pg. 279-280), we come to conclusion that

W-:as follows is distributed along z axis:

V,, =0 nrmoay np" :<:,.

" ) ncii;ty ij111 - .:, (|aw. 1 'i ).

Key: (1). everywhere with. (2). with. (3). Fig.

It is hence evident that vertical force gradient of gravity of

second order

as follows is distributed along z axis:
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IV*z: = 0 Bacoly, za i:cK.iOqe e 1! ToqeK (0,-z,) ii (0, :1).

IV,,, = -oo a T.'qie (0, :1 :

,VIZZ = +;_0 0  B roqe t0, ,.

Key: (1). everywnere, with exception of points ... and ... (2). at

point.

All this very clearly shows determining role of singular points

(in this case (0, z,) and (0, z,)) in structure of anomalous field.

Page 289.

Variation anomaly

in the case of step is determined by very bulky expression, since each

of members of right side must be expressed by formula of type of

appropriate of formulas Ag in (V, 104). This expression is presentcod,

however, by very tame curve, similar to the curve 6Ag in the case of

the material half-plane (see Fig. 136).

Investigation of formula 6ag for vertical step, carried out by G.

D. Managadze (1958), leads to following solution of inverse problem:

=: r- :-,",;+-I. -,! , IX.10
,I - /

where

n~ *----- -

0 27- zm - _.' '
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p = 2 z , a r c t g ._ . _, : a r c t g x. + , I n +'- " =

1 ZyZ

arctg - -+ , arctg

,4- In (.r,.+1)1+"t .- 1+

" _ arctg

(V, 120a)

z4and Z represents here abscissas of extreme values 6Ag(x, 1) with

two values of parameter I ' and I (one should take 1'>>I).

FOOTNOTE'. In expressions z, and z, the positive values of radicals

are implied everywhere. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 290.

Method requires very precision determination :- and x,. virtually

let us apply with interpretation of intensive anomalies, investigated

by very in detail high-accuracy gravimetric photographing. The

example of the practical utilization of a method (Managadze, 1959) is

published.

Subsequently, it makes sense to develop nomograms for determining

values m, n and p in formula (V, 120a).

Approximate methods of determining depth z, of step. Until now,

we examined the methods of interpretation, which give the possibility

of the independent determination of depths z, and z, upper and the

lower bounds of step, and also its excess density a. However, in a
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. number of cases there is special interest in the determination only of

one of the elements indicated, namely, depth z, of face side of step.

As the example let us assume that we is interpreted an intensive

anomaly of the type of the so-called "gravitational step/stage" in the

platform region with the depth of the bedding of basement into several

kilometers - under the conditions, when this anomaly can be explained

by the effect/action of the steep contact (interface of density)

within the basement. In such cases for us there is first-rate

interest in value of z, of step, which can be with the high

fraction/portion of probability considered coinciding with the depth

of the bedding of the surface of basement in the region being

investigated.

I
Below we examine four approximate methods of determining depth z,

of vertical step, of obtained application in practice interpretations

and characterizing by following special features:

1. Utilization of the variation anomaly bAg with its subsequent

recount to the height - for high-amplitude step with the unknown

excess density.

I
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wzl

Fig. 148. Distribution W, andAon vertical profile, passing through

edge of vertical step.

Page 291.

2. Interpretation on Ag and 6Ag for material half-plane - in the

case of step of small amplitude with assigned excess density o.

3. Utilization of integral transform of anomaly Ag.

4. Joint utilization Ag and I1X,.

Method 1. For the author I it was possible to adapt G. D.

Managadze's formula for determining the depth z, of vertical step, (V,

96) for the case of material half-plane.

FOOTNOTE'. B. A. Andreyev - is published for the first time.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

This method, which proved to be during the practical utilization very
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simple and sufficiently accurate, we described below.

The following is an interesting special feature of this method.

As we already indicated above, the replacement of step by material

half-plane was possible only under the condition of the relative

smallness of the vertical sizes/dimensions of step. Nevertheless the

described method is most acceptable precisely for those cases, when

the gravity anomaly being investigated is caused by the effect/action

of the vertical step of large vertical sizes/dimensions, i.e., such

cases, when a difference in depths z2-z, for the step high value in

comparison with depth z,. Virtually these will be anomaly of the type

of the "gravitational step/stage" of large intensity, since, as we

know, total variation Ag above the step comprises

2/ M s (z, ),

i.e. it is directly proportional to difference (z,-z,). with depth z,

on the order of 2-3 km the desirable amplitude of anomaly Ag must

compose order 10 or more milligal.

Thus, let there be curve Ag for vertical step with excess density

o and large vertical amplitude of z,-z, (Fig. 149). We are assigned

by the parameter I (it desirable to take small value) and change to

the variation anomaly 6ag(x, 1). We count over this anomaly upward to

level z--z,, taking value z. of comparatively small, desirably 2-3

times of smaller than the predicted value of depth z, of step (if this

predicted value can be according to one or the other data

established).
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Let us examine no; difference

6Ag(Z,0)- 6Ag(X, -Z).

Page 292.

It is easy to see that this difference is gravitational

effect/action not SAg of initially assigned vertical step minus

gravitational effect/action on M g of the same step, omitted downward

at depth z. from its original position, or, in other words, two

vertical steps: upper - with excess densicy a and depths of bedding

of face side z, and lower bound of z, z. and lower with excess density

-a and with depths of bedding of face side z. and lower bound z, z0 .

In this case if z.<z,<z,, then, obviously each of the steps indicated

it is possible to take for the material half-plane: upper with a

density of m= 6z, at depth h=z,+z,/2 and lower with a density of

u=-az. at depth h=z,+z./2.

Since, as it is agreed, difference z,-z, in value is significant,

M g for two steps indicated is distinguished not only by slgn, but

also by intensity and character of distribution (this it follows frcm

formulas (V, 96) (V, 97) for material half-plane): upper step is

characterized by more intensive anomdly 6Ag with relatively small

value urn , but lower - by anomaly 6ag of weak intensity with relatively

larger value IZ,. Under this condition Ix of curve 6Ag(z,O)- 6.%g (x,- -).

obviously, it is possible without the large error to identify with

value X- for the upper from the steps indicated. Substituting this

step by material half-plane, we find for it value of h from the
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. formula (V, 96)

h = j 1 fTZ-

and then depth z, of the upper point of inflection of the step

:-- - . (V, 121)

It is possible within known limits to vary values I and z,, also,

for each pair of these values to calculate value of z,, and its final

value to define as average from several values.
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2.-i

z. -

Fig. 149. Determination of depth z, of vertical step.

Page 293.

These values can be considered more or less equally accurate.

Business in the fact that, although theoretically most accurate it is

possible to consider values of z,, which correspond to minimum values

I and z., virtually they can and not be the same, since with the low

values I and z, it is reduced and the intensity of difference anomaly

6Ag(z,)-6AK(z,-,)and value Xm for it in connection with this

virtually is determined less confidently.

Method 2. For a rough estim&te of depth z,, and also z, step, if

its excess density o is known, it is possible to act then:

1) by the methods described above for the case of material

half-plane on the curve Ag or 6ag to determine the average depth of

the step ,,
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2) on the curve Ag to determine the power/thickness of the step

ZZ = ag (0)

where Ag(0) - value Ag above the step;

3) from two equations indicated to determine z, and z,.

Method 3. Let us examine now the method of determining the depth

z, of verticul step with the application of the integral transform Ag.

This method is examined in the work of I. G. Klushin (1958), and the

generalized presentation of method is given in the work of G. A.

Troshkov and S. V. Shalayev (1961). Here we are briefly presented

the essence of method in connection with the examined by us special

case, keeping in mind his that version, which was used in practice

* with the interpretation of gravity anomalies. The general/common idea

of utilization by integral of transformations is presented above in

Chapter IV.

Instead of anomaly Ag, which is function of coordinate x, let us

introduce into examination function of frequency a, determined by

following integral transformation:

I(n) Aq(x)s nuxdz. (V, 122)

Paae 294.

Since for the vertical step [see formula (V, 105)

\AI -.r) 2/oai (:2 -,A( ii
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and, consequently,

sin (-a z) Ag (-Z) = -2n (z, -- I) sin a z + sin a zAg (z),

and

2a (a 1-n:' j sinazdz = 0.
-W

that I(a) it is possible to rewrite in the form

I (a) = 2 Lg rgtai zdz. (V, 123)

where anomaly Ag can be expressed (if we use formula (V, 82) for

material half-plane and to replace in it m through a dz, and h through

z) in the form

LILg -= 2/, a " I + ,,rc,, -1 d-:.

Substituting this expression Ag into formula (V, 123), we obtain

1(a) " 4/o ina z 4. i atg dz
II t

or, varying order of integration,

11) 41o a d: qi art r- isn dz.

Since

*0.

the expression I(a) can be rewritten in the form

"#/ d: ar sin a r drz.
I /,, .- d:1 areI I nnd

R
l

il 0
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0 Integral on x makes sense and its value it can be calculated as

follows. It is known that

in asnazda= arctg

0

(see, for example, saffron milk-cap and Gradstein, 1956, pg. 203,

formula 3. 573).

Page 295.

On the other hand, are known inversion formulas: if

F (z) = / ()sin at dt,
0

that

* 1(a) 7 F(z)sinatdt

0

(see, for example, Ditkin and Prudnikov, 1961, pg. 16). Hence there

follows f -. 3
arclg - sin a d x  '

Substituting this -lue into the expression for I(a) and integrating

by z, finally we find

1(a) = "" I "-_ -"a (\', 12;)

If a is sufficiently great and z,-z, is great in comparison with

S z, it is possible to write approximate equality

2eui
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0

whence for two (sufficient different) values a-a, and a-a, it is

possible to find

In 10 ( at) - 10 1 (11-) 11 (V, t25)

and further
j(a) Q2 

ea 41
2"a I (V, 126)

where it is possible to take any of values a, and a, or on succession

each of them with subsequent averaging of value a.

Instead of sin a x in formula (V, 122) it is possible to take

many other functions, orthogonal along x axis to 1 and x (see Chapter

IV). Method allows/assumes, in the principle, there are many further

generalizations and modifications (see articles indicated above of I.

G. Klushin and other authors).

Method 4. Let us examine now the method of determining the depth

z, of step by the joint utilization of anomaly ag and gradient II.,

This method, more accurately its particular variety, is known in our

literature by the name of the method of Fisher-Lyustikh. The origin

of this name is such.

Page 296.

In the work of American geophysicist Fisher (Fischer, 1941) were

examined some inequalities, which permit consider on the gravity

anomaly maximum the value of the parameters of the structure, likened
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* for vertical step. Subsequently in the work of Ye. N. Lyustikh

(1946) one of Fisher's inequalities was used as the approximate

equality for evaluating the depth z, of vertical step for the

interpretation of anomalies of the type of "gravitational step/stage".

Further appeared several works, in which discussion centered on the

possibilities of the practical utilization of E. N. Lyustikh's

recommendation either directly or under the condition of a certain

transformation of obtained data (Salikhov 1957; Tatevosyan, 1958) and

this recommendation won acceptance by the name of the method of

Fisher-Lyustikh. Below we examine these recommendations.

If we take difference in values Ag(x) for step at points - = and

. -, then from the relations (V, 105) derived above (pg. 275) it is

possible to write

Ag(+oa) - Ag(-oo) 2f an(:,--- z)

On the other side of gradient It', in the case of step we have

formula (V, 106)

11,M8., = IQ In 2.

whence

I 2!im
21 a

From written relat-onships/ratios follows

21as Lt'. - ( -- I
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or

Zl ( -Iwxsl (--t 1 (V, 127):' [ Iw.:max I

2/o e 21a --J

where x - abscissa of point, sufficient distant from edge of step, so

that written approximate equality would make sense.

According to this formula is calculated depth z, of step in

method in question.

Page 297.

Itself formula (V, 127), is understood, it cannot cause

objections and its utilization in practice can be considered

permissible; however, with observance of following two conditions:

1) excess density a of step is known (at least approximately;

2) value both IVsima.. and Ag are known with sufficient accuracy,

i.e., for example, by region of anomaly are data and variometric

photographing, from which is directly known valuell$',Imx, but values ag

on profile are obtained by integrating gradient or by high-accuracy

gravimetric photographing.

During practical application of method indicated usually but one

of these conditions is not observed, namely:

1) values o assign arbitrarily, for example, with interpretation

of anomalies, connected with internal structure of basement, are taken

by completely conditionally o- 0.3 g/cm', considering that anomaly

being investigated compulsorily must be caused by contact of magmatic
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* rock of basic and acid compos!.tion. Meanwhile on the majority of

density contacts within the basement of density variation, in all

likelihood, there will be less; than 0.3 g/cm', i.e., the value

accepted for the appropriate anomalies will prove to be exaggerated as

depth z,, determined from the formula (V, 127).

2) For the interpretation there are used data of gravimetric

photographing of a small accuracy, moreover value %L is determined,

taking two points into the profile, which intersects "gravitational

step/stage" and after dividing a difference in the values of anomaly

Ag at these points for the distance between the points, i.e., putting

to use the following approximate relationship/ratio:

[Wz]a ( . (V, 128)

However, formula (V, 128) in actuality gives not maximum, but a

certain average value of gradient Wn in interval of x,- x,.

Remembering, what form takes curve W.- in the case of the vertical

step (see Fig. 142), we come to the conclusion that this average/mean

value must be, as a rule, it is less than value 1lI ',Ino. The difference

of averdge/mean value W., and 135'zim,, can be very large with the low

value of z,, when curve ui,, takes the form of high narrow maximum.

On the basis of the given con!.ideration, it is possible to arrive at

the conclusion that the formula (V, 127) in the majority of the cases

must give the systematically exaggerated value of depth z,.

During attempt to apply this method to determination of depth of

surface of crystalline basement in the Tatar ASSR according to data of
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gravitational photographings it was explained that depths, determined

according to formula (V, 127), exceed several times of depth of up to

basement. A. G. Salikhov (1957) undertook an attempt at scheduling

the correlation, with the help of which it would be possible to

convert depths z,, determined according to the formula (V, 127), into

the depths of up to the surface of basement, A. G. Salikhov arriving

at the conclusion that this problem is successfully solved by it.

Page 298.

In actuality success proved to be imaginary: business in the fact

that the depths of up to the basement at the apex/vertex of the Tatar

arch/summary, where these investigations were conducted, vary very

little, so that changes in the depths are small in comparison with

their average/mean value; under such conditions the calculation of

depths of up to the basement with the help of the correlation graph

indicated created false impression of the application of an accurate

method of interpretation. The attempt to apply this graph beyond the

limits of the apex/vertex of Tatar arch/summary, naturally, did not

yield positive results.

In conclusion it is possible to give following estimation of

method in question: itself formula (V, 127) is completely acceptable,

but its practical application with utilization only of given

gravimetric photographings (besides, usually, small accuracy) and

determination IWt,,1mi from fori-la (V, 128) with utilization of

arbitrarily selectod value a - operation unreliable neither in
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theoretical nor in practical sense.

At the same time, under conditions, when excess density a it is

possible without large error to assign previously with utilization of

intensive anomalies, investigated by high-accuracy detailed

gravimetric photographing (or, still better, with utilization of data

of complex of gravimetric or variometric photographings), application

of formulas (V, 127), apparently, it is possible to consider it

permissible for preliminary approximate calculations of depth z, of

step.

Let us examine two examples to interpretation of gravity

anomalies for case of vertical step. The first of them - practical -

for the application of an accurate analytical method, the second -

theoretical - for the application of the approximate asymptotic

methods.

Example 1. Fig. 150 depicts the anomaly of horizontal gradient

v,,along the profile through the oil bearing structure of Ompareti

(Georgia), described by B. K. Balavadze and M. S. Abakeliya (1940).

Profile intersects the buried ledged tectonic disturbance/breakdown on

board the structure. As is evident on the curve of gradient, tectonic

disturbance/breaKdown in the first approximation, can be accepted as

the vertical step.

For determining the elements of bedding of the step, let us apply
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method of P. M. Nikiforov described above (see pg. 280). we

determine values x,, and x4 , separately on each of the wings of curve

IV.."', and then find their average values, which we introduce into

further calculations.

FOOTNOTE'. So we act because curve IV= is not completely symmetrical

relative to maximum ordinate. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 299.

we obtain:
1 =1(300 +320) =3:10-R.a2

X1. 4 (500 + G(")) 580 A

As we see, xV. is determined on curve considerably less

confidently thanx,.

We calculate auxiliary value

m =388

and we find through formulas (V, 107)

=:188 - :5).w - m 01 155 ,

we determine on curve IX

l11'zolax - 8~ . ~ CZ $

and we find throuqh formula 'IV, 108)0

21t - I : CA
3
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According to data of drilling depth of upper edge of step of

approximately 170 m, i.e., error in determination z, in this case of

approximately 9%.
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' 0

loom - 660

200,4-------------~0.-

50

Fig. 150. Anomaly ;vx above structure of Omparati. Accordinq to B.

K. Balanvadze and M. S. Abakeliya '1940).
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The amplitude of the step is several hundred meters. Step is complex

by the species/rocks of Sarmatian with a density of 2.3-2.4 g/cm', and

contact with them the species/rocks of the suite of Chauda with a

density of 1.9-2.0 g/cm3, i.e. the factual excess density of the step

[scarp] of approximately 0.4 g/cm3. Accuracy of determination of o in

this case of approximately 10%. As we see, the results of

interpret; :ion will agree well with the data of drilling, although

curve IV,, only approximately corresponds to the case of vertical

step.

Example 2 (theoretical). Problem of anomaly Ag on the profile

* through the step with z,= 0,5 km, z,-1.5 km, o-0.5 g/cm' (Fig. 151).

On this model we test/undergo three approximate (asymptotic) methods

of interpretation (methods 2, 3, 4 on given above numbering).

Method 2. Directly from the curve 4g we find through the formula

(V, 86)

**,i , f92 KM.

If we consider that value m-o(z,-z,) is determined according to

formulla (V, 85) accurately in accordance with its theoretical value,

then z, and z, on Ag are obtained with underestimation against actual

values on 0.08 km (8%).

It is necessary, however, to have in mind that in practice we do
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not know accurate values a and Ag similar accuracy of interpretation,

as a rule, cannot be reached.

Method 3.

FOOTNOTE'. For the case in question the example is given in 0. A.

Swank's article (1961). ENDFOOTNOTE.

There were calculated values from the formula (V, 122), in which

instead of the infinite limits substituted the value themselves of +15

km and -15 km and subintegral values for (4n+l) values of the period

T _2n

were located.

It was assumed that quarter of period T contain n of intervals,

equal to h, so that

Q2

In limits of each separate interval, equal to nh, element of

integral, which expresses I(a), was calculated from Stirling formula.

Calculation was conducted with a gradual increase in the values a,

which is virtually possible only to the known limit, on achievement of

which the numerator in the formula (V, 125)

In r3i,) in Ia: - I n)

is determined uncertainly due to errors in the calculations.
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AVU

I

0 
5Mxx

I0

Fig. 151. Theoretical example of anomaly Ag above vertical step.
W Key: (1). mgal.
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Following results (Table 19) are obtained.

Taking average of four is most confidently determined values of

z,, we obtain 0.42 km instead of theoretical value of z,-0.50 km,

i.e., error in this average is 0.08 km (16%).

It is necessary to have in mind that in given example conditions

for applying method of integral transforms are distant fro., optimal:

above we saw (pg. 293) that for reliable determination of z, in this

manner were necessary not onAy high values a, but also high values of
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difference z,-z,. In the given case of z,-z,-l.0 km, and ratio

z,-z,/z, is equal to 3, i.e., it is relatively small. It is necessary

to remember, finally, that in this method z, is determined without the

knowledge o.

Method 4. It is checked based on the example in question the

accuracy of the approximate form (V, 127)

(z) - At( -z)

considering that in this formula all values are known accurately, with

exception W. determined by the approximate relationship/ratio (V,

128)

W ", O, At (zs) -- At (z,) u
ZS - Z

Let us place x,-x,-2 km (i.e. 1 cm to scale of map 1:200000) and

let us take x,-+l kin, and x,--l km relative to point x-0,

arranged/located above step. We obtain (on the curve Ag - Fig. 15)

" - lo -9 Crr.
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* Table 19. Example of calculation of depths z, by the method of

integral transforms.

a I 1() 1 1, HA

1.257 1050 0109
1571 &53 0.400
24)94 295 0.36 1 CpeA-ee=0,42 gig

176 0.53
3,!42 80.8 0,37
4,189 30.8 -

Key: (1). Average.

Page 303.

Actual value [$V,lme, according to formula (V, 105) will be

[WzJma. =2 66,7. 10-2 0,5 In-L. =73. t0-  crc.

Substitution of these values into formula for z, shows that value

z, due to inaccurate determination IW,:zJ.z in this case is obtained

with exaggeration to 60% against its actual value. Let us note that

this result is obtained in the theoretical example under the

assumption that the excess density a of step is accurately known. Is

hence clear the practical inadequacy of the method in question.

S 41. Sloping scarp.

Body of infinite course/strike, limited by two horizontal and one

inclined plane (Fig. 152), is called a sloping scarp. Sloping step is

t'e more general/more common analog of those geologic structures,

* which approximately are represented in the form of the vertical step
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(see pg. 272). Hence great practical value of this case. Until now,

this case is insufficiently developed in the theory of interpretation

for two reasons: 1) the complexity of the corresponding analytical

expressions; 2) the fact that the ledged structural forms are fairly

often limited by the steep lateral surface, and in these cases with

the interpretation of gravity anomalies it is possible without the

large error to put to use simpler model examined above of vertical

step. However, in certain cases, in particular during the utilization

of the second derivatives of gravitational potential, the model of

vertical step is frequently clearly inappropriate, and the examination

of the mcdel -f sloping step is required.

0

0
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o z-z~osa.

22

Fig. 152. Sloping step.

Page 304.

We give conclusion of analytical expressions of anomaly Ag, ,,

and TVs for case of the sloping scarp. Initially, as is usual, we

accept, that the origin of coordinates is arranged/located in

observation point, and x represents the coordinate of the point of

intersection of the lateral face of step with axis x (line of

observations); let us designate the angle between the basis/base of

step and the lateral plane through a. Let us isolate within the step

the elementary layer, limited by horizontal planes at depth z and

z+dz; its gravitational effect/action will be expressed by formulas

for the material half-plane with the coordinate of the extreme point

x-z cos a (see Fig. 152). Having this in mind, putting to use

formulas IV, 79), (V, 80) and (V, 81) and taking into account that 0-0

dz and h=z, the gravitational effect cf sloping scarp let us represent

by the following formulas:

16
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A= 21aJ (A2L- arctg z-2ctg 2') dz,

s d
W= 2/af (z-zctga)'+Z ' (V, 129)

xtW: =-2/ a( zctg C . dz.
f (z-z CtgGL)-i-z

The first of formulas (V, 129) gives

Ag = 2/ a [j~arc tg ] gdz.

o(lit --.) - 2/o( J are Lg z- sctg a dz,

whence, calculating integral in parts, we obtain after conversions

Ag'=fan-2/ol ¢arctg z--S rt a

- /0 :arc tg :-:ctgz . ______________

z z- -ctg a) -2 ('tg_-

Page 305.

Latter from terms in parentheses represents known tabular

integral of form

+ ( b 2 I- 2as -b

24 'sac ar I - - CS V.I

This gives
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S
Afg=2f a o -- arctg : ,

2 In(:2 2z: cosa sinn + z$ sins a) -
1z-zcosasin a (V, 131)

-- zslncosa arc tg ZOz sin, U

If we now change sign in x, i.e., to transfer origin of

coordinate- into point of intersection of lateral boundary plane of

step with x axis, then we will obtain

Ag = 2/ y[ z(-- 4-.arc tk z + zctg a)+

+ z sin a In(W - 2.. cos a sin a + z2 sin s a) -

- z sin a cos a arc tg t+ " cog a sin ]s (V, 132)z sins 
z 
t I"

In a similar manner, on the basis of formulas (II, 19) and also
varying in final result sign in x, we obtain following expressions for

IV,, and W,,:

IV:= / [a ins a In (z2 + 2z:cowa sin a + z'sii' a) -

-i i 2a arc Ig L - 04 j cos a' (V ]

- I sin 2a I (: 2: roa in a-.' z2-iiil ) -

in' u arc tg , .r"zn ,
X111m3 U~

Page 306.

As we see, formulas, which express gravitational effect/action of

sloping step, prove to be sufficiently complex and bulky form. It is

possible to considerably simplify them, if we make with them the
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following conversions: first to be returned to that case, when the 4
origin of coordinates is located in observation point, and coordinate

x - at the point of intersection of the lateral limiting plane with x

axis, i.e. to change to the opposite sign in x in the formulas (V,

131), (V, 132) and (V, 133), and then to introduce into the

examination the polar coordinates p and 8, connected with the right

angled following relationships/ratios:

z - z ctga u = Q CO',

Q sill 0,

2= (r- :ctg a),+:.. = .i- 2z: a sin lz-inl
sin, CL

and to designate through (Q,, 0,) and (Q., o2) the values of polar

coordinates respectively for the upper and lower points of inflection

of step (Fig. 1.53). As a result of all these conversions the

formulas, which express the gravitational effect/action of step, are

obtained in the following form:

q- 2f (:a .2- ,,) +z FinI, i +

AO - OI)1
P)[, , 2 s i -- 0-,Q (0, 0')

It',, fry 2iii In-1 .1 - 2 ( - )
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I4

Fig. 153. Transition from right angled coordinates to polar during

calculation of gravitational effect/action of sloping step.

Page 307.

As we see, these expressions are very simple and visual in

comparison with formulas written above. With a-r/2, i.e., for the

case of vertical step, formula (V, 134) they give:

Ag=2fa[(:e- : Ie) z X e 1 '1 
TV , - 2/o I , (V 13)

2/a (), -0,).

From formula (V, 131) and (V, 134) escapes/ensues following

relationship/ratio between ag and W,. having value both for sloping

and for vertical of steps:

Ag - 2/a(:f'2-:,0,)-- W,,. (V'. :36)

It is necessary to remember that x in latter/last formulas

considers from beginning of coordinates, adopted at observation po'i nt,

to point of intersection of lateral limiting plane of step x axis.
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Formulas (V, 134), with their simplicity and clarity, can have

only secondary importance during calculation and investigation of

distribution Ag. W|, or W.. for sloping step. Primary meaning in this

case have the nevertheless corresponding formulas in the right angled

coordinates, to examination of which we return.

Analytical methods of solving the inverse problem of

interpretation for the case of sloping step are not developed. For

anomaly Ag is not developed graphic method, i.e., neither atlas of

theoretical curves nor nomogram for the construction of these curves

is comprised. In the literature, true, there is a description of this

type of nomogram (Afanas'yev, 1952), but, unfortunately, into the

basis of the construction of this nomogram was undertaken without the

check formula Ag for the sloping step fron the textbook of L. V.

Sorokina (1953), who proved to be due to the sliping in misprint of

erroneous'.

FOOTNOTE'. As it was explained subsequently by L. V. Petrov (1957),

in L. V. Sorokin's textbook coefficient of 0.5 with natural logarithm

was omitted. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Curve of anomaly Ag along x axis, as it follows from examination

of corresponding formula (V, 131), has following special features.

So, as in the case of vertical step, Ag-0 with x--- and Lg-2fol(z,-z,)

with x- -; however, with x-0, i.e., at the point of intersection of
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the lateral limiting plane of step with x axis, we have

Ag(O) = 2/a( - a) (Z2 - :,). (V, 137)

Page 308.

With a=r/2, i.e., in the case of vertical step, this gives

already known relation

Ag(O) = lOa( - (V, t37a)

while with a<r/2 - Ag(0)>/a(-z), (V, 137S)

which is physically clear, since in this case of Ag represents value

of Ag above edge of vertical scarp I with amplitude of (z,-z,) plus

value Ag for prism of the same II height (z,-z,) plus value Ag for

prism of the same II height (z,-z,) and with the same excess density

(Fig. 1.54).

Let us designate value of Ag(0) with arbitrary value a through Ag

(0, a), and Ag(0) with a=r/2 - through Ag(0, r/2). Table 20 shows the

relations of these values for the different values a.

Until now, we examined effect/action on Ag of sloping step with

a<x/2. From this case it is not difficult, however, to arrive also at

the effect/action of step with the base angle, equal to (i-a) (Fig.

155). As can be seen from Fig. 155, both of the indicated steps

together is formed the infinite plane- parallel plate with a thickness

of (z,-z,), i.e., their cumulative effect is equal 2fal(z,-z,).
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rig. 154. Explanation to formula (V, 137) for sloping step.

Table 20 relation '(0, ) =,a for the different values of the bngle aa,(o, -)

of sloping step.

"a

90 1.00
75 1.17
60 1,33
45 1.00
-31 f,67
I5 1,84

Page 309.

At the same time, a change of the direction of step is equipollent in

the sense of the gravitational effect/action to sign change in

coordinate x in the appcspriate formula, since during the derivation

of this formula integration limits transpose. Taking into account

these all facts, we can write the following relation:

Ag(z, a - a) = 21 an (z, -- z,) - Ag(-z, a). (V, t38)

This relation makes it possible to construct curve Ag for step

with angle (r-a), if curve Ag for step with angle a is known.
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Noticeable effect of angle a on form of curve Lg for sloping step

is developed oril in the case, when amplitude of step z,-z, is great

in comparison with depth z,; otherwise this effect proves to be

insignificant even for a, considerably different from r/2 (Fig. 156).

The fact indicated allows many anomalies, caused by the effect/action

of sloping step, to interpret as those caused by the effect/action of

vertic"I step; for such anomalies the angle of the slope of the

lateral face of step is determined unstably.

Until now, as it has already been said above, atlases of

theoretical curves of anomaly Ag for structures of type of sloping

* step there are no. Subsequently this atlas should be constructed. Is

eve:- more expedient to construct the atlas of the theoretical curves

of tL.! variation anomaly 6Ag for the case of sloping step, first,

because the utilization of an atlas of theoretical curves, as already

mertioned in Chapter IV, is especially effective for the localized

forms of anomalies (variation, the higher derivatives), secondly,

becauze the curves 6&g for the sloping step take the incomparably more

characteristic and more indicative form, than the curves ag.

0
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0

/1

Fig. 155. Explanation to formula (V, 138) for sloping step.

Page 310.

As can be seen from Fig. 157, the sloping scarp s characterized by

the asymmetric curve 6Ag, the point of zero value of which is placed

near the projection of the upper point of inflection of step on x

axis, and smaller in the absolute value the extremum of curve ii

placed in the direction from the zero point in the direction of the

incidence/drop in the lateral limiting plane of step.

Let us turn nw to second derivatives IV,, and W,,. Fr them the

analytical solution of the inverse problem of interpretacion in the

case of sloping step also is not developed, but the possibilities of

graphic method, which prove to be very favorable in view c,f

cunvenience in the construction of theoretical curves ard

characteristic form of these curves, are investigated. Let us examine

this question based on the example of gradient I,

I0
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/Oj

sLI vo U

40 11-/-11 e -z

z 7
20Z

J30 2f 20 If /0 S 0 f /0 5 2M 2! 30

X00

zoo #

JO025ZU95/60 a 0 /a //52 of 210 Z/

Fig. 156. Comparison of curves of anomaly Ag for vertical and

sloping steps. According to 0. A. Swank (1960).

Key: (1). with.

Page 311.

Formula (V, 132) for W- can be rewritten in the following form:

II

' - 1
where 9

40= ( I s iaIn (I + 2p co,;a !tina+± 14 'i 1(1) -

- sin 2a arc tI (-.L cosecs a + ctg a (
(I sill ail

I}= 2/rln l

li --'-P
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Let us assume, for example, a-0.5 let us assign values of

relation of depths z,/z,, angle a and argument A.

For values of z,/z. selected by us and a it is possiblc to make

table values of coefficient p and function f(u) 1.

FOOTNOTE'. For calculation of tables, see in B V. Numerov (1931).

In this work function f(m), is designated g(m), and angle a - by

letter o. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Putting to use these tables, it is possible according to the formula

(V, 139) to construct tables and graphs W., for the different values

of parameters z,/z, and a of sloping step. The analogous calculations

also of the plottings can be produced also for Izz.

0
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Fig. 157. Comparison of curves Ag and 66g for sloping scarp.

Page 312.

With the given values of the parameters |IV, and Wl, indicated can be

represented by the functions only of the one argument

i.e. by function the ratios of the horizontal distance of observation

point from the point of intersection of the bevel edge of step with

axis x (line of observation) to the depth of"the upper boundary

horizontal plane of step. Let us note that on this relative scale can

be represented only second derivatives It,, and Wt,, in contrast to them

anomaly Ag it is necessary to represent on the usual graphic scale,

for example in 1 cm of I km, etc.

Fig. 158 depicts four series of curves of gradient IV,, for

* sloping step, constructed according to formula (V, 139) for values of
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a-0.5 g/cm' and a-90 ° (Fig. 158a), a-60* (Fig. 158b), a-40 ° (Fig.

158c) and a-200 (Fig. 158d). Along the horizontal axis the values of

a are plotted. For each a curves W.. are given for the values of the

relation

1'= ,5; 2; 3; 5; 10; 20; 50.

Putting to use graphs indicated, it is possible to do analogous

constructions for values a+/2, i.e., for angles a. equal to

600 90*-1500; 400+900=1300 and 200+90c=l100. In order to be convinced

of this, let us represent a in the form

a = - ,

and substituting this value in f(u), we see that

I (+0, -P) =/is(-A, + q).

Thus, in order from case a=r/2-, to switch over to case a-r/2+o,

sufficient to change direction of x axis relative to step and to

change curve as this is shown in Fig. 159a and 159b. But if it is

necessary to construct curve for he analogous cases, but with a

change in the direction of step relative to profile, then it is

necessary to change sign W, to the reverse as this shown in Fig. 159c

and 159d. The latter is obvious from that fact that a change in the

direction of the course/strike of step is equipollent to a change of

integration limits for x in the general formula for It*,,
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* Page 313.

,V -J0 -40 -JO -20 -97, 5

" z, I I

28e

_ _ __, 2 _

-JO - -2 0 -,

10 -80 -70 -60 -M0-0 3 - V -'0p , 7 7 V
L~

20i-_ (x = 200
T I I:J 2IV

- 7a - xO - .v - 4-0 -#o 0 ,; //~/ iil,/-11 " " ii z0" o

Fig. 158. Curves of gradient w.,~ for the sloping scarp.

Page 314.

Being congruent/equating between themselves series of curves for
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different a, we see that curves it'., noticeably are changed with change*

a only with sufficiently high values of ratio z,/z,. But if ratio

z,/zs2 or 3, then curves are barely changed their character even with

very significant changes in the angle a. Hence it is possible to raw

the conclusion that for the structures of the type of the sloping

step/stage, whose vertical extent is relatively small (z,/z,<2 with

a-0.5), the determination of the angle of the slope of the lateral

face of step from curve W in effect is not possible. At the same

time for them the possibility of determining the depths z, and z, is

opened up, using the methods of interpretation described above for the

case of vertical step.

With a, not nu. too different from 900 (to 70-500), curves It'

very differ little from appropriate curves for vertical step/stage and

with high values of relative power/thickness of step (z,/z,55-10);

With the high values of z,/z, and the decrease of angle a begins

noticeably to be manifested the inclination/slope of the lateral face

of step. It is developed in the asymmetry of curves IV,, relative to

the point of maximum and in the decrease of maximum ordinate. In this

case in incident direction in the lateral face more gently sloping

branch of the curve TV., is placed

Atlas of theoretical curves for described case of sloping step

can be used in many instances in practice of interpretation of results

of gravitation prospecting works, carried out for purpose of analysis

of geologic structures.
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S

a

Fig. 159. Reorganizations of curve W., (a, b, c, d) with change in

incident direction in lateral face and course/strike of sloping step.

Page 315.

If structure (or its part) according to the character of curve

approaches the type of sloping step/stage and to us from any data are

known z, and density o, then, after constructing the observed curve of

gradient to scale of depth'z, and by comparing it with the theoretical

curves, it is possible to determine the position of the boundary of

step relative to profile, depth z, and, at the sufficient vertical

* power/thickness of structure, the angle of the slope of lateral face
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K. Depth z, is defined only approximately and besides with greater

error, the more gently sloping is the incidence/drop in the lateral

face, as is evident from the character of the theoretical curves,

given in Fig. 158.

With the help of atlas of curves for sloping step/stage it is

possible to easily construct theoretical curves also for prisms with

triangular section, depicted in Fig. 160a and 160b and which

correspond to structures of type of anticlines or synclines, and also

for structures of more complex section, similar to that depicted in

Fig. 160c, since their gravitational effect/action can be represented

as equality or sum of effect/action of corresponding sloping scarps of

various forms and depth. 0

Let us examine numerical example to interpretation of results of

gravitation prospecting works on structure of type of the inclined

step. Fig. 161 shows the curve of gradient the profile, which goes

transversely the course/strike of structure. A difference in the

density of lower and upper thicknesses is known and equal to +0.5.

Because of that fact that curve goes comparatively symmetrically

relative to point of maximum, we will use formulas for case of

vertical step. These formulas will permit us to find approximate

values of Jepths z, and z, which will facilitate further selection of

theoretical curve for the sloping step. Let us determine values of

x,, and x,, separately on the right a.id left wings of curve (counting

frim the point of maximum).
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I

Fig, 160. Bodies with triangular section of (a, b) and step of

complex form (c), whose gravitational effect/action can be represented

in the form of combination of curves WIv, for sloping step.

Page 316.

According to graph we find following average/mean values of xq,

and x,/. on both wings of curve: x,/,- 3 00 m, x,/4 -570 m, whence

rnm - 1- __ --___ '2..
.2I2 ,-'

:1 rn -n ' - ----392 - 3" -- 'tlfJ 11 9

- M-f-i m' - =:1!92 L '--V3' =3o( 5

Z, I :i!

For e check let us find approximate value of excess density

I1', -- ___. T_
-

___ _ = 0 ,4 - ( ,/ A,

"I (i-:". -In s,) 2.14,7. to-' ,2.3 (16 15-Ig 139)

from these data.
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As we see, it differs lictle from the given value of o=0.5 g/cmI.

Selecting from the atlas theoretical curves for the sloping step with

different o and z,/z-4 and 5, accepting z, as included in the interval

of 100-150 m and comparing these curves with that observed, we find

that the best convergence gives the curve, which corresponds following

to the values: z,-1 00 m, z,-500 m, to o=150* with 0-.5 g/cm 3 . This

curve and section corresponding to it are shown in Fig. 161.

1'

__
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400 800 /200 I' 00 ?000 2400 A

Fig. 161. Example of interpretation of anomaly Wz: on structure of

type of sloping step/stage. 1 - observed curve; 2 - disturbing body

and anomaly caused by it W=

-age 317.

S 42. Rectangular infinite prism; vertical bed.

Above we already derived formulas (V, 103), that express

gravitational effect/action of infinite prism with rectangular cross

section. Infinite rectangular prism can serve as the prototype of

real geologic bodies of the type of the vertical bed, limited on 'he

incidence/drop, the horizontal bed, limited on the course/strike and,

etc. The analytical methods of solving the inverse problem for this

case in general form are not developed, whic can be explained by the

complexity of initial formulas, and for the seccnd derivatives - by

possibility of the examination of simpler and in many instances in

practice more applicable case of the vertical bed with the infinite
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incidence/drop, which is obtained from the appropriate formulas (V,

103), if in them we pass to limit z,4-. However, as far as anomaly Ag

is concerned, since into its expression the vertical coordinate z

enters in absolute form, and e in the form of relation, with zL-

'ag-=.

Let us examine tabular method of solving direct problem of

interpretation for case of infinite rectangular prism, developed by B.

V. Numerov (1931) and F. Vening-Meinesz (1940), 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. Letterings used below are omewhat different from those

used by the authors indicated. ENDFOOTNOTE.

For applying this method of formula (V, 103) we convert to the

following form:

Ig= aI Z'1 (.) ,
-a - I B3' W ' (VI lit)

w -"I" (a) Cw .= o I C T j I ) r ,Z j

where

z

A(ti)-i p + " aretti12

2I I -

T(iab) = 2/ a) t a l 2 a-.

Tables rf. functions A(u) (Table 21) are given below ', B~a), 4
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* B'(p) and C(g) (Table 22).

FOOTNOTE 2. Table 21 for A(m) is given to a somewhat

abbreviated/reduced form. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 318.

Formulas (V, 103) and following of them formulas (V, 141), and

also-ables 21 and 22 are brought out for that case, when origin of

coordinates is located in observation point. During the calculations

one should also remember that functions A(g) and C(W) are odd, i.e.

A(-u)--A( g); C(-u)--C(+ ). In contrast to them functions B(m) and

B'(W) are even and are everywhere positive.

* Table 21 for function A(m) is given with greater detail and with

large number of significant places. The latter is done with

calculation to that so that with the multiplication of values A(U) for

z, in accordance with the formula (V, 141), for Ag concluding accuracy

would be sufficient high. Table 21 gives vertical columns for the

hundredths in the value a.

0
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Table 21. Value of function A().10' of CGS for calculating the

anomaly 4g in the case of infinite rectangular prism. (according to

F. Vening-Meinesz, 1940).

01= O 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 o,of, r.75 1 1 1.31 .8 2.25 2.66 305 3.42 3.76 
M1. 4,11 4.71 -0 5.28 5.55 5,81 6.06 6.30 6.53 7

0. -6.9 7. 740 7J,. '7 i 7A) , SIS 8.136 8.54 8.71

0.3 8.1 9.04 9.20 9,36 9.51 9,66 9,81 9.95 10.09 10.23
0.4 10.6 I 10.49 10,2 -1074 10.87 lu.9, 1,10 11.22 11.32 11.144

0.3 1.53 I 11.66 i1;7 1.,87 11,97 12,07 12,16 I2.261 1235 12-.4

0.6 12.33 121 ,2 12.70 12.79 12.87 12.95 1303 13.11 13.19 12f,

0.7 13.34 13.'1 13.4,9 13.56 13.63 13.70 13.76 13.83 13.0 13%
0.8 14.o2 14.)8 14.15 14.21 14.27 14.32 14.38 14.44 14.49 14.55

0.9 14.6) 14.66 14.71 14.76 14.81 14.8f 14.91 14.9' 15.01 15.05

1.0 15.1') 14.15 15 19 15.24 15.28 15.32 15.37 15.41 1.45 15,.41
I.I 15.53 15.57 15.61 15.65 15.69 15.7:3 15.76 ;5.80 15.84 15.87

1.2 15.91 15.94 15.98 16.01 16.05 16.0 16.11 16.14 16.18 1621
1. 1 16.2A 16 '; 63 16.33 16.36 16.39 16.42 16.45 16.47 16.50

I'l 16..3 I .56 . 16;.61 1664 16.66 16.1;9 16.71 16.74 16.76

I -1 16.79 Z.2 16.84 16.86 1.89 16,9 16.93 15.93 16.98 17.00

2.J) 17.75 17.76 17.77 17.79 17.w,5 1782 17. 17.85 17.86 17.87

2 85 1-.33 1.3 1 .37 18 3 18.39 18.0 1.41 1812 18. U 18.41

110 1 .77 18 .7 .37 R.79 1A.81? 18.81) 18.81 18.82 18.82 18.8
'40 1 ).0 I1.2h1 1 19:.32 19.:1 .9.32 19.33 V3, 9.33 31..1'

.0 19-63

0 1 2 3 ' 7
• 19.63 2 4

20-2 -2-1.t 2.22I 2f.16 20.01 20.02 19 0 fg.RO 19.83 1 9.76 ).

.211. 2 1)75 !0169 20,62 .29.55 21),49 20.42 211:6

Page 319.

For calculation .,, it is possible to put to use both function

B(u) and function B'(u), keeping in mind that great accuracy is giver

by utilization of B(m) fnr small values of u and B'(u) - for high

values M.

Example to use of tables. Let for the prism o-0.5 g/cm',

x,--l.0 km, x,,2
- .O km, zz0.5 km, z,-l.0 km (Fig. 162). Then we
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have from the formulas (V, 141)

Ag=a1Z[ r A [A - A

ZI [A - 1}A 0,5 -10'. 10-'117,75 + 15, 101 -

- [19.30 - 17,3511 = 7,17 to- 3 crc =7,17 e.t,
W,= -0,5(15 + 15 - 416).!-CFC = + o- o-crc=

= + 1OE,

IV. =.0,5 (62 - 62 - 33 + 105). ,- 9,cC =

= +36 . 10 "'C = 36E.

Let us turn now to the nase of the vertical bed, when we assume

in formulas (V, 103) that z,.M, z,-h.
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Table 22. Values of functions B(p), B'(W) and C(u) in Ectvoses (10'

CGS) for calculation of w. and W,, in the case of an infinite

rectangular prism (according to B. V. Numerov, 1931).

-- =- B B(0*) +B' (p*) tC (IA)I _ +I B (IA) +B, (p; ± (

I - C

,00 2 .0 6242 22)309 197 7 1 262 19

0.2 218 3 184 8 1 279 17
3 67 6 171 9 1 295 25J.4 132 10 159 t0 1 309 130.3 108 15 148 20 0 401 7

0,6 89 21 138 30 0 455 41.7 74 27 128 40 0 493 3
, Is 63 33 120 50 0 523 3
".9 54 40 112 60 0 548 2

46 46 105 70 0 568 215 108 62 80 0 586 2
: 7 154 43 90 0 602 1

4 89 3.3 t0 0 616 0
3 218 26 0 0

0
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Page 320.

As already said above, Ag in this case goes to infinity.

Physically this means that the fact that anomaly Ag reveals so strong

a sensitivity to value z., that for it there is no sense to examine

idealized case :2= o. The second derivatives have a small sensitivity

to depth z, and for them transition to case Z2 = 0 is completely

justified. uet us assume still
X,= . + dl,

X, = x- dl,

where d, - half thickness of layer, and lct us change sign for x as a

finai result, that, as we ktOw, is eq-4Dollent to the transfer of the

origin of coordinates into -he point, arra,-Jd/loca~e above the

middle of the upper edge of be. (Fic. 163). We will fina..y OLd-i n

the following expressions:

WI, / In (-'- d, h '

(Z -dj; +hl'

, 2/f rgz ah-d "i

Let us examine gradient tV,,: first. As can be seen from formula

(V, 143) IV,, has zero point with x=0, i.e., above the middle of bed,

being positive with x<0 and negative with x>0 moreover

- I (see Fig. 163). Condition -" II,,I 1) gives

where .r - general/common symbol of the abscissa of extreme value.

0
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" -1.0 0 .10 "28

Fig. 162. Explanation for example of calculation of gravitational

effect/action of rectangular prism.

Page 321.

When XmaK=- h'+d' we have from formula (V, 143)

1W1 21h = d In
d2 -- d

I I
±h- d

=j ain I I- d,  (V, 145)
I z.,I _dj "

If we now find abscissa of half value of maximum of curve from

obvious condition
- d)2 4-h'

then, solving this equation together with equation, which determines

z,. we obtain

where _ , (nV I 2,'1(V ,
.,J.

0
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0
Whence total horizontal thickness of layer

d = 2d, = 21V -ala -+ 2I x - I. (V, 1,7)

Let us note that, according to definition, x, - negative value,

i.e., is negative value a in formula (V, 147). Generally speaking,

there are two values xy, smaller in absolute value m,,a and greater

xma- Into formula (V, 146) enters the first of the values of xy,

indicated.

From formula (V, 144) we find further depth of upper edge of bed

I. (v,148)

Substituting d, from formula (V, 147) in (V, 148), it is possible

to obtain expression h also in the following form:

X1.. t V isR)Ii = - .,

e 2
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Fig. 163.A wrand w,, above vertical bed.

Page 322.

According to formula (V, 148a) it is possible to compute h

without preliminary calculation d,.

Knowing d1, we find from formula (V, 145) excess density of bed

ol = ii "l.. (V, {i

j rn I - d,

We underscore again that in this case (&s in the case of step)

problem of interpretation is solved to end up to definition o, because

of the fact that outline of bed is wholly defined by position of its

points of inflection, which represent, as we now will be convinced,

singular points I' The position of the latter, as we know, is

determined unambiguously.
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At the same time, as in the case of step, it is necessary to have

in mind that different parameters of bed, although they are determined

theoretically unambiguously, virtually are obtained with different

degree of reliability, precisely, depth h is determined considerably

more accurately than power/thickness d and excess density a. This

fact is not so obvious as in the case of step, since in this case the

singular points of anomalous field (i.e. the points of inflection of

bed) are located on the same level. The fact here is that within

known limits a change of the relative distance of singular points in

the horizontal direction (i.e. in this case change of horizontal

thickness of layer), as it proves to be, can be compensated by a

. change in the excess density of body, without varying the virtually

external anomalous field, caused by the given body. This type of

phenomenon is well known and is in detail investigated in the

electrical prospecting and carries the name of the principle of

equivalency. In this case the fact indicated is developed in the fact

that in d<h and a certain a anomalous field of bed correspods

virtually to the field of any other bed with d,<d and corresponding

value a,>a, but with the same value of h. However, changes in depth h

cannot be compensated by change a.

Hence follows practical conclusion: if with interpretation value

d<h is obtained, then it is completely unreliable, just as value a of

bed in case indicated. However, value h in this case is determined

S reliably.
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Page 323.

Let us w. ite now Wi, in the form

f In (z-d,)2 4- (h-)t (V. 130)W=I(.n (+ d,)1+ (h-:)s

and let us look how varies W, with change in vertical coordinate z of

observation point. Condition a: IIV,,]= 0 gives

h (V, 151)

moreover in x<O it corresponds to maximum, and when x>O - to minimum

V,,. The extreme value

2/ a in '-di (N-, 152)I(W ,).i 2I I zj-d,I

Knowing z, and values :WI,,,l for two different given values of

xMx, and x-x,, we can determine depth of bedding, power/thickness and

excess Jensity of bed. Curve w, on the lateral vertical profile is

shown in Fig. 164.

From formula (V, 152) it is --,ident that at point

(-d,. h) WV,= + . and at point (+-d,. h) 1, -. i.e. these points

actually represent singular points WI,.

Let us examine now derivative

As is , rpensoi

As can be seen from this formula, ii,, represents evr., positive 0
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. function with maximum value when z0=Zm,. 0. i.e. at point above

middle of bed (see Fig. 163). In this case

(IVzzlma,=2/aarctg h'-d,

II

IS
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WV

/

Fig. 164. Curves W., and W. on lateral vertical profile in the case

of verticAl bed and limiting distribution wt, at level of upper edge

of bed.

Page 324.

Let us find abscissas x!, and xV, in which 1r is respectively

equal to tv'. m,, and wIl ,,ma

Taking into account that
2a

2arct£g arctg 2a

and or the basis of formulas for I,, anu [',, we obtain

I' - .- ,t,) ± 2/L h' - ,

whence -_ ,,
Z I , 1 '1
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O Further

d, = 1/x -h'

or

d= 2d, 21 1 / ,-4 h . (V 155)

Now we find from formula (V, 153)

l t- - ,i I

2S 4

.,et us represent now u', in the form

, - - :1I ,
/arcr ( -

* and investigate dependence I', on

First of all we see that i,,- n with x'>d l and

•- :o h (V, I:'q)

But if f : di then when IV,,- - 1 2h (see Fig. 164).

This fact is very clearly clarified by following geometric

construction. Function arstg in the formula v, 157) represents the

angle of the vis.)il;-y 0 of the upper edge of -d from observation

point. If observation point is moved to the level of the upper edge

of bed, then 8, obviously, has two limiting vaiues: 0-0 outside of

bed Ar'- 9-v on the upper edge of bed.
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Thus, limiting distribution ii',. at level z-h has very

characteristic shape of right angled pulse with height 2f o with

width of d (see Fig. 164).

Page 325.

dZ

Coniton ~-(W 21) = o gives

ZM a = / I - d , (d.-3 )

:., h d / s,'
whence

2t, a2 arctg (V, 16O)ld'

If x and a it is possible to consider known, then from formula

(V, 159) and (V, 160) it is possible to determine d,, I

Let us examine now change it',, on vertical straight line, passing

through point x , i.e. through middle of upper edge of bed. We

already know that on this vertical line

with -- V., 20n.

w h e n i. o ' 1, './ 7 a r i g h - ,

If we now take on the same straight line in upper half-plane

point with coordinate -' - , q, then, after substituting this value

into formulas (V, 157) together with x-O and after taking into account

already brought trigonometric relationship/ratio a

"., ia , i i'l . a I; - r
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it is possible to obtain following:

with x o,z _ ' ,,

IV:, - I :

This fact is especially simply clarified by following geometric

construction. Values W., at points (0, 0) and (0, -v'h+dz) are

proportional to the angles of the visibility of the upper edge of bed

AOB and AOB in Fig. 165. Since 66,. it /d,' 0- . 7)/?. then triangles

AOO and BO,O are isosceles and are similar, from which it immediately

follows that <AOB=l/2<AOB.

0
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AQ

Fig. 165. For determination of z-zy, for IW,1 in the case of

vertical bed.

Page 326.

Following graphic method of determining position of upper edge of

vertical bed on W,, hence emerges. Let us suppose that to us is

known distribution 11,, along the vertical profile, passing through the

point of maximum x-0. This distribution II,, for the upper half-plene

z>0 and partially for the lower half-plane z>0 can be determined,

knowing distribution jv,, on the initial profile z-0 by the methods,

described in Chapter IV. From the aforesaid above it follows that

it',, will be expressed by the monotonically decreasing curve of the

type, shown in Fig. 166. We take on the vertical profile the initial

point M with value ll ,,l,, for zero or certain positive value of z; at a

certain distance, measured from point M on the vertical line upward,

equal to Az,,we find point with value iv',,i L ,,l,.
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hi

Fig. 166. For graphic method of determining position of upper edge of

vertical bed on wa.

Page 327.

We conduct the circular arc of radius Az,, with the center in M in the

lower half-plane; on this circle/circumference points of inflection A

and B of bed must be located. We take on the vertical profile another

point N with value III,,I and at a distance on profile from point N,

equal to A-.. we find point with value iv,,-= Jiiu,1l. We conduct now

in the lower half-plane circular arc to radii \:, with the -enter .n

N. The points of intersection of two circles/circumferences indicated

correspond to points of inflection A and B of bed. As we see below,

this method can be applied not only for the vertical, but also for

* inclined bed .

I
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FOOTNOTE 1. Method presented above is proposed by B. A. Andreyev (it

is published for the first time). ENDFOOTNOTE.

From this method great reliability of determination of depth of

upper edge of bed h in comparison with determination of its horizontal

power/thickness d especially is explained well, about which we already

spoke above (pg. 322): on "notches" vertical coordinates of points of

inflection of bed are determined more reliably than horizontal.

Besides method indicated above, it is possible to still as

follows determine elements of bedding of vertical bed on curve IV,,

(Andreyev, 1950). Let us introduce the difference
A, (r. -:) . W,,(j-,. o)-- v.,(r. -: z)

into the examination, where IV,,y.()-iv,.- for the initial pro ile x-0;

iV,,(, -:) - its values, converted to height z above the initial

profile.

From formula (V, 157) follows

A,(r. -:) - 2/a -r-,  -c_-

Function A,(x, -z) is depicted graphically in Fig. 167.

0
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Fig. 167. Form of the function TV,,-,=W, (x,,-w(r.-:) for case of

vertical bed.

Page 328.

Let us find value of x-x., with which a,(x, -z)-0. It will be

W etermined by the condition

x: = h' + d, - h:.

Let us designate x.3 with z-z, through x when - through

• .Then obviously,

' :1

(let us note that z, and z, - negative values).

Further we find

where z - one of values of z, or z2 .

0
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For refining value of h and di it is possible to take several

different values of z, and z,.

For interpretation of anomalies W, caused by effect/action of

vertical bed, it is possible to use, finally, log-log template,

analogous to described above for step, right angled block and so forth

(Fig. 168).

Until now, we examined case of vertical bed with lower edge,

situated on large (theoretically infinite) depth. A question arises,

how one should interpret anomaly for the bed with the lower edge at

the relatively small depth, which, consequently, is also subject to

determination.

For this purpose it is possible to use tables given in the

beginning of this parag:aph for calculating gravitational

effect/action of rectangular prism; with the help of these tables, by

trial and error, it is possible to determine probable position of both

lower and upper edges of bed, and also its horizontal power/thickness.

For bed of small horizontal power/thickness (d<h) by analogy with

magnetic prospecting (Logachev, 1951, pg. 171) gradient It,, for bed

with depth of upper edge z,, and lower - z, will he expressed by

following approximation formula:

lu1-/n -j V1
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Origin of coordinates - above middle of bed. Curve it',, is

depicted in Fig. 169. Depths z, and z, in this case are simplest to

determine thus: IV,: = 0 on the initial profile z=0 with

YZt,.n= ± 1'.

and for curve W,,. converted to the upper profile z=h, zero value will

be with
S= .=±+ (z,+ha)(z, 4- h)

0

0
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Page 329.

Fig. 168. Tem~plate for interpretation of curves 64Wz: above ve-tical

bed. According to Zh. Shasne de Zheri and A. Odi (1957).

Page 330.

From latter/last two equations we obtain

M m - f.

where
I =N

zn.N fl~f (V.162a
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S FOOTNOTE *. Formulas (V, 162) are published for the first time (B. A.

Andreyev). ENDFOOTNOTE.

Let us return now to case of vertical bed with z.-= oo and based

on this example let us explain real possibilities of utilization of

analytical continuation into lower half-space during solution of

inverse problem. The case of vertical bed is for this especially

adequate for the following reasons: 1) it has important practical

value and it is very frequently encountered with the interpretation

both of gravitational and magnetic anomalies; 2) vertical bed will be

characterized by especially characteristic limiting distribution both

W.. and IV,, (see Fig. 164).

I

p
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Fig. 169. Curve i, for bed, "imited on incidence/drop.

Page 331.

Based on theoretical example of vertical bed we investigate

possibilities of bcth indicated in Chapter III versions methods of

limiting distributions: 1) construction of vertical lateral profiles

of anomalous field; 2) construction of horizontal profile of anomalous

field for level of upper surface of perturbing masse3. For the

calculations we use the net point method, which is simplest and

convenient for the case in question.

Fig. 170 shows graphs of initial dat', i.e., second derivatives

w,, and w%, caused by effect/action of vertical bed with f ol. These

graphs are indicated for level z-0; values Ii',, were determined also
h

for level - -and values IV,, - for level z--h. In the actual

conditions the first level can correspond to the plane of

observations, the second - to level of the recount of data into the
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upper half-plane. As we know (see Chapter IV), accuracy of this

recount is very high, and in the first approximation, directly

measured and converted into the upper half-plane values IV, and W_.

can be considered equally accurate. The points, at which are directly

calculated according to the formulas (v, 143) values v.,. on two

profiles indicated are taken with the step/pitch, equal to h/2

(analogous constructions for w,, in the figures are not given).

Power/thickness d of bed is accepted equal to 6 h. By the net point

method, on the basis of th_ formula (IV, 80), we find U(x, z)=4U(x,

9)-[U(x+z, 0)+U(x, - z, 0)+U(x, - z)]. (U - potential function being

investigated).

I

I
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Fig. 170. Curve! w, and W:z along initial horizontal profile z=0.

For the numerical example.

:,ey: (1). with.

Page 322.

Assuming/setting z-h/2, values nx, are consecutively converted

first for level z-h/2, then on z=h and z=3h/2. Fig. 171 (with

numerals In the appropriate points) shows directly initial data and
data of ca c tl*t iu'n It,. net point method, on Fig. 172 - cal-uLIted by Cie -,t
point meth d if valuos IV,, for level

z-h, and also the vertical profile on the side from the bed, while in

Fig. 173 - the curves of summp:y values along four lateral vertical

profiles, arranged/located on the side from the bed. Summation was

produced for decreasing the effect of the errors in the calculations,

connected with rounding of data (see S27), and obtaining more

indicative summary curves, since the characteristic features for each

of the separate vertical profiles (point of maximum for IV,) are

placed in the case of vertical bed cn one and the same level,
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* precisely, at the level of the upper edge of bed.

As we see, level of upper edge of bed is noted completely

distinctly and confidently according to following three signs:

1) on appropriate horizontal profile - characteristic n-shaped

pulse/momentum of curve IV,,; 2) in curve summary values iv,, along

vertical lateral profiles maximum; 3) on curve of values of gradient

W,, along vertical lateral profile - point of zero value. All this

shows that the utilization of analytical continuation is

unconditionally possible and is expedient in certain cases with the

interpretation of gravity anomalies.
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\ ' ;2 " :° : "-" " J : ' J 'J , w o¢ ' 4 W '

17K I 1', '

Fig. 171. Diagram, which shows distribution in vertical plane of

given a.'d calculated by net point method values w,, on the side from

bed. For the numerical ecample.

0

0
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pacnpedee'uem ..,,d ypo ,R

8epmu~anb ,en

60Oiw0og fiP171Vwl W,

Ih

Fig. 172. Calculated by net point method distribution w,, for

horizontal profile at level of upper edge of bed and for vertical

lateral profile on the side from bed. For the numerical example.

Key: (1). Limiting distribution o°, for level z=h. (2). Vertical

lateral profile .,, for point A.

! 1| 10

] l l  I
T --L - - --

I T ,- I

I 2

Fig. 173. Curve w,, along separate lateral vertical profiles, shown

in Fig. 171 (1), and curve of summary (for identical levels) values

'IT along these vertical profiles (2). For the numerical example.

Page 334.
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Should be especially underscored the fact that methods presented

above of interpretation of gravity anomalies are applicable in more

complex and frequently encountered case, when these anomalies are

caused by effect/action not of one, but several vertical beds, whose

upper edges are arranged/located on one depth.

S43. Sloping bed.

By sloping bed we will imply body of infinite course/strike,

bounded above horizontal, and from sides - by two parallel inclined

planes (Fig. 174). Sloping bed, natually, is more general analog of

those structural elements and ore bodies, which in a number of cases

can be with the interpretation of gravity anomalies accepted as the

vertical beds.

In examination of anomaly &g we do not have possibility to make

simplifying assumption about infinite propagation of bed on

incidence/drop (under this assumption Ag turns in -). and they are

forced to examine bed with lower edge, which is located on finite

depth (see Fig. 174). The analytical expression Ag in this case can

be obtained from the formula (V, 131) or (V, 134), by considering bed

as "difference" in two similar sloping steps, arranged/located on the

identical depth and displaced one relative to another to value d,

equal to horizontal thickness of layer. Omitting the appropriate

computations and being limited to expression in the polar coordinate
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system, it is possible for the case in question to obtain the

following formula:

Ag 21ch{ ((,-(N) -(TS -T) +

Q4± i.'a In Q' - ( -n) sin'a In -i - Cos a i,, (,F - w,) +

+ (- ) cosa sin a (, - 4 ), (V, 163)

designations in which are clear from Fig. 174.

As we see, formula takes complex form even during utilization of

polar coordinates. The development of the solution of the inverse

problem of interpretation for this case is very difficult business.

Nevertheless we now have the original graphic method of the solution

of the problem in question, whose general/common idea belongs to A. I.

Zaborovskiy (1955), and development in connectio ..4ih this case - Ye.

A. Mudretsova (1956).

Page 335.

Essence of method consists in determination of area, bounded

above curve of anomaly Ag, and from below - chord of this curve (see

Fig. 174), and investigation of relationship/ratio of this area Q with

length of chord a. The analytical expressions of area Q and chord

length a are such:

Q I - "AgI , ", ' (V, 1.64)
El

On the basis of formula (V, 163) and by designating through d

O horizontal thickness of layer, it is possible expression Q from
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formula (V, 164) to represent in the form

Q = 2 a h'f ,). (V, 165)

where

a - If vi
0 = - . . = -i-, =-'-

Consequently,

IgQ Ig (2/ h ) + F(,..a ). (V, 166)

0
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Fig. 174. Sloping bed, unconfined on incidence/drop (a) and limited

* on incidence/drop (b). For the limited by incidence/drop bed is shown

the curve of anomaly Ag and the designations, which relate to the

method of Ye. A. Mudretsovas interpretation (1956).

Page 336.

From formula (V, 166) we see that for one and the same bed lg Q

is two terms, the first of which is .onstant value, and the second

varies with change o, i.e., with change in length of chord a.

If we have atlas of theoretical curves Ag for beds with different

values of a, n, , then, after measuring for each curve area Q for

diffeent a, it is possible to depict dependence Q= i(a) on logarithmic

scale and to obtain series of templates for interpretation of curves

* Ag for case f sloping bed. Four such templates for the values
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a = 900; 600; 450; 30°;
n = 0,5; 1,0; 2,0; 5,0;
hn = 1-.-0 / -%

h

are given in Fig. 175. This template one should construct, also, for
H

other values of ' -H-.

Interpretation is reduced tr '-!lowing operations:

1. For the curve Ag being investigated is built on the double

logarithmic scale dependence Q=f(a). For the obtained graph, via

coincidence, is selected most adequate from theoretical curves one of

the templates. With the coincidence the coordinate axes of graph and

template, remaining parallel, will prove to be displaced relative to

one another.

d H
2. Parameters n= W and "= - on indices, inscribed on

appropriate template, are determined.

3. Angle a on index of corresponding curve of template is

determined.

4. Are determined lg h and h in amount of vertical displacement

of axes of graph and template.

5. Are determined lg i h', and consequently, o in amount of

horizontal displacement of axes of template and graph.

Using these data, we obtain all interesting us parameters of 0
sloping bed.
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0.5 -0t

90
6060

600

Pg 330

'Irl

60

60'-

Fig. 175. Templates of curves of anomaly Ag for sloping beds on

log-log scale. According to Ye. A. Mudretsova (1956).

Modulus/module is equal to 5 cm.

Page 338.

By Ye. A. Mudretsova it is explained that change in parameter

S =JH/h significantly affects right (upper) part of theoretical curves
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and comparatively little affects their left (lower) side. Hence he 0
made the conclusion that in the case, when the definition of the depth

of the lower edge of bed does not especially interest us, it is

possible to put to use with the interpretation templates for any value

; (for example, for = 10, as accepted by Fig. 175), considering this

value conventional, and to determine all the remaining elements of the

bedding of bed, combining the left (lower) sides of the theoretical

and factual curves, without turning attention to the disagreement of

these curves in their right (upper) part.

In conclusion let us pause at position finding of bed from curve

Ag. For the vertical bed the curve Aq is symmetrical relative to

maximum ordinate and the latter is placed above the middle of the

horizontal edge of bed. For the sloping bed the curve &g becomes

asymmetric and its maximum is displaced in incident direction in the

bed. Ye. A. Mudretsova determined the amounts of the shift of the

m; -imum of curve ag relative to the origin of coordinates (Fig. 176)

in the fractions/portions of depth h (Table 23).

With other values t shifts prove to be of the same order.

Let us turn now to examination of second derivatives iv,, and

it.

0
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/

Fig. 176. For determination of position of sloping bed from curve of

anomaly Ag.

Page 339.

During derivation of formulas, which present gravitational

effect/action of sloping bed on derivatives Iv., and IV, is revealed

interesting fact: according to their form these formulas prove to be

completely identical with formulas for u;, and IV. in case examined

above of sloping step.

This fact can be explained especially simply and clearly, if we

use formulas (v, 134) for case c.f sloping step in polar coordinates:

IV,, = a 2 i, n ' a Iit i sit2a(HA - ,R0
I th

I = i i 2 a r In -L -l 2i us a(H2- fis')i

Being based on these formulas, let us write first expressions
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Wi;. and IV., for sloping bed, limited in drop and in presenting 0
"difference" two similar sloping steps: the first, gravitational

effect/action of which is written above formulas (V, 134), and the

second, similar to the first according to sizes/dimensions, located on

the same depth and having the same excess density o, but displaced

from the first to the right up to distance of d (Fig. 177).

0

0
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Table 23. Amounts of the shifts of the maximum of the curve Ag

relative to the origin of coordinates in the fractions/portions of
H

depth h with -t for the sloping bed (according to Ye. A.

Mudretsova).

Al =900 60 45 300

0.5 t0.25 --.80 -1.70 -2.85
0 - 0.55 - .40 -2.70

2.0 t + 1.00 -- ,25 -t.10 -- 45

5.0 +2.50 +0.75 -0,40 -1,70

Page 340.

If we designate the polar coordinates of the upper and lower points of

inflection of the second step respectively through (Q. e) and (. ). the

gravitational effect/action of the second step will be expressed as

follows:

IV., 2=lo 2Si,;, LZ I + Sin 2u(M1 - ) ]
ri 2a Ini . ) -2 ill 2 (8  (9 )

and the gravitational effect/action of the sloping bed, limited on

drop, will be

IV,,- /a 2"i I l lill -ij,2a(H.- 1 ,-P4,

I V q, F )
IV,, 3 1 i ~~~l,~

If we now make assumption about the fact that lower edge of bed

is moved at infinite depth, then, as can easily be seen from Fig. 177,
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during this passage to the limit Q--, 1; (68- E2)--+0, i.e. polar

coordinates of lower points of inflection of bed disappear from final

expression. If we in this expression do now replacement

e= ,;e 1 = 8=. then we will obtain finally

1 =1 /a [2sin2aIn -- + -in 2a (8 - )1I I I (V, 167)

i.e., as we see, formulas are actually identical with the formulas (V,

134) for the slopinc step. Difference in the sense of designations in

the formulas only ;s the fact that ((,, 9,) relates not to the lower

point of inflection of step, but to the right point of inflection of

bed.

0
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0

Fig. 177. For derivation of formula for ir', and w , in the case of

sloping bed.

Page 341.

Identity of expressions occurs, it is understood, also in the

* rectangular coordinate system, to which we return subsequently

presentatior. Let us introduce the following designations:

Q, = - -d,)l + It',

0,= V1(z + d,)' -hi,
( = arct£ h

.= arc g x d,

and let us replace angle a through o=r-, the more specific geologic

sense (angle of incidence) having for the bed.

Having done substitutions indicated in formulas (V, 167) and then

after changing sign in x, which is equipollent to transfer of origin

of coordinates into point, arranged/located above middle of horizontal

edge of bed, it is possible expressions i,, and IV,, to represent in

O the following form:
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IV, =L(z)+A(),

tV,= L, (z)+Ai (),

where L (z) = 21a sin3 p In ( - d,)2 4- h

A(x)= /asin2arctg 2h d,
I(V, 169)

L (z) = --/asin 21VIn ( -d)l 4- h

(z + d,)1 - , h(

A,(z)= 2/ a-i0'parctg I 2hd,

Let us focus attention on the fact that logarithmic functions

L(x) and L,(x) are proportional to W,,.and to function of arc tangent

A(x) and A,()-11'a for case of vertical bed, which follows from

comparison of formulas (V, 169) and (V, 143).

However, concerning derivatives themselves 11, and W,,, as can be

seen from Fig. 178, considerably are distinguished by their form in

cases of vertical and sloping beds, if angle o is noticeably different

from 9 0 0.

For quantitative interpretation of curves iI;, and tI,, it is

possible to use following method, for the first time indicated by P.

M. Nikiforov (1927). '.

FOOTNOTE * The work of P. M. Nikiforov preceded 0. Yu. Schmidt's

article (1926), in which was for the first time given the formula ,i,

for the case of sloping bed. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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O Page 342.

If we determine from condition Td(. ) VA values zm,, and x,.,,, place

these values into the general formula for W., and determine then the

sum of maximum and minimum values IV,. we will obtain that

2hd, ( ,t0+IVzA.m =f a sin 2(p arctg h- d," (V 170)

But if we substitute value of x=0 into general formula for W,,

then we will obtain
W.,(0)=/a sin2parctg 2hd,

h' -d "

Consequently,

= (o+ lmin WI .(0), (V, 170)

whence :ollows simple graphic rule of determination of point x=0,

arranged/located above middle of bed: we build ordinates AA, and BB,

of maximum and minimum of curve W, (Fig. 179); we find ordinate AC,

equal to their algebraic sum, and point x-0, which lies between apexes

of curve, whose ordinate is equal to AC.

Exactly the same condition occurs also for Wv,, pre:isely

4Il , 111',d1 1', % , (()), ( V*, 170a)

whence emerges analogous indicated method of determining point x=0

from curve w,,
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Fig. 178. Curves wiz~ and wzz for case of sloping bed.
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* Page 343.

Knowing position of origin of coordinates, it is possible to

decompose curves 11'.. and IV,, into component curves: W,, on L(x) and

A(x); V,, - on L,(x) and A,(x). Let us look how this is done based on

example W.,.

From formula (V, 170) it follows that

L (-.r) = - L (+ x,

A (-x) =A (+).

Hence
L. J -- *). = - (+ ,) _ W .. ( )l

IV.. (+ )+
L" x- ) = IV., (--,_ ., (+ ). (V, t7f)

A (- ) VlxV( ) + V2  (+ )J.

i.e. L(x) and A(x) can be constructed graphically according to

half-sums and half-differences of ordinates of curve tv,, that

correspond to abscissas +x and -x, counted from previously fixed point

x-0, arranged/located above middle of upper edge of bed.

Analogous decomposition can be carried out, also, on curve IL,.

On component curves - L(x) and A(x) in the case It*.,,I+, ') and

A,(x) in the case If',,-are determined horizontal thickness of layer d

* and depth of upper edge h. For this serve the corresponding formulas
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of the solution of the inverse problem of interpretation for the

vertical bed on W'z and W,,. given in S42.

It remains to determine o and a. Let us show how this is

possible to do in the case W,,. Instead of a on L(x) and A(x) it is

possible to compute the following values:

Lt Csin2 I 'topwyie (V, 149),

OrA as i n 4topmy.ric (V, 5)

Key: (1). according to the formula.

0
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Fig. 179. For determination of middle of upper edge of sloping bed

from curve wz.

O Page 344.

After finding them, we determine

ctgp = arc cg -11- (V, 172)

and then

Analogous calculations can be led, also, on IV,,.

Analysis of curves o(,) and .I r)for sloping bed makes it possibleto use other methods of determining parameters o and of bed. Ths,

P. M. Nikiforov brought out the following formulas for determining
these elements from curve It,, :
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= -arctg h (V, 174)

L (Z)max
/sin= 1.p zJ+,n

f p In -d, (V, 175)

where I - distance between the points of maximum and minimum of curve
W1,;

x. - the abscissa of maximum L(x);

h - depth of the upper edge of bed;

d, - half of horizontal thickness of layer;

f - gravitational constant.

FOOTNOTE 1. Formula for the determination 0 we give in somewhat

changed form. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Application of methods described above of interpretation of

anomaly for case of sloping bed is limited to those cases, when these

anomalies are well "isolated/insulated" from adjacent anomalies, i.e.,

when these associated anomalies do not complicate by noticeable form

anomaly being investigated. It is necessary to recognize that in

practice the number of such favorable cases is limited. Their number

can be substantially spread, after developing the analogous analytical

methods of interpretation for localized variation anomalies cl lI,: and

, but this problem is not thus far solved. In such cases, when

the anomaly being investigated, obtained during variometric or

gradiometric photographing, is caused by the effect/action of several

sloping (or vertical) beds, already long ago extensively is used the
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S graphic method of interpretation, with the utilization of atlas of the

theoretical curves of grardient IV.,

For construction of atlas of curves It., special nomograms,

proposed by K. A. Kirillov (1926), are used. The same nomograms can

be applied, also, for the plotting of curves W1L.

Page 345.

In the method of Kirillov formulas (V, 169) are used in a somewhat

different form, which we will obtain, after replacing in the formula

(V, 169) x by x+d,, that is equipollent to the trcnsfer of the origin

of coordinates into the point, arranged/located above the right edge

of the horizontal edge of bed, and introducing the following

designations:

z d--- =;¥ -- a;
facoslip=C; /aqin 2,p=S.

Then formulas (V, 168) are rewritten in the following form:

ir,, = c - T I

For coefficients C and S can be const.-ucted tables with two

entrances, giving values of these quantities in dependence on given

values o and o.

S
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If we assign specific values of a, then for each of these values 0
4 and n will be functions only of one variable zThi

is depicted graphically in Fig. 180 and 181 for the following values

of a:

a = t, 2, 3 ... , 20.

Putting to use these graphs, it is easy to construct theoretical

curves Iv,, and Wz for given values of parameters of sloping bed d, h,

T and a. The plotting of curves is produced as follows. According to

the given values o and a we calculate cr find according to tables the

appropriate values of coefficients C and S and calculate value of

a-d/h. Further we find according to graphs either directly or by

interpolation, for the fraction values of a, values t and q for the

specific values of z and for each of them we calculate IV,, and 1',,

according to the formulas (V, 176). Thus can be constructed curves

It', and iv,, in the function of argument z. With the plotting of

curves it is necessary to keep in mind that value z=0 corresponds to

projection on the profile of the right edge of bed, since at this

point was selected the origin of coordinates during the derivation of

formulas (V, 176).

With interpretation they usually put ti. use atlases of 1i,:

theoretical curves of gradient constructed in manner described above

for following values o, a and a:

,f , ' SO 7 0 . ( C -7 11' ,  il l . ) ' ; ai V 5 3

,,- ,', ,4 5,... 5.0h
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Page 346.

Fig. 180i. K. , A.,iilo' nooga frcacuain ,unton

o~ ~ IMA I

I./I

('2 -: -I

Page 347.

Along horizontal axis are deposited values z=x/h, i.e., curves,

as in the case of sloping step, are built to scale of depth of upper

edge of bed h. Curves are grouped for one and the same values 0. On

each graph the corresponding values o are inscribed, while in each

separate curve - the corresponding value a.

~~Fig. 182 depicts atlas of theoretical curves II, for values
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0-900, 700, 500 and 300.

Curves IV,, in essence are characterized by following parameters:

1, i.e., with distance between points of maximum and minimum, value of

summary amplitude A = tzz1maz--TVnzJmin and, finally, absolute value of
I Wx:lmta

relation of minimum and maximum ordinates - which characterizes

degree of asymmetry of curves relative to zero line.

.0.
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Fig. II 181 K. A. iio ooga fo cacltn function
- arrt.

changed -7 -dependence o c g i. e n o. o6 oe _fb ,

Fig. 181. K. A. Kirillov's nomogram for calculating function
a

q - arcfgZ

Pages 348-349.

Character-istic elements of curves indicated differently are

changed in dependence on change in elements of bedding of bed d, h, o

and its excess density a. From the formulas (V, 168) and (V, 169) and

Fig. 182 it is possible to make the following conclusions with respect

to the effect of the values indicated on the character of curves II

With increase in thickness of layer d, and consequently,

parameter a simultaneously are increased A and I.
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With increase in angle o relation II is increased, moreover

at o=900 this relation becomes equal to one.

with increase in depth of layer h is increased distance I (in

connection with increase in graphic scale of curve) and simultaneously

is reduced amplitude A as a result of decrease of relation a=d/h.

With the simultaneous and identical increase in h and d occurs only an

increase of I without change of A.

0
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"/,50 - 71

i i_

IME

Continuation, Fig. 182.

Page 350.

Finally, increase a, as in all other cases, conditions

proportional increase in all ordinates of curve, and consequently,

amplitude A, without change in its other parameters, since o enters as

constant multiplier into all formulas of gravitation effect.

Thus, we come to conclusion that change in different elements of

layer brings to different character to changes in curves Wf,, This fact

greatly helps with the interpretation in the case of structures of the

type of sloping layer, making it possible to obtain sufficiently0
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W simple results in the majority of the cases.

Below, in description of results of gravitation prospecting

works, we will see, that in number of cases during investigation of

structures of type of sloping layer depth h of layers, comprising

suite for separate profiles or sections, can be known to us from other

data and is accepted as constant value. This fact also substantially

facilitates interpretation. The latter in this case can be carried

out as follows.

Curve of gradient Iv., obtained as a result of observations along

profile, which goes transversely to course/strike of suite being

investigated, is built to scale of depth h, the same precisely, which

is accepted during construction of atlas of theoretical curves. If,

for example, scale unit z in the atlas is accepted equal to 1 cm, and

depth h is actually equal to 50 m, then the horizontal scale of the

observed curve must be taken 1:5000, i.e., 1 cm - 50 m. Curve in the

case of laminated structure will take the complex form, since it is

vector sum of several curves, corresponding to the effect/action of

several different beds, comprising suite. The example of this curve

is given in Fig. 183. Interpretation is reduced to the separation of

suite to the separate beds and the determination of the elements of

their bedding.

0
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0-4'

---25

Fig. 183. Example of laminated curve of gradient it, and its

interpretation by trial and error by successive approximations of

sheet section/cut and corresponding to it summary theoretical curve

", 1 - observed curve; 2 - curve, which corresponds to section/cut.

Page 351.

This is done as follows: according to th? character of curve iv,, is

planned the position of the basic beds, comprising suite, moreover the

elements of their bedding in the first approximation, are assigned

arbitrarily, but after conforming to the character of curve in the

individual sections, taking into account, in particular, those

observations, which are made above with respect to the connection of

change of the elements of the bedding of layer with a change in the
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* parameters of curves. For the assigned theoretical section/cut

summary theoretical curve is built, moreover the latter is obtained as

vector sum of the components of the curves, which correspond to the

separate beds, assigned in the section/cut. The comparison of this

curve with that observed indicates those changes, which must be

introduced into the section/cut in order to obtain better

approximation/approach to the observed curve. After introducing these

changes, are built the second version of theoretical section/cut and

the curve corresponding to it and they continue this process until

theoretical curve coincides with that observed. The described

methodology of interpretation extensively is used with the gravitation

prospecting works on the sheet iron-ore deposits of the type KMA and

Krivoy Rog (see Chapter IX). Application of this methodology usually

gives good results, but for obtaining them is necessary the observance

of a series/number of conditions, number of which includes:

1) the possibility of the intersection with th? interpretive

profiles of the entire suite of the causing anomaly beds transversely

of the courre/strike of this suite;

2) the consistency of beds on the course/strike, i.e., the

observance of the conditions, required by the two-dimensional task of

interpretation.

Two conditions indicated are not always observed in actuality.

Thus, with the works on the sheet iron-ore deposits is sometimes

difficult or even is impossible intersection with the profiies of

entire iron-ore suite due to the presence of banks, quarries/open
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pits, different buildings, etc., and sometimes it is necessary to 0
study the structure of the beds, broken by faults or which sharply

vary their course/strike, for example on the periclinal sections, etc.

Under such conditions quantitative interpretation although

complicated, proves to be nevertheless possible during the utilization

of the proposed by the author atlas of theoretical curves 6Mv,

(Andreyev, 1948). Curves 61W, are built graphically on curves W,,. The

parameter I at the plotting of curves MV-z. as shows experiment, is

expedient to take equal to 5h, where h - depth of the bedding of the

upper edge of beds. The examples of curves bi'. for the sloping beds

and the example of the section/cut, constructed according to curve

mV,,are given in Fig. 184 and 185. In spite of the "polyconic"

character of these curves in comparison with curves I1". their

utilization in the practice of interpretation proves to be completely

possible and worthwhile.

Page 352.

The same author (Andreyev, 1950) proposed the following method,

which can be used for interpretation of variation anomaly ,ig,, for

case of sloping bed. Abcve we indicated (see pg. 343), how it is

possible from curve W,, to find point x-0, arranged/located above the

middle of the upper edge of bed. The essence of method consists in

the investigation of the following dependence:

A LI',, (I I) - 1(1. (V.177)

Taking into account formula (V, 169), it is possible to write 0

1~i
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Since L(z-)±L(-x)=L(O)=O then, obviously, 6L1 (O,I) =0 and

6iV,' (0. 1) &18J (0, ).(V. 178)
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Fig. 184. Comparison of curves ls'.z and . for sloping beds.

Page 353.

This dependence for different values d,/h is s,.iwn in Fig. 186

on double logarithmic scale with 2f from sin' o-1. The asymptotic

branches of the curve, which correspond to the value

lim Ingj IV,,(o, 1) = Iow A (0. 1), (V. 179)

on the graph for convenience are cdmbined, since with the use of

logarithmic scale we cannot be interested in absolute value I,;.. Value

h is determined on the average/mean horizontal line template I=h, and

ratio d,/h - on the index of the corresponding curve. Values a and 0
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in this case are not determined.

Advantage of method is the fact that we put to use localized form

of anomaly 6W,,, for which makes special sense application of

logarithmic templates. On 6W,, (with I sufficiently small) the lower

edge of bed virtually does not have an effect.

In such cases, when curve W,, can to be considered (at least in

the first approximation) caused by effict/action of one sloping bed,

for its interpretation can be successfully applied described above

method of P. M. Nikiforov. Let us examine numerical example for the

application of this method. The curve of gradient w,,, given in Fig.

187, if it somewhat is smoothed out (smoothed part is shown by dotted

line), can be considered caused by the effect/action of one sloping

bed.

S .
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f

Fig. 185. Example to curve i..,. complicated by effect of beds, which

are located beyond limits of profile. Corresponding curve JJ'. and

sheet section/cut, constructed according to this curve, is here shown.

Zh - ferruginous quartzite.

e WXZ

Page 354.0

In described above manner we find point x-0, arranged/located above

the middle of bed, and we separate/liberate the logarithmic curve

L(x), through which we find

.320 = 3.2".10'CrC; z,-140*= 1,4"itPC1'C.

Key : (1). C '5.

We calculate according to formula (V, 146)

_____ - 4,38.10'

and further we find through formula (V, 147)

,I - 2l 1'-a,(a + 21 Yn .. )I = .,3. 10', = 5.w,
and according to formula (V, 148)

I/
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h

Through curve IV,, we find 1=650 m=6.5.10' and further according

to formula (V, 174)

p=--arctg - - = 85

and according to formula (V, 175), taking into account that

L ( = 122 10-' 6

= (pin, 3

In I I,+ d ,  0,71/. .
I zm I -d
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Fig. 186. Template for interpretation of curves 6w,, (0, 1) /(t) for

sloping bed. According to B. A. Andreyev.

Page 355.

Section of anomaly is in detail developed. Comparison with the

data of drilling shows following. Source of anomaly - powerful/thick

bed of ferruginous quartzite, which slopes among the gneiss. The

upper edge of bed is located at the average depth of 125 m from the

surface, i.e., h is determined with the error 10 m (8%). Thickness of

layer - 550 m, i.e., d is determined with the error 30 m (5%). The

density of ferruginous quartzite comprises on the average 3.3 g/cm3,

and gneiss - 2.7 g/cm', i.e., a is determined with the error -0.1

g/cm' (20%).

S44. Other cases of two-dimensional problem.

We examined above methods of solving direct and reverse problems

for two-dimensional bodies of correct geometric form, which have
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primary meaning during geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies.

In this case took into consideration the basic forms of

presentation/concept or the elements of the anomalous field: anomaly

Ag, second derivatives w, and Wv,, (for the two-dimensional bodies).

For the individual cases we examined the localized forms of anomalous

elements - 6g and 6w,.

Task of this paragraph - short enumeration of some other, not

examined above, versions of soluti%.., of direct and reverse problems

for two-dimensional bodies of correct geometric form.
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Fig. 187. Example of interpretation of curve Wn by method of P. M.

Nikiforov for sloping bed.

Page 356.

There is method of solving direct and reverse problems fo~r

sloping layer with arbitrarily arranged,'located upper edge and set of

two layers. which generate in section body, close to anticlinal fold

(Fig. 188). During the solutioni of inverse problem for these cases
a,

are. used xapo inttese er eati o nd of Thre , method of pato .
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O for this case is proposed by N. N. Mikhaylov; his presentation is in

the monograph of 0. A. Shvank and Ye. N. Lyustikh (1947). A special

case of problem of this type represents the problem about the sloping

step, whose solution also by the combination of curves W.. and W2, is

published by A. A. Yun'kov (1937).

Another analog of anticline in the form of triangular prism with

excess density, constant or varying with depth according to linear
WIs

law, is examined for and w,, by A. Ya. Jaros (1951), and for anomaly

Ag - G. I. Karatayev (1960). The tables of calculations . and

w, for the case of triangular prism with the constant excess density

were already long ago published by B. V. Numerov (1931).

One additional analog of anticline in the form of parabolic

cylinder is examined in works of A. I. Gavrilov (1945) and A. A.

Yun'kov (1959). In the latter works indicated give (on the

logarithmic scale) templates for the interpretation of curves ,. and

w,.caused by the effect/action of body in the form of parabolic

cylinder.

A. A. Yun'kov, N. L. Afanas'yev and N. A. Fedorova (1961)

published templates of theoretical curves , and w., for case of

sloping step (on semilogarithmic scale).

By A. A. Yun'kov (1940) is published analytical method of

* solution of direct and reverse problems for infinitely long horizontal
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beam with rectangular cross section by curves w,, and v,0

Large atlas of theoretical curves i,, and w,, for series/number

of cases of two-dimensional bodies of correct geometric form is

published by D. S. Mikov (1956).

0
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Fig. 188. Beds with arbitrarily arranged/located upper edge and

approximate presentation/concept of anticline in the form of set of

two such beds.

Page 357.

A. F. Jaros (1950) published method of solving inverse problem

for vertical step and vertical bed by derivatives -!--- and ,__

whose values it is proposed to determine according to approximation

Stirling formula

dU _

d0z - LI )+U(4)-

(2 - I,)-2U(-)-U(+2)+-U(-2)- .... (V. 18o)

where numerals in parentheses represent numbers of points, considered

to the right with plus and to the left with minus from initial (zero)

point through interval of Ax along x axis.

To D. Miklovyan (1957) are given formulas for anomaly Ag and

| | |
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lapses g of the first, the second and higher orders, caused by

effect/action of bodies, whose section formed by chord and by circular

arc or represents sector of circle. By him the indicated question is

examined for the case of sloping step.

V. L. Gul'nitskiy (1960) brought out formulas, which express

values of derivative Q- -W:,, for two-dimensional body with section

in the form of polygon and for its particular cases - sloping step,

bed, etc. The excess density of body is received as constant or it is

considered as the linear function of vertical coordinate.

0

0
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Page 358.

Chapter VI.

.. /

INTERPRETATION OF GRAVITY ANOMALIES FOR THE BODIES OF ARBITRARY FORM.

S45. Generalities.

In Chapter V are in detail dismantled/selected methods of

quantitative interpretation of gravity anomalies for those cases, when

it is possible to make assumption about the fact that the causing

anomaly being investigated geologic body (or group of bodies) has

* correct and besides simple geometric form, which is assigned with

interpretation. In this case is obtained the possibility of

determination from the gravity anomalies of the depth of bedding,

sizes/dimensions, and sometimes also the excess density of such

bodies.

Quantity of cases, when with interpretation of gravity anomalies

it is possible to make assumptions indicated, is relatively small:

roughly speaking, this is approximately half of those cases, when

interpretation of anomalies is generally possible. In sich remaining

cases the interpretation is conducted without the assignment of the

shape of the body causing ano.-ily; these cases are examined in this

chapter.0

/ /
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Assignment of shape of body with interpretation is possible with

sufficiently good knowledge of geologic conditions of region being

investigated. Interpretation under the assumption of the arbitrary

shape of body is actually possible also only with the presence of

significant geologic information about the region being investigated

or the section. This information must concern the following three

questions:

1) the possible and probable shapes of surface of the geologic

body, which causes the anomaly being investigated;

2) density distribution of the rocks;

3) the partial characteristic of the position of body, which

causes anomaly (data of drilling and other geophysical methods, etc.).

In presence of indicated data and with utilization of

considered/examined below methods proves to be possible approximate

determination of shape of surface of causing anomaly body, judgment

about possible and probable depth of its bedding, about its volume and

mass, etc.

Page 359.

S46. Graphic method of the interpretation of gravity anomalies for

the bodies of arbitrary form.

Graphic method of geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies is

based on property, which author once named (Andreyev, etc., 1941)

property of additivity of gravitational field. This concept, borrowed
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* from mathematics and formed from additio (Lat.) - addition, expresses

the following fact. !f we decompose the attracting/tightening body

into the individual parts, then, independent of the form of body and

method of its laying out, component of attraction along any axis will

be equal to the algebraic sum of all its individual parts composing

attractions.

If we decompose body into such parts, effect/action of each of

which on attracted/tightened point is equal, for example, to one

milligal, then determination of gravitation effect, connected with

body, obviously, will be reduced to calculation of number of such

resulting parts, which will present gravitation effect, expressed in

milligals. Laying out in the sections of the equal effect/action is

done for entire space, which surrounds the attracting/tightening

point. In this case depending on in what part of the space the body

is located, the latter proves to be decomposed to different number of

sections of the equal effect/action, and consequently, the gravitation

effect, caused by it, will be different.

Diagrams, utilized during calculation of gravitation effect, are

distinguished depending on the determined with their help derivatives

of gravitational potential, and also on coordinate system, in which is

determined arrangement of sections of different action. In accordance

with this during solution of two-dimensional problem are used

following forins of diagrams: for calculation Ag I - polar, right

* angled, oblique-angled; for W,,, IV,, - polar and right angled.
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FOOTNOTE . By some authors is recommended also calculation and

utilization of interpretation of values AH - of the horizontal

component of the force of gravity (Tyapkin, 1960). Furthermore, is

possible the construction of diagrams for localized anomalies 6%g. Jv,,:

and so forth. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 360.

Most useful are polar diagrams, whose calculation is simplest and

is reduced to following. After introducing the polar coordinates (p,

8) and after doing in the formulas (III, 9) the substitution:

X --- QCOS$O,

- = g %jflO

dS = dz dz - Q dQ d(,

we obtain the following initial formulas for the derivatives of the

gravitational potential:

Ag= 2f cr f d q f sill d(,,
iV.,~ ~ ~ ~ -- 1' ___ sin 2t8 dfdl, (;,

Gravitational effect/action of body of infinite course/strike,

limited in normal section by sector area/site (Fig. 189), we will

obtain producing in formula (VI, 1) integration in limits on p from p,

to p, and on e from 8, to 0,:

Aa - / r~ 2 -cnzf9) (o:. - l

' -'.,, /n(r 2H .- ,', 2 ,)l .i (VI, 2) 0
i- i t (-i 2 .-- i,, 24,) 1In .i

Q1
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According to these formulas are determined position,

sizes/dimensions and form of areas/sites of equal effect/action, if we

assume in them, for example, Ag=l mgJ, and W., and IV,,= IE. Obtained

in this case equations will contain two unknowns - difference in the

corresponding trigonometric functions of angles e and el dnd

difference or the relation of radii p, and p,.

-

P-
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C-

8P,

Fig. 189. For determination of areas/sites of equal effect/action.

Page 361.

Therefore we have the capability to each of the equations (VI, 2) to

add the proposed by N. N. Samsonov (1931) equation

(V 1,3)

with observance of which the form of areas/sites will be maximally

close to the square. I With the observance of this condition our

diagram gives minimum error during the calculation of a number of

areas/sites, which fill the outline of the section of body, and to

interpolation connected with this calculation. During the utilization

of equations (VI, 2) and (VI, 3) the system of radii and rays/beams,

which determine the boundaries of the areas/sites of the equal

effect/action, is determined unambiguously.

Comparing the second and third of formulas (VI, 2) and noting
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that cos2(e-45*)-sin2e, it is possible to ascertain that for

calculation IV, can be used the same diagram, as for TV... For the

appropriate transition it is necessary to only turn coordinate axes on

458 with respect to the system of the areas/sites of the equal

effect/action. In both cases in the adjacent quadrants of point are

counted with different signs in accordance with the formulas (VI; 2).

These signs are indicated on the diagram (Fig. 190). Instead of the

sector areas/sites of the equal effect/action on the diagram usually

indicate the points, which correspond to the centers of the

areas/sites indicated, which facilitates the use of diagram.

K. F. Tyapkin (1961) recommends on diagram for &g indicating not

geometric centers of areas/sites of equal effect/action, but centers

of their effects, whose coordinates (Qe.c) to determine from following

conditions:

QC= (Q1+ 0,), (+ QS4)

Cos 9C (Cos @I + Cos 0,).

Under this condition diagram for anomaly ag becomes somewhat more

accurate. The application of analogous rule to the construction of

diagram for W, and l,, is inconvenient, since for each of these

values different equations are obtained.

Diagram for calculation Ag for case of two-dimensional problem is

given in Fig. 191.
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Diagrams, given in Fig. 190 and 191, are constructed with value

of excess density a, equal to 1.0. g/cm'. If real o differs from the

value indicated, then this is considered as a final result.
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Page 361A.

Fig. 190. Top left. .
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Fig. 190. Top right.
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Fig. 190. Bottom right.
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* Page 361B.

Fig. 191. Left.
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Fig. 191. Right.

Page 362
* . .

* . ' '.
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Pag 362. e

If, for example, specific according to the diagram gravitation effect

is 5.0 mgal (Fig. 192), and actual value o is equal to 0.5 g/cm', then



. o , /

. /
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* the magnitude of gravitation effect must be taken equal to

0,5.5,0= 2,5 mgj,

Essential difference in diagram for Ag and for second derivatives

is the fact that for the first of them construction is done on

specific graphic scale, which is indicated on diagram, and second

diagram - scaleless, i.e., suitable for any picture scale of cross

section of body (in both cases, however, is required equality of

horizontal and vertical scales). The difference in the diagrams

indicated is caused by a difference in the corresponding equations

(VI, 2): into the equation for Ag enters a difference in the radii

p.-p 1 , and into equations for W.: and W,, - their ratio p,/p,.

Does arise this question: is it possible to determine magnitude

of gravitation effect in anomaly Ag with noncoincidence of scale of

diagram and drawing, on which is depicted cross section of body? In

order to answer this question, let us focus attention on corresponding

formula (VI, 2). Into this formula (p,-p,), as a, enters by prime

factor, consequently, with the nonconformity of scales one should

enter just as with the nonconformity of values a. Let us allow, for

example that the scale of the section/cut of body is two times larger

than scale of diagram. From the aforesaid above it is clear that in

this case the value of anomaly specific according to the diagran will

be exaggerated two times and during the calculation of the actual

value of gravitation effect one should the value, determined according

* to the diagram, multiply by the relation of the scales of diagram and
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section/cut of body, i.e., by 1/2.

K. F. Tyapkin (1961) recently published polar diagrams for Ag in

the case of cylindrical bodies of finite course/strike. The first of

the formulas (VI, 1) in this case is substituted by the following:

t o sin 8d , (VI,5)

where b - half of the length of the body (it is assumed that the

profile passes through its middle).
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0 .

Fig. 192. Example of calculation of gravitation effect of body

according to diagram. 1 - interface; 2 - initial horizon/level; 3 -

S outline of disturbing body.

O
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Page 262A.
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Page 262B.
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Fig. 193. Right angled diagram for calculation W:According to' D.

Barton and N. N. Cherepanov.

Page 363.

After integration for area of sector area/site in this case we

obt&~in instead of the first of formulas (VI, 2) the following:

Ag - 2"/a In 2+ I b2(CO'-'t 2 - Co- 1 . ( ,h
Qa-+1 + b,

Based on this equation, by K. F. Tyapkin are constructed and

calculated diagrams for values of b=l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
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15 and 20 units of scale and o=l.0 g/cm'. With the high values of b

the corresponding diagrams barely differ from that given in Fig. 191

for two-dimensional problem, whereas with the low values of b the

differences become substantial.

For second derivatives W, and W.. finiteness of sizes/dimensions

of body on course/strike is manifested much more weakly than for ag

(see S38) and for them the construction of special diagrams for finite

bodies is little justified. Such diagrams, however, are published in

the press (Shvank and Lyustikh, 1947). By their construction/design

these diagrams are different; the area/site of the equal effect/action

in them have right angled form.

During calculation of right angled diagrams are used formulas for

rectangular prism with infinite and finite course, brought out and

examined by us in S36 and 42. Fundamental special features these

calculations and construction do not present; they are in detail

examined in the work of 0. A. Shvank and Ye. N. Lyustikh (1947).

Here we on this question do not stop, we will be bounded only to the

reduction of right angled diagram for calculation Iv,, (Fir. 193). The

difference of this diagram from those examined above is not only in

the form of areas/sites, but also in the fact that the areas/sites are

numbered for facilitating the corresponding calculations.

It is of interest to examine one additional construction/design

of diagram for calculating anomaly Ag, proposed by G. A. Gamburtsev
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(1936) (it is called sometimes "template of Gamburtsev"). Its

calculation and construction are characterized by large originality

and simplicity; its certain deficiency is the complex form of the

areas/sites of the equal effect/action and error in interpolation

connected with this during determination of Ag for the body of

arbitrary form, somewhat greater than with the use of polar template.

Page 364.

Formula for Ag (VI, 1) can be subjected to following conversion.

It is possible to write out

sin 0  = d-,

whence follows (Fig. 194)
Ag = 2f a f d.-f dR V,7

or, changing from the differentials to the finite differences,

Ag --e2/ (7: NzH (VI, 7a~)

From this relationship/ratio following method of construction of
diagram ensues. We select certain A0 -8', where n - integer.

Through the origin of coordinates we conduct the system of the

rays/beams through the angular interval, equal to A(, evenly

distributed in the lower half-plane. We further build the system of

straight lines, parallel to the horizontal axis x and located in the

lower half-plane at depths Az, 2Az, ... and so forth. In the

intersec'ion of contiguous rays/beams and straight lines are formed

bevel squareF, representing, according to (VI, 7a), the area/site of

the equal effect/action of diagram (Fig. 195). As we see,
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construction of diagram is exceptionally/exclusively simple: any

person, armed with rule and protractor, can prepare it in 5-10 min.

Let us select now value a (for example, 1.0 g/cm3), and also

scale of diagram, i.e., value Az in metric measure. Then immediately

is determined the "scale value" of diagram, i.e., value Ag, which

corresponds to the effect/action of the body of infinite course/strike

with the section, which coincides with the area/site of the equal

effect/action. Actually, the gravitational effect/action of the

plane-parallel plate, whose section is placed between the contiguous

horizontal lines of diagram, in accordance with the formula (V, 30)

will be equal to

2nIuAz.

In this strip is arranged/located n areas/sites of equal

effect/action, consequently, on one pad falls value

Ag = al(VIM)'I

*
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Fig. 194. For calculation of G. A. Gamburtsev's diagram.

Page 365.

In conclusion let us examine one additional diagram for

calculating gravitational effect/action of three-dimensional bodies,

which have form of vertical cylinders with arbitrary horizontal

section. I As the geologic analogs of this type of bodies can serve

intrusion bodies of the type of the so-called central intrusions with

the steep contacts, which slope within the basement, diamond-bearing

kimberlitic volcanic pipes in the sedimentary rocks, ore shoots of

tube-shaped form, etc.

FOOTNOTE * Proposition of K. F. Tyapkin (1961). ENDFOOTNOTE.

For calculation and construction of corresponding diagrams it is

possible to use formula, which expresses gravitational effect/action

of vertical circular cylinder on point, arranged/located on its axis
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above center of upper basis/base (formula, V, 29),: 0
Ag = 2I4Z Z + R+ V z,4W]

where z, and z, - respectively values of depth of upper and lower

bases.

,
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Fig. 195. G. A. Gamburtsev's diagram for calculation Ag.

Page 366.

From this formula directly ensues formula for vertical annulus,

limited to radii R, and R, (Fig. 196a).

Ag = 2fon [ ±

and fo" the sector of vertical circular cylindrical ring (Fig. 196b)

-o L2!1 7. - .j

Here n is determined by relationship/ratio

where a - angle of visibility of sector from center of upper base (see

Fig. 196b).

Putting to use formula (VI, 10) and assuming/setting in it, for
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example, Ag-i mgal and o-l.0 g/cm', it is possible to calculate and to0

construct diagram for calculating-gravitational effect/action of

vertical cyliaders of arbitrary horizoncal section. This section fc-

executing corresponding calculations is approximately the system of

the sections of the ring sectors of equal effect/action, as shown in

Fig. 197.

Diaqram examined abcve of calculations relates to anomaly Ag. If

we in the formula (VI, 10) replace z, and z, respectively through L,-z

and z,-z and produce differentiation with respect to z, then are

obtained the corresponding formulas for

IV,, A W,,, X
dz ' =ZS _ "

6

6I
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A

Fig. 196. Verticai circular cylindrical ring (a) and sector of

vertical circtlar cylindrical ring (b). A - observation point.

Page 367.

Utilization of these latter/last formulas gives possibility to

* calculate and to construct analogous diagrams also for these

derivatives. The same system of calculations can be used for

determining the gravitational effect/action of three-dimensional

bodies with the variable/alternating horizontal section, by assuiring

that the latter can be represented in the form of the system of

sufficiently thin material disks (Fig. 198), moreover the

effect/action of each of the disks is determined by method described

above.
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A

•2

Fig. 197. Approximate presentation/concept of horizontal section of

vertical cyli'ndrical body by system of sector areas/sites of equal

effect/action. 1 - observation point; 2 - area/site of the equal

effect/action; 3 - horizontal section of cylindrical body.

Fig. 198. For calculation of gravitational effect/action of

three dimensional body with variable/alternating horizontal section.

Page 368.

Another system of calculation of gravitational effe:t/'action of

three-dimensional body, recently proposed and developed/processed by

foreign geophysicists (Talvani and Ewing, 1960; Goguel, 1961),

consists in replacement of three-dimensional body by system of

polygonal material disks.
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In all cases of this type calculations require compiling

sufficiently significant quantity of auxiliary diagrams for example,

in case examined above - for different depths z, and z. of bedding of

sector of vertical circular cylindrical ring.

S47. Ways of mechanizing the calculation.

Compiling diagrams significantly simplifies problem of

calculating gravitation effect for bodies of arbitrary form.

Repeatedly and already long time are made attempts at further

simplification and mechanization of the corresponding calculatiois by

* the creation of different auxiliary computers. Wide industrial

utilization these devices thus far did not obtain; therefore we are

limited below only to short description of the basic idea of some such

devices.

Integrating gears, which determine magnitude of grrvitation

effect (on ag or on second derivatives) for three-dimensional or

two-dimensional bodies, compose basic group of this type of devices.

Obtaining these values is reduced to the calculation of integrals with

the outline of the cross section of body (for the twn-dimensional

bodies) or along the system of the horizontals, which characterize the

surface of three-dimensional body; this calculation is performed by

the automatically appropriate device.
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Integrating gears for three-dimensional problem were in different@

versions designed and prepared, also, in USSR and abroad; however,

apparently, none of them showed good results in sense of high

productivity and accuracy. Matter concerning the integrators for the

two-dimensional problem is another: among similar prepared devices

some proved to be sufficiently effective and subsequently they can

obtain practical application. In a number of latter focuses attention

by it- simple and ingenious device G. A. Gamburtsev's integrator

(1926), whose short description is given below.

0
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A

k

Fig. 199. Schematic of G. A. Gamburtsev's integrator.

Page 369.

Schematic of this integrator is shown in Fig. 199. Rule with the

tracer is reinforced in such a way that its axis in any position would

O pass through point A, for which is calculated value Ag. with the rule

is connected the calculating small wheel, the rotational axis of which

is fastened motionlessly in parallel to z axis. If with the bypass of

the elementarily small arc of the outline of the section of body the

rule with the pin moves along its axis up to distance dp, then small

wheel in this case will be turned tn arc cos 8 dp. With the bypass of

entire outline calculating small wheel will be turned to the arc,

numerically equal (see first of the formulas 11:, 20)

f rw;0dQ -

whence value Ag is obtained.

It is possible to construct instrument, which makes it possible

* to obtain immediately curve of anomaly Ag for entire profile with ore
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0
bypass of outline. System composes the basis of this instrument from

several (up to ten) integrators of Gamburtsev, fastened/strengthened

in such a way that the axes of their calculating sniall wheels, each of

which represents "observation point", are arranged/located through

certain distances on one horizontal axis (the "line of obserations"),

and the rules of all integrators are attached to the general/common

tracer. This instrument, also proposed by G. A. Gamburtsev, was

named multigravimeter (from the the Lat. multi - multiple).

Idea of photo-integrator for calculating anomaly Ag, proposed as

early as 1935 by V. V. Fedynskiy (Shvank and Lyustikh, 1947, pg.

187-188), is very interesting. This instrument is based on the

following principle. Anomaly of force of gravityg caused by the

attraction of mass point M, arranged/located at depth h at distance r

from observation point, is expressed by the appropriate formula (V,

2):
h

(f - gravitational constant).

On the other hand, as is known from optics (see, for example,

"Course of physics" edited by Papaleksi. 1948, Vol. 2, pg. 339-340),

illumination E of element of flat surface z-0 by point source with

luminous intensity I, arranged/lncated at depth h at distance g from

element of plane, is expressed formally by analogous

relationship/ratio:

E- 0
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*i.e. E-Aq, if I-fM.

Page 370.

Let us replace attracting/tightening body with system of foci,

evenly distributed in its volume, and plane of observation - by

photographic plate. Then measuring photometrically the degree of

blackening of plate in diZferent places, it is possible to obtain

immediately the distribution of anomaly Ag, caused by the

effect/action of body on the plane of observations. It is possible to

determine the gravitation effect of body in parts, for example,

dividing/marking off body into the plane-parallel layers.

Unfortunately, until now, this valuable idea is not in practice

* realized due to the discovered technical difficulties of this type of

"thermo-optical modeling".

General conclusion/derivation on problem in question is such:

there are many good ideas of mechanization of calculations, connected

with calculation of gravity anomalies, but in production of this type

mechanizing devices are not thus far introduced.

More detailed survey/coveraje of question see of 0. A. Shvank

and Ye. N. Lyustikh (1947).

S48. Determination of the form of interface (contact surface).

In this section we will examine important in theory and practice
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of gravitationpl prospecting problem, which can be formulated as 0

follows: below plane z=O (plane of observations) is arranged/located

of arbitrary form surface, which separates upper and lower thicknesses

of rocks, which have different density; determine anomaly of

gravitational force, caused by effect/action of indicated interface of

density (contact surface). The described model directly corresponds

to rany real boundiries of heterogeneous lithologic-stratigraphic

thicknesses, because of this the problem in the setting examined is

encountered very frequently in the practice of

geophysicist-prospctor.

Let us designate density of upper thickness of rocks through o,,

lower - through a,, and density variation on interface we will

characterize by value O.OZ-O,.

During this determination and with u>0 to uplift of interface

will correspond positive increase Ag, while in o<0 - decrement Ag.

On the basis of formula (I1, 8), anomaly Ag, caused by

effect/action of interface, it is possible to write in the form

2n £I

da J -dc j(, Idi), d: (VI.tl)
C) 0 C)

where introduced by us polar coordinates are connected with right

angled relationships/ratios: A-I cos a, y-l sir a, dxdy=/dida, and

vertical coordinate z characterizes depth of bedding of interface at

flowing point (i, a).
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Let us designate depth of investigated surface in the beginning

of coordinats through h (Fig. 200).

Page 371.

Minus sign in formula (VI, 11) is written from the consideration,

that we would have zero value of anomaly in such a case, when

interface being investigated would coincide with plane of

observations, i.e., entire lower half-space would have iniform

density, equal tc a,.

Formula (VI, 11) can be written in a somewhat different form.

Let us lead horizontal plane at depth z-h (see Fig. 200). It is

possible to visualize that the anomaly is caused by the effect/action

of the plane-parallel infinite plate, arranged/located between planes

z=0 and z-h with the density - o, plus a certain correction term (u),

depending on the relief of interface with the excess density a, whose

excesses are counted off from plane z-h. Then it is possible to write

A,! 2/ - an it -t- u. V .I

where 2.,

After integration for z expression u will be written in the form

2m

U - -/ah u i.
.I , 2 h . .
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Fig. 200. For determination of gravitational effect/action 7f

interface.

Page 372.

With z-h, obviously, u-0.

Approximate value u can be determined, if we consider that

relation

is small value '.

FOOTNOTE '. The condition indicated is justified in the case of the

gently sloping relief of interface. We take lz-h-z so that the

positive values Az -ould answer uplifts, and negative - subsidences of

relief. ENDFOOTNcTE.
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* Under this assumption with the utilization of Taylor's formula the

integrand is expanded into series

1 1 h + +

If we are bounded in this expansion by first term and substitute

it into expression for u, then latter can be represented in tne form

2 x c hL h A d i h 2 1 f A % : d S

ioJ do) 7+h,I
; = ,7

0 0

Comparing this formula with Poisson's formula (II, 27)

U (0 , 0 , U , -

* we come to following conclusion: determination of u on Az in the

first approximation is analogous with determination of harmonic

function U at external point P at height h by its distributior on

plane z-0 or, that is the same, determination U on plane z=0 from its

distribution on plane z=h, if we count function assigned at flowing

point of initial plane in the form

L' -. .A)

To this formal analogy we will repeatedly turn later.

Introducing now new variable o from relationship/ratio

it is -,,ssible to write
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2n
u =/af d4ffAzsinq'd.

0 0

Page 373.

Constant part in value Ag is equal to -2farAz, consequently, with

an accuracy to the constant

A R

U [daf Ag sidn = rp dd ('Agd(cosfi. (VI, 1)

0 0 0 0

Or, changing to finite differences,

U I ft LVVA Cs() (VI, 13a).

where m-2r/Aa (number of radii);

n= %(c I-O-- (number of divisions of cosine of angle).

With the help of this relationship/ratio is determined u

according to distribution Ag on plane z-0.

If o is known, then relief of interface in the first

approximation can be investigated, assuming/setting in formula (VI,

12) correction term u-0, from relationship/ratio

Lg - --21an h.

Under actual conditions (since there is always regional

background) connection of Ag and h it is necessary to accept in more

general form Ag-a~bh, and for determining constant a it is necessary
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* to know factual value of h for any point in territory of

photographing.

For obtaining second approximation/approach it is necessary to

use formula (VI, 13) and to determine at each point value of

correction term u, and value h to determine from formula (VI, 12),

taking it in the form

Ag= -2/anh + u.

Method presented above of determination of u is described by B.

V. Numerov (1930).

Is known also other, considerably more complex in sense of

cmputing system, method of removal of refined dependence of Ag on h,

based on noted above formal analogy of determination of u with case of

analytical continuation, published by A. K. Malovichko (1956).

Let us examine analogous two-dimensional problem, assuming

infinite course/strike of structural forms of relief in parallel to y

axis.

Page 374.

Then

Ag -- 2 a d, : - 2', n if U'. (NI. 1)

* where
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0

+ h'

Or, being limited as before during expansion of int,,qrand into

series by first order of magnitude I

h-i S

it is possible to obtain

=ha =d/ += h , h f 2/ an 6: d'. (VI, 35)

FOOTNOTE '. Here is also taken Az-h-z from consideration indicated

above (see pg. 372). ENDFOOTNOTE.

0
If we compare this expression with appropriate Poisson's formula

for two-dimensional problem

x j -r Ai

C0

then, just as in the case of three-dimensional problem. The formal

analogy of determination u on Az with determination Up from U is

revealed, if we u again take in the form (VI, 12b).

If we now introduce new variable

qV ar gtg-,

u' it is possible to express in the forrm

U' - 2 N J \:,'r fl ip t'6
J,
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U0 Ag (, (VI, IG)

Or, in the finite differences,

where n-/A&o - number of divisions of semicircumference.

Page 375.

L. V. Petrov (1957) published comparison of results of

determining subterranean relief for theoretical example, calculated

for case of sloping step with angle of slope of lateral face in 11019'

according to formula

Ag = -2/ash

and by refined formula
O Ag =-2/onh +u,

using described above method of B. V. Numerov. The results of

calculations were compared with the factual data about the depth of

the bedoing of interface. Errors in the calculations using the first

method reached 25%, on the second - did not exceed 11%. Thus, the

application of B. V. Numerov's method contributes to a rather

substantial increase in the accuracy of interpretation.

In practice extensively is used already indicated abc,e

elementarily simple approach to interpretation of gravity anomalies,

caused by effect/action of interface of density, when simple

proportionality between changes in anomalies and depths is assumed.

* In the geologically studied regions this proportionality can be
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checked, moreover during this check it often with the satisfactory

accuracy is confirmed - precisely in such cases, when interface is

placed at the relatively small depth from the earth's surface.

This fact will be fully coordinated with following theoretical

consideration. Let us examine a special case of relief in the form of

vertical step, in detail examined in S40 of Chapter V. On x axis,

i.e., on the line of observations, which goes transversely of the

course/strike of step, we take two points with coordinates x, and x,,

one of which is arranged/located to the left, and another to the right

of the boundary of step, i.e., point x-0 (see Fig. 137); the depths (-f

interface at these points will be z, and z,, and anomaly value,

respectively, Ag(x,) and Ag(x,). The difference in the values of

anomaly ag at these points will be the vdlue of variable, which is

increased with an increase in distance between the points to the

limiting value

( - Ag(- cc) 21or(:, - :2).

With sufficiently high finite values of x, and x, it is possible

to take approximately

A R (X ,) - -, 1) : 2 71 3 (:1 - , .( V , 7

i.e. already ta-, Iiar to us condition of proportionality of values of

anomalies and depths, expressed in difference form.

Page 376.

If we now fix/record points x, and x,, but examine ledged interface at@
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* different average depth
L,+4

then it is clear that most accurate the relationship/ratio (VI, 17)

will be with the minimum average depth of the bedding of interface,

since under this condition anomaly Ag above the step varies most

sharply and most rapidly iL approaches its limiting values with the

removal/distance from the edge of step. With an increase in the

average depth change of Ag above the step becomes ever smoother and

difference Ag(x,)-ag(x,) begins ever more to differ from a difference

in the limiting values ag( -)-ag(--) to the side of underestimation,

i.e., always

¢(. 2 )- Ag(x).< Ag(+oo)- X(-0).

With shallow bedding of interface proportionality of anomalies

and depths, as already said, is developed sufficiently clearly:

map/chart of isoanomalies in this case reproduces even in fine details

map/chart, which shows hypsometry of relief of interface. This fact

especially clearly illustrates the comparison of the results of the

experimental gravitation prospecting works (with the variomete:s) on

ice of lake, represented by the map/chart of the vectors of gradient

and isoanomalies of the force of gravity (Fig. 201) and results of the

detailed measurements of the depths of the bottom of lake, represented

by the hypsometric map/chart (Fig. 202). To the shiny confcrmity of

these maps/charts, which was used at the end of the Thirties of our

century the business of the propaganda of the possibilities of

* gravitational prospecting among our geologists and geophysicists,
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contributed the following facts:

1. Presence of the very sharp density boundary (water - bottom

depositions of the lake: a about 1 g/cm'), which slopes at the very

small depth (1-13 m).

2. Very thick network/grid of variometric observations (through

25 r., sometimes through 12.5 m), because of which by integration

obtained very detailed picture of distribution of anomaly Lg.

3. Thorough exception/elimination of regional background:

dependence of Ag on h was assumed in the form

Ag = a + bh + ex + dy.

where a, b, c, d - constant coefficients, determined via comparison of

depths of bottom of lake h (determined by way of direct measurements

ii each of observation points) with values of Ag with known values of

x and y (horizontal coordinates of observation points) from method of

least squares.

Regional component of field

Ag + -e 4-- d

was eliminated from directly specific values of anomaly Ag.

0
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Pie 377.

With all indicated conditions and precautions, as we see,

conformity of anomalous gravitational field with relief of its

conditioning interface can be very distinct and developed even in

parts.

As we already noted, small depth of bedding of interface is most

important condition for similar conformity. If the depth of interface

is increased, then the conformity of structural and gravitational

maps/charts is disturbed: the latter already ceases to just as

distinctly repeat all parts of structural map/chart, these parts are

lost, are smeared, as image details are smeared, if focusing/induction

* to the focus of camera was brought down.

eI
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I / 0

Fig. 201. Vector diagram of hori.ontal gradients and plan/layout of

isoanomalies of gravitational force on lake. Isoanomalies - through

5-10- CGS-0.05 mg#, According to B. V. Numerov (1931).

Page 378.

This figurative analogy belongs to American geophysicist S. Pearson

(1945), who proposed the calculating operation, named it

Rgravitational focusing", target of which is to improve the conformity

of gravitational and structural maps/charts with a deep bedding of

interface. Essence of this operation - analytical continuation of
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* anomalous field to a certain auxiliary horizontal plane, situated

between the plane of observations and the interface, which conditions

the presence of the gravity anomalies (Fig. 203) being investigated.

With respect to this auxiliary plane the interface will lie on

respectively smaller depth than with respect to the plane of

observations, and, consequently, the analytically continued values of

anomaly ag must be better correlated with the behavior of interface.
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0o

Fig. 202. Plan/layout of isohypses of bottom of lake. Isobaths -

through 1 m. According to B. V. Numerov (1931).

Page 379.

Analytical continuation from the initial plane z-0 to S. Pirsno's

plane z-z, was recommended to realize by the easiest method, on the

basis of the approximate relationshir/ratio

A j ,..I I ' 1 ,.N + :

As we know (see Chapter IV), the same problem it is possible to

solve by more accurate, but also by more complex methods. However, in
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S this case during the analytical continuation are unavoidable the

errors, which with the poor accuracy and the insufficient detail of

initial data can be significant. Furthermore, as we know, the

operation of analytical continuation downward is sufficiently work

consuming, especially in the three-dimensional case. All this in

practice limits the possibility of "gravitational focusing", although

in certain cases it is unconditionally justified.

Deficiency of usual approach to interpretation, when is allowed

simple proportional dependence of change in anomalies and depths up to

interface, caused only by value of excess density on this boundary, is

revealed especially clearly in the case, when anomaly is causedi by

' effect/action of several interfaces, situated on different average

depth. As the example let us examine the case of density section/cut,

occurred in Fig. 204, two similarly arranged/located density

boundaries +a and -a, which generate in the set positive structure

with the approximation/approach to surface of the compact rocks.

Without any calculations it is obvious that if this uplift/rise has

significant amplitude and thickness relative to the compact rocks with

the density a,, that slope between the upper and lower density

boundaries, it has significant thickness, i.e. above the structure

must be observed noticeable positive gravity anomaly, in spite of the

presentation/concept, that the gravitation effect from lower density

boundary must in this case compensate effect from upper bound and

summary effect from the structure must be equal to zero.

S
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Ie

Fig. 203. Explanation to idea of "gravitational focusing".

Key: (1). Plane of scaling z=z..

Page 380.

This example shows that the gravitation effect on the density boundary

must, in the more accurate examination, depend not only on relief, but

also on the average depth of the bedding of interface: precisely for

this reason in the example examined the effect/action of two similarly *
arranged/located interfaces is not compensated, but prevails the

effect/action -f upper density bound, situated on tle smaller average

depth from the plane of observations.

It proves to be possible sufficiently simply to obtain refined

version of formula of type (VI, 17), into which in explicit form will

enter value of average depth of bedding of interface of density. This

question we now will examine.

We will be bounded in this case only to examined above first

approximation, when for appropriate computations can be used formal

analogy of problem in question with problem of analytical continuation

of harmonic function (VI, 12b)
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6z= --z

from level z=h in lower half-space (average depth of interface) to

level z-0 (plane of observations).

Let us allow now (being limited to case of two-dimensional

problem) that along line, parallel to x axis, which goes transversely

of course/strike of interface being investigated, relative change in

depth of bedding of this boundary

is characterized by circular harmonic function of form Azucos kx or by

linear combination of functions of this form, for example,

Az== e" = cos kz+ isin kz.

Page 381.

The gravitational effect/action of this boundary in accordance with

the presented above (pg. 373-374) consideration with an accuracy to

constant will be reduced to the calculation of the integral of Poisson

of the form

A I h ' dz -A*ie,.' ( [i)
U =e e x z)'

-0

FOOTNOTE '. See, for example, G. A. Greenberg (1949, pg. 322). The

excellent presentation of the methods of calculating such type of

* integrals see P. F. Chebyshev (1936, pg. 11-20). ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Hence, taking into account expression e'A written above through

trigonometric functions, we come to following conclusion: if relief

of interface along x axis is characterized by circular harmonic

function, then anomaly Ag, caused by effect/action of interface, along

the same axis when making these assumptions is also analogous harmonic

function of coordinate x with the same frequency and phase, moreover,

if o>0, then they will answer maximum uplifts of boundary maximums,

and downwarps/troughs - minima of anomaly Ag (Fig. 205). It is

important to focus attention on the fact that the coordination of

anomaly Ag indicated with the relief of interface on the frequency and

the phase occurs with any average depth h of interface and is observed

only in the case of the periodically varying relief and field: in the

case of the separate localized form of relief the corresponding

anomaly Ag with increase in h will be increased always and in the

cross sizes/dimensions with the simultaneous decrease of its

intensity.

S
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Fig. 205. Case of interface, represented by circular harmonic

function.

Page 382.

Taking into account formulas (VI, 12b) and (VI, 18), we can write

following approximation for Ag in the case, when

- -I cos Ar

Then

2n 0 .1 z .o-  cosk = 2/1o a
= 2l ,- - (' --: ' (VI, I ,1

where k - frequency;

i - period of curve;

Az-f(x) - curve of section of relief.

Taking now two values of x, equal to x, and x, and designating

those corresponding to them values of depth z of surface through z,

and z,, we find from formula (VI, 19)

2 Pk
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Formula (VI, 20) can be considered as refinement to formula (VI,

17). As we see, they are completely of the same type and their

difference only in the presence in right side to the formula (VI, 20)

of additional multiplier e. With condition . 0, e---, the

formula (VI, 20) changes in (VI, 17), i.e., (VI, 17) represents a

special case (VI, 20). The condition indicated is equivalent to two

following: h40 or 14-.

Sense of first condition is clear; it expresses already noted

above fact: increase in accuracy of formula (VI, 17) with decrease of

average depth h of interface. With h sufficiently small the formula

(VI, 17) becomes equivalent to formula (VI, 20), generally more

accurate. The second condition becomes also clear, if we take into

account real sense I (period of curve): this parameter, obviously,

characterizes the cross sizes/dimensions of the structures,

intersected by profile (x axis), for example anticlinal and synclinal

folds. Transition I-o designates transition to the relief, being

structures "infinite width", namely similar is the structure of the

step, from the formula for case of which we brought out formula (VI,

17).

Formula (VI, 20) is instructive even in that sense, that

"gravitational efficiency" of deep structural relief, i.e., relation

exrs ed l)- s ilt p

expressed, let us say, in milligals to kilometer, proves to be
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proportional not simply to excess density a, but to product

2nh
S:=oe I ,

which can be in this case named effective excess density.

Page 383.

With the designation indicated we have from the formula (VI, 20)

Ag(z1) - Ag(z1 )- 2/Sa (: - 2), (VI, 20a)

i.e. S in the formula (VI, 20a) plays the same role, as o in the

formula (VI, 17).

As can be seen from Table 24, values S can be much less than

value a.

Given above consideration, and data from Table 24 also elucidate

to interpreter many questions, directly connected with

examined/considered by us problem and which were remaining to recent

of times far from clear, in spite of their large practical importance.

Below we stop on the elucidation of these questions.

First of all it proves to be that gravitational effect/action of

interface can be any actually evaluated, if is known not only excess

density on this boundary, but also average depth h of its bedding and

its "frequency characteristic", i.e. order of magnitude of period I of

harmonic functions, which characterize relief of interface. The

"sphere of the activity" of the generally accepted formula (VI, 17),

* as it proves to be, is limited to the very low values of relation
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In other cases the gravitation effect of boundary is much less than

determined according to the formula (VI, 17). Thereby is completely

elucidated the considered/examined above (pg. 379, Fig. 204) example

with the gravitational effect/action of the structure, which presents

the combination of two similarly arranged/located interfaces with the

excess density of upper +a and lower -a. If these twn boundaries are

arranged/located on different average depth, then their effective

density is completely different. If the period of the harmonic

characterizing relief in both cases is equal to 1, and the average

depth of the bedding of interface is distinguished, for example, 2.5

times and for the upper surface (h/I)-20, i.e. (from Table 24)

(S/o)-0.284, then for lower boundary it will be \h/[)-0.50,

(S/o)-0.043, the gravitational effect/action of upper bound exceeds

the effect/action of lower boundary 6.6 times.

0
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V Table 24. Relationship/ratio of the values of effective S and the

excess a density during the determination of the gravitational

effect/action of interface.

h S = 2---7-

T
0.00 1.00
0.05 0,710
0.10 O-534
0.20 0.284
0.50 0.043
1.,00 0.002

Page 384.

Real estimation of gravitational effect/action of structure,

which presents combination of several similarly arranged/located

* interfaces, is possible only from point of view of similar "spectrum"

presentations/concepts. Designating the values of the average depth

of the bedding of the interfaces indicated through h,, t, .... ;,,, and the

values of excess density on these boundaries through , .. and the

period of the harmonic function, which characterizes the structural

relief of interfaces, through I (Fig. 206), we can, on the basis of

the formla (VI, 20), write for the present instance the analogous

relationship/ratio

Ag (r,) - A(. ) - 2jS(,-"). (' 1.21)
where 4

S f d e t (\i,21,a)

SHere z1 and z~rpeetvalues of depth of bedding at pointsx.
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and x, of any of indicated interfaces, and S - total effective density@

of laminated structure.

Below, in Chapter VII, we give example of utilization of formula

(VI, 21) with interpretation of regional gravity anomalies.

Page 385.

Let us note now following essential moment: upon transfer from

formula (VI, 17) to formula (VI, 20) completely remains valid

proportionality of change in anomaly ag and depth z of bedding of

interface; is made more precise only value of proportionality factor,

precisely, it proves to be that this coefficient, as a rule, is less

than 2for.
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Fig. 206. Case of several accordingly consisting interfaces, whose

section is characterized by circular harmonic function.

Page 385.

Practical conclusion/derivation is hence such: with the

interpretation of gravity anomalies Ag, caused by the effect/action of

the interface, the depth of bedding z of which at some points of the

region being investigated is known (for example, from the data of

drilling or seismic survey), should be, first of all, examined the

correlation graph/diagram of the dependence between Ag and z and, if

this graph is close to the linear, to deduce from it the value of

proportionality factor. In this case one should assume that this

coefficient is less (possibly, very considerably) than value 2fao.

From examination made by us ensues possibility of following

approach to interpretation of gravity anomalies, caused by

effect/action of arbitrary interface (we will be bounded for

* simplicity to two-dimensional problem, although in principle the said
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can below be generalized, also, in case of three-dimensional problem). 0

From a.-lysis it is known that many functions, assigned

analytically or graphically, can be expanded in Fourier series of form

1(x) =A,+ ' .lcoskr+ BIhikz.
k-I

Let us allow (virtually this can be done without any tension)

that expansion can be made for curve of anomaly Ag, assigned along

line of observations (x axis), and for corresponding curve,

representing section of relief surface on average level z-h, by

effect/action of which is caused anomaly being investigated. Let us

allow further that this expansion is actually carried out for anomaly

Ag. Then, obviously, by each of the harmonics of the obtained

expansion, for example ,Acos kz, corresponds harmonic in the expansion

of the curve of relief Az-f(x) of form ,%= cos x. moreover for the

...iplitudes of these harmonics on the basis of formula (VI, 19) it is

nnssible to write the relationship/ratio

Alk = 2/OT-"A.

Concerning coefficient a, in eypansion Az, then, as it is known

from theory of Fourier series, this coefficient represents simply

average/mean value of Az, which in this case is equal to zero,

consequently, and a.-0.

If a and h to us from any data are known, then it will prove to
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be possible to determine all coefficients of expansion

'= (ah coskx .4 btinkZ)
k-1

and, consequently, to obtain and to construct function Az=f(z) of

curve of section of interface.

Page 386.

To this direction in region of interpretation of gravity

anomalies is dedicated number of significant investigations (Tsuboi

and Fuschida, 1938; Shvank and Lyustikh, 1947; Tsuboi, 1956, etc.).

In the latter of the works indicated Japanese geophysicist Tsuboi uses

the following presentation/concept of anomaly Ag(x) (two-dimensional

task):

Ag(z) - b 3n z= b coskzdk, (VI,22)

0

leading to considerably simpler computing system, than the previously

examined by him expansion into Fourier series.

Value b in formula (VI, 22) - certain constant, and variable part

(X)= inz

z

represents clear alternating sign decreasing in terms of absolute

value with increase in x function, represented graphically in Fig.

207. The possibility of the integral transform f(x) to the form,

shown in the right side of the formula (VI, 22), allow, on the basis

S of the formula (VI. 20, to immediately obtain the appropriate excess
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of the subterranean relief of interface in the form

coskze dx=

[ + (h cos z + x sin z) e 
i 

- (V I, 23)

or with x-nw,

bh eh (V1, 24)Az (n x) =21 an I ("n)3 + h I!

where plus sign is taken for the even, and minus - for the odd values

of half-l. Le.

6 ,U.in x/x.
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Page 387.

If we x count not in fractions/portions of half-life, but

fractions/portions of average aepth h (is assumed that it is known),

i.e., to assume x=nh, then

b ( i)L- bAs = (h) = .7 '. +1 -- p (n), (VI, 25)

where values o(n) are given in Table 25.

If we designate values of anomaly of gravitational force with

x-nh through b. when x-(n+l)h - through b,, with x-(n-l)h - through

b., and so forth, then

Az(nh) = b, p(O) + (b, + b- )p (1) +. (VI.25a)

During practical application of method indicated its author

recommends assigning probable value of average depth z=h and the

counting of average value of anomaly Ag along interpretive profiler

this average/mean value to consider corresponding to depth z=h of

interface. Relative to this level the relative deflections of the

relief of surface with respect to the formula (V, 25a) are

determined.
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Table 25. Values of auxiliary function 0 (n) in the method of Tsuboi.

lp (n). 10, CFC n (n). -0' crc

0 1.6819 ±10 0.0166
±- -0967 :tit ---C.0150
±t2 0-1163 t2 010116

__3 -- 0,1834 ±t13 -0,0108
±t4 0,0990 ±t14 00086
±5 -0,0760 ±t15 -0.0081
±t6 0,0454 t-16 0.0066

7 -040367 ±17 -0,0062
±8 0.0254 ±18 0.0052
_.9 .- 0,224 + 20 0,0042

Page 388.

Method presented, as we see, is very simple according to

computing system. It is at the same time necessary to recognize that

the function
sinZ

(z) = "-

approximates subterranean relief with no smaller accuracy, than

Fourier series

1(x) = ' (na c ; ,kx ,- hh sin k).

In the literature attempts at practical utilization of method of

Tsuboi (Tatevosyan, 1958) are described.

S49. Direct methods of interpretation. General estimated formulas.

Methods, which make it possible to find some parameters of

geologic bodies forming anomalies without introduction of special

assumptions about their form and attitude, are called dir.ct methods
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of interpretation. In the theory cf ;.'avitational potential (Zamorev,

1939-1941) is proven, that according to the potential distribution and

its derivatives assigned on the surface of the Earth are uniquely

determined the following parameters:

1) mass M of disturbing body.

2) the coordinate (x,, y,, z.) of the center of gravity.

3) the relationship/ratio between the moments of different order.

Methods of determining these values are developed by G. A.

Gamburtsev (1936), A. A. Zamorev (1939), N. R. Malkin (1930) and

other scientists.

At basis of determination of enumerated parameters lies/rests

known from theory of potential (Idel'son, 1936) Green's formula:

r W - V E-)dS = TfJ Udm. (NT,26
Js. V

where S - closed surface, which surrounds anomalous masses.

W - gravitational potential.

U - certain function, harmonic within surface of S.

n - external normal to the surface of S.

V - region, occupied with disturbing bouy.

m - mass.

Let us assume that surface S is vertical circular cylinder of

radius R, limited by planes z=0 and z-z, perpendicular to axis of

* cylinder. Under this condition surface S can be decomposed into three
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parts; upper (S,) and lower (S,) "covers/caps" and lateral surface

(S,). Taking into account relationship/ratio in the direction of

standard/normal n and z axis, let us find that the formula (VI, 26)

will take the form

-j.J( V!- zd + f f (U I-V ) ddy:-- U d -. d y - -W J: a y
81 1

± ~ ~ 2 J'~~---dS = -4.1f fL7 dm,+ j RUI- '0 - -aft =
St V

Page 389.

With increase of radius R to infinity integral on S, will vanish.

Taking into account, that areas S, and S, are equal in the form and

the value (only one of them is arranged/located above anomalous

masses, and another - below), and taking into account that the

integrands are identical, we will obtain

+C +W

f U ±t - ;V-)d y = 2tf f Udn. (%1. 27)

In the particular case, with Ual,

j I. ,,x 2 ,f fj"Im.

Irtegral in right side of equality represents total anomalous

mass M, and vertical derivative of potential 8W/az corresponds to

gravitational force. Finally
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+1 +00

J f (x,)d zdy= 2IM. (VI,28)

Assigning function U=x and U-y, let us find by analogous manner

relationships for determining horizontal coordinates (ZO, iY) of

center of gravity of disturbing body

+Cc +CO. ~j
.f Jg (z. y)xddy = 2.t J Jff dm = 2.I. V 1, 29)

f~ ~~~1 y~gz~)dd =2rfffdm = 2n 1,1y,- (%1, 30)

Vertical coordinate of center of gravity more complicatedly is

calculated. Using a basic formula (VI, 26) and combining the results,

* which correspond to different presentation/concept of function U, G.

A. Gabburtsev derived relationships/ratios (VI, 31-32):

4.~ 0'J f (IV .-2,z ,, --
-' -00

fV dr 0:0 ' 1

+00 +MDf f (X ,X. ,

dx 0

o 0.wc

Page 390.

Horizontal derivatives of potential aw/ax and aw/ay are found

just as in magnetic prospecting according to distribution Z, they

* determine II, (see, for example, Tyapkin, 1961). The method of
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determination (a2W/Bz 2 )mag/az) from specified distribution Ag was

described in S25.

A. A. Zamorev (1939) established somewhat distinct

relationship/ratio for calculation z,

Formulas (VI-31, 32a) require preliminary determination from

anomaly Ag of anomalous potential W. Values W are calculated with the

aid of equality (VI, 33), which also follows from Green's formula

W f-- g(, y) dzrdy. (VI. 33)
A- - 00P 

Z +

If excess density o is known and value of it is constant, then

throughout mass of body m it is easy to determine its volume, and

thereby also probable linear dimensions. Knowing the

center-of-gravity location and roughly considering the linear

dimensions of body, it is possible to indicate the probable depth of

the bedding of the upper edge of the body

The calculation of mass and coordinates of the center of gravity

of disturbing body on anomalies i,, and Iv,, is realized with the help

of the equalities (VI, 34-36)
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+ + 4+0 +o

f 0 xlV. dzdy= S f CyW,, _ dx dy 2IM,(," 34)
- 00 _=0 -Cc

+OO zylTVddy=-2taMyo, 
(v1,35)

Sf (z2 y')W, dx d= --2 2fZ. (VI .36)

Page 391.

In the case of bivariate distribution of masses, when

course/strike of geologic objects in parallel to y axis, occur

analogous relationships/ratios:

+W~

f Agdz = 2f al, (V1, 37)

f zAgdr = 2/z.x, (VI,38)
_COD

+-,0 +4.z

-J z(Ws- zW)dz'= - z(Vz+ zWz) dr= 2/ar.:. .

where X - mass of geologic body, per unit of length.

Cross section of body to us is unknown.

X=- f f a (z, :) dzd:. ( ,40)

where S - cross-sectional area.

In such a case, when excess density o is constant and value of it

is known, cross-sectional area S can be determined according to

gravitational observations:

s (v' 4I)@t
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In order to determine not only area, but also form of cross

section, additional information, for example coordinate of some points

of outline, which limits cross section of body, is necessary. Most

frequently the form of cross section is defined by the method of

selection with the help of the templates after in a straight/direct

manner is established cross-sectional area.

Let us pause at some questions of practical determination of

integrals (VI, 27-29) and (VI, 37-38). It is easy to show the

difficulties, which appear with the interpretation, based on the

example of the determination of the mass, per unit of the length of

two-dimensional body. Formula for the determination X takes the form

Page 392.

Equality (VI, 37) is extremely simple according to its structure;

however, its utilization is complicated by the fact that integration

should be fulfilled in infinite limits. Let us expand integral (VI,

37) into two terms

R

. fr,)dr .I ,1 (r)Adr I. \ . "2)
IR

Remainder I is determined as follows:
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-R +

I= f Ag(x) d,+ fAg (z) dx. (NI. 43)
-00 R

Let us consider value I in the particular case of circular

horizontal cylinder, which slopes at depth z,

Ag(Z)=2I, 44)

According to equality (VI, 37)

+ co -

f Ag(x)dx =2fIX x=2nk

Ag(x)dx =21 2J *.__.dz = 4/arctg R (VI,45)

f ..."g' (z x=2 ,

JR -R

Consequently,

I = 2" .- 4f X arctg R 2 2 .

- 2arctg !1. (VI, 46)

Relative value of residual integral let us find from equality

(VI, 47):

- (I.1\I '.7)
/"Tt

2 dr'If -

Table 26 gives values I,,,. as function of relationship/ratio R/z.

For the comparison the values of anomaly Ag(R), expressed in the

* fractions/portions of its maximum value Aa,,,,,= N',(O) are indicated also.
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Table 26. Relationship/ratio of residual and calculated integrals

during the determination of the mass of body.

Ag(R) I ,
'gin ax

0.03 5.69 12
0.05 4,35 17
0.07 3.65
0.1) 3.00 25
0.15 2.36 3
0,20 2.0 42
0.2.3 1.73 50
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As we see, residual integral I has very significant magnitude

even in such cases when anomaly decreases to one tenth of maximum

value. D. S. Mikov (2954) calculated the special graphs (Fig. 208),

which can be used for the approximate separation of residual integral

in the case, when body has approximately isometric form and it is

possible to liken it to sphere, and in the case of the two-dimensional

body, close to the horizontal cylinder. With the help of the

correcting graphs it is possible to improve the result of

calculations, but in this case somewhat is disturbed the basic idea of

the method: to determine mass M, assigning no assumptions about the

shape of body and the distribution of excess density. Actually, if

30-50% of effect depend on correction, which is calculated for the

regular bodies, to speak about the complete independence of result

from the assumptions is no longer necessary.

Significant errors in determination of mass M can be connected
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* with incorrect selection of "normal field". If the value of anomaly

decreased to 0.10-3.15 maximum value, its further decrease occurs very

gradually. It is difficult to separate tl-. smoothly changing part of

the anomaly from the regional background. It is possible to avoid the

significant error, caused by this reason, calculating the integrals of

the form
f Ag(z) cosax dx ,.(a). (VI.48)

+00

J" Ag (z) sin a 1z ,12 (a). (V I, 49)
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do
40.

# I 4? 4 4

Fig. 208. Graph for evaluating residual integral during determination

of mass of body. According to D. S. Mikov (1954). 1 - Ag for the

cylinder; 2 - Ag for the sphere; 3 - w., for the cylinder; 4-

for the sphere.
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Function B(a)= VA:(a)+A:() in limit with a-0 coincides with

integral (VI, 37) (Fig. 209). At the same time, its value does not

depend on errors in the selection of "normal field".

Difficulties, which appear during calculation of coordinates of

center of gravity, the same order as during determination of mass M.

In this case coordinate z. is determined only very approximately -

much worse than x. and y..

In number of cases for checking interpretation of gravity

anomalies special criteria can prove to be useful.

Let us examine anomaly Ag, caused by horizontally sloping

N
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S cylinder of small cross section dS. The curve &g(x) along the

profile, which intersects the bodies transversely of course/strike,

will be expressed by the equality

Ag(z, 0) =2f0(Z, =)dS ;(+(1,50)

where x, z- coordinates of the center of the section of cylinder.

Integral of anomaly 4g, taken on certain part of profile from

point a to point b, is equal to

b b

f g (z) dx = 2f (x, i) dS dz
2f c., +X- ()d a=gart-- (V ) 1

Expression in brackets corresponds to angle o, at which is

visible from point (7, z) segment of profile [a, bi. Hence

b
A~g (x))d = 2fa (Z-, -Z) (x- -) dS. (\'. 32)

In the case of body, whose cross section has arbitrary form, we

obtain analogously

f Ag(x)d = 2= if f dS = 21ff a (, -) T (r, z)dd:. (VI.5,)

4
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I

0 Ci Mt j -

Fig. 209. For determination of mass of body on 4g with utilization

of integral transforms.
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So-called criterion of A. A. Lyapunov (1955) expresses equality

(VI, 53). Let, for example, segment [a, b] be equal to 10 km.

Integral of the anomaly on it is equal to 25 mgl .km-2.5xlO' cgs. On

the basis of equality (VI, 53)

2.5. 103 ac = 2. t_ epe

Hence, assigning some parameters, it is possible to find others.

When c= ,59c..cp= T we obtain, that S-2.5 km1 .

Similar criterion is established/installed by Kh. L. Smolitskiy

(1956). In the latter case the anomalous masses of finite length and

arbitrary form are examined. It is analogous with the formula (VI,

53)

ffAg(z, y)dxdy=/ffffa(., , z)q(, y. l)dV, (VI.54)
v

where 8 - part of plane z-0, on which is produced the integration of
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anomaly Ag.

V - volume, occupied by body.

- solid anqle, at which is visible from each internal point of body

the region 0.

In the case, if integration is produced only on segment of

profile, following relationship/ratio occurs:

bf ~ g x ~ c ~ ) = y f f a = , y . ) ( = . = d r , ( V I . 5 5 )
a V

where _ _ N -
(yY -c)+zI [R(a,c R.) c (VI, 56)

R (a, 0) V (i -a)2 4 - c)2 + Z% . (VI, 57)

Together with strict formulas for determining center of gravity

of body calculations according to those more approximated, that make

it possible to find position of point, close sometimes are led to

center of body. These formulas are usually obtained by generalizing

the formulas, brought out for special cases of the bodies of spherical

and cylindrical form. Putting to use the property of the additivity

of the gravitational field (see S46), is found the expression of the

anomaly, caused by the set of such bodies, and on the basis of the law

of mean - formula for determining the unknown depth. The actually

determined depth is close to the depth up to the center of gravity, if

the horizontal sizes/dimensions of the body of the same order, that

also vertical, or smaller than them. But if horizontal

sizes/dimensions considerably exceed vertical, the determined point
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can prove to be lower than the center of gravity.

Page 396.

N. L. Afanas'yev (1960) obtained formulas (VI, 60-63) in the

manner described above.

In three-dimensional case

' I (VI, 58>8.z + M +00

In two-dimensional case

S (Vg , dz
I d (VL 5)

In conclusion let us examine some estimated formula; (of type of

inequalities) for determining depth of bedding of perturbing masses of

more or less arbitrary form, based on joint utilization of values of

anomaly Ag and its horizontal gradient at some characteristic points

of curve. American geophysicist Fisher's formula, which makes it

possible to find the maximum depth of the bedding of the upper part of

the fold of the subterranean relief (it has already been discussed in
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S40) is most known and in practice widely utilized.

Flexure-shaped folds of subterranean relief different in

slope/transconductance can correspond to assigned curve Ag (Fig. 210).

The case of vertical step/stage (step) is limiting case in the sense

of the maximum value of the corresponding value z,, examined in S40

Chapter V. Hence for the arbitrary flexure-shaped fold we obtain

Z, 4 ___m__ 
(VI,62)

Taking into account expansion el into series according to degrees

of x and being limited to three first terms, it is possible to obtain

more simplified expression

:'+ ~ ~ ~ ( .1 03)(t~),.
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Fig. 210. To Fisher's inequality.

'9

0L

Fig. 213. To determination (1I),. in Fisher's formula.
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Value of maximum gradient (see S40) can be determined graphically

(Fig. 211):
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0
Hence

L (VI,65)
Z' (Wz)rna

a It Q + - I

Even more approximate value of depth z, we will obtain from

formula (VI, 66) when value of excess density o is unknown:

L (VI,66)

Formulas similar by construction for calculating maximum depth h

of bedding of body, which causes gravity anomaly, are proposed by

foreign geophysicists Bottom and Smith (1958). In the case of the

three-dimensional body

3A W) (V 1,67)

In two-dimensional case

(Z) (VI1 68)

where A(x) - maximum value of anomaly.

OA
- maximum horizontal gradient.

je
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Page 399.

Chapter VII.

GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF THE iESULTS OF REGIONAL GRAVITATIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHINGS.

550. Special features of problem.

By regional gravitational photographings we imply photographings,

conducted on large territories on thin networks/grids of observations

(through distances, expressed by several kilometers, sometimes by many

kilometers), which give characteristic of general/common regional

special features of distribution of anomalous gravitational field.

Here are involved strip surveys of maritime and almost inaccessible

continental territories, area photographings of scales 1:500000 -

1:1000000, partly and larger/coarser.

Before regional gravitational photographings are placed different

geologic problems, from which basic are the following:

1) general/common conclusions about investigated region:

explanation of degree of its isostatic steadiness, estimation of

probable average/mean power coefficient of crust and so forth;

2) tectonic zoning of geosynclinal regions;

3) tectonic zoning of platform regions.
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During solution of these problems most important value has

qualitative geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies. The

quantitative interpretation of separate anomalies is produced rarely,

since usually there is no one of its basic prerequisites/premises -

sufficient denseness of the network/grid of observations. During the

solution of some examination the statistical analysis of gravitational

field is used.

Page 400.

Besides general geologic information about region being

investigated and data about other geophysical works (if latter were

* conducted) for more complete and more correct interpretation of

gravitational data very vital importance can have reference

geological-geophysical profiles, which intersect ch3racteristic large

structures, according to which there is not only contemporary geologic

section/cut, but can be comprised also more or lcss reliable

paleotectonic (paleogeographic) sections/cuts. Of interest are also

the data about the contemporary tectonic motions in the region being

investigated, about its seismicity, etc.

Wide application of geophysical methods, and in particular

gravitational prospecting, in regional geology was begun considerably

later than during searches for local structures and ore deoosits, it

composes period only 10-15 years. By this is explained that to the

question indicated is devoted comparatively few published works and
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some positions relative to the geologic interpzetation of geophysical,

in particular gravitational data, still they require check and

refinement. For us it is necessary subsequently to touch on some

debatable positions of this type.

S51. General estimations of the regions (isostatic steadiness,

thickness of the Earth's crust) being investigated.

Conclusion about isostatic steadiness of one or the other region

can be done by calculating for it isostatic anomalies (see S11). If

these anomalies as a whole are small, and their average/mean value is

close to zero, then this gives grounds to draw a conclusion about the

presence in the region of isostatic compensation being investigated.

Otherwise it is possible to tell about the isostatic lack of balance

of region - to its overload (positive isostatic anomalies) or

underloading (negative isostatic anomalies).

Such conclusions can be drawn on isostatic anomalies, calculated

according to different systems (Pratt-Hayford, Erie-Heiskanen,

Vening-Meinesz), since it proves to be that, in spite of entire

difference in isostatic hypotheses, utilization of each of them gives

values of isostatic anomalies, close in value both for isolated

points, and in particular for points average/mean on group. Essential

is another moment - sizes/dimensions of region. The regional

character of isostatic compensation now is already universally

recognized; therefore conclusions about its presence or absence sense
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* has to make for the territories of significant area sizes/dimensions

(thousand of kilometers in all directions) and besides having any

single morphological special features - affiliation with one and the

same continental block or maritime tank, comparative uniformity of

relief, etc.
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As example let us examine gravitational profile through Pacific

Ocean, given in Fig. 2.12. As we see, entire/all abyssal basin of

Pacific Ocean is characterized by the high positive (200-400 mgal)

gravity anomalies, which almost completely disappear during the

introduction of isostatic correction; hence it is possible to arrive

at the conclusion that the Pacific Ocean basin/deprission in the first

* approximation, can be considered as isostatically balanced. The same

conclusion proves to be possible to make, also, for many other

territories of both ocean and continental; exception is only

geosynclinal regions and the so-called activated/promoted sections

within the limits of platforms: intensive isostatic anomalies are

specific to them, moreover in their limits the so ins of negative

anomalies frequently are alternated with the sectioris of the positive

anomalies (this is characteristic for the geosynclinal regions).

Calculation of isostatic anomalies - complex business and not

always virtually realized. Therefore frequently conclusions about the

isostatic steadiness of one or the other region are made in the

* average/mean intensity of the anomaly of F3ye, considering that it
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corresponds to the average/mean intensity of isostatic anomalies.

This conclusion, as we saw in SI1 of Chapter II, is possible to

consider valid only for the regions with specific medium altitude

(about 1.3 km) or depth of two seas (about 2.0 km); in all remaining

cases it is necessary to consider the presence of systematic,

sometimes very significant differences in the average/mean values of

the anomalies of Faye and isostatic.

0

0
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Fig. 212. Curve of Bouguer's anomaly along profile through Pacific

Ocean. According to F. Vening-Meinesz (1940).

Key: (1). Bouguer. (la). mgal. (2). Philippines. (3). Isost.

S (4). Honolulu. (5). San Francis:o, (6). Pacific. (7). ocean.
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We consider it necessary to give here example, which shows very

clearly possibility of erroneous conclusions during estimation of

isostatic equilibrium of region being investigated on gravitation

anomalies. Fig. 213 gives anomaly curve of gravitational force in the

reductions of Faye and Bouguer along the profile in East Antarctica

region. On the basis of the fact -:hat the values of the anomaly of

Faye in the profile are close to zero, a number of the atuthors (see

for example, Sorokhtin, Kondratyev, Avsyuk, 196.0) made a conclusion

about the isostatic steadiness of the continent of East Antarctica.

Meanwhile, if we take into account that :he p ofile indicated passes

. over the surface of the ice dome of Antactica at an altitude of
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several kilometers (to 3-4 km) above sea level and take into account

conclusions about the relationship/ratio of the anomalies of Faye and

isostatic, made by us above in Sll of Caapter II (see, in particular,

Fig. 17), then is obtained conclusion, completely reverse led: about

the probable presence here of intensive negative isostatic anomalies,

i.e., about the large isostatic deficiency of masses in the region of

the continent of East Antarctica. In more detail about this see the

works of B. A. Andreyev (1961).

It is necessary to also have following in mind: isostasy plays

known role as peculiar "regulator" of tectonic processes, but its role

in total balance of tectonic forces, apparently, never is main thing,

which determines summary result of effect of these forces. Absence of

isostatic compensation testifies about the tectonic activity of one or

the other region - this fact is indisputable, but over this we usually

have no concrete ways and means to the more specific interpretation of

the geologic sense of isostatic gravity anomalies.
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Fig. 213. Gravitational profile in East Antarctica region. From the

work of 0. G. Sorokhtin, 0. K. Kondratyev, Yu. I. Avsyuk (1960). 1

- curve of anomaly 4g in the reduction of Faye; 2 - the same in the

reduction of Bouguer; 3 - surface of glacier; 4 - under-ice relief of

the bedrocks (according to seismic data).

Key: (1). Pioneer. (2). Komsomol. (3). Soviet. (4). Pole of

inaccessibility. (5). Peaceful. (6). Drigol'skiy. (7). Sea

level.
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In particular, usually are entirely unfounded attempts at the

connection of the sign of the oscillatory motions of one or the other

regions with the sign of isostatic anomalies (Andreyev, 1960). It is

not excluded, however, that the ways of the more specific

interpretation of isostatic anomalies will be planned as a result of

accumiulation and analysis of the new facts, which relate to the

problem indicated.

Su. .. p
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Let us turn now to another question, which recently is placed andO

is solved during analysis of results of regional gravitational

photographings - about determination of probable power/thickness of

crust. Premise to solution of this question gives comparison of

gravitational data with seismological. For the first time in 1943 by

the work of B. Gutenberg in the region of mountains Sierra Nevada

(USA) was confirmed via the analysis of seismological data the real

presence of the "root of mountains" - a deep downwarp/trough of the

surface of the subcrustal layer, the so-called boundary of

Mohorovicic, which previously was assumed in connection with the

detection here of the large/coarse (to - 300 mgal in the reduction of

Bouguer) minimum of gravitational force. This gave basis for G.

Woollard (1943) to assume the direct connection of regional gravity

anomalies with the thickness of the Earth's crust and the depth of up

to Mohorovicic's boundary, and, based on this, to make an attempt at

the joint interpretation of gravitational and seismic data along the

regional profile through North America.

Joint interpretation of gravitational and seismic data with

construction of sections/cuts of earth's crust produced Yu. N. Godin

(1957, 1959) for Zakaspiy, B. K, Balavadze for Caucasus (1957) and

other authors. In this case the relief of the deep boundaries of the

earth's crust was determined on the basis of predicted density

distrizution in the layers of the earth's crust and the subcrustal

layer (see S3, Chapter I), with the utilization of templates or the

simple linear dependence between a change in the gravity anomaly and
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change in the depths of form Ag(x,)-Ag(x,)-2fov(z,-z,) (see Chapter

VI).

B. A. Andreyev (1958) proposed to use correlation graph/diagram

of dependence between averaged value of Bouguer's anomaly according to

data of gravimetry and depth of up to Mohorovicic's boundary,

determined according to seismological data, for this joint

interpretation and did first attempt at composition of this type of

graph for continental regions. Subsequently such kind graphs/curves

were composed by R. M. Demenitskaya (1958, 1961) for the

earth's surface, Ye. D. Karyakin (1959) for Atlantic Ocea- G.

Woollard (1959) for the territory of the USA and some oceanic

regions.

FOOTNOTE * Graph, published by Woollard in 1959, - of nonlinear

type. In the recently published articles of Steinhard and Woollard

(1961) and Sazhina (1952) are indicated the presence of linear

correlation between anomaly Ag and thickness of the Earth s crust for

the continents. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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The report of these graphs is given in Fig. 214 and 215 - separately

for the continental and for the oceanic regions. As we see, the

regularities, brought out by each of the researchers indicated, do not

completely coincide, which seems completely natural, if we take into

account the limitedness of the number of sections, for which the most
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reliable possible comparison of gravitational and seismic data in the

sense of appropriate quality and authenticity of those and others, and

also some other facts.

Worthiest on completeness of scope/coverage of material is

unconditionally investigation, carried out by R. M. Demenitskaya

(about 280 sections of comparison of gravitational and seismic data),

but it is possible to dispute it from other positions: from point of

view of quality of some materials (in number of cases were used

determinations of thickness of crust by teleseismic method, results of

prewar determinations, etc.).

0

0
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* Fig. 214. Graph/diagram of dependence of intensity of anomalies of

force of gravity (Bouguer) on thickness of the Earth's crust for

continental regions. 1 - according to B. A. Andreyev (1958); 2 -

according to R. M. Demenitskaya (1958); 3 - according to G. Woollard

(1959).

Key: (1). mg/.
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Doubtful methodic moment in the investigations of both R. M.

Demenitskaya and G. Woollard, from our point of view, is their attempt

to deduce the single regular connection of the intensity of gravity

anomalies and power/thickness of earth crust for the continents, the

oceans and the littoral zones, although all these regions are

distinguished between themselves not only by power/thickness, but also
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by composition of the earth's crust. During this

association/unification of diverse regions the connection of the

intensity of anomalies with the thickness of crust proves to be

complex, nonlinear form, and it is determined according to the

correlation diagram less reliably than in the case of the simple

character of the connection of linear type 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. This shows, in particular, the comparison of the graphs

of R. M. Demenitskaya and G. Woollard. ENDFOOTNOTE.

0

0
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Fig. 215. Graph/diagrams of dependence of intensity of anomalies of

force of gravity (Bouguar) on thickness of the Earth's crust for

oceanic regions. ! - according to R. M. Demenitskaya (1958); 2 -

according to Ye. D. Karyakin (1959); 3 - according to G. Woollard

(1959).

Key: (1). mgj.
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Investigation of B. A. Andreyev concerns only continental

regions, but it is based on very small number of sectionb of

comparison of gravitational and seismic data. Finally, comm on

Sdeficiency in all investigations indicated is that during their
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conducting was not introduced corrections for the structure of the 0
upper layers of the earth's crust for the gravitational field, and the

averaging of gravity anomalies was conducted not always and during its

conducting there was an element of arbitrariness in the sense of the

selection of the sizes/dimensions of the section of averaging, account

or nonaccount of given detailed photographings, etc. Thus, all

carried out determinations of the dependence of the intensity of

regional gravity anomalies on the thickness of the Earth's crust are

still inadequate and require further refinements. At the same time

the very presence of the regular connection of the intensity of

regional gravity anomalies with the thickness of the Earth's crust

does not cause doubts, just as its basic character, which can be

determined as follows:

1. Continents. Connection, at least for the usual range of

change in the thickness of crust (30-60 km), is close to the linear,

moreover a change of the value of gravitational field on the average

on the order of 10-12 mgal corresponds to a change in the thickness of

crust on 1 km. The thickness of crust on the order of 30-35 km

corresponds to zero anomalous gravitational field.

2. Oceans. For the usual range cf a change 'n the intensity of

the gravity anomalies, characteristic for the oceans (from +200 to

+350 mgal), the connection in question is also close to the linear,

moreover the effect of changes in the thickness of crust to the

gravitational field here is incomparably stronger than on the
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* continents: 1 km change in the thickness of crust corresponds to a

change of the intensity of gravitational field in the average/mean

order 30 mgal, i.e., 2.5-3.0 times more than on the continents.

Given regularities it proves to be possible substantiate

theoretically, if we make assumption that surface of basalt layer and

its basis/base, i.e., Mohorovicic's boundary, will lie in majority of

regions accordingly, having uplifts and depressions in some places and

approximately one and the same amplitude; this assumption in majority

of regions satisfactorily will agree with seismic data. During

calculations of the gravitation effect of deep layers we will use B.

A. Andreyev's formula for case of n accordingly sloping interfaces

(see formula VI, 21)

where o - excess densities on the boundaries;

h the average depths of the bedding of these

boundaries.
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I - period of harmonic curve, which represents (in the first

approximatior) curve of section of structural relief in vertical

plane, passing through axis x (line of observations);

z, and z, - values of depths to one of interfaces at points x,

* and x,.
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If we examine case of two interfaces with values of o,-+0.2

g/cm3, h,=15 km (surface of basalt layer) and o,=.0. 4 g/cm, h,-45 km

(Moho surface) and to take into accourt that cross sizes/dimensions of

deep structures of earth's crust are 100-200 km (typical cross

size/dimension of regional gravity anomalies, and also mountain

ranges), then it is possible in given formulas to assume 1=200 and 400

km, which gives

S-0.12+0.10=0.22 g/cm3 for 1-200 km,

S=0.i6-,0.20=0.36 g/cm3 for 1=400 -n.

First term in written sums presents gravitational influence of

surface of basalt layer, and the second - boundaries of Mohorovicic.

As we see, the fraction/portion of effect of first boundary with the

relatively low value o, which slopes sufficiently close to surface,

with 1=200-400 km is almost identical to the effect of the second deep

boundary with the high value o.

It is interesting that with 1-100 km, i.e., roughly speaking, for

anomalies with diameter on the order of 50 km, is obtained

S=0.8+0.2-0.10 g/cm', i.e., sharply prevails effect of basalt layer.

Hence, among others, it follows that during the study of the deep

structure of the earth's crust it follows to compulsorily put to use

the averaged values of the gravitation anomalies, and the system of

averaging must be such that the effect of the anomalies of relatively
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* small cross sizes/dimensions (first tens of kilometers) would be

eliminated or would be reduced to. the minimum.

Let us return to case in question. Let us take average/mean

value of S for I, equal to 200 and 400 km; it is equal to 0.29 g/cm3 .

Substituting this value into the basic formula and assuming/setting in

it z,-z,-l km, we obtain

Ag (xl)- Ag (xj)= 1Q mg

which, as we see, closely corresponds to reality.

Let us turn now to case of oceans. According to seismic data

here the typical section/cut of the earth's crust schematically it is

possible to present in the following form: the layer of sea water

(o-1.03 g/cml) with power/thickness of 4-5 km, the layer of the

unconsolidated and consolidated precipitation and volcanogenic rocks

(0=2.2-2.6 g/cm3) usually of the very small power/thickness (less than

1 km), the basalt layer (o-2.9 g/cm) with a thickness of 5-10 km,

subcrustal layer (a-3.3 g/cm3).

Page 408.

If we take into account that during the introduction of the correction

of Bouguer for the oceanic stations the layer of maritime bauds is

substituted by medium with a density of 2.' g/cm' and

disregard/neglect the relatively weak effect/action of the layer of

* the unconsolidated precipitation, then it is possible the density
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section/cut of the oceanic earth's crust to schematically represent

then just as for the continents, in the form of two density interfaces

- on the surface of basalt layer (a-+0.2 g/cm3), also, on

Mohorovicic's boundary (a-+0.4 g/cm3). However, the values of the

average depths of these interfaces we must take different, than for

the continent, precisely, h,-5 km and h,-12 km. The values 1, which

characterize the cross sizes/dimensions of deep structure, let us take

the same as for the continent, i.e., 1-200 and 400 km Making

calculation, analogous to given above for the continents, we obtain

S-0.17+0.27-0.44 g/cm3 for 1-200 km,

S-0.18+0.33-0.51 g/cm for 1-400 km.

0
Average/mean value S is 0.47 g/cm3, i.e. it proves to be almost

two times more than continent. A change in anomalies 4g about 20 mg1

on 1 km of a change in the thickness of the Earth's crust corresponds

to this value. Thus, and for the oceans, true less at..urately than

for the continent, calculation confirms the actually observed

connection of the intensity of regional gravity anomalies with the

thickness of the Earth's crust. It is necessary in this case to have

in mind that above we sufficiently arbitrarily took for the oceans the

same value I as for the continents. It is possible that for the

oceanic regions as a whole are typical the deep structures of crust

with larger, than for continents, cross sizes/dimensions. In that

case it is necessary during calculation value I to take more than for

the continents, and this gives the high value of change Ag and better
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approximation/approach to the actually observed relationships/ratios.

Given above data and considerations testify that regional gravity

anomalies can be considered caused either completely or to a

considerable extent by deep structure of earth's crust. Some

geologists and geophysicists, however, consider that important role in

the formation of regional gravity anomalies must play super-deep

subcrustal processes and connected with taem changes of the density in

the shell of the Earth (Subbotin 19E5; Fotiadi, 1955; Borisov, 1959).

The final explanation of this question requires further

investigations; however, given above data and considerations speak

that deep subcrustal changes in the density, apparently, only very

weakly are developed in the gravitational field.

Page 409.

The basic factor, which determines intensity and character of regional

gravity anomalies, is the structure of the earth's crust undoubtedly.

Were made attempts at establishment of connection of thickness of

the Earth's crust not only with intensity of regional anomalies of

gravitational force, but also with relief of surface of lithosphere

(Demenitskaya, 1958; Woollard, 1959). The authors consider these

attempts, based on the presentation/concept about the

general/universal almost ideal isostatic compensation for the earth's

crust, considerably less substantiated than the described above

* investigations, since many regions with different hypsometric special
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features (high mountains, abyssal basins) in actuality are usually

distant from compensation state. As we saw above, the connection of

gravity anomalies with the power/thickness of crust can be

established/installed and theoretically substantiated without the

utilization of hypothesis of- isostasy.

In mathematical language position of matter it is possible to

express so: existence of isostatic equilibrium of earth's crust is

sufficient, but by no means necessary condition for existence of

regular connection of intensity of gravity anomalies and thickness of

crust.

American researchers Werzel and Sherbet (1957) for studying

earth's crust recommended utilization of standard sections/cuts

("columns") of earth's crust, constructed via comparison of data,

which correspond to zero value of gravity anomaly - for continent in

reduction of bcuguer and for ocean in reduction of Faye. This

approach did not obtain further development.

For studying relief of Moho surface was used also method of

interpretation, described in 548 of Chapter VI (Tsuboi, 1956).

S52. Tectonic zoning of geosynclinal regions.

Tectonic zoning - most important component part of geologic

mapping/charting, which is "classification of sections of earth's

crust according to signs of their structure and history of structural
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development" (Belousov, 1953, pg. 521). These sections of the earth's

crust, which are distinguished by. their structure and history of

development, are named regional structures; for them are

characteristic large horizontal sizes/dimensions (many tens, hundreds,

sometimes thousands of kilometers) and the large depth of laying,

manifestation not only in the upper layers, but also deep

horizons/levels of the earth's crust. In the rocks of sedimentary

cover regional structures are developed not only in the relief of the

stratigraphic horizons/levels, but also in facial-lithologic special

features of these rocks.

Page 410-411.

I

I
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Fig. 216. Diagram of development of geosynclinal region (according to

V. V. Belousov) and the typical distribution of the anomalies of

gravitational force above the regional structures. The stages of the

development of geosynclinal region; I, II, III - before the inversion,

IV, V - after inversion; 1 - formation of internal basins/depressions;

2 - molasse formation; 3 - lagoon formation; 4 - flyschoid

caustobiolith formation; 5 - limestone formation; 6 - lower

terrigenous formation; 7 - coarsely fragmental depositions; 8 -

formation of the preceding cycles; 9 - volcanos; 10 - effusions and

sheet intrusions; 11 - interstitial intrusions; 12 - batholites; 13 -

small intrusions; 14 - diapirs; 15 - tectonic faults; 16 - anomaly

curve of gravitational force.

Page 412.

With the breakdown dislocations in the limits of one or the other

regional structures the numerous bodies of the magmatic rock are

connected. To the concluding results of zoning is tectonic map/chart

with the indication on it not only of near-surface, but also deep

elements of regional structures.
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Geosynclinal regions are characterized by high mobility,

intensive manifestation in their limits of Alpine folding of young

(Mesozoic, cenozoic) magmatic rock, development of intensively rugged

relief, high seismicity. The regional structures of geosynclinal

regions, usually expressed (directly or indirectly) in their relief,

present edge/boundary and intermountain downwarps/troughs,

mega-anticlinorium, and in the limits of the latter - separate

large/coarse anticlinorium and synclinorium, zones of faults and

separate large/coarse faults, magmatic complexes, etc.

In gravitational field geosynclinal regions are developed by

intensive (the first hundreds milligal) regional gravity anomalies

both negative, characteristic fir large uplifts/rises and positive,

characteristic for basins/depressions, represented frequently by

contemporary maritime tanks.

With tectonic zoning of geosynclinal regions geophysical methods,

including gravitational prospecting, participate in solution of

following problems: 1) explanation of history of geologic development

and general/common structural plan/layout of territory being

investigated; 2) establishment of location and interrelation of

regional structures; 3) study of character of separate large/coarse

structures.

Gravitational prospecting has important value during solution of
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these problems. It proves to be that the reional gravity anomalies of

geosynclinal regions have the specific historico-geologic value. In

general form this fact was established already long ago in the work of

V. V. Veber and V. V. Fedynskiy (1947), but in more detail explained

in the work of the author (Andreyev, 1960).

In order to explain this question, let as pause very briefly at

basic laws governing history of geologic development of geosynclinal

regions. Each geosynclinal region in its development usually passes

two stages: the first, during which predominate the depressions, and

Lhe second, during which predominate the uplifts/rises: transition

from the first stage to second V. V. Belousov names total reversal or

total inversion of geotectonic conditions. During the inversion the

* redistribution of the zones of uplift/rise and depression occurs:

among the pre-inversion downwarps/troughs the central uplifts/rises,

which are gradually expanded and which seize entire territory of

downwarps/troughs, are formed, and pre-inversion uplifts/rises

partially or completely are converted into the downwarps/troughs (Fic.

2.16).

Page 413.

At the second stage of the development of geosynclinal region folding

motions are very intensively developed. In the zones of the

conjugation (f the differing structures of geosynciinal region and in

other places *,:'onic gaps repeatedly are formed; on these gaps the

magmatic rocks migrate to the surface.
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Comparison of gravitational data on geosynclinal regions with

paleogeographic maps/charts and sections/cuts shows following:

regional gravity anomalies usually correspond on location to most

intensively shown regional structures of pre-inversion stage of

development of geosynclinal region. This conformity is straight line,

i.e., gravitational minima correspond on the location to pre-inversion

downwarps/troughs, and maximums - to pre-inversion uplifts/rises, more

accurately to those sections, where these stru'tures were located in

the period of their greatest development.

We know, at the same time, that type indicated regional anomalies

are directly connected with now existing deep structures of earth's

crust: minima - with downwarps/troughs, maximums - with uplifts/rises

of Mohorovicic's boundary. Hence it emerges as result that also the

deep structures of the earth's crust of geosynclinal regions, isolated

on the basis of tho regional gravity anomalies, in their origin are

connected, apparently, with the pre-inversion cycle of uevelopment of

these regions. It is possible to assume that the structires of

pre-inversion cycle were most intensively expressed in deep layers of

the earth's crust and were not converted as a result of the inversion,

which changed the sign of the majority of structures in the upper

levels. Consequently, the "roots of the mountains" and the

uplift/rise of deep layers under the contempo.ary basins/depressions

can be, in all likelihood, considered as the relicts of pre-inversion

structural relief.
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As classical example to connection of gravity anomalies with

pre-inversion structures can serve large Caucasus region, above which

is placed regional minimum of force of gravity (Fig. 2.17). The

detailed study of facies and power/thicknesses of the rocks of

meso-Cenozoic era of this region, carried out by V. V. Belousov

(1938- 1940), V. Ye. Khain, and then by number of other researchers

(Kirillova, Lyustikh, Rastvorova, Sorokin, Khain, 1960), showed that

the contemporary structure of mega-anticlinorium of the large Caucasus

is converted, that arose during the upper Neogene and the quaternary

period on the spot of at no time existed here deep (many kilometers)

geosynclinal basin/depression, which was caving in most intensively in

the Lower Jurassic time (see Fig. 217).

I.
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Such is the situation also in East Carpathians, where

gravitational minimum and pre-inversion downwarp/trough are placed on

northeastern slope of contemporary Carpathian mountain range.

Arrangement of deep structures of earth's crust, adjusted on

gravity anomalies, determines general/common structural plan/layout of

geosynclinal regions. If the character of isoanomaly of gravitational

force, and, consequently, deep structures has the exposed

linear-strip-like character, then the same course/strike have the

separate structures, which are placed usually in an echelon-like

structure along the strip of gravity anomalies (Fig. 218). It is a

different matter on the "periclines" of gravitational anomalous zones

or in those places, where these zones in the plan/layout have

approximately isometric form: in such cases of the axis of structures

they have the secant almost a normal position with respect to the

isnanomalies of the force of gravity (see gravitational to Minin, in

the middle part of Fig. 218).

During more detailed gravitational photographing in geosynclinal

reg:ons are frequently noted by local anomalies of tne separate

structure of these anticlinorium, synclinorium, large zones of fau.t,

etc. In a number of cases foothill downwarps/troughs on the boundary

of geosynclinal regions with the adjoining platform (Fig. 219) are

separated/liberated well by the gravitational minima of the moderate

intensity (-40, -60 mgal). In such cLses when anticlinorium of 0
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folding region proves to be that moved to the region of foothill

downwarp/trough, above them general/common minimum with the axis,

which is placed in the edge/boundary part of the moved anticlinorium,

usually is observed.

0
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Fig. 217. Conformity of location of regional gravita'ional minimum

(1) and Lower Jurassic pre-inversion downwarp/trough (2) for regions

of large Caucasian ridge/spine.
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tectonic breaks; 4 - volcanos.

Key: (1). Iuku Bay [Mutsu Bay]. (2). Aomori. (3). Sendai. (4).

Sado Island. (5). Cape Rokko. (6). Toyama Bay. (7). Tokyo. (8).

Yokohama. (9). Wakasa Bay. (10). Nagoya. (11). Shizuoka. (12).

Suruga Bay. (13). Lake Biwa. (14). Ise-shima. (15). Kyoto (15a).

Osaka. (16). Osaka Bay. (17). Setonaikai. (18). Hiroshima.

(19). [same as (17)]. (20). Tosa Bay. (21). Inland sea. (22).

Shikoku.

Page 416.

The author (Andreyev, 1958) discovered that plutonic structures

of mezo-Cenozoic age, isolated in geosynclinal reqions on

gravitational anoma'ies, can have sufficiently defined value for

metallogenic zoning: to zones of gravitational maximums (i.e. to

uplifts/rises of deep layer earth's crust) gravitates in essence

mesocratic' type mineralization, connected with ultrabasic and basic

magma (chromium, nickel, copper, gold and silver, pyritic lead - zinc,

mercury), and to minima (i.e. to downwarps/troughs of deep layers) -

leucocratic type mineralization, connected predominantly with acid

magma (lead - zinc vein, molybdenum, tungsten, tin).

FOOTNOTE'. We put to use here terminology and classification of V. K.

Tschaikovskiy (1956). ENDFOOTNOTE.

Soon then with a number of the authors (Kazanli, Popov, Antonenko,

1959; Moisennko, 1959; Khalevin, 1960; Shcherb, 1960) it was explained 0
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S that the analogous regularities occur in Kazakhstan and in Urals,

i.e., they are not li-ited to the. youngest folding regions, but they

are developed also in the ore provinces, connected with the Hercynian,

but possibly, and more ancient structures.

S
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P 417.

The similar to those indicated associations of structural-metallogenic

zones of folding regions with regional gravitational anomalies noted

V. S. Mironov for Rudnyy Altai and Kalby: "... the polymetellic

belt of Rudnyy Altai, limited by the Irtysh and Northeastern zones o£

warping, is confined to the zone of the positive anomalies of the

gravitational force. The Kalby rare-metal belt is confined to the

narrow negative anomaly, which extends along the left bank of the

Irtysh and Irtysh zone of warping.., the gold-ore belt/zone, which is

placed west of rare- metal and in parallel to it, it is characterized

by an increase in the gravitational field" (Mironov', 1959). In this

case to the zones of the warping of the ore Altai, as it proved to be,
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P correspond to an anomaly of the type of "gravitational step/stage",

i.e., the zones of transition from the positive anomalies to the

negative'.

FOOTNOTE'. Most recently appeared the indications (Fotiadi, 1961) to

the analogous bonds of metallogenic and gravitational zonality for the

northeast of the USSR. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The facts given here signify/mark the new important direction in the

metallogenic invzstigatious, in which, true, until only very first

steps/pitches are done.

As we see, in this paragraph for us it was necessary very to

rapidly and briefly touch many important and interesting questions.

This style of presentation, naturally, is predetermined by program and

ultimate purpose of this book, it is preserved also in this ntire

chapter. The more detailed presentation of some of these questions is

contained in another work of B. A. Andreyev (1960).

S 53. Tectonic zoning of platform regions.

By platform regions here and subsequently are implied regions, in

which are absent intensive manifestations of Alpine folding.

Depending on the age of metamorphic basement we will distinguish

Hercynian, 2aledonian and Precambrian platforms.

S
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Weak manifestation of the contemporary and relatively recent

tectonic movements of platforms affects not only on their external

appearance (gently sloping relief, gently sloping forms of bedding of

upper layers of depositions), but, most of all, on their deep

structure. For the typical consolidated platform regions the

characteristically almost horizontal bedding of the deep layers of the

earth's crust, what indicates weak manifestation of regional gravity

anomalies and seismic data. Regional platform structures are

manifested also in the bedding of the deep layers of bark, but in

contrast to geosynclinal regions this conformity is usually not a

reverse but a straight line, i.e., upper layers repeat the structure

of deep layers. The leading process of the structural development on

the platforms is not inversion, but an inheritance of the ancient

structural forms. This is manifested, in particular, in the fact that

the internal structure and the relief of the surface of basement has

very close connection with the structure of the thickness of

sedimentary rocks covering basement.

Page 418.

With tectonic zoning are investigated following large/coarse

structural elements of platform regions: 1) inside the basement -

boundary of unequal-age shields and blocks, within latter - folding

zones, regional zones of faults, magmatic complexes; 2) on

stratigraphic boundaries within thickness of sedimentary rocks, and

also on surface of basement - uplift/rise and first-order

downwarps/troughs (anteclise and syneclise, according to N. S. 0
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Shatskiy), linea: uplifts/rises and the downwarps/troughs of the

second order (rises/ramparts and trenches, according to A. D.

Arkhangel'), large zone of faults. As let us see below, gravitational

prospecting actively participates and gives valuable results during

the solution of the problems indicated.

Metamorphic and magmatic rock, which form part of basement of

platform regions, as w e saw in S 10 of Chapter II, are safficiently

considerably distinguished by its density. The separate structural

elements and the blocks of basement, which are distinguished in

composition and density of species/rocks, have the large

sizes/dimensions, which are expressed by ten (sometimec hundre-,

kilometers on the horizontal and several kilometers on the vertical

line. These structu:3l elements of basement are developed by

sufficiently intensive (milligals, ten milligal) gravitational

anomalies. If such anomalies are observed on the crystalline shields,

then their geologic nature usually is sufficiently easily explained in

by the utilization of the given geological survey wo, i:s, taking into

account data about the density of outgoing on the surface

species/rocks (Fig. 220). In a somewhat weakened form of this type of

anomaly are noted also in the regions, whsre the baseme;.t occurs under

a layer of sedimentary rocks, moreover if the the thickness of this

layer does not exceed 2-3 km, then the type indicated anomalies are

unconditionally prevailing above all remaining so that all the

remaining anomalous factors (for example, the relief of the surtace of

basement), actually, barely are developed against their background.
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On configuration in plan/layout and by geologic nature gravity

anomalies connected with internal structure of the basement, it is

possible to subdivide into following three typical varieties (Fig.

221): 1) strip-like linear anomalies (positive or negative),

connected usually with folding structures, and also sometimes with

sheet intrusions within basement; 2) anomaly of type of "gravitational

step/stage", that characterizes increase or decrease in the

gravitational force in determinate direction and connected with normal

or tectonic contacts of species/rocks of different density within

basement; 3) anomalies, which have form, close to isometric, observed

11

usually abovre intrusion masses, which slope within basement.

M. oJW
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Fig. 220. Gravitational anomalies and density of species/rocks along

profile in southern part of Baltic shield. On 1 - Archean gneissoids;

2 - granites of Rapakivi; 3 - migrnatites; 4 -post-Bothnian granites;

5 - diabase; 6 - quartzite and sandstones; 7 -suite of dolomite and

quartz effusions; 8 - phyllite; 9 - density curve of the crystalline

rocks; 10 - curve ag.

Key: (1). Aland Islands. (2). Dragsfjard. (3). Vyborg. (4).

Valaam island. (5). Sal'mi. (6). Pul'chela. (7). Christiany.

(8). Matrosy. (9). Petrozavodsk. (10). Sennaya guba [bay). (11).

Perch-navolak.
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The great experiment of gravitation prospecting works on

Precambrian shields, carried out in the USSR and abroad, shows that

virtually all intensive clearly localized gravity anomalies with a

horizontal gradient from 1 mgl per 1 km and higher prove to be

connected with rocks which emerge on surface of basement, i.e., with

structural magmatic complexes, which can be established/installed

during Geologic mapping/charting of basement on sufficiently

large/coarse scale. Is explained this fact, apparently, by the fact

that the Precambrian metamorphic rock usually are sharply dislocated,

up to the formation of isoclinal folds, and also with the very large

depth of the erosion shear/section, to which fall all or almost all

metamorphic and magmatic rock, which form part of basement. The same

occurs also for the magnetic ancmalies. This gives the possibility to

claim that the quantitative j..,;erpretation of gravitational and

magnetic anomalies in the platform regions gives depths of the bedding

of the perturbing masses, which with the high fraction/portion of

probability can be identified with the depth of the surface of

basement.

FOOTNOTE'. This identification is most reliable for the regions of

ancient (Precarabrian) platforms.

0
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Fig. 221. Arrangement of the isoanomaly above typical gravity

anomalies of platform regions, connected with internal structure of

basement. 1 - strip-like linear anomalies; 2 - "gravitational of

step/stage"; 3 - isometric ("mosaic") anomalies.

Page 421.

This approach to task of studying relief of the surface of

basement recently became generally accepted during utilization of

magnetic anomalies (Andreyev, 1954; Si:,,oneriko, 1956; Fotiadi, 1958).

Analogous approach is subsequently used by I. G. Klushin (1958, 1960)

also for the gravity anomalies. Calculations were performed .or the

southeastern regions of Russian platform by the method of the integral

transforms (see S 40, Chapter V) on intensive on the order of 10 mgal

end higher) anomalies of the type of "gravitational step/stage".

Anomalies were removed f:om the gravitational maps/charts of scale

1:20000C.
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masses, calculated according to data of gravitational prospecting,

with depths of bedding of surface.of basement in appropriate sections,

determined by drilling and seismic survey. The close cross

correlation of each values of the depths (calculation it gives the

valule of the coefficient of correlation -0.7-0.8) is undoubted.

0
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Fig. 222. Comparison of values of depths of up to L ee..:.

calculated on grdvitv anomalies by method of integral trans. z,)

and of those determined by drilling or by seismic survey (z) for

southeastern regions of Russian platform. According to I. G. Klushin

(1960).

Page 422. The root-mean-square error in the determination of the

depth from the unitary anomalies proves to be order 25%; it is

possible to decrease it, neutralizing results along several profiles

in the limits of zones with the identical structure of che anomalous

field'.

FOOTNOTE ' This irdication, on the basis of experiment of the

5 interpretation of magnetic anomalies, was for the first time made by
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B. A. Andreyev (1954). ENDFOOTNOTE.

It was subsequently explained that the same results can be obtained

for the anomalies of the type of "gravitational step/stage", using

method of G. D. Managadze in the modification of B. A. Andreyev,

described in S40 of Chapter V. Subsequently on anomalies of the

strip-like type there should be tested also method of Ye. A.

Mudretsova or diverse variants of the method of limiting distributions

for iv,, in the case of vertical bed, described in SS42-43 of Chapter

V. It is highly probable that these methods will also prove to be

those applied during the determination of the relief of the surface of

basement from to gravity anomalies.

0
Large platform basins/depressions, in limits of which surface of

basement is omitted at significant depth (many kilometers), and

gravitational forces are noted by minima. The side parts of these

basins/depressions are frequently complicated by faults and very

clearly they are expressed for the gravitational maps/charts (Fig.

223).

0
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Fig. 223. Gravity anomaly above onboard part of large/coarse platform

basin/depression.

Page 423.

Gravitational minima above the basins/depressions are caused by the

effect of the relief of the surface of the basement, composed by more

compact rocks than the covering basement sedimentary rocks, and also

frequently and by a change in a faciles-lithologic composition of

sedimentary rocks: by an increase in the power/thickness of lighter

sandy-clay species/rocks, by appearance in the section/cut of the

halogen rocks, etc. In certain cases, for example, when basement is

comparatively uniform paleozoic species/rocks, and sedimentary cover -

relatively by the lungs by sandy-clay rocks, approximate judgment

about the relief of the surface of basement proves to be possible to

obtain, assuming the linear bond of anomalies 4g with the depth of the

* bedding of basemnt, confirmed via the comparison of data of
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gravitational photographing and seismic survey (Fig. 224). A

question about the possibility of this type of assumption by us is in

detail examined in S 48 of Chapter VI.

Structures of second order of type of rises/ramparts in such

cases, when they have large amplitude and steep/abrupt onboard parts

and are composed in yard by species/rocks, sharply distinct in density

from cap rock, which is also directly manifested on gravitational

map/chart by anomalies of sufficiently high intensity (Fig. 225).

0
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Fig. 224. Dependence bctween intensity of anomaly Ag and depth H of

surface of basement for region of the Southern Minusinsk

basin/depression. According to A. P. Ta, kov (1353). I - western

part of the basin/depression; II - eastern part of the

basin/depression.

Key: (1). g/cm2. (2). mg,

Page 424.

However, the majority of platform archlike structures are

characterized Ly a comparatively small amplitude and are very gently

sloping, with the angles of the slope of limbs of the order of tens of

minutes or first degrees of an arc; such structures are not directly

expressed by noticeable gravity anomalies. Nevertheless and in th'.se

cases it proves to be that usually there is a sufficiently specific

conformity in the arrangement of structures and gravity anomalies; the

structures are placed either in the outlines of the zones of linear
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strip-like anomalies - sometimes positive, sometimes negative, or in

the edge/boundary parts of such anomalous zones, i.e. they zoincide

with anomalies of thi type "gravitational step". In this case, which

especially clearly confirms not direct, but indirect coupling of

gravity anomalies with the structures, the arrangement of structures

is linked also with the arrangement of the mag-etic anomalies, clearly

caused not by the structure of the sedimentary thickness, virtually

nonmagnetic, but, in all likelihood, by the structure of crystalline

basement (Fig. 226).

This conformity is observed for many structures of second order

of Russian platform, western-Siberian lowland, midcontinent (USA) and

other regions, and, moreover not only for gravitational, but also for

magnetic anomalies.
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Fig. 225. Gravity anomaly above structure of second order. Northern

steep/abrupt bort of structure is directly expressed by an anomaly of

the type of "gravitational step". 1 - isoanomalies; 2 - position of

steep side of structure according to geologic data; 3 - western

continuation of structure according to data of gravitational

prospect ing.
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+

Fig. 226. Diagram of comparison of results of gravitationa 2

prospecting, ma-netic prospecting ard structural geologic

photographings. According to A. Sh. Faytel'son. I - isoanomalies

of gravitational force; 2 - region of the propagation of positive

magnetic anomalies; 3 - region of the propagation of negative magnetic

anomalies; 4 - linear structures; 5 - separat., uplifts/rises.

Page 426.

This fact was noted for the Russian platform already by A. D.

Arkhangel'skiy (1940), who put forth the following assumption fcr the

explanation of a similar conformity of anomalies and structures: "we

assume that at the basis of rises/ramparts and trenches, which

characterize our basins/depressions, lie/rest the dislocations of
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O basement. They appear as its gently sloping inflations/bulgings or

the fold of very large diameter, agreeing in their course/strike with

the elements of tectonics of basement. A deficiency in the plasticity

in the species/rocks rapidly leads to formation in these folds after

cleaving, shifts/shears and especially the overthrusts. These

dislocations of the basement, being transmitted by that :overing the

latter to plastic sedimentary rocks, cause the different

disturbances/breakdowns, which in the form can very sharply differ

from folds and overthrusts of their underlying gneissic masses" here.

In other words, the magnetic and gravity anomalies of platform regions

reflect the internal structure of basement, and the dislocations of

basement, cornected with its internal structure, condition location

* and character of the structures of sedimentary cover.
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Fig. 227. Geological-geophysical section/cut (according to boring and

seismic data), which shows bond of internal structure of basement,

fa..lt in it (1), flexure-shaped structure in sedimentary cover (2)

with gravitational and magnetic anomalies; 3, 4 - variety of

-, crystalline schists. According to Kornfeld (Kornfeld, 1354).

Key: (1). mg/.
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The fact that the faults of basement are formed in accordance with its

internal structure, following the contacts of species/rocks, can be

seen based on numerous examples on the Precambrian shields, one of

which we give in Fig. 227. If above the basement the thickness of

sedimentary rocks is located, then with the shifts of the separate

lumps/blocks of basement in the layers of sedimentary rocks are formed

tensile strains, and then, with tne repeated shifts of opposite sign,
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O archlike structures (Fig. 228). Reality of this type of the diagram,

formulated by 1. K. Zerchaninov (1954), are confirmed by the fact of

the increased tectonic susceptibility to cracking of sedimentary rocks

in the crest parts of the structures of platform regions, about which

narrower we mentioned in S 5 of Chapter I. All this confirms

hypothesis of A. D. Arkhangel'skiy.

Indirect conformity of linear gravitational and magnetic

anomalies indicated with structures of second order extensively is

used with tectonic zoning of platform regions and has great practical

value during searches for dep-its of useful minerals, whose

arrangement is controlled by regional structures - first of all of

local oil and gas-bearing platform structures, with which discussion

will deal in following chapter.

Study of internal structure and relief of surface of crystalline

basement frequently has very high value for searches for ore deposits.

The structural elements of basement are, in particular, the iron-ore

tanks of type of KMA and Krivoy Rog (see S 60 of Chapter IX),

intrusion complexes, for example ultrabasitic intrusions with the

deposits of chromium, nickel, etc. (see S 51 of Chapter IX). with

the zones of fault in the basement and the covering thicknesses of

sedimentary rocks are connected many magmatic formations, which carry

valuable useful minerals: kimberlitic tubes with the diamonds (for

example, in East Siberia), vein bodies with the deposits of rare,

* noble, radioactive metals, etc. In the investigation of structural
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elements indicated above gravitational prospecting usually

participates very actively and successfully in the complex with

magnetic prospecting and other geophysical methods.

S
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Fig. 228. Diagram of formation of platform structure according to I.

K. Zerchaninov (1953). a) the stretching of layer with the relative

vertical movement of blocks of the basement; b) the formation of

anticlinal structure with the reverse vertical movement of blocks of

the basement.

0
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Chapter VIII.

SEARCHES AND PROSPECTING OF OIL- AND GAS-BEARING STRUCTURES.

S 54. General comments.

During searches for oil bearing and gasiferous structures of

20-30 years ago gravitational prospecting was a very popular

geophysical method; they tried it to use also during prospecting of

such structures. Salt domes were the usual objects of gravitation

prospecting works at that time, large anticlinal folds so forth -

structures, which are usually developed by the very intensive

anomalies, detection and geologic interpretation of which is

sufficiently light and simple task. Only as an exception of

gravimetric prospecting sometimes collided then with the more

difficult for the searches types of the oil bearing uplifts/rises,

with which to it several it was necessary to deal, also, subsequently,

for example concerning the searches for rip masses in the Ural

downwarp/trough. Subsequently, with the gradual changeover of the

basic volume of oil prospecting works in Volga-Urals province, into

the western-Siberian lowland, etc., the main object of these works

become the gently sloping dome- shaped folds, typical for the internal

regions of platform regions. The gravitation effect, caused by the

effect of interfaces in the thickness of sedimentary rocks in the

sections of the manifestation of such structures, as show appropriate

calculations, it is 'ery weak (usually the fraction/portion of
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S imilligal on anomaly Ag), based on this for a long time it was

considered that these structures virtually are not developed in the

gravity anomalies. This view was strengthened still and because into

postwar period in petroleum geology the application of unproductive

gravitational variometers was interrupted, but the first of the used

types of gravimeters did not reach the accuracy, required in the

majority of the cases while performing of work in connection with the

searches for petroleum and gas fields. This fact, and also

sufficiently successful application of a method of the waves reflected

during the searches for dome-shaped platform structures, led to the

fact that in the postwar period almost they ceased to consider

gravitational prospecting prospecting in petroleum geology, giving up

to this method only the solution of the problems of tectonic zoning.

Page 429.

In actuality, as we will see below, account of factor of laminar

zonality of density, connected with platform structures, and elso new

possibilities, caused by application during the photographing of

gravimeters of increased accuracy, make it possible to express

confident judgment about wcrthwhileness of utilization of

gravitational prospecting on new ideological and new technical basis

for searches for local platform oil and gas-bearing structures. The

account of the factor of the laminar zonality of density proves to be

in a number of cases necessary for the correct interpretation of data

of gravitational prospecting also in the geosynclinal regions during

* the searches for oil and gas-bearing structures.
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In view of the great variety, of conditions and possibilities of

applying gravitational prospecting during searches for oil and gas we

examine below this question separately for following types of oil and

gas-bearing uplifts/rises: 1) salt/hydrochlo'ic domes; 2) anticlinal

folds; 3) rip masses; 4) dome-shaped platform structures.

S 55. Salt domes.

Rock salt, as we already know, has virtually a constant density

(2.15 g/cm'), frequently less in value than density of enclosing

rocks, which conditions the presence of negative anomalies connected

with salt domes of gravitational force. As a result of the

significant dimensions of domes in the plan/layout and in particular

on the vertical lines, connected with them negative gravity anomalies

have, as a rule significant intensity (many milligals, ten milligal)

and large cross sizes/dimensions (kilometers, tens of kilometers).

These anomalies usually are well localized and they are sharply

pronounced, in particular for the shallow sloping domes.

In some salt dome regions gravitational minima above domes are

observed in simple nonfolded form (Caspian basin in the USSR, Rumania,

Iran). In other regions .he gravitational minima above the domes are

complicated by the additional maximu.ms, caused either by the presence

above the domes of the powerful/thick gypsum anhydrite cap of "cap

rock" (Nordvik-Khatanga region in the USSR, Gulf of Mexico in thp
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USA), or the dense breccia-like species/rocks, which slope above the

dome and carried out to the surface from the depth in the process of

an increase in the salt/hydrochloric domes (Enieper-Donets

basin/depression). The types of the gravity anomalies above the

salt/hydrochloric domes are shown in Fig. 229 and 230. In all salt

dome regions gravitational prospecting is basic method during the

searches for domes.

nge 430.

The anomalies above the domes take this characteristic form that their

geologic nature does not usually cause doubts.

For domes, which slope at relatively small depth from surface

(less than their cross sizes/dimensions), according to gravitational

data in majority of cases sufficiently confidently is fixed the

position of steep/abrupt bort of dome, and also its sizes/dimensions

and planform - on outline of zone of maximum horizontal gradients of

gravitational force, which borders crest part of dome. This zone is

directly defined according to data of variometric photographing, with

the help of which in the prewar period were investigated our salt dome

regions. In the postwar years, with the transition for gravimetric

photographing, the productivity of wnrks increased, but the

interpretation of their results was complicated.

I
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Fig. 229. Gravitational map/chart of salt dome structure, expressed

by simple minimum of gravitational force.

Fig. 230. Example to complex gravity anomaly of salt dome structure:

combination of maximum, caused by cap rock, and minimum, caused by

salt/hydrochloric nucleus of dome. On Nettletone (1948).
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a0

Fig. 231. Isoanomalies of the force of gravity (a) and vertical

gradient of force of gravity (b) above salt dome structure. According

to B. V. Kotlya -evskiy (1958). Heavy unnumbered lines -

isoanomalies; thin lines - isohypses of roof of salt according to data

of seismic survey (marks - in meters).

Page 432.

In the relatively small dimensions of domes, their close arrangement,

presence of regional background, the judgment about the location, the

sizes/dimensions and the form of separate dome is far from always

confident, as can be seen from the example given in Fig. 231a. In

such cases for refining the outlines of anomales it is expedient to

of sismi surey mark - i metrs)
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use one of the methods of their localization, described in chapter IV,

for example by the recount of anomalies Ag and 6ag or in IW,, (Fig.

231b).

Study of form of onboard parts of domes is a complex, but

important task during prospecting of salt domes. Difficulties for

gravitational prospecting during the solution of this problem consist

not only in the presence of the disregarded effect of adjacent domes,

regional background, etc., but also in the "3-dimensional nature" of

domes, which impedes application with the interpretation of the

anomalies of templates for the two-dimensional task. At present in

the Ural-Emba region for prospecting the steep/abrupt bort of domes

the complex of gravimetric photographing and drilling seismic survey

(with the study of direct waves, which arrive to the drilling seismic

receiver and which intersect the boundary of the salt dome) is used.
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Fig. 232. Determination of position in section of steep side of salt

dome structure with utilization of gravimetric prospecting and seismic

survey. 1 - Cretaceous; 2 - Jurassic; 3 - triassic; 4 - upper

Permian; 5 - lower Permian; 6 - reference seismic horizons/levels III,

VI, 11; 7 - observed curve of the anomalies of gravitational force; 8

- theoretical curve of the anomalies of grAvitational force.

Key: ( . mg/.
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The selection of the section/cut of the dome, which gives the

theoretical curve Ag along the profile through the dome, similar to

the coserved curve, is produced with the help of the template for the

two-dimensional task; the selection of section/cut is corrected taking

into account data of drilling seismic survey. The example of this
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section is given in Fig. 232. It is necessary to keep in mind that

the most confident results in the case indicated could be obtained

during the utilization of gravity anomalies in the localized form of

(6dg orll',). with construction and utilization for them of templates,

similar themes, such as are used for anomaly Ag, or during the joint

utilization of data of gravimetric and variometric photographings.

S 56. Anticlinal folds.

Large anticlinal folds in tectonically active oil bearing regions

in majority of cases are very well mapped with the application of

Gravitational prospecting. Under such conditions we usually deal

concerning great (several kilometers) thickness of the sedimentary

rocks, the significant part of section/cut of which, especially in the

upper levels, usually present terrigenous, in particular clay rocks,

whose density increases/grows with the depth. Denser carbonate rocks

in the majority of regions predominate only in the lower horizons of

the section. Therefore, with the anticlinal folds in many instances

the maximums the force of gravity (Fig. 233 and 234) are connected.

The indicated gravitational ciaracteristic of anticlinal folds

was never considered the rule, and all the remaining - rare exception.

However, with the development of gravitation prospecting wors it

seemed that the examples, which confirm this rule, apparertly, not

more than the examples reverse, which indicate the bond with the

anticlinal folds not of maximums, but, converselv, the minima cf

gravitational force.
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Fig. 233. Gravity anomaly above anticlinal fold in one of Far East

* regions. According to V. V. Fedynskiy (1956).
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In a number of cases of the reasons for this effect are explained, and

they prove to be sufficiently different in the character.

1. Reverse by usually observed sequence of distributing density

section/cut (more cc.,pact rocks on top, lighter - from below).

Examples: a) in foothill zone of Fergana depression upper level

relative to compact rocks - conglomerates of Neogene - sharply it is

reduced in power/thickness in arches/summaries of anticlines; b) in

intermountain basin of Sun Joaquin (California, USA), in nucleus of

O anticlinal fold will lie powerful/thi'k layer of diatomaceous slates
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of extremely high porosity and very low density (o-0.9 g/cm') I (Fig.

235).

FOOTNOTE *. See D. Barton's article in the collection "Geophysical

Case Histories" (1948, vol. 1, p. 515). ENDFOOTNOTE.

2. Laminar zonality of density, caused or by change in

lithofacies composition of rocks (relative increase in total power of

sandy interlayers against total power of clayey in crest parts folds,

composed by sandy-clayey stratum), by tectonic factor (shattering and

increased tectonic susceptibility to cracking of species/rocks in

crest parts of folds).
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Fig. 234. Gravity anomaly above anticlinal fold in one of Central

Asia regions. According to Yu. N. Godin and N. P. Tuayev. The

oligocene: 1 - arenaceous thickness; 2 - clayey thickness. Eocene:

3 - green earth of Fergana/Fergan tier; 4 - L horizon/level; 5 - green

* clays of the Suzak horizon/level. Paleocene period: 6 - limestone.

The Senonian: 7 - sandstones; 8 - clay; 9 - sandy-clay thickness; 10

- clay; 11 - fault; 12 - anomaly Ag; 13 - gradient of force of

gravity.

Key: 'I). Mg/. (2). Sea ?evel. (3). borehole.
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Both these factors are established in the region of the Apsheronsk

peninsula, where above the anticlinal folds the minima of the force of

gravity (Fig. 236) are noted. The same nature, apparently, have the

minima of gravitational force above anticlinal structures of Western

Ciscaucasia, (Sazhina, 1957) and Carpathian downwarp/trough (Antipov,

1960). The decrease of the density of species/rocks in the crest part

* of some structures of subcarpathia is proved experimentally (Subbotin,
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1949). In some regions, for example in the Ararat valley of Armenia,

the part of the anticlinal folds is noted by maximums, and another

part - by minima of gravitational force.

Thus, we can state/establish that as a result of diversity of

physico-geologic factors, which condition gravity anomalies above

anticlinal folds of oil bearing regions, these anomalies prove to be

into some conditions positive in others - negative, moreover in total

set quantity of those and other cases, apparently, is approximately

equal. It is understood, in certain cases this creates known

difficulties during the qualitative geologic interpretation of gravity

anomalies in the folding oil bearing regions. As far as the

quantitative interpretation of the gravity anomalies above the

anticlinal structures is concerned, for its execution rarely there are

sufficiently favorable conditions in the sense of a good study of the

density of species/rocks and other factors, which influence

gravitational field.
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(California, USA). According to D. Barton (1948).

Key: (1). mg). (2). Pliocene. (3). Mioxene.
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Nevertheless, if above the anticlinal fold the gravity anomaly of

symmetrical form is noted, then it is possible to try to determine the

depth of the bedding of the reference level, which creates anomaly

(with the known density characteristic of species/rocks), for example,

using the method, described by us based on theoretical example in S 35

of Chapter V, or by by of trial and error of the section/cut of fold

with the help of the template, described in S 46 of Chapter VI.

Ahoj
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Fig. 236. Gravity anomalies above anticiinal folds of Apsheronsk

peninsula. I - position of the axes of anticlinal folds.

Key: (1). Mg/.
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S 57. Reef masses.

Reef masses are peculiar and difficult subject of investigation
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for geophysical methods, including for gravitational prospecting.

Their peculiarity consists in the.fact that these are tectonic

structural forms, but the faciles isolations, frequently only

complicated by secondary tectonics, but the difficulty of their

detection is connected with the fact that the rip masses are developed

in the complex physico-geologic situation, which it is necessary to

decipher while performing of prospecting and prospecting work. The at

the same time practical value of reefs in petroleum geology of our

sharply increases/grows, about which is indicated the discovery in

recent years of a number of the new rip deposits of oil and gas in the

southern part of the Ural downwarp/trough, and also recent data about

the presence in limits of the Volga-Ural province of platform type rip

S petroleum deposits. Platform type reefs are already familiar in the

USA; it is possible that they will be discovered in the series/number

of the regions of our country.

In region of Ural downwarp/trough gravitational prospecting

together with electrical prospecting very actively participates in

stage of liberation/precipitation of promising sections, in territcry

of which is probable detection of rip masses. Searches and

prospect ng reefs in the limits of these sections is realized by a

complex of seismic survey (KMPV (correlation method of refracted

waves], RNP) and drilling operations. Above the separation of

anomalous gravitational field to regional and local components plays

the most important role during the utilization of data of

* gravitational prospecting during the solution of problem indicated,
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moreover particularly interesting the fact that in this case none of

these components does not go into the "production wastes", but each of

them expediently is used subsequently.

In structure of Ural downwarp/trough there participates thick and

different in composition complex of se- mentary rocks of Permian age,

represented by the Ufa tier (terrigenous rocks), the Kungursk tier

(hydrochemical precipitation: anhydrite, gypsum, rock salt), Sakmarsk

and Artinsk tiers (carbonate rocks). Reef masses are placed in the

roof of carbonate Sakmarsk-Artinsk deposits, in the edge/boundary part

of the downwarp/trough, near its boundary with the Russian platform.

For the map/chart of the regional (averaged) anomalies of

gravitational force platform bort of Ural downwarp/trough is expressed

by the zone of "gravitational step/stage", by the width only of 8-12

km, which presents transition from the weakly negative field above the

platform to the intensively lowered/reduced field of downv'rp/trough

(Fig. 237). Thus, on the regional gravity anomalies is very clearly

contoured entire/all as a whole rip zone of Ural downwarp/trough.
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Fig. 237. Geological-geophysical tectonic diagram of southern part of

Ural downwarp/trough. According to F. I. Khat'yany (1959). 1 -

western boundary of the Cis-Ural downwarp/trough along Kungur; 2 -

western boundary of Cis-Ural downwarp/trough on the Sakmarsk-Artinsk

deposits; 3 - eastern band edge of reefs; 4 - the centerline of

Cis-Ural downwarp/trough; 5 - boundary of the steep climb of

Sakrnarsk-Artinsk deposits; 6 - eastern boundary of Cis-Ural

downwarp/trough; 7 - outlines of archlike uplifts/rises over the

surface of halide Kungur; 8 - tectonic breaks; 9 - outcrop of Kungur

gypsum to the topographic surface; 10 - s, t Kungur uplits; 11 -

Z2I
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anhydrite gypsum Kungur uplifts; 12 - Kungur downwarps/troughs,

carried out by Pt:amo-Triassic deposits; 13 - rip masses; 14 -

anticlinal folds; 15 - zone highly promising for the searches for rip

masses; 16 - zone highly promising for the searches for anticlinal

folds; masses; 16 - zone higly promising for the searches for

anticlinal folds; 17 - region of the western slope of the folding

Urals.

Key: (I). White. (2). Ishimbay. (3). Seleuk. (4). Nugushch.

(5). Yumaguzino.
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In limits of the reef zone indicated promising sections for

searches for reefs are separated/liberated on basis of several direct

and indirect signs.

i. From limits of rip zone are eliminated as all unpromising

secti--s, which are characterized by coincidence of uplifts/rises of

supporting/reference electric horizon/level (corresponding to roof of

Kungur) and local minima gravitational fcrces.
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Fig. 238. Geological-geophysical map/chart of section of reef mass in

southern part of Ural downwarp/trough. According to F. I. Khat'yanov

(1960). 1 - minima of gravitational force; 2 - maxima of

gravitational force; 3 - isohypse of the reference electric

horizon/level; 4 - highly promising zones for the searches for rip

masses (as of end of 1957); 5 - highl'y promising zones (as of horses

of 1959); 6 - blowhole.

Page 440.

) s shows experiment, the dome-shaped salt uplifts/rises of Kungur,

142
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under center section of which the roof of Sakmar-Artinsk rocks usually o

forms downwarps/troughs and does not contain rip masses, correspond to

these zones.

2. As promising are separated/liberated sections, in limits of

which uplifts of roof of Kungur are characterized by local maxima of

the fo-ce of gravity. According to the work experience, such sections

answer the nonsalt uplifts of Kungur, which present in a number of

cases of the structure of veiling above the reef masses occurring

below. In the southern part of the downwarp/trough the sections of

the local maximums gravitational force, which are placed on the

periphery of salt Kungur uplifts, are considered as the most

promising, this is explained by "creep" of salt observed in this

region in the form of separate tongues to the rip masses, which played

the role of rigid limit stop with'the tectonic shifts of plastic salt

masses (Fig. 238).

3. Sections promising for searches for reef masses in majority

of cases are placed perpendicularly to external edge of

downwarp/trough. In this direction an increase in the majority of rip

stands occurred.

For separation of local anomalies in this region different

methods, described in Chapter IV, were tested. Sufficient to effective

was acknowledged simplest of them - the method of variations 6Ag

(Khat'y3nov, 1960; Khat'yanov and Nasyrov, 1960).
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In press/printing there is a. report about successful utilization

of gravitational prospecting for searches for reefs abroad - in

province of Ontario (Canada), in region of Great Lakes, in which are

several favorable prerequisites/premises for searches for rip masses;

latter will lie not very deeply from surface (500-600 m), but on the

side from them will lie saliferous species/rocks of considerably less

density (density of salt 2.2 g/cm 3 , but carbonate rocks of reef - 2.5

g/cm3 ). Nevertheless, for the separation of reef masses there is

required detailed photographing by high-accuracy gravimeter, thorough

account and exception/elimination of regional background and i.e. new

rip mass was discovered on an isolated thus local ("remaining")

anomaly by an intensity of only 0.4 mgal (Pohly, 1956).

S 58. Dome-shaped platform uplifts/rises.

Dome-shaped platform upl:fts/rises are characterized by small

amplitude (first tens of .e-s) and small angle- of inclination/slope

of wings (several aegrees of arc). If we moreover, supplement that

the oil bearing horizons/levels will lie on the significant depth from

the surface (1-2 km, sometimes more), then there becomes obvious the

extreme difficulty of the search for such structures by any

geophysical methods.

Page 441.

At the same time, platform structures in the oil bearing regions
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present basic resource/lifetime in the petroleum industry at present:

in our country in 1959 80% of reserves of oil it was concentrated in

the Volga-Ural province, and according to the seven-year plan/layout

1959-1965 in this province fit about 65% of preparation for the

industrial reserves of oil.

Gravitational prospecting for a long time was considered

inapplicable for searches for platform structures, and this task was

laid exclusively on seismic survey by method of the waves reflected.

However, the difficulties, which arose before this method during the

solution of the problem indicated, proved to be such significant that

the efficiency of method, in spite of its very large technical

refinements, it proves to be thus far completely insufficient.

Conclusion about the inapplicability of gravitational prospecting for

the searches for gently sloping platform structures was done on the

basis of the assumption about the fact that their gravitation effect

was caused only by the structural relief of interfaces between the

layers of constant density (model of "laminated medium"). During such

a calculation it is obtained, that the gravitation effect, caused by

the effect/action of platform structure, nas very low value. If we,

for example, approximately represent this structure in the form of the

vertical circular cylinder with a height of 50 m, with a radius of 5

km, sloping at the depth 1 km, then the maximally possible

gravitational effect according to the formula (V, 29) will be

with o-0.5 g/cm' Agma, 4-08 ag/.

with a= 0.3 g/cm, a, ,,a - Ki mgl.
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If we take into account that.anomaly of this order will be

developed in accompaniment of different kind of associated anomalies,

from which some (connected, for example, with nonhomogeneous structure

of the basement) can be significant in value, then it is clear that to

reveal/detect this anomaly, apparently, practical is impossible. To

this conclusion us it leads in this case utilization during

appropriate calculation of the model of "laminated medium".

Let us allow, however that with local structure being

investigated is connected zonal change of density in thickness of

sedimentary rocks, caused either by faciles-lithologic or tectonic

factor, or summary effect of both these factors. This change in the

density can be very small in the value, but if it is developed in the

thickness of the species/rocks of large thickness, then its

gravitation effect can prove to be sufficiently large - in any case

much larger (in terms of the absolute value) of values , corrected

above.
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Let us allow further that this change in density will be only

-0.1 g/cml I and it occurs in volume of vertical circular cylinder

with radius of 5 km, with height of 1 km (i.e. is such power/thickness

of thickness, in which zonal change in density is developed).

* FOOTNOTE'. Accepting here minus sign, we consider that the zonal
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changes in the density, connected with the structures, are most

frequently negative (see S 11 uf Chapter II). ENDFOOTNOTE.

The depth of the bedding of the upper end/face of cylinder let us

conditionally assume to be equal to zero. Then the maximum (in terms

of the absolute value) value gravitation effect according to the

formula (V, 29) will be %g--3.8 mgj.

As we see, the anomaly, which in absolute value considerably

exceeds the anomaly caused directly by the structure, is obtained.

Algebraic sum of both anomalies comprises in this case: -3.8+0.8--3.0

mgal or -3.8 0.5--3.3 mgal. This anomaly, certainly, it is possible

to reveal/detect during gravimetric photographing.

Actually whether, however, presence of laminar zonality of

density in platform regions can it condition noticeable gravitation

effects? To both these of a question at present it is possible to

give affirmative response/answer for this most important oil bearing

region as Volga-Ural province.

For the Volga-Ural province presence in section/cut of

sedimentary rocks of very powerful/thick (1000-1500 m) thickness of

carbonate rocks (limestone, dolomite), which relate on age to

Carboniferous period and Devon is characteristic. It is established

by many researchers and described in detail is the intensively marked

tectonic susceptibility to cracking of the carbonate rocks of the
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* province indicated, the expressed by the presence both macro- and the

microcracks, from which only part is closed with cement, and another

part is filled with water, air or "living oil". The maximum

development of tectonic susceptibility to cracking is observed in the

arches/summaries and on the steep/abrupt wings of platform structures

(permiaks, 1949; London, 1950; Mileshina, 1953; Nalivkin, 1955, etc.).

This gives grounds to assume that with the platform structures of

Volga-Ural province the zones of an increase in porosity and

corresponding reduction of the density of the carbonate rocks must be

regular connected.

This decrease of density of carbonate rocks is established on

* many structures by immediate determination. Density variation reaches

-0.3 g/cm' in the carbonate rocks of Permian age (roses, 1949;

Andreev, 195-7) and -0.1, -0.2 g/cm 3 in the carbonate rocks of the

Carboniferous period (Boronin, 1959).
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By indirect, but very convincing confirmation of decrease of

density of species/rocks on structures is fact of decrease of average

speed of elastic waves, established/installed via analysis of seismic

given in whole series prospecting areas S. V. Krylov (Andreyev,

Boronin, Krylov, 1961). The average speed was determined to deep

reference horizons in the Carboniferous period and the Devon (1200-

1800 m); its relative changes on the structures reach 2-6%.
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On the basis of all these data it is possible to assume that with

dome-shaped uplifts/rises in series/number of regions of Volga-Ural

province local minima of gravitational force are connected.

Indication about the bond of some structures with the gravitational

minima has already sufficiently long ago been done E.*!. Fotiadi (1955).

Late by V. P. Boronin for the territory of the Tatar ASSR were

comprised detailed compound gravitational and magnetic cards and

maps/charts of the localized gravity anomalies 6Ag. The analysis of

these materials made by it showed that with many dome-shaped

structures of the Tatar ASSR the local minima of the force of gravity

of weak intensity (Fig. 239) were connected. These minima, as a rule,

are not repeated in the magnetic field, i.e., they, in all likelihood,

connected not with the structure of basement, but with the 0

structure the thickness of sedimentary rocks they reflect the zones of

the reduction of the density of the carbonate rocks, confined to the

dome-snaped structures.

Gravitational characteristic of structures is naturally

dissimilar in limits of entire vast Volga-Ural province.

0
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0

Fig. 239. Local minima of force of gravity (1) above dome-shaped oil

bearinq structures of Tatarya. According to V. P. Boronin (1959).

Enumerated lines - stratoisohypses; 1 - local minima of gravitational

force.
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In its southern regions, which are characterized by the shallow

bedding of the carbonate rocks, by the large amplitude and by the

definition of the manifestation of dome-shaped uplifts/rises, the

prevailing value in the formation of gravitation effect has already

directly structural relief of density interfaces, but not the laminar

zonality of density, connected with the structures. In accordance

with this in these regions large/coarse dome-shaped uplifts/rises are

sxpressed no longer by minima, but by the maxima of the force of

gravity (Fig. 240). This once more proves the dialectiLs Of

prospecting work.

However, on the whole gravitational prospecting unconditionally

has prospects for application during searches for oil bearing
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structures of Volga-Ural province. It is obvious that in different

regions of this province the approach to the interpretation of the

probable geologic value of gravity anomalies must be different.

Prospecting gravitation prospecting works must be produced by the

complex of the methods of seismic survey (in essence by the method of

the reflected waves) and gravitational prospecting with the

gravimeters of high accuracy. It is necessary to keep in mind that

the results given above were established/installed via the analysis of

gravimetric photographings, which were being produced with the

instruments of the type of GAK and SN-3. It is clear that an increase

in the accuracy of photographing must increase substantially the

efficiency of the utilization of a method.

Let us examine question about possibility of applying 0

gravitational prospecting during searches for local structures in

other platform region - western-Siberian lowland.

Gravimetric-prospecting works to the searches for structures at the

proper methodic and technical level here barely it was conducted, and

the conclusions/derivations given below and consideration carry

preliminary character. From the point of view of gravitational

prospecting, the fact that in the thickness of the sedimentary

terrigenois rocks of this region there are no sharp density

boundaries, is a special feature of western-Siberian lowland: density

in them gradually increases with the depth. The surface of more

compact rocks of premesozoic basement presents the density boundary;

this boundary is expressed in the near-rim parts of the
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I basin/depression, where the power/thickness and the density of

sedimentary rocks is small, and it is weakly expressed in the internal

part of the basin/depression, and sedimentary rocks, beginning from

the depths of 2-3 km even more, are diagenetically condensed and

little distinct in the density from the species/rocks of basement.

I

S
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Fig. 240. Results of gravitation prospecting and electro-prospecting

works in one of Saratov Volga Region regions. According to 0. A.

Swank. I - isoanomalies of gravitational force; 2 - region of

uplifts/rises according to the data of electrical prospecting.
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In the near-rim parts of the basin/depression the structures are

developed by the sufficiently sharp maximums gravitational force.

Relative to the structures of the internal parts of the

basin/depression until recently there was an opinion that they are not

separated/liberated by gravitational prospecting, whereas the searches

for these structures were produced exclusively by the method of the

waves reflected.

Recently in work of D. F. Umantsev (1958), a number of data

which that show presence of lowland connected with local structures

and very sharply pronounced laminar zonality of density of

species/rocks of Eocene is given: above structures average density of

these species/rocks is reduced on 0.2-0.5 g/cm' (Fig. 241). In the
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work indicated it is not communicated, which a physico-geologic nature

of this phenomencn, but it can be. established the following way.

Fig. 242 gives (according to the data of D. F. 2mantsev) the

distribution of the average density of the rocks on stratigraphic

horizons of the lowland. As we see, in this curve, besides the

general/common tendency of the rise in density with the stratigraphic

depth, four local minima are planned. Comparison of these data with

the results of the detailed lithofacies analysis of different

stratigraphic horizons/levels of lowland, made by V. P. Kazarinov

(1958), show that each of the minima of density indicated corresponds

to the periods of the breaks of steeling-accumulation and formation of

the formation of the bark of wind erosion with the development, in

particular, silicon opoka-like differences in the species/rocks; the

latter, as is knewn, are characterized by high porosity and

respectively low density. In the same direc:ion, as a rule, act other

geochemical and mechanical conversions of the rocks, connected with

the wind erosion, and the summary expression of entire this process

are minima in the density curve Fig. 242. The most intensive and

prolonged process of shaping of the crust of wind erosion was

(according to data of V. P. Kazarinov) in tI.e Eocene-Pliocene,

moreover the sharpest and deep minimum in the density curve

corresponds to this period.

Structures of western-Siberian lowl.and are typically

consedimentary, i.e., arisen in process of forming their

component/term species/rocks; in this case younger horizons/levels
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inherited structural forms of more ancient horizons/levels. The rocks 0

in the jimits of the uplifts/rises, which were being constantly

renewed in the prbcess of oscillatory motions, naturally, it had to to

the greater degree undergo the effect of wind erosion, siliconization

and other processes, which lead to their intensive reduiction of the

density. It was explained that on those structures, where D. F.

Umantsev discovered the minima of the density of the species/rocks of

Eocene, this horizon/level was clays with the intensive development in

them of silicon opoka-like differences in the crest parts of the

uplifts/rises (Andreev, 1959).
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Fig. 241. Change in average density of species/rocks of Eocene on

local structures of western-Siberian lowland. According to D. F.

Umantsev.(1957). a) Luchinkinsk structure. Thin lines -

stratoisohypses on the roof of Eocene (sign in the meters), heavy

dashed lines - isoline of density (sign in g/cm'); b) change (W6) of

the density of the species/rocks of Eocene in the dependence on the
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amplitude of structures.

Key. (1). g/cin'. (2). Zavodoukovsk. (3). Pokrovka. (4).

Luchinkino. (5). Amplitude of structure.
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Thus, there was made clear the physico-geologic nature of laminar

zonality of density of species/rocks of Eocene, connected with local

structures of western-Siberian lowland. From the aforesaid, it is

clear that a zonality of the type examined above must be multistage -

in accordance with the presence in this territory of several breaks of

sedimentation and periods corresponding to them of shaping of the bark

of wind erosion. Thus, even if we take into calculation only one

factor - the effect/action of wind erosion under the conditions for 0

the development of consedimentary structures, then it is possible to

arrive at the conclusion that the laminar zonality of density,

apparently, must seize many sections of the stratigraphic section/cut

of lowland, that, as it proves to be, is rtnnf rmed in actuality.
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Fig. 242. Distribution of average density of species/rocks on

stratigraphic horizons/levels of western-Siberian lowland (according

to Umantsev, 1958) and position in stratigraphic section/cut of

periods of crusting of wind erosion. According to Kazarinov (1958).

Key: (1). Stratigraphi- horizons/levels. (2). Density, g/cm'.

(3). Formations of cru.t of wind erosion.
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In work of N. A. Tuyezova (1959) there are given data of

determination of physical property from series/number of blowholes of

Tatar and Sargatsk prospecting areas of western-Siberian lowland,

which show to significant decrease of density, increase in porosity

and decrease of coefficient of rebound upon transfer from wings to

arch/summary of structures of I order. This decrease most
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considerably for it is sandstone, but it is developed also in other

types of species/rocks, reaching (over the Tatar area) for the

Cretaceous species/rocks - 0.28 g/cm', and for the Jurassic - 0.14

g/cm 3 . The crest part of the Tatar structure is characterized by the

considerable development of the coarse-grained rocks, in comparison

with the pericline and the wings. It is possible to say thus that the

laminar zonality of the density of species/rocks in this case is

caused by a whole series of lithofacies factors.

All this gives grounds to hope for the fact that subsequently

gravitational prospecting with utilization of high-accuracy

gravimeters must obtain application during searches for structures in

western-Siberian lowland. In this case it is possible -o rely on the

fact that in the internal regions the basins/depressions of structure

will be developed by the local minima of gravitational force.

Abroad idea about existence of laminar zonality of physical

properties of sedimentary rocks, its bond with structures also of

account of this zonality with interpretation of results of gravitation

prospecting works is not thus far still completely realized.

Meanwhile, is a series/number of the facts, which speak, that this

idea is confirmed by the practice of foreign works. We already gave

above example to the gravity anomaly above the anticlinal fold in

California (USA), which is undoubtedly connected with the laminar

zonality of the density of faciles nature (appearance in the

section/cut of greet thickness of siliceous schists); there the
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O discussion dealt with the large/coarse anticline of young folding

region.

In platform regions gravitational prospecting frequently gives

results, which most plausibly and simply can be interpreted taking

into account possible presence of laminar zonality of density of

species/rocks. As the example let us point out the work of L. Spencer

and D. Peters (1948), where the local negative gravity anomaly of

small intensity (about 0.5 mgal) above the gently sloping anticlinal

fold, composed in the upper (studied by drilling) part of the

section/cut with a schist-carbonate thickness; with the fold there is

connected large petroleum deposit "Magnolia field" in the region of

* midcontinent (USA). For the explanation to anomaly the authors had to

do an assumption about the probable presence in the lower (not studied

by drilling, investigated only by seismic survey) part of the

section/cut of the fold of the powerful/thick saliferous horizon/level

with the low density, whose uplift/rise, on their assumption, and

conditions the appearance of a gravitational minimum.

Page 449.

It is much more natural, however, to assume that the gravitational

minimum is connected with the zone of the increased susceptibility to

cracking in crest fold.

The same type negative gravity anomaly, judging by article of R.

* Rayk and D. Walton (1956), is discovered in section of the :argest
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petroleum deposit "Parensis" of the Aquitaine basin (France), which is

located in the crest part of a large anticlinal fold, composed by

strongly fissure cavernous limestone; it is completely probable that

origin and this anomalies has reason, analogous indicated above.

Thus, it is possible to assume that study and account of

phenomenon of laminar zonality of density must contribute to

considerable increase in efficiency of gravitational prospecting

during searches for petroleum and gas fields, connected with dome-

shaped platform structures. It also denotes some prospects for the

utilization of a method during the searches for the

lithologic-stratigraphic beds of oil and gas.
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Chapter IX.

SEARCHES AND PROSPECTING OF THE DEPOSITS OF ORE AND NONMETALLIFEROUS

USEFUL MINERALS.

S59. Generalities.

Gravitational prospecting enters into complex of geophysical

works during searches and prospecting of many ore and nonmetalliferous

useful minerals. In this case it is assigned to the solution of the

different geologic problems:

1) large-scale geologic mapping in connection with the searches

Wfor those or other useful minerals;

2) the straight/direct searches for deposits;

3) prospecting deposits.

If we examine entire set of problems indicated, then enumeration

of types of deposits, on which sufficiently extensively is used

gravitational prospecting, is sufficiently vast (Table 27). From

their number we will be bounded only to those objects and problems,

during investigation of which the utilization of gravitation

prospecting is, according to the work experience, most complete and

effective. In the examination of this type of objects and problems we

barely touch on methodic and technical questions of the application of

* gravitational prospecting and we give entire attention to questions of

the geologic interpretation of gravity anomalies in ronnection with
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these objects and problems.

If we compare petroleum and ore gravitational prospecting, then

between them it is possible to perceive following essential

differences.

1. Petroleum gravitational prospecting is usually limited to

photographings of sufficiently small scale (rarely larger/coarser than

1:200000); ore gravitational prospecting requires, as a rule,

large-scale photographings (1:25000 - 1:5000, sometimes 1:2000 -

1:1000).

2. Exceptionally/exclusively gravimetric photographing composes 0

basis of petroleum gravitational prospecting (postwar period), while

in many ore regions variometric or gradiometric photographing composes

basic (on labor inputs and resources) volumes of gravitation

prospecting works.

Page 451.

3. Petroleum gravitational prospecting usually comes forward in

complex with seismic survey; ore gravitational prospecting usually is

matched with magnetic prospecting, electrical prospecting, sometimes

with metallomery.

4. Petroleum gravitational prospecting is frequently limited to

qualitative geologic utilization of anomalies, ore gravitational
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prospecting frequently puts to use different methods of quantitative

interpretation of anomalies.

5. If petroleur gravitational prospecting is occupied actually

by problems of geologic mapping in connection with searches for

deposits of oil and gas, then ore gravitational prospecting in many

instances deals concerning useful minerals, frequently solving

problems of straight/direct searches, and sometimes also prospectings

of deposits - up to calculation of reserves.

0

___________
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Table 27. Objects and the problems, investigated with the wide

utilization of gravitation prospecting works during the searches and

prospecting of ore and nonmetalliferous useful minerals (besides oil

and gas).
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Note: + - wide utilization of gravitational prospecting; 0 - wide

utilization of gravitational prospecting with the high industrial

effect.

Key: (1). Objects. (2). Large-scale geologic mapping/charting.

(3). Searches for deposits. (4). Prospecting deposits. (5). A.

Ore deposits. (6). Iron. (7). Chromium. (8). Nickel. (9).

Copper. (10). Polymetals. (11). B. Nonmetalliferous deposits.

(12). Apatite. (13). Corundum. (14). Barite. (15). Sulfur.

(16). Salts. (17). Borates. (18). Carbons/coals.

e */
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6. Usual object of petroleum gravitational prospecting - deep

structures. Ore gravitational prospecting usually deals concerning

the objects, which slope comparatively shallow from the surface.

Furthermore, in certain cases ore gravitational prospecting actively

"goes to the approach" with object being investigated, comin forward

in the role not only of ground-based, but also subterranean

photographing (in mine workings), for example within the ore field

being investigated.

These characteristic features of ore gravitational prospecting

will be clearly visible, also, in subsequent presentation. This

presentation is limited by framework and goals of the book; therefore

it does not apply to all 12 useful minerals, enumerated in Table 27,

but it is limited in essence only to the most mastered by

gravitational prospecting types of deposits. At conclusion of chapter

we briefly stop on some problems of the interpretation of the results

of the subterranean gravitation prospecting works, u recently

begin to play role during the searches for different useful minerals.

S60. Iron-ore deposits of type KMA and Krivoy Rog.

As already mentioned above, iron-ore deposits of type KMA and

Krivoy Rog present classical object of gravitation prospecting works,

on which application of this method proved to be very effective. To

the successful application of gravitational prospecting in this case
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contribute favorable physicogeological conditions, and also the

40-year "industrial length of service" of method on the iron-ore

deposits (in KMA - since 1921, in Krivoy Rog - since 1925). For a

large part of this prolonged period the application of gravitational

prospecting was very intensive, moreover the results of the

interpretation of gravity anomalies underwent systematic check and

utilization in the process of geological exploration works.

Basic goals, to solution of which was assigned gravitational

prospecting, were following:

1) study of general/common structure of iron-ore basin;

2) mapping/charting iron-ore thickness;

3) searches for rich iron ores.

Let us examine application of gravitational prospecting during

solution of each of goals indicated.
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Study of general/common structure of iron-ore basin. Thicknesses

of crystalline schists of Precambrian, including ferruginous quartzite

(see S4 of Chapter I), differ as a whole in the density from those

accomodating from gneissoids; the excess density of entire iron-ore

suite proves to be equal to approximately 0.15-0.20 y/cm', if it is

considered with the help of the formula

- GIV
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where a and d- value of density and thickness of the separate

horizons/levels of iron-ore suite;

asm- average density of the enclosing rocks.

Synclinorium of iron-ore thickness are noted usually by

sufficiently intensive (ten milligal) positive gravity anomalies; they

are accompanied by positive magnetic anonalies. In this case,

however, it proves to be that those and other anomalies, which have

general/common geologic reason, are distiLnguished by nature: the

maximums of gravitationak force are placed abc.,e the center sections

of synclinorial structures, and magnetic maximims (Z& or To)- above

the emergences/outcrop of the separate beds of iron-ore rocks to the

surface of basement (Fig. 243). This nonconfo:-mity of the location of

gravitational and magnetic maximums is caused by a difference in

analytical nature of the anomalies: analog Z. (in the two-dimensional

goal) is not Ag, but lapse W,, =-L (see S16 of Chapter I).
dz

Joint examination and analysis of gravitational and magnetic

anomalies give very distinct picture of arrangement of structural

elements of iron-ore suite in plan/layout. Besides this analysis of

gravity anomalies gives the possibility on the separate profiles,

which intersect iron-ore suite, to construct for it schematic diagrams

and to approximately consider the probable propagation of suite at the

depth; the example of this type of constructiors for one of the

iron-ore regions is given in Fig. 244. C3lculations it is desirable
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to conduct for the profiles, investigated by detailed variometric (see

below) and magnetic survey, and also by drilling, which makes it

possible during the selecticn of section/cut to immediately assign

horizontal sizes/dimensions and basic elements of synclinorial

structure. Selection is conducted with the utilization of the

templates (see S46 of Chapter VI). It is useful to also consider area

S of the section of iron-ore suite according to A.G.Gamburtsev's

formula (see VI, 37 and VI, 41):

40,

S
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Before production of this type of calculations it is frequently

necessary to produce localization of gravity anomaly being

investigated, that in presence of profile of sufficient extent in

majority of cases it is possible to do by simplest graphic method, by

considering that regional background and effect/action of accompanying

anomalies on the interesting us section of gravitational profile are

expressed by sloping straight line (Fig. 245). If regional background

with the interpretation is not excluded, then large errors during the

determination of the depth of the propagation of iron-ore synclinorial

structure are possible. These errors can be substantially reduced

with the exception/elimination of regional background even by the

described elementary approximate method.

1,e
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Mapping/charting iron-ore thickness. This problem is solved with

the utilization as the basic method - variometric (or gradiometric)

photographing, auxiliary - magnetic survey. Scale and detail of

photographing depend on the depth of the bedding of iron-ore suite.

i
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Fig. 243. Gravitational and magnetic anomalies along profile through

folding iron-ore basin. Anomaly curves: 1 - Ag; 2 - gradient ";n of

observation; 3 - gradient lv theoretical, that corresponds to sheet

section/cut; 4 - component z, of magnetic field.

Key: (1). Density. (2). Boring. (3). Gravimetry.
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and lower sections (Oxao-0,35-0,70 g/cm-); 4 - granites, gneiss; 5 -

faults; 6 - isoanomalies of gravitational force; 7 - calculated curve

Ag; 8 - outline of magnetic anomaly on isodynamic line 1000 7; 9 -

outlines of ore body; 10 - line of profiles.

Key: (1). In mgal. (2). Psel.
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Practice developed the following rule: observations along the

profiles, assigned transversely of the course/strike of suite, are

conducted through the interval, whose value is taken one order with

the average depth of the bedding of iron-ore suite in the region being

investigated; the distance between the profiles is taken several times

steeper pitch along the profile. In the sections with an intensive

change in the gradient of gravity force th," additional observations

are placed. Usually adopted picture scales of the results of

photographings - from 1:5000 to 1:25000.

During designing and interpretation of results of gravitation

prospecting works it is necessary to know hypsometry of surface of

basement in region being investigated. For its characteristic are

used data of drilling according to the blowholes available in the

region, data of electro-prospecting and seismic survey works, and also

calculations of the depths of the bedding of iron-ore suite on the

magnetic anomalies (Andreyev, 1955; Krutikhovskaya and Kuzhelov,

1960).
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Methodology of interpretation of curves of gradient of force of

gravity, used in iron-ore basins for sheet structures with selection

of sheet section/cut and summation of corresponding theoretical

curves, in general form was described in S43 of Chapter V. With the

help of this methodology according to the data of variometric

photographing it is possible to carry out construction of the sheet

sections/cuts of iron-ore suite with the large detail and the

sufficiently high accuracy. This can seem suprising, if we have in

mind the ambiguity of the solution of the inverse problem of

interpretation. Matter here is the fact that physico-geologic

conditions of iron-ore basins are favorable for obtaining with the

interpretation of sufficiently simple results in view of the fact that

with the upper edges of beds the singular points of anomalous field

are connected, and this gives the possibility of sufficiently

confident construction of sheet section/cut. For the '.ds with the

ratio of the horizontal thickness d to depth hi of the upper edge

d

the horizontal thickness d and excess density a (with assigned h)

usually are determined with the error not more than 20-30%. Witn an

increase in the relation indicated the accuracy of interpretation

increases/grows, with the decrease - it falls.

0
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Fig. 246. Worthwhile arrangement of profiles on pericline of iron-ore

structure.

Key: (1). Pericline of iron-ore synclinorium. (2). Profiles.

Page 458.

Having series/number of this type of sections/cuts along system

of profiles, it is possible to construct sheet map/chart of

investigated section, which is basis for construction of geologic

map/chart of iron-ore thickness. One should indicate that the

composition of such geclogic maps/charts without the utilization of

gravitation prospecting data is in many instances very complex problem

even when a large number of the exploration wells is present. Work

experience shows the modern need for the utilization of gravitation

prospecting (variometric) works during mapping/charting of iron-ore

regions.

Besides establishment of location and elements of bedding of beds

of ferruginous quartzite and other rozks, on sheet map/chart is fixed

the position of waste disturbances/breakdowns, which are set to
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systematic shift of beds on contiguous profiles (Fig. 247), and also

with respect to abrupt change in sense of the vector of horizontal

gradient of gravitational force.

Searches for rich iron ores. With the iron-ore formations of

type KMA and Krivoy Rog are connected the deposits of the rich iron

ores of two types: 1) residual hematite-martite - in the crust of the

wind erosion of basement; 2) endogenic magnetite-martite - within the

beds of ferruginous quartzite. First type ores have basic practical

value.

Finally developed methodology of searches for rich iron ores with

application of gravitational prospecting and other geophysical methods

is not thus far developed, but is explained series/number of

prospecting geophysical signs, which considerably facilitate solution

of problem indicated and in number of cases of deposits of rich ores

directly led to detection.

Detection of deposits of residual type rich iron ores in certain

cases proved to be possible during drilling in limits of propagation

of iron-ore suite of sections, statistics of following geophysical

signs:

1) on gravitational prospecting - presence of intensive maximum

force of gravity, and also increased excess density of beds, isolated

via interpretation of gravity anomalies;

2) on magnetic prospecting - lowered/reduced intensity of
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anomalous magnetic field; 0
3) on seismic survey (KMPV [correlation method of

refracted waves]) - presence of dip of horizon of high boundary speed,

which corresponds to surface of invariable crystalline rocks of

basement; appearance of new horizon/level with boundary speed, which

corresponds to surface of crust of wind erosion.

As example Fig. 248 gives results of gravitation prospecting,

magnetic prospecting and seismic survey works on one of sections of

development of iron-ore formation.

0
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Page 461.

As we see, in this section is observed the combination of positive

gravity anomaly, relative to the lowered/reduced (slightly anomalous)

magnetic type, that slopes in the depression in the roof of the beds

of ferzuginous quartzite and their accomodating slates.

S61. Chromites.

On deposits of chromites method of gravitational prospecting is

used for: 1) mapping of masses of ultrabasic rocks, with which are

connected these deposits; 2) searches for chromite ore bodies; 3)

prospecting chromites.

mapping/charting masses of ultrabasic rocks. The masses of the

ultrabasic rocks (serpentinous peridotite, dunite) will lie among the

sedimentary or acid igneous rocks and they are usually separated among

the latter by low positive excess density. Because of this above the

masses are observed positive gravity anomalies, in certain cases

sufficiently intensive, in others - weak, up to the fact that some

contacts of ultrabasic mass with the enclosing rocks almost not at all

are separated or are separated not by positive, but negative excess

density. The latter fact stands in connection with the

differentiation of density within the enclosing rocks and the rocks of

mass, and also with the moee intensive serpentinization of the

ultranasic rocks. As we already noted above (S4 Chapter I), the

serpentinous ultrabasic rocks have low density and noticeably do not

........... .
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differ in this parameter from the acid and sedimentary rocks. 0

Therefore during mapping/charting of the ultrabasic rocks

gravitational prospecting should be compulsorily used in the complex

with magnetic prospecting, keeping in mind, that in the magnetic field

even the intensively serpentinous ultrabasic rocks are expressed by

positive anomalies.

Fig. 249 gives example to gravity anomaly above Kempersayskiy

mass of ultrabasic rocks according to data of variometric

photographing. As we see, the vectors of the horizontal gradient of

gravitational force note the boundaries of mass with the enclosing

rocks, but usually are not directed perpendicularly to contact as a

result of the systematic increase of gravitational forces from the

north to the south. The executor/performer of works A. A. 0
Nepomnyashchikh (1959) explained this special feature by the fact that

in the southern part of the mass its vertical thickness is increased

in connection with the possible presence here of feeding channel of

intrusion. On the greater part of the area of mass, in accordance

with the produced interpretation of anomaly, the latter has flat/plane

platelike form with the significant preponderance of the horizontal

sizes/dimensions above the vertical.

Page 462.

In some places the position of the contacts of mass with the enclosing

rocks as a result of geophysical works underwent significant changes

in comparison with the results of previously carried out geological 0

7?1~
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surveying works (Fig. 250).

Searches for chromite ores. Gravitational prospecting is usually

the only geophysical method, whose application during the searches for

chromite ores in many instances is possible and worthwhile. The first

discoveries of chromite ore bodies with the application of variation

gravitational prospecting were done in 1933 by us in USSR (Andreyev,

1937). Subsequently the same method was with great success used for

the searches and prospecting of chromites in the territory of the

largest Kempersayskiy chromite deposit; in its honor were named on

this deposit ore bodies "Geophysical I" and "Geophysical II",

mentioned in the courses of ore deposits (Tatarinov, et al, 1947).

kw
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Fig. 249. Gravity anomaly above chromite mass of ultrabasic rocks.

According to A. A. Nepomnyashchikh (1959).

Page 463.

Ore bodies, composed by massive chromite and sloping in

serpentinous peridotite (serpentines) are separated by significant

excess density (on the order of 1.2-1.5 g/cm3) and they are

characterized by gravity anomalies of positive sign, which during

detailed prospecting photographing in many instances are completely

distinctly caught in measurements with gravitational variometers (Fig.

251) or high-accuracy gravimeters (Fig. 252). During the searches for

chromites the very thick network/grid of observations (through 20-25

m) and the very thorough elaboration of anomalous sections with
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thickening of observations to 2-5 m is required. Usually, together

with the ore anomalies, is reveal.ed a significant quantity of

anomalies of barren, caused by the density heterogeneity of enclosing

rocks (serpentines), by the inclusions in them of the vein rocks, etc.

Separation of ore and nonmetalliferous anomalies frequently proves to

be possible to produce with the utilization in the complex with

gravitational prospecting of magnetic prospecting (see Andreyev,

1937), and also chromometric photographing.

WT 7-77
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Fig. 250. Sections/cuts and plan/layout of mass of ultrabasic rocks.

Results of the interpretation o4 :he gravity anomaly, given in Fig.

249. According to A. A. Nepomnyashchikh (1959).

Key: (1). Section/cut along the line ca.

Page 464.

Thus, the zones of the condensed serpentineL. are usually developed not

only by gravitational maximums, but also by maximums of component

of magnetic field, and furthermore, at tle low thickness of drifts in

the form of the small uplifts/rises of relief, but above the vein

bodies of microdiorites, which are developed by gravitational ZI

maximums, are observed reductions in component Z. of magnetic field.

®'
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Fig. 251. Results of variometric gravitational photographing above

deposit of chromite. According to B. A. Andreyev, (1937). 1 -

vectors of gradient; 2 - outline and the section/cut of ore body; 3 -

curve of the gradient of observation; 4 - curve of gradient

theoretical corresponding to section/cut); 5, 6 - untirbered shaft

and f.;rrow.

Page 465.

On the other hand. the gravitational maximums of ore nature in

* instances must be accompanied by the increased concentration of
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chromium in the eluvium - rock waste. Chromite presents the mineral, *
stable in the zone of wind erosion, and chromite ores are accompanied

by the aureoles of mechanical type scattering.

Appropriate calculations show (Andreyev, 1937) that with

production of prospecting variometric photographing with interval

between observation points 20-25 m and subsequent thorough elaboration

of anomalous zones it is possible to rely on detection of chromite ore

bodies with thickness of 2-5 m, which slope at dep hs from 1 to 13 m

from surface. These calculations are confirmed by the practice of

prospecting variometric works.

Prospecting ore bodies. As a result of the high value of excess

density and sufficiently significant sizes/dimensions of ore bodies in

comparison with the depth of their bedding, ore gravity anomalies

usually 3re clearly expressed and have high intensity. If average

density values of chromites and enclosing rocks for the region being

:nvestigaed are sufficiently reliably known, then ore anomalies

frequently can be subjected to the quantitative interpretation, whose

results will have a value with the prospecting works. These will be,

first of all, those cases, when ore anomalies have a course/strike in

the direction, perpendicular to the line of observations, and to their

interpretation it is possible to apply formulas and methods of

two-dimensional goal.

Forn and sectional area of ore body can be selected with the help*
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* of template for bodies of arbitrary form (see S46 Chapter VI). This

method is especially convenient and reliable, if the position of ore

body in the upper levels partially is already established by

prospecting works.

0

I.
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Fig. 252. Results of gravimetric photographing above deposit of

chrc mi te.

Key: (1). Profile and ore body in the plan/layout. (2). Chromite.

(3). Observed anomaly. (4). Mgal. (5). Regional anomaly. (6).

Local anomaly.O
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Page 466. If along the profile the distribution of anomaly Ag,

expressed by the clearly localized maximum (Fig. 253) is known, then

it is possible to determine the cross-sectional area of body S, using

the formula of G. A. Gamburtsev mentioned above. The comparison of

data of similar calculation with the data of prospecting, carried out

by the author for one of the deposits (Andreyev, 1937), showed that

virtually in this case calculation determines only the sectional area

of ore bodies to the level, which corresponds to the approximately

triple horizontal thickness of ore bodies, since the lower parts of

these bodies according to gravitational data are determined unstably.

Data of calculations it proves to be possible to use during the

calculation of the reserves of chromite ores on the lowest categories

(C, and C,).

S62. Pyritic ores (copper, sulfur).

Among copper-ore and sulfuric deposits pyritic deposits have high

value. During the searches and prospectirg of pyritic deposits

usually are used the complex of geophysical methods - magnetic

prospecting, electrical prospecting, gravitational prospecting. The

first two methods are used for the preliminary investigation of

promising areas and usually is separated a large quantity of anomalous

zones, from which ore are only some, comparativ-1y scarce. These

anomalous zones are in turn investigated by gravitational prospecting,

which frequently makes it possible to definitely solve a question

* aDout their ore or nonmetalliferous nature before setting of testing
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mine-drilling works. Further-nre, in certain cases gravitational

prospecting makes it possible to make conclusions about

sizes/dimensions and shape of ore bodies, that have value during

prospecting of the latter.

0

0
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Fig. 253. Determination of "anomalous area" during calculation of

cross-sectional area of chromite ore bodies by G. A. Gamburtsev's

method.

Sa
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Page 467.
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Fig. 254. Results of interpretation of materials of gravitation

prospecting works on deposit of copper pyrites of South Urals.

According to A. Ya. Jaros, et al (1957). a) the geologic section/cut

of deposit according to the data of the prospecting works, carried out

before setting of gravitational prospecting; I - ore body, known; II -

new ore block, predicted according to the data of gravitational

prospecting. b) the new geologic sectior/cut of deposit, which

q1
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confirms the conclusions, made on the interpretation of gravitation

prospecting data.

Page 468.

With beds of pyritic ores are connected intensive gravitation

anomalies, in particular on gradient of gravity force, which is

explained by high excess density of ores with respect to surrounding

rocks (1.0-1.8 g/cm') and by significant sizes/dimensions of ore

bodies in comparison with depth of their bedding. By us in the USSR

gravitational prospecting successfully was used on the deposits of

pyritic ores in Urals (Andreyev, etc., 1941; Jaros, Ansimov and

Polyakov, 1957), also, in Karelia (Katskov, 1957).

Interesting example, which shows possibility of gravitational

method during prospecting of pyritic ores, is given in Fig. 254, where

results of variometric and gravimetric works and section/cut are shown

according to data of drilling on one of deposits of copper pyrites of

South Urals. The excess density of pyritic ores with respect to the

enclosing rocks (albitophyres, porphyrite), determined on the cores of

the exploration wells, proved to be equal to 1.7 g/cm'. The

calculation of gravitation effect from the ore body, produced on the

template for the section of body, determined by drilling, showed that

the theoretical anomaly proves to be noticeably less in the intensity

of the observed anomaly. During the selection of the section/cut,

which corresponds to the observed anomaly, it was necessary to make an

assumption about *he presence at the depth of new large/coarse ore

?M!Vb.,-r-7
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body or about the propagation of known body at the large depth.

Produced on the basis of these data additional reconnaissance of

deposit with the depression of existing and the additive of new drill

holes, confirmed the conclusion, made via the analysis of gravity

anomaly, and led to the discovery of the new ore horizon/level (Fig.

254b) and to an increase in the reserves of deposit by 70%.

S63. Deposits of mineral salts.

We already stopped (in S55) on analysis of salt dome structures

with application of gravitational prospecting. Another object of this

method, connected with the searches for mineral salts, is saliferous

formations of some internal platform regions, including powerful sheet

bodies of the halogen rocks. Before gravitational prospecting and

other geophysical methods (seismic survey, electrical prospecting) is

posed the problem of studying hypsometry of the surface of this type

of sheet beds, which is coordinated vith the general character of the

bedding of the covering and basement rocks, but usually complex

fine/small dome-shaped forms (Fig. 255).

Page 469.

If thickness of halide thickness is significant (more than depth

of its upper surface) and at isolated points of territory being

investigated this thickness opened by drill holes, then, as shows

experiment, for interpretation of gravity anomalies in section being

investigated it is expedient to attempt to use graph/diagram of
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dependence of value of gravity anomalies from depth of occurrence of

surface of salt, taking anomalies from gravitational map/chart for

points of arrangement of blowholes, and depth of salt - according to

data of drilling. If graph proves to be close to rectilinear, then we

are right to allow that anomalous field is caused in essence by the

effect/action of the upper surface of salt thickness, which usually

has negative excess density a with respect to the persalt thickness,

so that decreases correspond to uplifts of salt, and to subsidences -

increases in anomaly Ag (Fig. 256). The angular coefficient of

straight-line relationship Ag=f(z), where z - depth up to the

interface being investigated, can be determined on the basis of

formula (VI, 17):

21on(:1 -:

whence

b = 2fo.
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Fig. 255. Typical section of salt deposit of platform region.

According to A. A. Ivanov (1953). 1 - cover rocks: gypsiferous

clays, marls, limestone, sandstones; 2 - cover rock salt; 3 -

thickness of guelder rose-magnesium salts; 4 - underlying rock salt; 5

- clayey-anhydrite thickness; 6 - saliferous clays and marls with the

gypsum and the anhydrite; 7 - clay, limestone and dolomite; 8 -

sandstones, marls, clay and conglomerates; 9 - limestone.

Key: (1). Kungur stage. (2). Artinskiy stage.

Page 470.

If a is more or less constant in value and is reliably known and

characteristic cross dimension I of separate uplifts/rises and

downwarps/troughs of surface being investigated satisfies condition

I :.r then values of coefficient b, determined from indicated

relationship/ratio and according to correlation graph, must be

numerically close or equal. This type of correlation graph can be

used for the conversion of values Ag into approximate values of z,

that also was done in some saliferous regions.

General/common expression of coefficier' of linear dependence is

*tv . 431, ~ .- ~*
r6--1-
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given in formula (VI, 20).

S64. Deposits of carbons/coals.

Application of gravitational prospecting in carboniferous basins

encompasses many-year period - more than 30 years. By us in USSR this

type works were begun in 1929 on the outskirts of Donets basin and

subsequently is undergone in this region considerable development in

connection with the solution of structural-geologic problems. In the

same direction gravitational prospecting obtained application, also,

in a series/number of ccher carboniferous basins - in particular in

lignitic basins of Urals, Kazakhstan and Middle Asia. Was used

gravitational prospecting in some coal fields and abroad. It is

explained that in certain cases gravitational prospecting can be

applicable, also, for the liberation/precipitation of productive

carboniferous suites and even separate large/coarse coal sLams.

For illustration of application of gravitational prospecting in

coal fields let us examine application of this method with resolution

of problem of large Donbass. Essence of this problem, advanced by the

important geologiat Academician P. I. Stepanov in 1929, consists of

the following. Donbass is half-open type folaing coal field: in its

central part the carboniferous depositions of the Donets Carboniferous

period are bared and accessible to direct development, and on the

periphery of basin these depositions are almost everywhere hidden

undei younqer depositions of the Mesocenozoic. Primary task in the
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problem of large Donbass consisted in the explanation of the actual

outlines of the basin, within limits of which carboniferous

depositions are located at the depth, accessible for the development

(first hundreds of meters). In the solution of this problem, at

present in essence completed, the most important r' played

geophysical methods and, in particular, gravitational prospecting.

47

_ !4
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Fig. 256. Dependence Ag-f(H) for three regions (a, b, c) of deposits

of potassic salts. H - depth to the roof of salt.

Key: (1). mgj.

Page 471.

Methrd was used, first, for explaining region of propagation of

paleozoic geosyncline, with which was connected Donets carboniferous

basin. This region, as now it is explained, passes through uncovered

Donbass approximately to latitudinal direction, to the west from it it

is wedged ii between Kursk-Voronezh and Ukrainian Precambrian masses

of Russian platform, and to thE east it is continued by broad band

between the Russian platform and the r _giun of the Alpine folding of

Caucasus up to the West coast of the Caspian sea (Fig. 257). The

region of the propagation of the folding Paleozoic era is developed as

the zone of the vast regional maxiinum gravitational force, whose

position was established by conducting in the territory of area

gravitational photographings indi-ated with the pendulums and by

gravimeters. The maximum indicated can be explained by an increase in

the density of great thickness of paleozoic rocks in the center

section of the Donets geosynclinal zone, connected with the intensive

* manifestation here of folding.
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Gravitational prospecting in. complex with electrical prospecting

and seismic prospecting was used also for studying hypsometry of

surface of carbonaceous rocks of middle Carboniferous period on

periphery of Donbass. This surface is structural-erosion, moreover

central strip relative to the shallow bedding of rock of the

carboniferous Carboniferous period proves to be limited from nor.h and

south by sharp ledged reductions in the roofs of the Carboniferous

period, beyond limits of which carboniferous depositions usually are

located at the depth, no longer accessible for performing of

operational work. These ledged reductions in the surface of the

Carboniferous period, which represent in many instanzes of the border

of industrial Donbass, were revealed well with variometric

photographing. The interpretation of the curves of the horizontal

gradient of gravitational force was produced either by the method of

P. M. Nikiforov, described in S43 Chapter V or by selecting the

section/cut according to the diagram for the bodies of the arbitrary

form, described in S46 Chapter V.

Example of this type of construction for one of regions i- given

in Fig. 258. Variometric photographing was conducted through the

profile, whose northern end is passed along the section, where the

rocks of the carboniferous Carboniferous period (o-2.6 g/cm') outcrop

on the surface, and remaining part - on the territory, where the

surface of the Carboniterous period is hidden under the thickness of

the depositions of the Mesocenozoic (o-2.0 g/cm').
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(13). Krasnodar. (14). Stavropol'. (15). Caspian Sea.

Page 412.

On the curve of horizontal gradient clearly are drawn two ledged

subs~dences of the horizon/level of positive excess density, which

cor-esponds to the surface of the Carboniferous period, south of the

section, in which the Carboniferous period i.. bared, and the
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uplift/rise of this surface at the southern end of the profile. The

curve of anomaly Ag, obtained by integrating the curve of gradient, is

here given. The given section/cut of surface of carbon is constructed

according to the curve of gradient by selection with the help of the

template. the correctness of the construction of section/cut was

subsequently with high accuracy confirmed by boring and seismic survey

works.

in certain cases gravitational prospecting found use during

straight/direct searches and prospecting of beds of brown coal, which

considerably differ in their density from enclosing rocks and having

sufficiently large thickness, in consequence of which caused by them

gravitation effect sometimes proves to be significant in value. Fig.

259 shows results on profile of variometric photographing on

"Jeliondel' deposit" (Australia), that intersects the edge/boundary

part of the Lhick (more than 100 m) bed of brown coal (;AI=I.l g/cmI),

which slopes in the tertiary sandy-clay depositions (o=1.9 g/cm'),

which in turn fill basins/depressions in the surface of Jurassic

sandstones (o-2.4 g/cm').
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Fig. 258. Study of relief of surface of carboniferous Carboniferous

period of Donbass with application of gravitation prospecting works.

According to N. N. Samsonov.

Key: (1). Curve of gradient 0/ds. (2). Curve of anomalies Ag.

Page 474.

Gravitation effect basic in the value in this case is caused directly

by the bed of brown coal. Of this it is possible to oe convinced, if

we take formula (V, 106) for the case of the vertical step

I

and substitute into it the appropriate values for the contact

carbon/coal - sandy-clay rocks: o-1.1-1.9=-0.8 g/cm' and, on the

section/cut in Fig. 259, z,/z,-5.0, which gives

II t., - 171 1Ii " C -f' ; 1711 .

Respectively for contact sandy-clay rocks - sandstones we have:

O a-l.9-2.4--0.5; z,/z,-3.2, which gives
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i.e. anomaly is less in value than in first case, 2.2 tirmes.

Prevailing effect of quite carbon bed on anomalous gravitational

field one can see well also from given in Fig. 259 schematic diagram,

obtained on curve of gradient I'. by selection with utilization of

template: maximum of curve corresponds to edge of bed.

In USSR gravitational prospecting on basis of variometric

photographing was used for liberation/precipitation of productive

carboniferous thicknesses on lignitic basins of eastern slope of Urals

(Jaros, 1961). 0

0
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Fig. 259. Results of gravitation prospecting works on lignitic

deposit "Jeliondel" (Australia). According to Edzy and Laby (1932).

Key: (1). Hole. (2). Coal. (3). Jurassic sandstone.

Page 475.

S65. Subterranean (mine/shaft) gravitational prospecting.

Subterranean (mine/shaft) gravitational prospecting is developed

in essence in connection with searches for ore deposits: copper,

polymetals, iron, etc. In certain cases they tried to use it (abroad)

also on the deposits of carbon/coal and salt. Works were produced

both with variometers and with gravimeters. The works, carried out by

underground gravitational prospecting, have experimental or

experimental-production character mai1'ly. In this sense, and also

according to the planned positive resu'.ts, these works determine

prospects, in a nuimhar of cases cir-letelv determin1i, of imp artan.n
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region of the future industrial utilization of gravitational

prospecting.

Slow development and introduction of subterranean gravitational

prospecting is explained by complexity of goals, which it is necassary

to solve in connection with conducting, processing/treatment and

geologic interpretation of results of gravitational measurements,

conducted in mine workings. We will pause here only at the special

features of the goal of the interpretation of the results of this type

of photographings.

The fact is limitation of subterranean gravitational prospecting

that object (usually ore body itself, sometimes ore-bearing structure)

proves to be arranged/located very differently with respect to

production/consumption, in which are produced observations. How this

complicates the interpretation of the results of these observations,

is evident at least from the fact that one and the same ore body, for

example rpherical form, arranqed/located under the

production/consumption, causes maximun, and arranged/located above the

production/consumption - minimum of anomaly Ag, and with the

arrangemen: of this body on the side from the production/consumption,

in the plane of observations, its gravitation effect can be equal to

zero (S34 Chapter v).

Conditions of interpretation, however, substantially are

facilitated, if about possible arrangement of object being
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* investigated is any additional information (for example, data of

prospecting), and gravitational measurements are made not on one, but

at several horizons/levels. With the interpretation it is aecessary

to have in mind those laws governing spatial distribution of the

anomalous elements of the gravitational field, which were in detail

investigated by us for different bodies of correct geometric form in

Chapter V.

Is most elaborated procedure and interpretation of results of

subterranean gravitation prospecting works for conditions for searches

and prospec'.ing chalcopyrite deposits Central Urals, established as a

result of multi-flight experimental field works, carried out by

department of exploration geophysics MGRI under management of Ye. A.

* Mudretsova (Mudretsova, 1958; 1960).

0
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2 Z 1" 216 215 1^0

Fig. 260. Results of subterranean gravimetric worK.3 on chalcopyrite

deposit. According to Ye. A. Mudretsova (1960). I - observed curve

Ag; II - calculated curve Ag; 1 - chlorite-sericitic slates; 2 -

sulfuric pyrite; 3 - copper impregnation; 4 - copper pyrite.

Key: (1). mg/.

51,°z't|3,.2 ...-/,, 2 -

Fig. 261. Results of subterranean variometric works on chalcopyrite

deposit. Accc 'ding to Ye. A. Mudretsova (1960). I - observed curve

Ag; II - calculated curve Ag; 1 - albitophyres; 2 - chlorite-sericitic

slates; 3 - copper impregnation; 4 - sulfuric pyrite; 5 - vector of

total horizontal gradient.

Key: (1). mg/,

50,Z
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Fig. 262. For calculation cf components of attraction i, and F,

material leaflRt with interpretation of results of subterranean

gravitation prospecting works.

Page 477.

These works showed worthwhileriess of the industrial introduction of

gravitational prospecting together with other geophysical methods

during the searches for blind ore bodies and during the detailed

prospecting of the ore bodies, discovered by productions/consumptions

* under indicated deposit conditions. Work should be performed by the

complex of high-accuracy gravimetric and variometric photographings,

moreover the first is placed in the entire inspected territory, and

the second - in the separate small sections for the purpose of the

elaboration of the structure of anomalous field.

Fig. 260 gives example of study of ore zone by gravimetric

photographing. Profile intersects ore lens for its entire extent,

btinning from picket 212. Anomaly Ag is obtained of negative sign in

connection with the fact that the base mass of bed is arranged/located

above the investigated working. As we see, anomaly has the small

intensity (about 0.4 mgal). Fig. 261 snows the results of the

elaboration of ore anomaly by subterranean variometric photographing.
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For quantitative interpretation of anomalies Ag under Ye. A. N

Mudretsovoy's indicated conditions is developed special method, with

which ore body is substituted by flat/plane material leaflet, which

coincides with section/cut of body in incidence/drop. This

replacement is possible, since the thickness of lenticular

chalcopyrite ore bodies is usually small (5-10 m) in comparison with

the sizes/dimensions of these bodies in the course/strike and in the

incidence/drop. Are calculated normal and tangential components of

the attraction of material leaflet (Fig. 262) with the help of the

special templates, whose description is in the work of Ye. A.

Mudretsova (1958).
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* Page 478.

CONCLUSION.

Let us bring short total carried out above detailed examination

of all aspects of complex problem of geologic interpretation of

gravity anomalies. Achievements in the solution cf this problem in

many respects determine the prospects for further development of

gravitational prospecting; they substantially affect also the

development of other geophysical methods, for example magnetic

prospecting. The essential progress in the business of the geologic

interpretation of gravity anomalies was reached and will be reached

subsequently on the basis of the deepened analysis of allI geological-geophysical conditions of applying of gravitational

prospecting and those mathematical problems, which directly ensue from

the essence of the geologic goals, place before this method.

Both geological, and corresponding to them mathematical problems

gradually are complicated, moreover in specific development stage of

gravitational prospecting they require qualitative renovation and

refinement of the developed earlier approaches and methods during

geologic interpretation of data. Development in estimation and

interpretation of data of the method of conditionally-probabilistic

criteria (this is characteristic as a whole for the contemporary

natural science and technology) can serve as the index of the

* occurring now qualitative change in the interpretation of data of
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gravitational prospecting. Specifically, this approach will make it

possible to draw and to together analyze scalene on their physical

bases materials, in each specific case not very sharp and clear, but

united under sameness places and the geologic history, whose separate

aspects they reflect.

Actively is penetrated in practice of inte-pretation and will bc

further developed analysis of three-dimensional/space picture of

distribution of anomalous fields, especially in connection with

application of rapidly moving computer technology. Computers will

find use, also, during the solution of the complex logical problems of

interpretation.

Page 479.

Will be also subsequently continued occurring in recent years

critical review of "canonical" models of geologic media, like model of

laminated medium, essential refinement of latter in concept of laminar

zonality of density and other physical properties. Increasing

development will undergo the methods of the quantitative

systematization of the virtually observed anomalies above the known

geologic structures and the deposits of useful minerals. This will

make it possible to quantitatively consider the degree of the

conformity of the studied anomales to the specific geologic forms.

Imperative attempts to increase depth of penetration of geologic

conclusions/derivations, extracted via analysis of gravity anomalies, I
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* will be continued.

Development of enumerated questions, on our deep conviction,

undoubtedly will increase role of gravitational prospecting and its

value in general complex of geological-geophysical methods.

0
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